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Summary
A generic protocol that utilizes a dual hexahistidine-maltose-binding protein (His6-MBP)
affinity tag has been developed for the production of recombinant proteins in Escherichia coli.
The MBP moiety improves the yield and enhances the solubility of the passenger protein while
the His-tag facilitates its purification. The fusion protein (His6-MBP-passenger) is purified by
immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC) on nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid (Ni-NTA) resin
and then cleaved in vitro with His6-tobacco etch virus protease to separate the His6-MBP from
the passenger protein. In the final step, the unwanted byproducts of the digest are absorbed by a
second round of IMAC, leaving nothing but the pure passenger protein in the flow-through fraction. Endogenous proteins that bind to the Ni-NTA resin during the first IMAC step also do so
during the second round of IMAC. Hence, the application of two successive IMAC steps, rather
than just one, is the key to obtaining crystallization-grade protein with a single affinity technique.
Key Words: Maltose-binding protein; MBP; immobilized metal affinity chromatography;
IMAC; His-tag; affinity tag; affinity chromatography; structural genomics; high throughput;
tobacco etch virus protease; TEV protease.

1. Introduction
Because of its remarkable ability to enhance the solubility and promote the
proper folding of its fusion partners, Escherichia coli maltose-binding protein
(MBP) has emerged as an attractive vehicle for the production of recombinant
proteins (1,2). However, MBP fusion proteins do not always bind efficiently
to amylose resin, and even when they do amylose affinity chromatography
typically does not produce samples of sufficient purity for structural studies.
To address this problem, we identified several locations in which small affinity
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tags can be inserted within the framework of an MBP fusion protein without
compromising its solubility-enhancing properties (3). In this chapter, we
describe how one such configuration, in which a hexahistidine tag (His6) is
added to the N-terminus of MBP, forms the foundation of an entirely generic
strategy for protein production in E. coli. The MBP moiety improves the yield
and enhances the solubility of the passenger protein, whereas the His-tag
facilitates its purification. The soluble fusion protein (His6-MBP-passenger)
is purified by immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC) on nickelnitrilotriacetic acid (Ni-NTA) resin and then cleaved in vitro with His6-tagged
tobacco etch virus (TEV) protease (His6-TEV protease) to separate the His6MBP from the passenger protein. In the final step, the unwanted byproducts
of the digest, as well as any impurities that eluted from the Ni-NTA resin
along with the fusion protein in the first IMAC step, are absorbed by a second round of IMAC, leaving nothing but the pure passenger protein in the
flow-through fraction. Hence, the application of two successive IMAC steps,
rather than just one, is the key to obtaining crystallization-grade protein with
a single affinity technique. This simple generic protocol should be readily
amenable to automation for high-throughput applications.
2. Materials
2.1. Recombinational Vector Construction
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.

The Gateway® destination vector pDEST-HisMBP (see Fig. 1).
Reagents and thermostable DNA polymerase for PCR amplification (see Note 1).
Synthetic oligodeoxyribonucleotide primers for PCR amplification (see Fig. 2).
TE buffer: 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0) and 1 mM EDTA.
TAE-agarose and an apparatus for submarine gel electrophoresis of DNA (see Note
2).
QIAquick™ gel extraction kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) for the extraction of DNA
from agarose gels.
Chemically competent DB3.1 cells (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) for propagating
pDEST-HisMBP and pDONR201.
Competent gyrA+ cells (e.g., DH5α, MC1061, HB101) (see Note 3).
Gateway PCR Cloning System (Invitrogen).
Luria Bertani (LB) medium and LB agar plates containing ampicillin (100 µg/mL).
LB medium: add 10 g bacto tryptone, 5 g bacto yeast extract, and 5 g NaCl to 1 L
of H2O and sterilize by autoclaving. For LB agar, also add 12 g of bactoagar before
autoclaving. To prepare plates, allow medium to cool until flask or bottle can be
held in hands without burning, then add 1 mL ampicillin stock solution (100
mg/mL in H2O, filter-sterilized), mix by gentle swirling, and pour or pipet ca. 30
mL into each sterile Petri dish (100-mm diameter).
Reagents for small-scale plasmid DNA isolation (see Note 4).
An incubator set at 37°C.
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the Gateway® destination vector pDESTHisMBP. This vector can be recombined with an entry vector that contains an open
reading frame of interest, via the LR reaction, to generate a His6-MBP fusion protein
expression vector.

2.2. Pilot Expression Experiment
1. Competent BL21PRO cells (Clontech, Palo Alto, CA) containing the TEV protease
expression vector pRK603 (4) (see Notes 5 and 6).
2. A derivative of pDEST-HisMBP that produces a His6-MBP fusion protein with a
TEV protease recognition site in the linker between MBP and the passenger protein (see Subheading 3.1.).
3. LB agar plates and broth containing both ampicillin (100 µg/mL) and kanamycin
(25 µg/mL). See Subheading 2.1., item 10 for LB broth, LB agar, and ampicillin
stock solution recipes. Prepare stock solution of 25 mg/mL kanamycin in H2O and
filter-sterilize. Store at 4°C for up to 1 mo. Dilute antibiotics 1000-fold into LB
medium or molten LB agar.
4. Isopropyl-thio-β-D-galactopyranoside (IPTG), analytical grade (Anatrace Inc.,
Maumee, OH). Prepare a stock solution of 200 mM in H2O and filter-sterilize.
Store at –20°C.
5. Anhydrotetracycline (ACROS Organics/Fisher Scientific, Springfield, NJ). Prepare
a 1000X stock solution by dissolving in 50% ethanol at 100 µg/mL. Store in a foilcovered tube at –20°C.
6. Shaker/incubator.
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10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
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Sterile baffle-bottom flasks (Bellco Glass, Inc., Vineland, NJ).
Cell lysis buffer: 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0) and 1 mM EDTA.
Sonicator (with microtip).
2X Sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) sample
buffer (Invitrogen) and 2-mercaptoethanol (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO).
SDS-PAGE gel, electrophoresis apparatus, and running buffer (see Note 7).
Gel stain (e.g., Gelcode® Blue from Pierce, Rockford, IL, or PhastGel™ Blue R
from Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ).
Spectrophotometer.
1.5-mL Microcentrifuge tubes.

2.3. Large-Scale Cell Growth and Protein Purification
2.3.1. Cell Growth
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

LB broth (see Subheading 2.1., item 10).
Sterile 500-mL and 4-L baffled-bottom flasks (Bellco Glass, Inc.).
Sterile ampicillin solution (100 mg/mL; see Subheading 2.1., item 10).
A stock solution of 30 mg/mL chloramphenicol in ethanol. Store at –20°C for up
to 6 mo.
Competent BL21 cells (Novagen, Madison, WI).
20% (w/v) D(+)-glucose in H2O. Filter-sterilize and store at 4°C.
IPTG (see Subheading 2.2., item 4).
A derivative of pDEST-HisMBP that produces a His6-MBP fusion protein with an
intervening TEV protease recognition site.
Shaker/incubator.
Spectrophotometer.

2.3.2. Protein Purification
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ÄKTA Explorer Chromatography System (Amersham Biosciences).
Ni-NTA Superflow (Qiagen).
Column XK 16/10 (Amersham Biosciences).
0.22-µm Polyethersulfone filter (Corning Inc., Corning, NY).
1 L of 25 mM HEPES (pH 8.0) and 200 mM NaCl (see Note 8).

Fig. 2. Construction of a His6-MBP fusion vector using PCR and Gateway® cloning
technology. The open reading frame of interest is amplified from the template DNA by
PCR, using primers N1, N2, and C. Primers N1 and C are designed to base pair to the 5′
and 3′ ends of the coding region, respectively, and contain unpaired 5′ extensions as shown.
Primer N2 base pairs with the sequence that is complementary to the unpaired extension
of primer N1. The final PCR product is recombined with the pDONR201 vector to generate an entry clone, via the BP reaction. This entry clone is subsequently recombined with
pDEST-HisMBP using LR Clonase to yield the final His6-MBP fusion vector.
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6.
7.
8.
9.

1 L of 25 mM HEPES (pH 8.0), 200 mM NaCl, and 25 mM imidazole (see Note 8).
1 L of 25 mM HEPES (pH 8.0), 200 mM NaCl, 250 mM imidazole (see Note 8).
Benzamidine hydrochloride: hydrate (Sigma).
Complete EDTA-free protease inhibitor cocktail tablets (Roche Diagnostics
GmbH, Mannheim, Germany).
10. SDS-PAGE gel, 2X SDS-PAGE sample buffer, electrophoresis apparatus, and running buffer (see Subheading 2.2., items 10–12).
11. His6-TEV protease (5).

3. Methods
3.1. Construction of His6-MBP Fusion Vectors
by Recombinational Cloning
The Gateway recombinational cloning system is based on the site-specific
recombination reactions that mediate the integration and excision of bacteriophage λ into and from the E. coli chromosome, respectively. For detailed information about this system, the investigator is encouraged to consult the technical literature supplied by Invitrogen (http://www.invitrogen.com).
3.1.1. pDEST-HisMBP
To utilize the Gateway system for the production of His6-MBP fusion proteins, one must first construct or obtain a suitable “destination vector.”
Currently there are no commercial sources for such vectors. An example of a
destination vector that can be used to produce His6-MBP fusion proteins
(pDEST-HisMBP), which is available from the authors, is shown in Fig. 1.
pDEST-HisMBP was constructed by inserting an in-frame hexahistidine
sequence between codons 3 and 4 of MBP in pKM596 (6).
The Gateway cloning cassette in pDEST-HisMBP carries a gene encoding
the DNA gyrase poison CcdB, which provides a negative selection against the
destination vector, the donor vector, and various recombination intermediates
so that only the desired recombinant is obtained when the end products of the
recombinational cloning reaction are transformed into E. coli and grown in the
presence of ampicillin. pDEST-HisMBP and other vectors that carry the ccdB
gene must be propagated in a host strain with a gyrA mutation (e.g., E. coli
DB3.1) that renders the cells immune to the action of CcdB.
3.1.2. Gateway Cloning Protocol
The easiest way to construct a His6-MBP fusion vector by recombinational
cloning is to start with a PCR amplicon wherein the open reading frame (ORF)
of interest is bracketed by attB1 and attB2 recombination sites on its N- and Ctermini, respectively, which can be generated by amplifying the target ORF
with PCR primers that include the appropriate attB sites as 5′ unpaired exten-
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sions (see Fig. 2). The 3′ ends of the PCR primers are chosen so that they will
be able to form 20–25 bp with the template DNA. A recognition site for TEV
protease is incorporated between the N-terminus of the ORF and the attB1 site
in this PCR amplicon, enabling the passenger protein to be separated from the
N-terminal His6-MBP tag. Although this can be accomplished with a single,
long N-terminal PCR primer for each gene, we normally perform the PCR
amplification with two overlapping N-terminal primers instead, as outlined in
Fig. 2. Two gene-specific primers (N1 and C) are required for each ORF. The
C-terminal primer (C) includes the attB2 recombination site as a 5′ extension.
The 5′ extension of the N-terminal primer (N1) includes a recognition site for
TEV protease. The PCR product generated by these two primers is subsequently amplified by primers N2 and C to yield the final product. Primer N2 anneals
to the TEV protease recognition site and includes the attB1 recombination site
as a 5′ extension. This generic PCR primer can be used to add the attB1 site to
any amplicon that already contains the TEV protease recognition site at its Nterminal end. The PCR reaction is performed in a single step by adding all three
primers to the reaction at once (see Note 9). To favor the accumulation of the
desired product, the attB-containing primers are used at typical concentrations
for PCR but the concentration of the gene-specific N-terminal primer (N1) is
20-fold lower.
1. The PCR reaction mix is prepared as follows (see Note 10): 1 µL template DNA
(~10 ng/µL), 10 µL thermostable DNA polymerase 10X reaction buffer, 16 µL
dNTP solution (1.25 mM each), 2.5 µL primer N1 (~1 µM, or 13 ng/µL for a
40mer), 2.5 µL primer N2 (~20 µM, or 260 ng/µL for a 40mer), 2.5 µL primer C
(~20 µM, or 260 ng/µL for a 40mer), 1 µL thermostable DNA polymerase, and
65.5 µL H2O (to 100 µL total volume).
2. The reaction is placed in the PCR thermal cycler with the following program: initial melt for 5 min at 94°C; 30 cycles of 94°C for 30 s, 55°C for 30 s, and 68°C for
60 s (see Note 11); hold at 4°C.
3. Purification of the PCR amplicon by agarose gel electrophoresis (see Note 2) is
recommended to remove attB primer dimers.
4. To create the His6-MBP fusion vector, the PCR product is recombined first into
pDONR201 to yield an entry clone intermediate (BP reaction), and then into
pDEST-HisMBP (LR reaction; see Note 12).
a. Add to a microcentrifuge tube on ice: 300 ng of the PCR product in TE or H2O,
300 ng of pDONR201 DNA, 4 µL of 5X BP reaction buffer, and enough TE to
bring the total volume to 16 µL. Mix well.
b. Thaw BP Clonase enzyme mix on ice for 2 min and then vortex briefly for 2 s
twice (see Note 13).
c. Add 4 µL of BP Clonase enzyme mix to the components in step a and vortex
briefly twice.
d. Incubate the reaction at room temperature for at least 4 h (see Note 14).
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e. Add to the reaction: 1 µL of 0.75 M NaCl, 3 µL (ca. 450 ng) of the destination
vector (pDEST-HisMBP), and 6 µL of LR Clonase enzyme mix (see Note 13).
Mix by vortexing briefly.
f. Incubate the reaction at room temperature for 3–4 h.
g. Add 2.5 µL of the proteinase K stop solution and incubate for 10 min at 37°C.
h. Transform 2 µL of the reaction into 50 µL of chemically competent DH5α cells
(see Note 3).
i. Pellet the cells by centrifugation, gently resuspend pellet in 100–200 µL of LB
broth and spread on an LB agar plate containing 100 µg/mL ampicillin, the
selective marker for pDEST-HisMBP (see Fig. 1). Incubate the plate at 37°C
overnight (see Note 15).
5. Plasmid DNA is isolated from saturated cultures started from individual ampicillinresistant colonies and screened by PCR, using the gene-specific primers N1 and C,
to confirm that the clones have the expected structure. Alternatively, plasmids can
be purified and screened by conventional restriction digests using appropriate
enzymes. At this stage, we routinely sequence putative clones to ensure that there
are no PCR-induced mutations.

3.2. Pilot Expression Experiment
Prior to large-scale cell growth and purification, the fusion protein is overproduced on a small scale to assess its solubility. The amount of fusion protein
in the soluble fraction of the crude cell lysate is compared by SDS-PAGE with
the total amount of fusion protein in the cells, and the results are analyzed by
visual inspection of the stained gel. In a parallel experiment, the fusion protein
is cleaved in vivo to ascertain whether or not it is an efficient substrate for TEV
protease and to evaluate the solubility of the passenger protein after it is cleaved
from the His6-MBP tag. If the passenger protein remains soluble after intracellular processing, then it is also likely to be soluble after the fusion protein has
been purified and processed in vitro. Conversely, poor solubility after intracellular processing indicates that troubleshooting will be required before production can be scaled up (see Subheading 3.2.6).
3.2.1. Selecting a Host Strain of E. coli
The production of TEV protease from the expression vector pRK603 (4) is
initiated by adding anhydrotetracycline to the cell culture. This allows it to be
regulated independently of the IPTG-inducible His6-MBP fusion vector, which
is important because sometimes delaying the induction of TEV protease until
the fusion protein substrate has had time to accumulate in the cells results in
greater solubility of the passenger protein after cleavage (4,6). To achieve regulated expression of TEV protease, the in vivo processing experiment must be
performed in a strain of E. coli that produces the Tet repressor, such as
BL21PRO or DH5αPRO (Clontech). We prefer BL21Pro because of its robust
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growth characteristics and the fact that it lacks two proteases (Lon and OmpT)
that are present in most E. coli K12 strains.
3.2.2. Protein Expression
1. Transform competent BL21PRO or DH5αPRO cells that already contain pRK603
(see Notes 5 and 6) with the His6-MBP fusion protein expression vector and spread
them on an LB agar plate containing 100 µg/mL ampicillin and 25 µg/mL
kanamycin. Incubate the plate overnight at 37°C.
2. Inoculate 2–5 mL of LB medium containing 100 µg/mL ampicillin and 25 µg/mL
kanamycin in a culture tube or shake-flask with a single colony from the plate.
Grow to saturation overnight at 37°C with shaking.
3. The next morning, inoculate 50 mL of the same medium in a 250-mL baffled-bottom flask with 0.5 mL of the saturated overnight culture.
4. Grow the cells at 37°C with shaking to mid-log phase (OD600nm ~0.5).
5. Add IPTG (1 mM final concentration) and adjust the temperature to 30°C (see
Note 16).
6. After 2 h, divide the culture into two separate flasks (ca. 20 mL in each). Label one
flask “+” and the other “–”.
7. Add anhydrotetracycline to the “+” flask (100 ng/mL final concentration).
8. After 2 more h, measure the OD600nm of the cultures (dilute cells 1:10 in LB to
obtain an accurate reading). An OD600nm of about 3.5 is normal, although lower
densities are possible. If the density of either culture is much lower than this, it
may be necessary to adjust the volume of the samples that are analyzed by SDSPAGE.
9. Transfer 10 mL of each culture to a 15-mL conical centrifuge tube and pellet the
cells by centrifugation at 4000g at 4°C.
10. Resuspend the cell pellets in 1 mL of lysis buffer and then transfer the suspensions
to a 1.5-mL microcentrifuge tube.
11. Store the cell suspensions at –80°C overnight. Alternatively, the cells can be disrupted immediately by sonication (after freezing and thawing) and the procedure
continued without interruption, as described in Subheading 3.2.3.

3.2.3. Sonication and Sample Preparation
1. Thaw the cell suspensions at room temperature, then place them on ice.
2. Lyse the cells by sonication (see Note 17).
3. Prepare samples of the total intracellular protein from the “+” and “–” cultures (T+
and T–, respectively) for SDS-PAGE by mixing 50 µL of each sonicated cell suspension with 50 µL of 2X SDS-PAGE sample buffer containing 10% (v/v) 2-mercaptoethanol.
4. Pellet the insoluble cell debris (and proteins) by centrifuging the sonicated cell suspension from the each culture at maximum speed in a microcentrifuge for 10 min
at 4°C.
5. Prepare samples of the soluble intracellular protein from the “+” and “–” cultures
(S+ and S–, respectively) for SDS-PAGE by mixing 50 µL of each supernatant
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from step 4 with 50 µL of 2X SDS-PAGE sample buffer containing 10% (v/v) 2mercaptoethanol.

3.2.4. SDS-PAGE
We typically use precast Tris-Glycine or NuPAGE gradient gels for SDSPAGE to assess the yield and solubility of MBP fusion proteins (see Note 7).
Of course, the investigator is free to choose any appropriate SDS-PAGE formulation, depending on the protein size and laboratory preference.
1. Heat the T–, T+, S–, and S+ protein samples at 90ºC for about 5 min and then spin
them at maximum speed in a microcentrifuge for 5 min.
2. Assemble the gel in the electrophoresis apparatus, fill it with SDS-PAGE running
buffer, load the samples (10 µL each), and carry out the electrophoretic separation
according to standard lab practices. T and S samples from each culture (“+” and
“–“) are loaded in adjacent lanes to allow easy assessment of solubility. Molecular
weight standards may also be loaded on the gel, if desired.
3. Stain the proteins in the gel with GelCode Blue reagent, PhastGel Blue R, or a suitable alternative.

3.2.5. Interpreting the Results
The MBP fusion protein should be readily identifiable in the T– sample after
the gel is stained because it will normally be the most abundant protein in the
cells. Molecular weight standards can also be used to corroborate the identity
of the fusion protein band. If the S– sample contains a similar amount of the
fusion protein, this indicates that it is highly soluble in E. coli. On the other
hand, if little or no fusion protein is observed in the S– sample, then this is an
indicator of poor solubility. Of course, a range of intermediate states is also possible.
If the fusion protein is an efficient substrate for TEV protease, then little of
it will be present in the T+ and S+ samples. Instead, one should observe a
prominent band at ca. 42 kDa that corresponds to the His6-MBP moiety and
another prominent band migrating with the expected mobility of the passenger
protein. If the fusion protein is a poor substrate for the protease, then the “+”
samples will look similar to the “–” samples.
If the passenger protein is soluble after it is released from His6-MBP, then a
similar amount will be present in the T+ and S+ lanes. On the other hand, some
or all of the passenger protein may precipitate at this stage. If a substantial fraction of the passenger protein is insoluble, then troubleshooting may be necessary. Alternatively, an acceptable yield might still be obtained by scaling up cell
production.
An example of a pilot expression experiment is shown in Fig. 3. In this case
the fusion protein (MBP-Lon) was highly soluble and readily cleaved in vivo
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Fig. 3. Intracellular processing of a His6-MBP fusion protein by TEV protease. The
catalytic domain of Escherichia coli Lon protease was expressed from a derivative of
pDEST-HisMBP in BL21PRO cells that also contained the TEV protease expression
vector pRK603 as described (see Subheading 3.2.). Lane 1: molecular weight standards.
Lane 2: T–. Lane 3: S–. Lane 4: T+. Lane 5, S+ (see Subheading 3.2., steps 4 and 5).

by TEV protease. Note also that the Lon protease catalytic domain remained
soluble after it was cleaved from the dual His6-MBP tag.
3.2.6. Troubleshooting
Not every MBP fusion protein will be highly soluble. However, solubility
usually can be increased by reducing the temperature of the culture from 30 to
25°C or even lower during the time that the fusion protein is accumulating in
the cells (i.e., after the addition of IPTG). In some cases, the improvement can
be quite dramatic. It may also be helpful to reduce the IPTG concentration to a
level that will result in partial induction of the fusion protein. The appropriate
IPTG concentration must be determined empirically, but is generally in the
range of 10 to 20 µM. Under these conditions, longer induction times (18–24 h)
are required to obtain a reasonable yield of fusion protein.
If the fusion protein is a poor substrate for TEV protease in vivo, then the
same is likely to be true in vitro. However, in most cases it is still possible to
obtain a sufficient quantity of the pure passenger protein by scaling up production (e.g., from 4 to 6 L of cells or more). In especially problematic cases, the
efficiency of the protease digest can be improved by inserting additional amino
acid residues between the TEV protease recognition site and the N-terminus of
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the passenger protein. We have used both polyglycine and a FLAG-tag epitope
in this position with good results (7,8).
Occasionally, a passenger protein may accumulate in a soluble but biologically inactive form after intracellular processing of an MBP fusion protein.
Exactly how and why this occurs is unclear, but we suspect that fusion to MBP
somehow enables certain proteins to evolve into kinetically trapped, folding
intermediates that are no longer susceptible to aggregation. Therefore, although
solubility after intracellular processing is a useful indicator of a passenger protein’s folding state in most cases, it is not absolutely trustworthy. For this reason,
we strongly recommend that a biological assay be employed (if available) at an
early stage to confirm that the passenger protein is in its native conformation.
3.3. Large-Scale Cell Growth and Protein Purification
3.3.1. Cell Growth
1. Transform competent BL21 cells (Novagen) with the His6-MBP-passenger expression vector and select transformants on LB agar plates containing 100 µg/mL
ampicillin. Alternatively, if the passenger protein ORF contains codons that are
rarely used in E. coli (see Note 6) then transform BL21 CodonPlus™ RIL
(Stratagene) or Rosetta™ (Novagen) cells instead, and select transformants on LB
agar plates containing both ampicillin (100 µg/mL) and chloramphenicol (30
µg/mL).
2. Inoculate 100 mL of LB broth in a 500-mL baffle-bottom shake flask (Bellco Glass
or the equivalent) containing the appropriate antibiotic(s) with a single drug-resistant colony from the transformation in step 1. Shake overnight at 37°C.
3. Add 10 mL of the saturated overnight culture to 1 L of fresh LB broth plus antibiotic(s) in a 4-L baffle-bottom shake flask. To ensure that there will be an adequate
yield of pure protein at the end of the process, we ordinarily grow at least 4 L of
cells at a time. Sterile glucose can be added to 0.2% to increase biomass production. Shake the flask(s) at 37°C (ca. 250 rpm) until the cells reach mid-log phase
(OD600nm ~0.5).
4. Shift the temperature to 30°C (see Note 18) and then add IPTG to a final concentration of 1 mM. Continue shaking for 4–6 h.
5. Recover the cells by centrifugation. Freeze the cell pellet(s) at –80°C.

3.3.2. Protein Purification
1. All procedures are performed at 4–8°C. Thaw the cell pellet(s) on ice and suspend
in ice-cold 25 mM HEPES (pH 8.0), 200 mM sodium chloride, 25 mM imidazole
buffer containing protease inhibitors, using at least 10 mL/g of wet weight of cell
paste (see Note 8). Lyse the cells and clarify the crude cell extract by high-speed
centrifugation and filtration (see Note 19).
2. Apply the supernatant to a column of Ni-NTA resin (Qiagen) equilibrated in 25 mM
HEPES (pH 8.0), 200 mM sodium chloride, and 25 mM imidazole buffer without
protease inhibitors (see Notes 8 and 20). Wash the column with this buffer until a
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Fig. 4. Generic purification of Escherichia coli Lon protease catalytic domain (see
Subheading 3.3.). Lane 1: molecular weight standards. Lane 2: Soluble cell extract.
Lane 3: Peak fractions from the first round of immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC), eluted with an imidazole gradient. Lane 4: tobacco etch virus protease
digest. Lane 5: flow-through fractions after second round of IMAC. Lane 6: material
absorbed to Ni-NTA column during second round of IMAC.
stable baseline is reached and then elute the bound fusion protein (His6-MBP-passenger) with a linear gradient over 10 column volumes into 25 mM HEPES (pH
8.0), 200 mM sodium chloride, and 250 mM imidazole buffer (see Note 8). The
fusion protein usually elutes between 100 and 150 mM imidazole. The purity of the
fusion protein at this stage is typically in the range of 70 to 80% (see Fig. 4, lane 3).
3. To reduce the imidazole concentration to ca. 25 mM, the peak fractions containing
the fusion protein are pooled and diluted with 25 mM HEPES (pH 8.0) and 200
mM sodium chloride buffer that does not contain protease inhibitors or imidazole
(see Notes 8 and 21). The concentration of the fusion protein is estimated by measuring the A280.
4. His6-TEV protease is added to the pooled, diluted fractions from step 3 and incubated overnight at 4°C (see Note 22). The progress of the cleavage reaction can be
monitored by SDS-PAGE (see Fig. 4, lane 4).
5. The His6-TEV protease-treated pool from step 4 is applied to a second Ni-NTA column under the same conditions used during application to the first column (see Note
23). Pure passenger protein passes through the Ni-NTA column while residual undigested fusion protein, His6-MBP, His6-TEV protease, and any contaminants are
retained (see Fig. 4, lanes 5 and 6). The purity of the passenger protein at this stage
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Fig. 5. Crystals of Escherichia coli Lon protease catalytic domain (ca. 0.2 × 0.1 ×
0.1 mm) obtained after the protein was purified as described (see Subheading 3.3. and
Note 24). Space group: P32. Diffraction limit: 1.75 Å (beam line X-9B at NSLS,
Brookhaven, NY).

is greater than 90% and is of sufficient quality for crystallization trials (see Note 24
and Fig. 5).

4. Notes
1. We recommend a proofreading polymerase such as Pfu Turbo (Stratagene),
Platinum Pfx (Invitrogen), or Deep Vent (New England Biolabs) to minimize the
occurrence of mutations during PCR.
2. We typically purify fragments by horizontal electrophoresis in 1% agarose gels run
in TAE buffer (40 mM Tris-acetate, pH 8.0, and 1 mM EDTA). It is advisable to
use agarose of the highest possible purity (e.g., Seakem-GTG from FMC
BioPolymer). Equipment for horizontal electrophoresis can be purchased from a
wide variety of scientific supply companies. DNA fragments are extracted from
slices of the ethidium bromide-stained gel using a QIAquick gel extraction kit
(Qiagen) in accordance with the instructions supplied with the product.
3. Any gyrA+ strain of E. coli can be used. We prefer competent DH5α cells
(Invitrogen) because they are easy to use and very efficient.
4. We prefer the Wizard miniprep kit (Promega) or the QIAprepSpin miniprep kit
(Qiagen), but similar kits can be obtained from a wide variety of vendors.
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5. Although any method for the preparation of competent cells can be used (e.g.,
CaCl2) (9), we prefer electroporation because of the high-transformation efficiency that can be achieved. Detailed protocols for the preparation of electrocompetent
cells and electrotransformation procedures can be obtained from the electroporator
manufacturers (e.g., Bio-Rad, BTX, Eppendorf). Briefly, the cells are grown in 1 L
of LB medium (with antibiotics, if appropriate) to mid-log phase (OD600 ~0.5) and
then chilled on ice. The cells are pelleted at 4°C, resuspended in 1 L of ice-cold
H2O and then pelleted again. After several such washes with H2O, the cells are
resuspended in 3–4 mL of 10% glycerol, divided into 50-µL aliquots, and then
immediately frozen in a dry ice/ethanol bath. The electrocompetent cells are stored
at –80°C. Immediately prior to electrotransformation, the cells are thawed on ice
and mixed with 10–100 ng of DNA (e.g., a plasmid vector or a Gateway reaction).
The mixture is placed into an ice-cold electroporation cuvet and electroporated
according to the manufacturers’ recommendations (e.g., a 1.8-kV pulse in a cuvet
with a 1-mm gap). One milliliter of SOC medium (9) is immediately added to the
cells and they are allowed to grow at 37°C with shaking (ca. 250 rpm) for 1 h;
5–200 µL of the cells are then spread on an LB agar plate containing the appropriate antibiotic(s).
6. If the ORF encoding the passenger protein contains codons that are rarely used in
E. coli (http://www.doe-mbi.ucla.edu/Services/RACC/), this can adversely affect
the yield of an MBP fusion protein. In such cases, it is advisable to introduce an
additional plasmid into the host cells that carries the cognate tRNA genes for rare
codons. The pRIL plasmid (Stratagene) is a derivative of the p15A replicon that
carries the E. coli argU, ileY, and leuW genes, which encode the cognate tRNAs
for AGG/AGA, AUA, and CUA codons, respectively. pRIL is selected for by resistance to chloramphenicol. In addition to the tRNA genes for AGG/AGA, AUA, and
CUA codons, the pRARE accessory plasmid in the Rosetta host strain (Novagen)
also includes tRNAs for the rarely used CCC and GGA codons. Like pRIL, the
pRARE plasmid is a chloramphenicol-resistant derivative of the p15A replicon.
Both of these tRNA accessory plasmids are compatible with derivatives of pDESTHisMBP. On the other hand, they are incompatible with the vector pRK603 that we
use for intracellular processing experiments (see Subheading 3.2.). Nevertheless,
because pRK603 and the tRNA accessory plasmids have different antibioticresistance markers, it is possible to force cells to maintain both plasmids by simultaneously selecting for kanamycin and chloramphenicol resistance. Alternatively,
the kanamycin-resistant TEV protease expression vector pKM586, a pRK603
derivative with the replication machinery of a pSC101 replicon, can be maintained
as stable in conjunction with p15A-type tRNA plasmids.
7. We find it convenient to use precast gels for SDS-PAGE gels (e.g., 1.0-mm thick,
10 well, 10–20% Tris-glycine gradient), running buffer, and electrophoresis supplies from Invitrogen.
8. Buffers compatible with IMAC (HEPES, phosphate, and Tris buffers (25–50
mM, pH 7.0–8.0) must be used. We include sodium chloride (100–500 mM) and
a low concentration of imidazole (25 mM) in our cell lysis and IMAC equilibra-
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tion buffers to decrease nonspecific adsorption to the resin. In addition, protease
inhibitors (1 mM PMSF or AEBSF, or complete EDTA-free protease inhibitor
cocktail tablets and 1 mM benzamidine hydrochloride) are added to the cell lysis
buffer unless they are contraindicated (e.g., for the purification of an active
recombinant protease, the inhibitors may have to be excluded). We always avoid
EDTA and other divalent metal chelators in our cell lysis and IMAC buffers. The
25 mM HEPES (pH 8.0), 200 mM sodium chloride, 25 mM imidazole buffer used
for cell lysis, and IMAC is prepared by mixing 5.96 g of HEPES (BioChemika
grade, Fluka Chemical Corp.), 11.69 g of sodium chloride, and 1.70 g of imidazole (BioChemika grade, Fluka Chemical Corp.) with distilled water to ca. 950
mL. The solution is adjusted to pH 8.0 with 10 N sodium hydroxide and the volume increased to 1 L with H2O. The buffer is filtered through a 0.22-µm polyethersulfone membrane and stored at 4°C. Protease inhibitors (for cell lysis
buffer only) are added immediately before use (7.83 mg benzamidine hydrochloride and one tablet of complete EDTA-free protease inhibitor cocktail per 50 mL
of buffer). The 25 mM HEPES (pH 8.0) and 200 mM sodium chloride buffer is
prepared in the same manner, except that the imidazole is omitted. The 25 mM
HEPES (pH 8.0), 200 mM sodium chloride, and 250 mM imidazole buffer used
for IMAC is prepared by mixing 5.96 g of HEPES, 11.69 g of sodium chloride,
and 17 g of imidazole with distilled water to ca. 950 mL. The solution is adjusted to pH 8.0 with hydrochloric acid and then the volume is increased to 1 L with
H2O. The buffer is filtered through a 0.22-µm polyethersulfone membrane and
stored at 4°C.
Alternatively, the PCR reaction can be performed in two separate steps, using
primers N1 and C in the first step and primers N2 and C in the second step. The
PCR amplicon from the first step is used as the template for the second PCR. All
primers are used at the typical concentrations for PCR in the two-step protocol.
The PCR reaction can be modified in numerous ways to optimize results, depending on the nature of the template and primers. See ref. 9 (Vol. 2, Chapter 8) for
more information.
PCR cycle conditions can also be varied. For example, the extension time should
be increased for especially long genes. A typical rule-of-thumb is to extend for 60
s/kb of DNA.
This “one-tube” Gateway protocol bypasses the isolation of an “entry clone” intermediate. However, the entry clone may be useful if the investigator intends to
experiment with additional Gateway destination vectors, in which case the BP and
LR reactions can be performed sequentially in separate steps; detailed instructions
are included with the Gateway PCR kit. Alternatively, entry clones can easily be
regenerated from expression clones via the BP reaction, as described in the instruction manual.
Clonase enzyme mixes should be thawed quickly on ice and then returned to the
–80°C freezer as soon as possible. It is advisable to prepare multiple aliquots of the
enzyme mixes the first time that they are thawed in order to avoid repeated freezethaw cycles.
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14. At this point, we remove a 5-µL aliquot from the reaction and add it to 0.5 µL of
proteinase K stop solution. After 10 min at 37°C, we transform 2 µL into 50 µL of
competent DH5α cells (see Note 3) and spread 100–200 µL on an LB agar plate
containing 25 µg/mL kanamycin, the selective marker for pDONR201. From the
number of colonies obtained, it is possible to gage the success of the BP reaction.
Additionally, entry clones can be recovered from these colonies in the event that no
transformants are obtained after the subsequent LR reaction.
15. If very few or no ampicillin-resistant transformants are obtained after the LR reaction, the efficiency of the process can be improved by incubating the BP reaction
overnight.
16. 30°C is the optimum temperature for TEV protease activity. At 37°C, the protease
does not fold properly in E. coli and little processing will occur. Reducing the temperature also improves the solubility of some MBP fusion proteins.
17. We routinely break cells in a 1.5-mL microcentrifuge tube on ice with two or three
30-s pulses using a VCX600 sonicator (Sonics and Materials, Inc.) with a microtip
at 38% power. The cells are cooled on ice between pulses.
18. We have found that decreasing the induction temperature to 30°C increases the
quality and solubility of the fusion protein without significantly decreasing the
yield, especially in the presence of glucose.
19. For large-scale protein purification we routinely break cells using a Gaulin APV
fluidizer at 10,000–11,000 psi for two to three rounds. Other homogenization techniques such as French press, sonication, or manual shearing should yield comparable results. Centrifugation of the disrupted cell suspension for at least 30 min at
30,000g is recommended. Filtration through a 0.2-µm polyethersulfone or cellulose acetate membrane is helpful to remove residual particulates and fines prior to
chromatography.
20. We use Ni-NTA Superflow (Qiagen) and an Amersham Biosciences ÄKTA
Explorer chromatography system. Ten- to twenty-five-milliliter columns are
employed, depending on the amount of fusion protein produced by the cells. A
properly poured 10 mL Ni-NTA Superflow column (in an Amersham Biosciences
column XK16/20) can be run at 2–4 mL/min (backpressure less than 0.4 MPa) and
will bind up to 100 mg of fusion protein. If a chromatography system is not available, the IMAC can be performed using a peristaltic pump or manually by gravity.
If the latter is used, Ni-NTA agarose should be substituted for Superflow and the
elution performed with step increases of imidazole in 25-mM increments. Binding
and elution profiles can be monitored spectrophotometrically at 280 nm and by
SDS-PAGE. Care must be taken to properly zero the spectrophotometer because
imidazole has significant absorption in the UV range.
21. It is convenient to reduce the imidazole concentration to 25 mM at this step in
preparation for the second round of IMAC. If the volume is too large, it can be
reduced using any commercially available concentrating units (e.g., an Amicon
Stir-Cell Concentrator with a YM membrane). Reduction of volume is not critical,
however, because IMAC and the subsequent cleavage reaction (see Note 22) are
insensitive to this variable.
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22. His6-TEV protease is active in all buffers compatible with IMAC. We use 1 mg of
protease per ca. 150 mg of fusion protein (estimated by measuring the A280). Using
more His6-TEV protease than required will have no deleterious effect. Volumes as
large as 500 mL can be used. Incubations can be performed between 4 and 30°C
with equivalent results, although an overnight incubation at 4°C is most convenient. His6-TEV protease can be purchased from Invitrogen. However, for largescale applications it is far more cost effective to overproduce and purify the enzyme
in-house as described (5).
23. A Ni-NTA column of equal or greater volume relative to the first column is
required. After dilution of the imidazole to 25 mM, all other buffer components
should be the same. In instances where saturation of the Ni-NTA resin during the
first round of IMAC occurs, then a column of greater volume is recommended to
avoid contamination of the passenger protein emerging in the column effluent during the second round of IMAC.
24. Although the passenger protein is typically free of contaminants after the second
IMAC step, it may still exist as a mixture of oligomeric forms including some high
molecular weight aggregates. For this reason, we recommend that size exclusion
(gel filtration) chromatography be employed as a polishing step. This is also a good
way to exchange the protein into an appropriate buffer for crystallization trials.
Additionally, we recommend that the molecular weight of the final product be verified by mass spectrometry if possible.
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Summary
The South-Paris Yeast Structural Genomics Pilot Project (http://www.genomics.eu.org) aims at
systematically expressing, purifying, and determining the three-dimensional structures of
Saccharomyces cerevisiae proteins. We have already cloned 240 yeast open reading frames in the
Escherichia coli pET system. Eighty-two percent of the targets can be expressed in E. coli, and 61%
yield soluble protein. We have currently purified 58 proteins. Twelve X-ray structures have been
solved, six are in progress, and six other proteins gave crystals. In this chapter, we present the general experimental flowchart applied for this project. One of the main difficulties encountered in this
pilot project was the low solubility of a great number of target proteins. We have developed parallel strategies to recover these proteins from inclusion bodies, including refolding, coexpression with
chaperones, and an in vitro expression system. A limited proteolysis protocol, developed to localize flexible regions in proteins that could hinder crystallization, is also described.
Key Words: Yeast proteins; protein expression; structural genomics; inclusion bodies; coexpression.

1. Introduction
Structural genomics aims at the systematic structure determination of proteins, driven either by structural and/or functional objectives (1). The principal
goals of the South-Paris Yeast Pilot Project are to express, purify, and systematically determine the structure of soluble single-domain proteins of the yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae (http://www.genomics.eu.org [2]). At the present
stage 240 yeast open reading frames (ORFs) have been cloned using a standard
From: Methods in Molecular Biology, vol. 363: Macromolecular Crystallography Protocols: Volume 1:
Preparation and Crystallization of Macromolecules Edited by: S. Doublié © Humana Press Inc., Totowa, NJ
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protocol in a unique expression system, with constructs containing a hexahistidine (His6)-tag at the 3′ end of the target genes. In a single-pass experiment, 82%
of these could be expressed in Escherichia coli, and 61% were soluble. We have
currently purified 58 proteins. Twelve X-ray structures have been solved, six are
in progress, and six additional protein crystals are being optimized. The resolution of two structures by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is in progress.
One of the main tasks of the project is to set up efficient strategies for (1) the
cloning of yeast ORFs, (2) the overexpression in E. coli of the corresponding
recombinant proteins, and (3) their purification for structural studies. We have
adopted a systematic approach that allows us to compare the efficiency of
cloning and purification strategies on a large ensemble of proteins, all are prepared using the same protocol. Although cloning and expression were, in general, met with success, the low solubility of a large number of target proteins
caused a considerable drop in the overall efficiency of the process that goes
from a gene clone to a protein structure. We have, therefore, developed parallel
strategies to recover proteins from inclusion bodies, including in vitro refolding
or coexpression with chaperones in addition to in vitro expression techniques.
A second predicted bottleneck is the low crystallization success rate for otherwise well-behaved and soluble proteins. We also describe here a simple limited
proteolysis protocol, which localizes flexible parts of proteins and can be used
to design shorter constructs that are more likely to crystallize.
2. Materials
1. Purified genomic DNA from yeast S288C, used as starting material for PCR and ORF
cloning. This is the strain used for the S. cerevisiae genome sequencing project (3).
2. Genomic DNA purification buffer: 100 µL of 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 20 mM
EDTA and 0.6% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS).
3. Oligonucleotide primers (MWG Biotech, Roissy CDG, France).
4. DyNAzyme (Finzymes [Ozyme], St. Quentin en Yvelines, France).
5. DNA modification enzymes (Taq DNA polymerase, restriction enzymes, T4 DNA
ligase) (New England Biolabs [Ozyme]).
6. Agarose gel equipment.
7. Expression vectors pET (Stratagene [Ozyme]).
8. Vector pCRT7/CT-TOPO (Invitrogen, Cergy Pontoise, France).
9. Plasmid pGKJE3 for overexpression of chaperones (4).
10. E. coli strains: XL1-Blue, BL21(DE3)pLysS, Rosetta(DE3)pLysS (Stratagene),
C41(DE3), and C43(DE3) (Avidis, St. Beauzire, France).
11. Transformation buffer: 50 mM CaCl2, at 4°C.
12. 2xYT (BIO101) and M63-derived minimum media (VWR-Prolabo, Fontenay-sousBois, France).
13. LeMaster amino acid mix (5) (final concentration in milligrams per liter): L-Ala
250, L-Arg 290, L-Asp 200, L-Gly 270, L-Cys 17, L- Pro 50, L-Ser 1080, L-Tyr 84,
L-His 30, L-Gln 170, and L-Glu 330 (Sigma, St. Quentin Fallavier, France).
14. L-Selenomethionine (Se-Met) (Acros Organics, Noisy le Grand, France).
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15. 15N ammonium chloride and 13C glycerol (Martek Biosciences Corporation,
Columbia, MD).
16. Kanamycin, chloramphenicol, tetracyclin (Sigma).
17. IPTG (isopropyl-β-D-thio-galactopyranoside) (Sigma).
18. Bacterial incubators (Multitron, Infors, Massy, France) and bioreactors (1.5-L
capacity; Applikon System, Les Mureaux, France).
19. Rodhorsyl (VWR-Prolabo).
20. Sonicator.
21. Liquid nitrogen.
22. Ni-nitroloacetic (NTA) resin (Qiagen, Courtaboeuf, France).
23. Lysis buffer: 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 200 mM NaCl, and 5 mM β-mercaptoethanol (β-SH), at 4°C.
24. Wash buffer: lysis buffer supplemented with 20 mM imidazole, at 4°C.
25. Elution buffer: lysis buffer supplemented with 200 mM imidazole, at 4°C.
26. Inclusion bodies resolubilizing buffer: 6 M guanidinium hydrochloride (GndCl), 50
mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, and 5 mM β-SH, at 4°C.
27. In vitro refolding buffers: 200 mM NaCl or 20% glycerol or 0.6 M arginine or
“cocktail buffer” (a mix of 50 mM each of CuSO4, ZnCl2, MgCl2, MnCl2, ADP,
NADH, biotin, and thiamine), each at pH 6.5, 7.0, and 8.5.
28. SDS-polyacrylamide gel (PAGE) equipment.
29. Superdex 75 and 200 (16/60) (Amersham Biosciences, Orsay, France), chromatography equipment.
30. Vivaspin 6 and 20 concentrators (Sartorius, Palaiseau, France).
31. Proteases (Sigma).

3. Methods
The methods described next follow the chronological steps of our experimental flowchart, shown in Fig. 1 and comprise: (1) the selection of 250 ORFs from
the S288C S. cerevisiae genome, (2) their cloning in an E. coli expression vector,
(3) the strategy for rapid testing of their overexpression and solubility, including
the comparison of the efficiency of expression strains, (4) the multiple option
strategy developed for recovery of inclusion bodies, (5) large-scale production of
recombinant proteins, including (6) optimization of synthetic culture medium and
labeling of proteins for X-ray or NMR, (7) purification and characterization of
proteins, and, finally, (8) the development of a simple and rapid limited proteolysis protocol to localize nonstructured regions within purified proteins.
3.1. Target Selection
Not all proteins are equally well suited for a high-throughput structure
determination approach. In order to test technologies and to establish protocols in our structural genomics project, a subset of yeast proteins was selected (2). Membrane proteins (detected by TMpred [6]) and multiple-domain
proteins were excluded, as well as proteins containing low-complexity
regions and coiled coil domains. ORFs were classified into three categories
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Fig. 1. Simplified experimental flowchart adopted within our Yeast Structural
Genomics Project (http://genomics.eu.org).

by homology search using sequence comparisons (DARWIN [7], FASTA [8],
and BLAST [9]): (1) those that are homologous to a protein of known structure, (2) those that are homologous to proteins whose structure is unknown,
and (3) those that do not have a clearly identified homolog. This bioinformatics filter, combined with motif scans such as PRODOM (10), allows the
presence of multiple-domain proteins to be detected. The third filter used a
motif search algorithm (ProfileScan, PFAM [11]). These tools are actively
used by our group to identify domains within large proteins for structural
studies. The fourth filter is the search for homologies using multiple and/or
iterative alignments (HMMER, PFAM, PSI-BLAST [12]), which are more
sensitive than pairwise sequence alignments. The last filter used fold recog-
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nition techniques (3DPSSM [13] and FROST [14]), which can be more powerful than standard sequence comparison methods alone, when sequence
homology falls below detection level.
The list was further trimmed for the presence of transmembrane segments or
the presence of a low-complexity segment (using Hydrophobic Cluster Analysis
[15]), “sticky” proteins (with coiled coil regions for instance), or proteins that
were already targeted by other structural genomics project.
3.2. Cloning
A general cloning strategy for a large-scale structural genomics project, based
on a first step of PCR amplification from yeast genomic DNA, has to satisfy different criteria including (1) the choice of the prokaryotic expression system (T7
promoter), (2) the cloning strategy (classical restriction/ligation in pET vectors
(16) or ligase free cloning method, e.g., “Topo-TA cloning” [17]), (3) the presence or not of an additional copy of the lacI gene on the vector, limiting the production of proteins before IPTG induction, and (4) the nature and position of a
tag (at the N- or C-terminus of the protein). One also has to decide whether the
tag will be cleaved or not after affinity purification (Fig. 2). Some thoughts and
considerations around these strategic options are gathered in Notes 1 and 2, and
some characteristics of the four vectors used in this study are listed in Table 1.
1. The genomic DNA is purified from a 0.5-mL overnight yeast culture (the cells are
resuspended in genomic DNA purification buffer, incubated at 100°C during 10
min, and centrifuged for 10 min at 14,000g. The supernatant is diluted 10-fold in
water) and is used as a template for PCR reactions (35 cycles, “hot-start” protocol).
2. The selected ORFs were inserted between a 5′-oligonucleotide containing a NdeI
site in place of the AUG codon and a 3′-oligonucleotide. This sequence is immediately followed by six histidine codons, a stop codon, and, finally, a NotI sequence.
The PCR reaction mixure, 50 µL in total, is composed of 0.5 µL of genomic DNA,
0.5 U of DyNAzyme EXT (Finnzymes), 30 pmol of each primer, and 0.01 mM
dNTP in the suitable enzyme buffer.
3. The PCR products are purified with the PCR Purification Kit from Qiagen. The
digestion with restriction enzymes is performed overnight at 37°C. The inserts are
ligated after a second step of purification in a derivative pET-9 or pET-29 vectors
(Table 1 and ref. 18). When a NdeI site already existed in the selected ORF, the
cloning is made in a pET-28 vector between NcoI and NotI sites.
4. The standard DNA manipulations are made in XL1-Blue strain (Stratagene).
5. The plasmids are purified with the Plasmid Purification Kit from Qiagen.
6. The DNA sequence of the constructs is checked.

3.3. Protein Production
The overexpression of the S. cerevisiae proteins in E. coli should be tested
first on a small-scale culture (5 mL), in order to select (1) the best expression
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Fig. 2. Sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel analysis of His-tag cleavage by
enterokinase digestion on partially purified proteins containing the cleavage site
DDDDK between the His-tag and the protein target. Two µg protein was incubated
overnight at 4°C in 20-µL reaction mixtures with increasing amounts of protease. The
figure illustrates the case of a protein completely degraded by proteolytic treatment
(ORF15), and another that gave poor digestion yields (ORF8). T, lane without protease.
The arrows point to nondigested proteins.
Table 1
Characteristics of the Plasmids Used in This Study

Derived pET-9a
pET-29
pET-28
pCRRT7/
CT-TOPO
aModified

Cloning
sites

Company

Promoter

Novagen
Novagen
Novagen
Invitrogen

T7 prom NdeI/NotI
T7 prom NdeI/NotI
T7 prom NcoI/NotI
T7 prom TA-cloning

lacI
gene

Resistance

Commercial
tag

no
yes
yes
no

Kan
Kan
Kan
Amp

not used
not used
not used
not used

polylinker NdeI – SfiI – NotI.

strain and (2) the optimal temperature of induction for soluble expression. We
have routinely used the following two strains: BL21(DE3)pLysS and
Rosetta(DE3)pLysS. Rosetta coexpresses tRNAs corresponding to codons
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Fig. 3. Small-scale expression tests. (A) Percentage of expressed (black) vs not
expressed (gray) proteins for targets of different sizes (number of amino acids). (B)
Comparison of the expression efficiency for yeast proteins in two different Escherichia
coli strains: BL21(DE3)pLysS and Rosetta(DE3)pLysS. Gray, low and medium expression levels; black, high expression levels. The targets are divided into two groups: constructs made of 50–250 amino acids, and those composed of 250–350 amino acids.

rarely used in E. coli but frequently used in eukaryotes. Some trials using the
C41(DE3) and C43(DE3) strains, originally developed for the expression of
membrane or toxic proteins (19), were carried out for proteins not expressed by
the aforementioned system, but were not met with success. Nevertheless 80%
of protein targets smaller than 350 amino acids were successfully expressed.
This percentage drops to 50% for larger proteins (Fig. 3A). An interesting
observation resides in the comparison of expression rates in the BL21 and
Rosetta strains as a function of the length of the protein targets. Even if some
bias exists (the tests were not always performed on the same set of proteins) it
is clear that the presence of rare tRNAs in the Rosetta strain favored a higher
expression of larger proteins compared to BL21 (see Fig. 3B and Note 3).
3.3.1. Transformation of E. coli Expression Strains and Protein Induction
1. Competent cells are prepared with standard transformation protocols: heat-shock
(cold CaCl2) or electroporation protocol. It is important to note that the use of freshly transformed cells is mandatory for obtaining an efficient and reproducible expression. Previously transformed expression strains that were kept as glycerol stocks are
not reliable as starting expression material. It seems that the expression strain cells
transformed with pET vectors are not stable during extended storage at –80°C.
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2. From a culture of untransformed expression strain, a stock of competent cells is
prepared, aliquoted in 500 µL, and stored at –80°C. For expression, an aliquot of
competent cells is thawed and 50 µL are transformed with about 100 ng of each
pure plasmid. The transformed cells are not plated but directly grown overnight at
37°C in 5 mL liquid 2YT medium supplemented with Kan or Amp. This is subsequently used as a preculture.
3. The following day 10 mL of medium are inoculated with 250 µL of preculture and
cells grown until A600nm is reached at 1. Protein expression is induced with 0.3 mM
IPTG. The culture is then divided into two 5-mL aliquots, and each are incubated
at 37 or 25°C. Protein expression is allowed to take place for 4 h (or alternatively
overnight when a lower expression temperature is chosen).
4. The cultures are centrifuged at 5000g during 10 min at 4°C. The cells are resuspended in 1 mL of lysis buffer and stored at –20°C overnight. This freezing step
will help the subsequent lysis step.

3.3.2. Screen for Protein Expression Level and Solubility
1. The suspended cells are thawed at room temperature and sonicated for 15–30 s at
4°C. The solution then becomes less viscous presumably because of the breakage
of E. coli genomic DNA.
2. An aliquot of the “total extract” is analyzed by SDS-PAGE according to standard
protocol.
3. The rest of the lysed cells are centrifuged at 13,000g, 4°C, during 30 min. An
aliquot of the clear supernatant (“soluble extract”) is analyzed by SDS-PAGE.
4. 14% Acrylamide gels are loaded with 5 or 10 µL of samples and are stained with
Brilliant Blue (Sigma). An example of the expression of two ORFs is shown Fig. 4,
ORF3 is expressed in a soluble form, and ORF4 is expressed as inclusion bodies.

3.4. Strategies for Recovery of Inclusion Bodies
Because 37% of the 204 expressed proteins form inclusion bodies in E. coli,
we developed a procedure for the recovery of these proteins. The strategy has
been described in detail elsewhere (18), and only a brief overview will be
given here. A set of 20 representative proteins expressed as inclusion bodies
was studied in parallel. The strategy is made of three different options, adapted from refolding protocols for structural genomics (high-throughput) purposes. (1) In vitro refolding by dilution: after purification of the inclusion bodies in denaturing conditions (6 M GdnCl), the proteins are refolded by dilution
using a screen of refolding buffers following a procedure adapted to a 96-well
plate format; folding is followed by measuring light scattering at 390 nm (a
high absorbance is an indication of the formation of protein aggregates); (2)
coexpression of the target protein with bacterial chaperones (DnaK-DnaJGrpE-GroEL-GroES), using the plasmid developed by Nishihara et al. (4); and
(3) cell-free expression, which is a different way to express the proteins. We
chose to use the technology developed in Dr. Yokoyama’s laboratory (20,21),
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Fig. 4. Sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel of crude extracts of Escherichia
coli showing an example of a soluble protein (ORF3) and an example of expression in
inclusion bodies (ORF4). T, total cell extracts obtained after freezing–thawing and sonication; S, soluble extracts after centrifugation for 30 min at 13,000g of total extracts.

in a batch scale (50-µL reaction volume) or dialysis scale (1–2 mL reaction
volume), producing, respectively, micrograms or milligrams of protein.
According to the ORF under study, the three approaches were useful for recovering inclusion bodies, and complemented each other. Some proteins were rescued by all three protocols, whereas others were refolded by only one or two
of them. The chaperones’ coexpression approach is easily adaptable to a preexistent expression protocol and, therefore, is particularly useful for highthroughput structural genomics. To complete this short overview, see Note 4
discussing some refolding strategies developed in other structural genomics
projects, especially those that use the expression of fusion proteins (22). Other
important strategies consist in directed evolution (23) or in switching to
eukaryotic expression systems (24).
3.5. Large-Scale Production
Basically, 750 mL of 2xYT medium are inoculated in flasks at 37°C with 10 mL
of freshly transformed overnight precultures. The target proteins are expressed
after IPTG induction for 4 h, the optimal temperature determined during expression and solubility screen. This procedure typically yields between 5 and 50 mg of
recombinant proteins. When overexpression is too low or when a large scale of
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protein is needed for crystallization screens or biochemical studies, bioreactor
facilities are used. The pH in the reactor is maintained at 7.0 by adding either
NaOH or H2SO4. The dissolved oxygen content is maintained greater than 30% air
saturation by increasing the agitation speed from 800 to 1500g. Aeration is kept to
1 v.v.m. (1 vol of air per 1 vol of culture per minute). Foaming is controlled by
addition of one-tenth diluted Rodhorsyl (VWR-Prolabo). In flasks or bioreactors,
the growth process consists in two steps, the biomass production achieved at 37°C,
and the protein production performed at optimal temperature (see Subheading
3.3.). The induction period (2 h, 4 h, or overnight) is dependent on the incubation
temperature (37, 25, or 15°C, respectively). Synthetic media should be optimized
for scaling up as described in ref. 25.
3.6. Labeling
3.6.1. Se-Met Labeling for Crystallography Studies
Multiwavelength anomalous diffraction (MAD) phasing using selenomethionine-substituted protein crystals is the method of choice for the determination of X-ray structures (5). Two alternative strategies are frequently used for
the incorporation of Se-Met into proteins. The use of E. coli B834 strain
(Novagen), which is auxotrophic for methionine (26), was not satisfactory in
our hands because we obtained low growth rates, owing to the toxicity of SeMet and poor protein yields. The method we finally adapted in our project relies
on the metabolic inhibition of the methionine pathway to obtain Se-Met incorporation using a standard expression strain (27,28).
1. 500 mL of M63mGly5 culture (this medium derived from M63 medium described
in refs. 29 and 30 and supplemented with the LeMaster amino acid solution known
to activate the general cell metabolism (see Subheading 2. and ref. 5) of E. coli
expression strain transformed with the pET construct is grown at 37°C.
2. At OD600=1 to 1.5, the suspension is supplemented by a cocktail of amino acids (LLys, L-Phe, and L-Thr at 125 mg/L each; L-Ile, L-Leu, L-Val at 62.5 mg/L each), to
repress the methionine biosynthesis pathway. L-Se-Met is added at 62.5 mg/L.
3. The production of the recombinant protein is induced 30 min later by addition of
0.3 mM IPTG, for 2 h at 37°C, 4–6 h at 25°C, or overnight at 15°C.
4. Se-Met incorporation into the protein is assayed by mass spectrometry (MS) after
purification of the protein.

3.6.2.

13C

and

15N

Labeling for NMR Studies

The resolution of a structure by NMR requires uniform labeling of the protein nitrogens (15N) and carbons (13C). Culture media volumes are kept to a
minimum (250–500 mL), mainly because of the cost of the labeled carbon
source (13C-glycerol). In order to choose when to induce, the consumption of
labeled glycerol is followed by HPLC during bacterial growth.
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1. The first overnight inoculum is cultivated in 10 mL of 2xYT medium at 37°C and
200 g.
2. An overnight preseed culture in the appropriate medium (50 mL of M63m15NGly5
or 20 mL or M63m15N/13C-Gly5) is inoculated at an initial OD600 of 0.1.
3. The totality of the preseed culture is added into the final culture composed of the
same medium. The cells are grown at 37°C until the exponential growth phase.
4. At an OD600 of about two, the temperature is eventually reduced prior to the addition of 0.3 mM IPTG. The induction is maintained 2 h to overnight depending on
the temperature.
5. The labeling is assayed by MS after purification of the protein.

3.7. Protein Purification and Biophysical Controls
The high-throughput nature of a structural genomics project demands a general and simple purification protocol (see Note 5; 31–34). We, therefore, chose
to add a His6-tag to the recombinant proteins. The first purification step is a
Ni++ affinity column and the tag is generally not removed for the subsequent
crystallization experiments (see Note 6 and Fig. 2). From a few test experiments
to cleave the His-tag by proteolytic digestion, we concluded that it would be very
difficult to integrate this step into a systematic and rapid protocol. We speculated that the crystallization of the majority of proteins will not be affected by the
presence of the short tag. The affinity step is systematically followed by a gel filtration chromatography step to remove contaminant proteins and aggregates and
to estimate the monodispersity and oligomeric state of the proteins. In most
cases, this protocol yielded sufficient quantities of purified protein.
1. Cells obtained from a 750-mL culture are stored at –20°C at least overnight in 40
mL of lysis buffer, and broken by three cycles of freezing/thawing and sonication
at 4°C. The suspension is centrifuged at 13,000g for 30 min at 4°C.
2. The supernatant is loaded on 2 mL of Ni-NTA equilibrated in the lysis buffer. The
flow-through is kept on ice for SDS-PAGE control. The resin is washed with 20
mL of the buffer supplemented with 20 mM imidazole. The protein is eluted in
three steps with 8 mL of the buffer containing respectively 100, 200, and 400 mM
imidazole. An aliquot of each fraction is loaded on a SDS-PAGE to localize the
protein.
3. The protein-containing fraction(s) are concentrated by centrifugation with a
Vivaspin concentrator (Vivascience). The protein is immediately applied (see Note
6) to a Superdex 75 or 200 and is eluted at 1 mL/min for each protein in a suitable
buffer in terms of pH (an electrofocusing analysis may be necessary) and NaCl
concentration (see Note 6).
4. A SDS-PAGE of the fractions containing the protein is performed in order to control the purity and to correctly chose the fractions to be pooled.
5. The pure protein is concentrated for crystallization trials (usually around 10 mg/mL).
Crystallization trays are set up as quickly as possible after protein sample preparation; best results for crystallization are obtained with very fresh protein samples.
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6. An aliquot of pure protein is systematically assayed by MS, in order to control the
integrity of the sample and/or the correct incorporation of various labels (Se-Met or
13C/15N). In some ambiguous cases, we carry out one-dimensional or two-dimensional NMR spectra to control the correct folding of the proteins. Other biophysical
data (circular dichroism, microcalorimetry, isothermal calorimetry, small angle X-ray
scattering, or fluorescence) sometimes complement our standard analysis protocol.

3.8. Limited Proteolysis
Many well-structured proteins contain regions of high conformational mobility, often situated at the N- or C-terminus of the protein. It is well established
that these regions often hinder crystallization. This fact that we are not removing the intrinsically mobile terminal His-tag might actually make things worse
(as previously mentioned, we found that omitting the proteolysis step considerably speeds up the purification process and also results in higher purification
yields). Although we successfully crystallized 37% of the 59 purified proteins,
we wanted to test biochemical protocols to increase the yield and quality of protein crystals. We developed a simple and small-scale limited proteolysis protocol to generate large subfragments of the proteins, which are resistant to further
proteolysis and may, therefore, correspond to the structured and globular protein cores (Fig. 5). The partial cleavage is first measured via SDS-PAGE and if
proteolysis has taken place, a binding test onto the Ni-NTA column helps to
localize the proteolytic cleavage site. Afterward, precise localization of the
digested site is carried out by MS. The fragment is subcloned by PCR and the
new construct expressed in E. coli for large-scale expression and purification.
At this time, four proteins that failed to crystallize have been subcloned. The
polypeptides remained well overexpressed and are purified in the same buffers
as the natives one. The crystallization trials are in progress.
1. In a 50-µL mixture, 10 µg of pure protein are incubated with 1/10 and 1/200 (w/w)
of protease (trypsin, papain, pepsin, and so on), for 30 min at 37°C.
2. 10 µL is immediately analyzed on a SDS-PAGE gel.
3. 5 µL is frozen for analysis by MS.
4. The rest is bound to 20 µL of Ni-NTA, the resin is washed, and the polypeptide is eluted with 400 mM imidazole. All the fractions are analyzed by SDS-PAGE (Fig. 5).

4. Notes
1. The standard expression system we used is based on the pET system. In addition
to the high level T7 promoter common to the pET series, the important features of
our standard construct are: (1) a Kan R marker more adaptable to high cell density fermentation than Amp R marker, (2) the expressed protein is strictly limited to
the ORF sequence fused to the His-tag, without any linkers that might inhibit crystallization. We decided to keep the tag in place because proteolytic procedures cannot be systematically applied to a large number of targets, as illustrated for two
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Fig. 5. Sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel showing the limited proteolysis
digestion of purified ORF198. Lane N corresponds to the native protein before incubation.
Lane +T, digestion by trypsin; lane +P, digestion by papain. Arrows point to the native protein (N) and to the globular core of the protein identified by limited proteolysis (D).
ORFs in Fig. 2. The His-tag was introduced just after the last amino acid of the protein (and not at the N-terminus), in order to retrieve only full-length transcripts during the Ni-NTA purification step. A test experiment on 30 proteins for which we
compared the expression and solubility yields between constructs with the His-tag
at the N- and C-terminus, respectively, did not allow us to discern any marked differences. For ORF PCR and subsequent cloning, we used 3′ primers (50mers)
made of the last six codons, six histidine codons, a stop codon, the NotI restriction
site, and four extra bases (the 5′ primers was shorter with just NdeI or NcoI site,
ATG and some coding codons). This strategy requires ordering of long primers
(about 50 nt), more prone to sequence errors during chemical synthesis.
2. Even if the restriction/ligation cloning in pET vectors was very efficient (for each
construction, four clones were tested and three or four contained the insert), a facilitated and less time-consuming cloning strategy, based on the “Topo-TA cloning”
technology (pCRT7/CT-TOPO vector), was tested at the beginning of the project on
59/81 selected ORFs. Surprisingly, we have observed a difference of efficiency for
expression of proteins for the ORFs cloned in this TOPO vector when compared
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with those cloned in a pET vector: 82% of proteins were expressed in the “pET system,” whereas only 52% were expressed in the “Topo system.” To confirm these
observations we subcloned 36 ORFs in the pET vector, which did not express in
“Topo vectors,” or only expressed at a very low level. Half of the Topo-unexpressed
proteins and all of the 10 low-expressed proteins became highly expressed in the
pET vector, whereas 13 proteins remained unexpressed.
3. The systematic approaches applied in structural genomics projects around the world
on the production of large numbers of proteins, allow for the first time to compare
the efficiency of protocols classically used in laboratories for the production of
recombinant proteins. In our project, we focused on the comparison of expression
efficiency of commercial E. coli strains (see Subheading 3.3. and Fig. 3). At this
stage we can also provide some concluding remarks concerning the “pET expression system” in general. (1) We initiated the project with a systematic comparison
of expression level between systems using plasmids containing the lacI gene or not
(pET-9 vs pET-29). Because the strict criteria of the target selection led us to a list
of a priori cytoplasmic proteins (see Subheading 3.1.), the presence of a supplementary copy of the lacI gene on the vectors was not crucial, and gave in general a
slightly lower expression level of the proteins. (2) We systematically verified expression leakage of the recombinant proteins during the growth phase of the cultures
before addition of IPTG, a frequent problem (observed in about 50% of the cases)
constituting a drawback for the production of Se-Met-labeled proteins. This convinced us to adapt the labeling protocol by growing the cultures as soon as possible
in minimum medium complemented with Se-Met in place of Met, at the very beginning of the exponential phase (see Subheading 3.6.).
4. The large number of proteins expressed as inclusion bodies in E. coli is one of the
most important bottlenecks we were confronted with. The most simple experimental parameter to influence solubility of expressed proteins is to lower the induction
temperature. On a set of 140 well-expressed proteins we observed (without discriminating between the strains) that 48% of the proteins were soluble when produced at 37°C, and interestingly 22% became soluble when the expression temperature was lowered to 25°C or below. For the remaining 30%, we developed the
three-layered strategy as described in Subheading 3.4., and finally decided to routinely coexpress the five chaperones. For instance, the presence of chaperones
increased the solubility, between 10 and 90%, for 17/29 insoluble proteins.
Alternatively, other structural genomics projects use fusion proteins with soluble
domains (green fluorescence protein, maltose-binding protein, glutathione-S-transferase, and other) allowing targets to be kept in the soluble phase (22) (see Chapter
1). For this type of strategy, which requires making several constructs for each target, the “Gateway” cloning technology (Invitrogen) combined with automation of
the procedure is recommended. The most important problem is the necessity to
release the fused domain before crystallization trials. Even if the crystallization of
several proteins fused to maltose-binding protein via a rigid and short spacer has
recently been described, this will generally not be the case (35).
5. The results presented herein were part of the Yeast Structural Genomics Pilot Project
that took place during years 2001 and 2003. Since then, several other studies have
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started (see http://genomics.eu.org/spip/-Projects-) and the protocols described in
this chapter are still in routine use for these new structural genomics projects.
6. At this stage of the project, 60% of the 121 proteins expressed under soluble form
have been tested for purification in order to obtain milligram quantities of pure protein for crystallization trials. The first affinity purification step is exactly the same
for all proteins (see Subheading 3.7.). The only difficulty consists in the determination of the optimal pH and salt concentration of the gel filtration buffer, consistent with a mono-disperse protein, in each individual case. Eighty-two percent of
72 proteins were purified to homogeneity and at sufficient quantities for setting up
automated crystallization screens (at least 200 µL at 2–50 mg/mL). The onedimensional or two-dimensional NMR spectra obtained for some proteins allowed
detection of the existence of very soluble, highly concentrated but “unfolded” proteins (36). We developed a biophysical-based study including small angle X-ray
scattering, microcalorimetry, or circular dichroism to better understand these phenomena and to verify if any ligands, cofactors, or nucleic/protein partners are necessary for the protein to adopt a well-defined structure.
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3
Baculoviral Expression of an Integral Membrane Protein
for Structural Studies
Dean R. Madden and Markus Safferling

Summary
The baculovirus system has proven successful for the expression of integral membrane
proteins for structural studies. A recombinant baculovirus, in which the gene of interest is
placed under the control of the late-stage polyhedrin promoter, serves as the starting point for
viral expansion and protein expression studies. Using large-scale insect cell culture techniques together with a filter-binding assay for protein function, the conditions of expression,
purification, and solubilization can be optimized. As applied to the glutamate receptor ion
channel subunit GluR2, this approach yields milligram quantities of pure, active protein,
which have been used for single-particle electron microscopic analysis of the receptor structure. Detergent exchange protocols are also discussed, as a prerequisite for two-dimensional
crystallization trials.
Key Words: Integral membrane protein expression; baculovirus system; ionotropic glutamate receptor; ligand-gated ion channel; insect-cell culture; immunoaffinity purification; filter-binding assay; detergent solubilization; electron microscopy; two-dimensional protein
crystallization.

1. Introduction
Integral membrane proteins comprise 15–25% of the predicted protein
sequences in eukaryotic genomes. As gatekeepers of the cell, they also constitute roughly half of the targets of pharmaceutical research (1,2). However,
despite their great physiological importance, fewer than 1% of the high-resolution protein structures determined to date are of integral membrane proteins, all
of which are either naturally abundant or of bacterial origin. One of the major
stumbling blocks for structural studies of low-abundance eukaryotic membrane
proteins has been the expression and purification of sufficient quantities of
functionally active material for two-dimensional (2D) or three-dimensional
From: Methods in Molecular Biology, vol. 363: Macromolecular Crystallography Protocols: Volume 1:
Preparation and Crystallization of Macromolecules Edited by: S. Doublié © Humana Press Inc., Totowa, NJ
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(3D) crystallization and subsequent electron or X-ray crystallographic analysis.
Bacterial expression systems often fail to produce correctly folded eukaryotic
membrane proteins, most likely owing to a lack of suitable mechanisms for
facilitating protein folding and performing posttranslational modifications.
Insect cells perform a full range of eukaryotic protein modifications, and are
more easily scaled up than most mammalian systems. They also offer a lipid
environment, particularly in terms of sterol composition, that may be more suitable for the function of some integral membrane proteins than that of yeast (3).
With the development of transposition-mediated production of recombinant
baculoviruses, insect cell expression vectors can now be manipulated in a relatively straightforward fashion. As a result, they have found wide use in the
expression of integral membrane proteins (reviewed in refs. 5–20). Recent
advances include the coexpression of chaperonins, the development of constitutive insect cell expression systems, and the humanization of insect cell glycosylation patterns (21–24). In this chapter, we describe the basic steps
involved in the baculoviral expression and immunoaffinity purification of single milligram quantities of an eukaryotic membrane protein—the glutamate
receptor ion channel GluR2—in functional form suitable for electron microscopic analysis and 2D crystallization screening.
2. Materials
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Recombinant baculovirus-encoding gene of interest (here v506-2).
Standard equipment for tissue culture work, including flow hood.
Sf9 and High Five insect cells (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA).
75-cm2 Tissue culture flasks (T-75) (Corning, Corning, NY).
Grace’s insect cell medium (Invitrogen).
Fetal calf serum (heat-inactivated) (Sigma, St. Louis, MO).
250 µg/mL Amphotericin B (Sigma).
10 mg/mL Gentamycin (Sigma).
Pluronic F-68 (Invitrogen).
TNM-FH medium: 500 mL Grace’s insect cell medium supplemented with 50 mL
heat-inactivated fetal calf serum, 5 mL 250 µg/mL amphotericin B, 500 µL 10
mg/mL gentamycin, and 5 mL of 10% pluronic F-68.
27°C Incubators (static and shaking).
1.8-L Wide-mouth Fernbach flasks (Schott, Mainz, Germany).
Gas-permeable stoppers (e.g., N-42 Biosilico, Schott).
Hemocytometer.
0.4% Trypan blue (Sigma).
BacPAK titer determination kit (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA).
Equipment for sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDSPAGE).
M1 α-FLAG antibody (Sigma).
HEPES-buffered saline: 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, and 150 mM NaCl.
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20. Lysis buffer: 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, and 5 mM EDTA.
21. Wash buffer: 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 200 mM NaCl, and 0.5 mM EDTA.
22. Phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF): dissolve to 0.1 M in ethanol. Store at
–20°C. Caution: toxic; add immediately before use because not stable in water.
23. Complete protease inhibitor tablets (Roche, Indianapolis, IN).
24. Polytron disintegrator (Kinematica, Newark, NJ).
25. Dilution buffer: 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 200 mM NaCl, and 10% (w/v) glycerol.
26. Detergent stock: 20% (w/v) detergent (see Subheadings 3.2.3 and 3.5), 20 mM
HEPES, pH 7.4, 200 mM NaCl, and 10% (w/v) glycerol. Make fresh, as some
detergents are unstable in solution.
27. Detergents: Triton X-100 (TX100), Triton X-114, n-octyl-β-D-maltoside, n-decylβ-D-maltoside (DM), n-dodecyl-β-D-maltoside (DDM), n-octyl-β-D-glucoside
(OG), thio-OG, n-nonyl-β-D-glucoside, CHAPS, sodium cholate, Tween-20,
octanoyl-N-methylglucamide, decanoyl-N-methylglucamide, N-dodecyl-N,Ndimethyl-3-ammonio-1-propanesulfonate, lysophosphatidyl choline, n-octanoyl-βD-glucosylamine, Zwittergent-3.10, and SDS.
28. Bicinchoninic acid (BCA) protein determination kit (Pierce, Rockford, IL).
29. α-Amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazole propionic acid (AMPA).
30. [3H]-AMPA (Perkin-Elmer, Wellesley, MA).
31. AMPA binding buffer: 30 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.2, 2.5 mM CaCl2, 100 mM KSCN,
and 0.1% (w/v) TX100. Make fresh. Caution: KSCN will react with acids to produce toxic gas.
32. Whatman GF/B filters (25-mm diameter).
33. Polyethylene imine.
34. L-Glutamate.
35. Vacuum filtration manifold 1225 (Millipore, Billerica, MA).
36. Emulsifier-safe (Perkin-Elmer).
37. M1 anti-FLAG immunoaffinity agarose gel (Sigma).
38. Low-pressure chromatography equipment.
39. M1 wash buffer: 3 mM CaCl2, 0.1% (w/v) TX100, 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 300
mM NaCl, and 10% (w/v) glycerol.
40. M1 elution buffer: 3 mM EDTA, 0.1% (w/v) TX100, 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 150
mM NaCl, 10% (w/v) glycerol.
41. M1 glycine wash buffer: 0.1 M glycine, pH 3.5.
42. M1 storage buffer: 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 0.02% NaN3.
Caution: NaN3 is toxic.
43. Bradford reagent (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA).
44. Carbon-coated electron microscope grids (EMS, Fort Washington, PA).
45. Glow-discharge apparatus.
46. Anticapillary tweezers.
47. EM wash buffer: 25 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 20 mM NaCl, and 2 mM EDTA.
48. Negative staining solution: 2% (w/v) uranyl acetate, 0.1% (w/v) glycerol.
49. Electron microscope.
50. High-resolution digital scanner (e.g., SCAI scanner/Zeiss).
51. EM image processing software [e.g., SPIDER (25), IMAGIC (26), or EMAN (27)].
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52. Exchange buffer: 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 500 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, and detergent (see item 27).
53. Exchange elution buffer: 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 400 mM imidazole, 500 mM
NaCl, 10% glycerol, and detergent (see item 27).
54. Fast Flow chelating sepharose (Amersham, Piscataway, NJ).
55. Amido black 10B (Bio-Rad).

3. Methods
Large-scale baculoviral expression of membrane proteins for structural studies requires the following steps: (1) production and harvest of recombinant baculovirus, (2) optimization of the conditions of solubilization and the parameters
of infection for maximal protein expression and recovery, and (3) milligramscale immunoaffinity purification. The resulting protein is suitable for electron
microscopic analysis and—following detergent exchange —for 2D or 3D crystallization trials.
3.1. Producing Recombinant Baculovirus for Large-Scale Expression
In order to infect large volumes of insect cell cultures, corresponding volumes of high-titer viral stock are required. In this section, the characteristics of
the recombinant baculovirus used in this study are described, together with
techniques for viral expansion in suspension culture and quantification of the
viral titer.
3.1.1. Generation of Recombinant Baculovirus
The first step in insect cell expression of a target protein is the generation
of an appropriate recombinant baculovirus. In this case, recombinant baculovirus v506-2 was generously provided by Dr. K. Keinänen (University of
Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland) (18). The expression construct was assembled
using standard DNA subcloning techniques in a derivative of the pFastBac1
transfer vector (28) (Fig. 1) (see Note 1). This vector contains the strong
AcNPV polyhedrin promoter, which is activated during the late stages of
infection, followed by a multiple cloning site and an SV40 polyadenylation
site. The expression cassette is flanked on both sides by the left and right arms
of the Tn7 transposon, permitting sequence-specific transposition into the
baculovirus genome using the Bac-to-Bac system, according to manufacturer’s instructions (see Note 2). Within the expression cassette, the ecdysteroid
UDP-glucosyltransferase signal sequence was fused to a FLAG epitope, followed by the mature coding sequence of the “flop” splice variant of GluR2
(“GluR2[flop],” residues 1-861, omitting Ile862) (29,30) and a C-terminal
hexahistidine tag (Fig. 1) (see Note 3).
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Fig. 1. Generating recombinant baculovirus for GluR2 expression—a schematic
overview. The expression cassette was assembled in a derivative of pFastBac1. Its
components are described in the text (Subheading 3.1.1.). The transfer vector was
transformed into DH10Bac cells, which harbor a bacmid—a plasmid encoding the
AcNPV baculoviral genome modified to include the LacZα gene with internal
sequence-specific transposition sites. DH10Bac cells also include a helper plasmid
that encodes the required transposase activity. Recombination is detected by blue/
white selection on X-gal- or Bluo-gal-containing medium. Bacmid DNA is then
purified from overnight culture and introduced into Sf9 cells by lipofection, leading
to the production of fully infective recombinant baculoviruses (P1 viral stock).
(Adapted from ref. 47 © 2003 Invitrogen Corporation. All rights reserved. Used
with permission.)
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3.1.2. Baculovirus Expansion
Working from the small starting volume (0.5–2.0 mL) of recombinant baculovirus obtained from the Bac-to-Bac system (P1 stock), a two-stage viral
expansion is used to obtain the quantities required for large-scale expression
(31). First, an initial expansion is performed using monolayers. The resulting
P2 baculovirus stock is then used to infect 500-mL suspension cultures. In
each case, a low multiplicity of infection (≤0.1) is used (see Note 4).
Following infection, the Sf9 cells are cultured for 8–12 d to permit two cycles
of expansion.
Standard insect cell culture techniques (32,33) are used to maintain monolayer cultures of Sf9 cells in T-75 flasks in TNM-FH medium. Typically, cultures are passaged at dilutions of 1:5 or 1:6 every 3–4 d.
Initial expansion (~45 mL):
1. One confluent T-75 flask of Sf9 cells is passaged into three fresh T-75 flasks (1:6
dilution).
2. Cells are allowed to form a semi-confluent monolayer (~2 d).
3. 100 µL of baculoviral stock solution is added to each flask. Mix by gently rocking
the flask sideways and front-to-back.
4. Flasks are incubated 8–12 d at 27°C, until the monolayer sloughs off.
5. Using sterile technique throughout, the medium from each flask is transferred to a
15-mL falcon tube and centrifuged 15 min at ≥3000g to pellet cell debris. The
supernatant is recovered as the P2 viral stock.
6. Viral stocks should be stored in the dark at 4°C.
7. Expression of correctly processed protein can be confirmed in the cell pellet by
Western blotting using the M1 anti-FLAG antibody, which is specific only for Nterminal FLAG epitopes.

Assuming that protein expression is detected, a large-scale expansion (1–8
L) is then initiated:
1. Sf9 cells from a confluent T-75 flask are placed in a 125-mL Erlenmeyer flask with
a gas-permeable stopper (see Note 5) in 30 mL of TNM-FH medium.
2. The suspension culture is shaken at 110 rpm at 27°C until it reaches a density of
2.4–3.0 × 106 cells/mL (as determined using a hemocytometer, usually after 3–4 d).
3. The culture is diluted with fresh TNM-FH medium to a density of 0.4 × 106
cells/mL.
4. This process is repeated until the desired volume of culture is obtained. For the
virus expansion, 500-mL suspension cultures are prepared at a density of 0.4 × 106
cells/mL in 1.8-L wide-mouthed Fernbach flasks with gas-permeable stoppers.
Fernbach flasks are shaken at 90–110 rpm (25-mm orbital radius) or 60–70 rpm
(50-mm orbital radius) at 27°C.
5. When the cells have reached a density of 1.3–1.7 × 106 cells/mL, 1.5 mL of the P2
viral stock is added to the flask.
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6. Cultures are incubated 10–12 d. After this point, cell viability is monitored daily.
An aliquot of 0.9 mL of cells is removed using sterile technique and incubated with
0.1 mL of 0.4% Trypan blue for 5 min at room temperature. Blue (dead) and clear
(viable) cells are counted separately in a hemocytometer.
7. Once cell viability is less than10%, the cultures are filled into autoclaved centrifuge
bottles, maintaining sterile technique. Cells and cell fragments are pelleted at
7500g (e.g., 6000 rpm in a JLA-9.1000 rotor). The virus-containing supernatant is
carefully decanted into sterile bottles.
8. Viral stocks should be stored in the dark at 4°C (see Note 6).
9. The viral titer is determined using the BacPAK system (BD Biosciences).

3.2. Optimization of Protein Expression
To obtain soluble protein, cells are infected, harvested by centrifugation and
lysed, and the resulting cell membranes are pelleted. Subsequently, the protein
is solubilized by addition of detergent. The choice of solubilizing detergent and
the multiplicity and length of infection must be adjusted to maximize the yield
of soluble protein.
3.2.1. Large-Scale Baculoviral Infection
1. Inoculate eight 500-mL suspension cultures of High Five cells in wide-mouth 1.8L Fernbach flasks at a density of 0.5 × 106 cells/mL (see Note 7).
2. When the cell density reaches 1.8–2.2 × 106 cells/mL (ca. 48 h later), add high-titer
virus stock solution to give a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of four (~50–60
mL/flask, assuming a titer of 8 × 107 pfu/mL).
3. Harvest cells approx 90 h postinfection (p.i.) by centrifugation at 1300g (e.g., 2500
rpm in JLA-9.1000 rotor) for 25 min (see Note 8).

3.2.2. Preparation of Membrane Pellets
1. Prepare the following buffers the day before: 100 mL of HEPES-buffered saline,
250 mL of lysis buffer, and 150 mL of wash buffer.
2. Cell pellets are resuspended in a total of 100 mL of HEPES-buffered saline, placed
in four 29 × 104-mm screw-cap centrifuge bottles, and centrifuged for 20 min at
1200g at 4°C.
3. Add 0.1 mM PMSF and one Complete protease-inhibitor tablet to the lysis buffer.
4. The cell pellets should be resuspended in 7–10 mL of lysis buffer each (see Note
9). The centrifuge tube should be placed on ice.
5. Cell lysis is performed at 14,000 rpm using a Polytron disintegrator. Place each
centrifuge tube on ice in a glass beaker and pulse for 10 s. Cycle through all tubes
a total of three times. This allows each tube to cool between pulses.
6. Following lysis, fill each tube with lysis buffer and centrifuge at 37,000g for 25 min
at 4°C (e.g., 17,500 rpm in JA-25.50 rotor).
7. Steps 4–6 are performed a total of three times. The third time, wash buffer is used
instead of lysis buffer. Add 0.1 mM PMSF to the wash buffer immediately prior to use.
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3.2.3. Determination of Solubilization Conditions
1. Prepare 500 mL of dilution buffer and 10 mL of each detergent stock (see Note 10).
2. Immediately prior to use, add PMSF to the dilution buffer to a final concentration
of 0.1 mM.
3. The pellets from the third Polytron treatment are resuspended in dilution buffer
(7–10 mL) and homogenized using a 10-s pulse with the Polytron at 10,000 rpm.
4. Pool the resuspended membranes. Determine the protein concentration of 50- and
100-fold diluted protein samples using the BCA assay according to manufacturer’s
instructions (see Note 11).
5. Equal aliquots of the membrane suspension should be diluted to a final concentration
of 4–6 mg/mL at a final detergent concentration of 1.0–1.5% (w/v) each. First, add
the required detergent to the required volume of dilution buffer, and then add the mixture to the membrane suspension. Reserve one aliquot as a reference for total protein
activity. Detergents assayed were: TX100, Triton X-114, DDM, OG, CHAPS, sodium cholate, Tween-20, octanoyl-N-methylglucamide, N-dodecyl-N,N-dimethyl-3ammonio-1-propanesulfonate, SDS, and lysophosphatidyl choline (34,35).
6. Mix the suspension gently at 4°C for 1 h or overnight.
7. Pellet unsolubilized material by centrifugation at 120,000g for 45 min.

3.2.4. Assay for Extent of Solubilization
In order to determine the fraction of protein solubilized in active form, it is
useful to have a functional assay. In the case of the AMPA receptors, filter binding using the high-affinity agonist AMPA provides a reliable estimate of ligandbinding activity. For each sample, the following protocol is performed to estimate the total amount of protein activity solubilized (see Note 12). In the case
of the GluR2, TX100 provided the highest yield (93%), and was used for all
subsequent solubilizations (34).
1. Freshly prepare 1 L of AMPA-binding buffer.
2. Soak Whatman GF/B 25-mm diameter filters in 0.3% polyethylene imine. Prepare
four filters for each AMPA concentration to be measured.
3. Prepare 450-µL samples of [3H]-AMPA in AMPA-binding buffer, such that the
final concentration after addition of 50 µL of protein sample will be 1, 3, 10, 30,
100, and 300 nM [3H]-AMPA (see Note 13). Prepare four tubes for each concentration. To one tube at each concentration, add L-glutamate to a final concentration
of 1 mM from a 100 mM stock as a control for nonspecific binding.
4. Add 50 µL of the appropriate protein sample (supernatant from solubilization or
unsolubilized membrane suspension) to each tube. Incubate on ice for 1 h.
5. Place the soaked GF/B filters in a filtration barrel (Millipore) and apply vacuum to
the drum.
6. Quickly dispense 5 mL of AMPA-binding buffer into the sample and immediately
pour through a filter. Working rapidly, dispense 5 mL of AMPA-binding buffer into
the tube and pour through the filter to wash out nonspecifically bound radioligand.
Repeat the washing step once.
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Fig. 2. Time course. Level of detergent-soluble [3H]-AMPA-binding activity (diamonds, measured at 15 nM, left-hand axis) and cell mortality (triangles, right-hand
axis), as a function of time of harvest following baculoviral infection.

7. Solubilize the filters overnight in 5 mL Emulsifier-Safe in scintillation vials.
8. Count the retained radioactivity using a scintillation counter. For each radioligand
concentration, subtract the background radioactivity observed in the presence of 1
mM glutamate to determine the specific binding.
9. Plot the binding isotherm to determine affinity and binding capacity. Compare the
binding capacity of the solubilisates to that of the unsolubilized membrane reference to determine the fractional solubilization for each detergent.

3.2.5. Determining Optimal Time of Infection
The polyhedrin promoter drives extremely strong protein expression during
the very late stages of infection. As a result, protein accumulation typically
begins later than 24 h p.i. As the infection progresses beyond 96 h p.i., significant cell lysis is observed, which can lead to proteolytic degradation of the protein of interest. As a result, it is important to determine the correct time of harvest empirically. For High Five cells expressing GluR2, maximal expression is
observed ca. 88 h p.i., with a rapid fall-off in ligand-binding capacity both
before and after this time-point (Fig. 2) (see Note 12).
1. Prepare and infect eight 500-mL flasks of High Five cells at MOI = 5, as described
in Subheading 3.2.1. (see Note 14).
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Fig. 3. Optimization of multiplicity of infection. Level of detergent-soluble [3H]AMPA-binding activity (measured at 15 nM) as a function of multiplicity of infection.

2. Harvest one bottle every 12 h beginning at 48 h p.i., and every 24 h beginning at
96 h p.i. Determine cell density and viability at time of harvest.
3. Prepare membrane pellets and solubilize proteins as described in Subheadings
3.2.2. and 3.2.3., using the detergent of choice (see Note 15).
4. Determine ligand-binding activity by filter binding assay as described in
Subheading 3.2.4. (see Note 16).
5. Harvest subsequent infections at the time and cell viability levels corresponding to
the highest ligand-binding activity.

3.2.6. Determining Optimal MOI
It is necessary to adjust the MOI to ensure simultaneous and complete infection of the insect cells in the suspension culture. Above a certain threshold, at
which all cells are infected, increasing the MOI does not increase protein yield
and, therefore, represents a waste of viral stock. For GluR2, MOI ≥3 was
required to achieve maximal expression (Fig. 3).
1. Prepare and infect eight 500-mL flasks of High Five cells as described in
Subheading 3.2.1. Use MOI ranging from approx 0.5 to 8 (see Note 14).
2. At the time-point of maximum expression, harvest the cells, prepare membrane
pellets, and solubilize proteins (see Note 15).
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Fig. 4. α-FLAG immunoaffinity purification. Flow-through (FT), wash (W1-W3) and
elution (E1-E5) fractions are visualized by silver staining following sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis on a 10% gel. Molecular mass standards (MW) are
indicated at left. The position of the GluR2 protein is indicated by an asterisk on the right.

3. Determine ligand-binding activity by filter binding assay as described in
Subheading 3.2.4. (see Note 16).
4. Select an MOI value at the beginning of the plateau in the ligand-binding activity
(here MOI = ~4).

3.3. Affinity Purification
Once the conditions of infection and solubilization have been established
(see Subheadings 3.2.4.–3.2.6.), the protein is purified using tags incorporated
in the construct. In the case of GluR2, a single-step immunoaffinity purification
is sufficient to yield highly pure samples (Fig. 4).
1. Prepare membrane pellets as described in Subheadings 3.2.1.–3.2.3., except that
the entire pellet is solubilized using 1.5% (w/v) TX100 for 1 h at 4°C. This requires
50 mL of 20% (w/v) TX100 stock solution.
2. Prepare the following buffers: 150 mL of M1 wash buffer, 75 mL of M1 elution
buffer, 25 mL of M1 glycine wash buffer, and 100 mL of M1 storage buffer.
3. All chromatography steps should be performed at 4°C.
4. Pour 1.5 mL of M1 affinity agarose gel in a column with ID = 1 cm, and attach to
a peristaltic pump or low-pressure chromatography system. Ensure that the system
can accurately deliver flow rates as low as 0.25 mL/min. The column should be
freshly packed for each preparation.
5. Wash the column with 10 column volumes (CV) of M1 wash buffer at 2 mL/min.
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Centrifuge the solubilisate for 45 min at 120,000g. Collect the supernatant.
Add CaCl2 to a final concentration of 3 mM (0.003 vol of 1 M stock).
Load the protein overnight (~0.4 mL/min).
Wash the column with approx 50 CV of M1 wash buffer at 1 mL/min.
At the end of the wash, collect approx 200 µL of buffer from the column. Using
100 µL of sample, determine protein concentration by Bradford assay. The protein
concentration should be less than 20 µg/mL. If not, continue washing and check
the protein concentration every 10 CV.
Elute the protein from the column using approx 30 CV of M1 elution buffer at 0.6
mL/min. Collect three CV fractions.
Determine the protein concentration in each fraction by Bradford assay (using 25-µL
samples). Determine protein purity by SDS-PAGE using silver stain. Pool those fractions containing high concentrations of pure protein, typically fractions two to five.
Regenerate the column material by washing with 6 CV of M1 glycine wash buffer
at 2 mL/min. Do not leave the M1 affinity gel in M1 glycine buffer longer than
necessary.
Equilibrate the column material by washing with 20 CV of M1 storage buffer at
2 mL/min.
Using a pipet, resuspend and recover the column material in 20 CV of M1 storage
buffer. Store at 4°C.
Wash the glass column housing and frits using 3 CV 2 N HCl; 5 CV H2O; 3 CV 2
N NaOH; 5 CV H2O.

11.
12.

13.

14.
15.
16.

3.4. Electron Microscopic Analysis
The protein obtained by purification can be used directly for single-particle
analysis by electron microscopy (EM). This provides a visual control of the
structural homogeneity of the sample. It also reveals the molecular dimensions,
and possibly the symmetry of the particle. The GluR2 appear as elongated, hollow particles, viewed in a variety of perspectives corresponding to different orientations on the EM grid (Fig. 5) (18,36).
1. Glow discharge carbon-coated EM grid under vacuum.
2. Working at 4°C, apply 3 µL of the protein solution to the carbon film and allow it
to adsorb for 30 s. Blot the drop from the edge of the grid, wash with two droplets
of EM wash buffer, and apply 25 µL of negative staining solution, while continuing to blot from the edge of the grid. Allow to dry (see Note 17).
3. Insert the grid into the electron microscope and inspect under low-dose conditions
Photograph areas that are uniformly stained at a nominal magnification of ×50,000.
Protein particles should be visualized as bright, stain-excluding areas within a uniform background of negative stain. Single-particle images can be digitized using a
high-resolution scanner, and classified and analyzed using the IMAGIC (26), SPIDER (25), or EMAN (27) software packages (Fig. 5) (18).
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Fig. 5. Electron microscopy of GluR2. (A) Typical views of individual GluR2 molecules embedded in negative stain. (B) Single images and (C) class averages showing
characteristic perspectives following alignment and classification. (Reproduced with
permission from ref. 18. © 2001 American Chemical Society.)

3.5. Detergent Exchange for 2D Crystallization
Like 3D crystallization, 2D crystallization is a highly empirical process and
can be performed using a number of techniques (37–46). Several of these
approaches require either specific detergents or else detergents with a high
critical micelle concentration (CMC) that support removal by dialysis, allowing
reconstitution into a lipid bilayer. Although TX100 is well suited as a solubilizing agent for GluR2, it has a very low CMC (0.2–0.9 mM, depending on
buffer conditions) and is chemically heterogeneous, which can impede crystallization. In order to identify suitable detergents (i.e., ones that preserve ligandbinding activity and protein homogeneity), GluR2 is bound to an affinity column and is washed and then eluted in buffer containing the new detergent. The
eluted protein is then assayed for yield and functional activity. Once suitable
alternatives are identified, they can be substituted for TX100 in the wash and
elution buffers during immunoaffinity purification (see Subheading 3.3.). In
this case, both 1.8 mg/mL DM and 1 mg/mL DDM proved to be excellent alternatives to TX100 (Table 1) (35). These two maltoside detergents are suitable
for detergent removal and/or surface crystallization protocols, respectively.
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Table 1
Recovery and Ligand-Binding Activity of GluR2 Following Detergent Exchange
Detergent
TX100
OG
Thio-OG
NG
OM
DM
DDM
MEGA-10
NOGA
Zwittergent-3.10

CMC
(mM)

Exchange conc.
(mM)

Yield
(%)

Activity
(%)

~0.3 (0.2–0.9)
20–25
9
6.5
23.4
1.6
0.1–0.6
6–7
80
25–40

1.6
35
13
13
30
3.7
2
11.5
90
50

86.0
63.0
56.0
57.0
78.0
99.5
99.0
55.0
12.4
65.0

96 ± 2.6
25 ± 0.9
7.6 ± 0.6
41 ± 1.0
26.3 ± 0.25
90.5 ± 2.9
85 ± 4.2
6.8 ± 1.1
0.1 ± 0.1
0.5 ± 0.4

DM, n-decyl-β-D-maltoside; DMM, n-dodecyl-β-D-maltoside; MEGA-10, decanoyl-Nmethylglucamide; NG, n-nonyl-β-D-glucoside; NOGA, n-octanoyl-β-D-glucosylamine; OG, noctyl-β-D-glucoside; OM, n-octyl-β-D-maltoside; TX100, Triton X-100.

1. Prepare 40 mL of exchange buffer and 10 mL of exchange elution buffer for each
25 µg of GluR2 to be exchanged. Values are reported in Table 1 for the following
detergents: TX100, OG, Thio-OG, n-nonyl-β-D-glucoside, n-octyl-β-D-maltoside,
DM, DDM, decanoyl-N-methylglucamide, n-octanoyl-β-D-glucosylamine, and
Zwittergent-3.10.
2. Pack a low-pressure column with 1 mL Fast Flow chelating sepharose for each 25
µg of GluR2 to be exchanged.
3. Charge and equilibrate the column with 5 CV each of H2O, 100 mM Zn(OAc)2,
H2O, and exchange buffer (see Note 18).
4. All subsequent chromatography steps should be performed at 4°C.
5. Load the sample onto the column at 0.5 mL/min.
6. Wash the column with exchange buffer, and monitor the removal of TX100 by the
absorbance at 275 nm, using the formula %Triton (w/v) = 0.044 × OD275 (1-cm
path length). Within 10–15 CV, the Triton concentration should be significantly
below CMC. Elute with exchange elution buffer, collecting 1-CV fractions. Both
steps should be carried out at a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min.
7. Determine the amount of protein recovered by Amido Black assay.
8. Determine the ligand-binding activity of the sample using filter binding with 15 nM
[3H]-AMPA (see Subheading 3.2.4.).
9. The fractional yield and ligand-binding activity recovered is shown in Table 1 as a
function of the detergent used.

4. NOTES

1. Bac-to-Bac transfer vectors are also available within the Gateway system
(Invitrogen), permitting subcloning of expression cassettes without use of restriction enzymes.
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2. In following the Bac-to-Bac protocols, we typically observed the following points:
during the blue/white selection step, it is important to wait long enough to distinguish clearly between the blue and white colonies. In our experience, using X-gal
plates, this can require more than 48 h of incubation. Once the colonies are of sufficient size, the plates can be left at room temperature for further color development. In order to obtain larger starting volumes of baculoviral material, we typically transfect 2 × 106 cells in a 60-mm dish (rather than 0.5 × 106 in a 35-mm
dish), and double the volumes of the standard transfection protocol. The P1 viral
stock (supernatant) is harvested after 96 h, because the titer increases markedly
between 48 and 96 h p.i. As an alternative to the Bac-to-Bac system, the
BaculoDirect system (Invitrogen) can also be used, in which the transposition step
is performed in vitro.
3. For immunoaffinity purification, the M1 α-FLAG antibody was used. This antibody
binds only in the presence of Ca++, permitting efficient elution upon addition of
EDTA. However, the M1 antibody also binds only to FLAG epitopes located at the
absolute N-terminus of the protein. An N-terminal Met residue will thus interfere
with binding. As a result, this system is particularly well suited to constructs that
include a signal sequence that is cleaved upon secretion. Alternatively, the M2 αFLAG antibody can be used, but requires elution with FLAG peptide or extreme pH.
4. Use of a low MOI ensures that very few cells will be multiply infected. During successive viral passages, this prevents the expansion of “defective, interfering particles,” which cannot replicate independently but can replicate upon coinfection with
intact baculovirus. For this reason, it is also best to initiate large-scale viral expansions from a low-passage number stock.
5. Do not use spring-clip aluminum caps, which do not seal the neck tightly enough
to prevent contamination of the culture.
6. Large-scale viral stocks frequently develop a sediment during long-term (>6 mo)
storage. The sediment can be avoided during pipetting and does not appear to
impede infectivity. We typically also freeze 1-mL aliquots of all viral stocks as a
backup in case of contamination of the stock solutions stored at 4°C.
7. Suspension culture is initiated 8–9 d prior to infection, beginning with a 60-mL culture seeded at approx 0.5 × 106 cells/mL from confluent T-75 monolayer cultures.
This is expanded at 48–72 h intervals to 250 mL, then to 2 × 500 mL, then to 8 ×
500 mL.
8. It is also possible to use continuous-flow centrifugation to harvest infected cells.
9. Use an artist’s paintbrush with synthetic bristles to resuspend the pellet thoroughly, i.e., without clumps. The pellet is initially resuspended in a small volume to promote efficient cell lysis by the Polytron disintegrator. Monitor the progress of cell
lysis by light microscopy. Typically, the membranes must be pelleted, resuspended, and lysed three times to achieve 95% lysis.
10. Mix liquid detergents (e.g., TX100) carefully before preparing the detergent stock.
11. Following the BCA protein determination, the resuspended membrane pellets can
be frozen at –80°C for long-term storage. The pellet is thawed in a water bath at
RT, and divided into four aliquots. Five milliliters of dilution buffer are added to
each aliquot, which is then homogenized by treatment with the Polytron (10 s;
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10,000 rpm). It is also possible to prepare membranes from 8 L of infected cells,
and to freeze one-half of the membranes for later use.
If a functional assay is not available, Western blotting with an appropriate antibody
can be used to estimate the amount of protein expressed and/or the fraction of protein solubilized.
To reduce the amount of radioligand required, it is possible to dilute the radioligand
5- to 15-fold using unlabeled ligand for the highest concentration (here, e.g., 100
and 300 nM) measurements. If the affinity of the solubilized protein has already
been established, it is also possible to compare ligand-binding capacity at a single
radioligand concentration (e.g., see Subheading 3.2.5.).
It is possible to work with smaller cell culture volumes per data point, although this
requires more careful technique during membrane preparation and solubilization.
The data presented in Fig. 2 were obtained from 50 mL of culture per time-point.
Filter binding measurements can also be performed on washed membranes without
solubilization, permitting optimization of time and multiplicity of infection prior to
solubilization conditions. However, the membrane fragments can cause blockage
of the filters, leading to uneven filtration and more variable results.
Once a Kd value has been established, ligand-binding capacity can be compared
among samples using a single radioligand concentration. In Figs. 2 and 3, comparisons were performed using 15 nM [3H]AMPA.
As an alternative, grids can be plunged into liquid nitrogen before they dry completely. This can improve specimen preservation, but does require the use of cryoEM techniques in all subsequent observation steps.
Ni++ and Co++ can also be used as counterions for immobilized metal affinity
chromatography. Different counterions frequently exhibit different affinities for the
polyhistidine tag.
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Summary
This chapter focuses on protein engineering strategies that aim to increase the chances of
obtaining crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction. The chapter is divided into three main parts: one
dealing with protein engineering through a bioinformatics approach, the second focusing on
DNA modiﬁcations via random mutagenesis, and the third describing a nonexhaustive number of
in vitro modiﬁcations based on site-directed mutagenesis.
Key Words: Crystallization; mutagenesis; limited proteolysis; error-proned PCR; DNA shufﬂing; bioinformatics.

1. Introduction
The genomics era has provided the scientiﬁc community with a realistic estimate of the actual length and complexity of proteins encoded by genomes. In
particular, Gerstein (1) has shown that the average length of sequences encoded by eight microbial genomes is 340 amino acids, which is twice the average
length (170 residues) of polypeptide chains found in the Protein Data Bank
(www.pdb.org). This reﬂects the bias toward small, soluble, stable proteins used
in crystallographic and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) studies (2), as well
as for proteins that fold naturally when expressed in bacteria or that can be
refolded in vitro. The recent approach of protein structure determination via
structural genomics does not abolish this skewing of our knowledge of protein
properties: structural genomics projects have actually demonstrated the feasibility of rapid structure determination but considerable bottlenecks remain
because approximately only 10% of the initial targeted proteins actually lead to
diffraction-quality crystals (3,4).
Current strategies for overcoming these bottlenecks can be divided into two
categories. One is to use native protein sequences and test various expression or
From: Methods in Molecular Biology, vol. 363: Macromolecular Crystallography Protocols: Volume 1:
Preparation and Crystallization of Macromolecules Edited by: S. Doublié © Humana Press Inc., Totowa, NJ
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refolding strategies to ﬁnd conditions that yield satisfactory amounts of soluble
proteins. Approximately 30% of soluble, monodisperse proteins do not crystallize or give crystals of insufﬁcient quality for crystallographic analysis and it is
well established that the protein itself is the most important parameter in the
crystallization process. Consequently, an alternative method is to use protein
sequences that have been modiﬁed in order to optimize the protein’s suitability
for structure determination while conserving its native conformation. This
approach makes possible an extensive search because for each target protein, a
large set of newly engineered proteins can be screened. The main disadvantage
of this method lies in the possible loss of functionality of the resulting protein.
However, extensive studies have proven that the integrity of internal structure
and functional properties can often tolerate the introduction of one or several
mutations (5,6) and success for crystallization has been reported to be enhanced
by the removal of loops, N- or C-terminal ﬂexible regions, heterogeneous surface features, or introduction of new lattice interactions (7–9). Likewise, truncation of protein domains in multifunction proteins has been successfully used to
delineate protein domains, which in most cases can retain enzymatic activity and
lead to crystals (10).
This chapter focuses on the latter strategy, i.e., how to modify the protein of
interest in order to obtain crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction. The chapter is
divided into three main parts, one dealing with protein engineering through a
bioinformatics approach, the second focusing on DNA modiﬁcations via random mutagenesis, and the third describing a nonexhaustive number of in vitro
modiﬁcations based on site-directed mutagenesis.
2. Materials
2.1. In Silico Protein Engineering
1. Computer connected to the Internet.
2. Amino acid sequence of the target protein.

2.2. Random Mutagenesis
2.2.1. Nested Deletion Libraries
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Expression plasmid.
Restriction enzymes and appropriate buffers (New England BioLabs, Ipswich, MA).
Exonuclease III and appropriate 10X buffer (New England BioLabs).
Mung Bean nuclease and appropriate 10X buffer (New England BioLabs).
T4 DNA ligase and appropriate 10X buffer (New England BioLabs).
Escherichia coli–competent cells.
100 and 70% ethanol.
Phenol, equilibrated in TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl and 1 mM EDTA), pH 8.0.
Chloroform.
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10. TE buffer, pH 8.0.
11. 1% Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and 0.2 M Na2 EDTA.
12. Agarose gel electrophoresis and DNA sequencing equipment.

2.2.2. Error-Prone PCR Random Mutagenesis
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.

cDNA template.
Oligonucleotide primers.
Mutazyme® DNA polymerase and appropriate buffer (Stratagene, San Diego, CA).
dNTPs mixtures.
Restriction enzymes, T4 DNA ligase and appropriate 10X buffers (New England
BioLabs) or, alternatively, appropriate reagents for GatewayTM Cloning
Technology (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA).
Expression vector bearing either a multiple cloning site for conventional restriction-mediated cloning, or site-speciﬁc recombination sites for Gateway Cloning
Technology (Invitrogen).
E. coli–competent cells.
PCR thermocycler.
Agarose gel electrophoresis equipment.

2.2.3. Libraries of Random PCR cDNA Fragments
1. cDNA template.
2. Oligonucleotide primers.
3. Taq DNA polymerase and appropriate buffer (Takara Premix Taq, Takara BioInc.,
Shiga, Japan).
4. dNTPs mixtures.
5. Restriction enzymes and appropriate buffers (New England BioLabs).
6. T4 DNA ligase and appropriate 10X buffer (New England BioLabs).
7. pPRO-GFPuv vector (11) (see Fig. 1).
8. E. coli–competent cells.
9. PCR thermocycler.
10. Ultraviolet (UV) transilluminator.
11. Agarose gel electrophoresis, SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE), and
DNA sequencing equipment.

2.2.4. DNA Shufﬂing
1.
2.
3.
4.

Genes to be shufﬂed.
DNase I and appropriate buffer (Sigma-Aldrich, Dorset, UK).
Oligonucleotide primers.
Taq and Pfu DNA polymerases and appropriate 10X buffers (Takara and Stratagene,
respectively).
5. dNTPs mixtures.
6. Restriction enzymes, T4 DNA ligase and appropriate 10X buffers (New England
BioLabs) or, alternatively, appropriate reagents for Gateway Cloning Technology
(Invitrogen).
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Fig. 1. The pPRO-GFPuv vector.

7. Expression vector bearing either a multiple-cloning site for conventional restrictionmediated cloning, or site-speciﬁc recombination sites for Gateway Cloning
Technology (Invitrogen).
8. E. coli–competent cells.
9. PCR thermocycler.
10. Agarose gel electrophoresis equipment.

2.3. Protein Modiﬁcation
2.3.1. Removal of Flexible Protein Regions
1. cDNA template.
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2. Oligonucleotide primers containing the desired mutation.
3. QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene).

2.3.2. Autoproteolysis
1.
2.
3.
4.

20 µL of the protein sample concentrated at 5 mg/mL.
SDS-PAGE equipment, appropriate buffers, and molecular weight markers.
Glycerol.
Dithiothreitol.

2.3.3. Limited Proteolysis as a Tool for Protein Engineering
1. α-Chymotrypsin, elastase, enteproteinase Glu-C V8, subtilisin, and trypsin (lyophilized powder from Sigma).
2. HCl.
3. 30 µL of pure protein sample concentrated at 0.5 mg/mL.
4. SDS-PAGE equipment and appropriate buffers and molecular weight markers.
5. Buffer A: 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, and 100 mM NaCl.
6. cDNA template.
7. Oligonucleotide primers containing the desired mutation.
8. QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene).

2.3.4. Modifying the Carbohydrate Content of Glycoproteins
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

cDNA template.
Oligonucleotide primers containing the desired mutation.
QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene).
N-glycosidase F (Roche, Basel, Switzerland).
Puriﬁed target protein concentrated at 3 mg/mL.
Transferrin from human serum (Roche).
Buffer A: 20 mM Tris-HCl and 150 mM NaCl, pH 8.0.
SDS-PAGE equipment and appropriate buffers and molecular weight markers.
Endoglycosidase H (Roche).

2.3.5. Crystal Contacts Engineering Via Surface Residues Mutagenesis
1. cDNA template.
2. Oligonucleotide primers containing the desired mutation.
3. QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene).

2.3.6. Fusion Proteins
1. cDNA template.
2. IMPACTTM-CN System (New England BioLabs).

3. Methods
3.1. In Silico Protein Engineering
In silico approach is one of the tools currently used to engineer proteins in
order to make them more likely to crystallize than native target proteins. For
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Fig. 2. Flowchart for standard in silico protein engineering.
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instance, dissection of a whole protein into domains is a useful approach both
in terms of functional and structural analysis of large proteins comprising two
or more functional domains (10). Bioinformatics can be successfully used to
deﬁne such domains; it can also provide information regarding which residue is
worth mutating or which region of the sequence should be removed in order to
improve the “crystallizability” of the target protein.
We describe here a simple, step-by-step approach to analyze the target protein
sequence using bioinformatics. This approach is illustrated in Fig. 2. Any prior
information on the protein or one of its homologs has to be taken into account: protein–protein interactions, oligomeric state, membrane binding, solubility, previous
identiﬁcation of conserved motifs or presence of peptide signal, and so on. This
information can be collected from MEDLINE (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
entrez/query.fcgi?db=PubMed) or with web browsers like Google (http://directory.google.com/Top/Science/Biology/). Useful programs dedicated to protein
sequence analysis are available on the Expert Protein Analysis System server
(http://www.expasy.org/). For instance, the “ProtParam” program computes some
physicochemical properties of the target protein from its amino acid sequence,
which may help in designing some biochemical experiments.
3.1.1. Gathering of an Informative Cluster of Protein Sequences
3.1.1.1. RETRIEVING HOMOLOGOUS SEQUENCES

Making a set of homologous sequences more or less distant from the target
protein sequence is the ﬁrst step of the bioinformatics method described here.
As a rule of thumb, the most similar sequences will highlight the conserved
sequence motifs, whereas the less similar sequences will provide information
on the modularity of the target protein.
This step is performed using the BLAST program (12) and the BLASTP
option at the following URL: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/.
1. Paste your sequence in raw format (i.e., without the ﬁrst line that starts with a “>”
sign).
2. Choose a protein sequence database. The following databases are available:
a. Nr: all non-redundant GenBank CDS translations, RefSeq proteins, PDB,
SwissProt, PIR, and PRF.
b. refseq: the NCBI Reference Sequence is a non-redundant sequence database of
genomes, transcripts, and proteins.
c. swissprot: the last major release of the SWISS-PROT protein sequence database
(no updates).
d. pat: protein sequences derived from the Patent division of GenBank.
e. pdb: sequences derived from the three-dimensional structure Protein Data Bank (13).
f. Month: all new or revised GenBank CDS translation, PDB, SwissProt, PIR, and
PRF released in the last 30 d.
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3. Press the “BLAST” button.
4. An intermediate page appears. At this step, you have two possibilities:
a. Click on the interactive image. The link leads to a ﬁrst alignment, usually referenced by a publication.
b. Continue the BLAST query. Click then on the “Format” button.
5. According to your own criteria, select the most interesting sequences by ticking the
box then click on the “Get selected sequences” button.
6. A new page appears. Next to the “Display” button, select FASTA and then click on
“Display.” Next to the “Send to” button, select “Text” and then click on “Send to.”
7. Save the page in text format. This ﬁle will be your input ﬁle to the alignment program.

3.1.1.2. SEQUENCE ALIGNMENTS

An alignment of the sequences that have been previously retrieved is highly
informative. It highlights conserved motifs, points out the differences between
highly and poorly conserved regions, or suggests where loops or linkers are
located. We present here two automatic sequence alignment programs.
3.1.1.2.1. ClustalW (14) The user interface is available at: http://bioweb.
pasteur.fr/seqanal/interfaces/clustalw-simple.html.
1. Paste your sequence in FASTA format including the ﬁrst line that starts with a “>”
sign.
2. Fill in your e-mail address.
3. Press the “Run ClustalW” button.
4. Click the link: inﬁle.aln and save in text format.

3.1.1.2.1. T-Coffee (15) The user interface is available at: http://www.ch.
embnet.org/software/TCoffee.html.
1. Paste your sequence in FASTA format including the ﬁrst line that starts with a “>”
sign.
2. Press the “Run T-COFFEE” button.
3. Click the link: clustalw (aln) and save in text format or directly visualize in html
or pdf.

For a nice output in postscript format, use the ESPRIPT program
(http://espript.ibcp.fr/ESPript/cgi-bin/ESPript.cgi).
3.1.1.3. SECONDARY STRUCTURE PREDICTIONS

This step should help the user in deﬁning the modularity of the target protein
(linkers usually lack secondary structure). If the BLAST search has revealed a
structural homolog, the secondary structure predictions may conﬁrm if your
sequence alignment is correct, and may also help in designing modiﬁcations
(mutations, insertions, or deletions) of the target protein. One of the most com-
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prehensive websites for protein structure analysis is provided by the predict
protein server (16) located at: http://www.predictprotein.org/newwebsite/
submit.html.
1. Enter your e-mail address in the top text ﬁeld.
2. Select the output format by checking a box. (Deselect the default mode and html
mode, the result will be sent to you by e-mail, in text format.)
3. Provide a name for your run (optional but useful).
4. Paste your sequence in raw format without the ﬁrst line that starts with a “>” sign.
5. Click submit/run prediction button.
6. Save the e-mailed result as a text ﬁle.

Use the ESPRIPT program (17) (http://espript.ibcp.fr/ESPript/cgi-bin/
ESPript.cgi) to visualize the output:
1. Provide sequence alignment ﬁle clicking the “Browse” button.
2. Provide the predict protein ﬁle clicking the “Browse” button in the section secondary structure.
3. Press the “submit” button.

3.1.2. Domain Deﬁnition
3.1.2.1. GLOBULARITY

In this section, two different methods providing indications about protein
globularity are described: the GlobPlot and the hydrophobic cluster analysis
(HCA) methods. The latter is a powerful method, although it may not be
straightforward for nonexperts. A basic, but still useful, analysis of the results
is described next.
3.1.2.1.1. The GlobPlot Method The GlobPlot method (http://globplot.
embl.de/) provides a plot where the globularity is reﬂected by each change in
the slope of the plot (18). The graphic output outlines “disordered” and “potential globular domains” according to the author’s deﬁnition.
1. Paste your sequence in raw format without the ﬁrst line that starts with a “>” sign.
2. Click on “GlobPlot now” button.
3. Follow the link to download the result ﬁle. The result ﬁle is a postscript ﬁle, therefore, a postscript previewer such as Ghostscript (http://www.cs.wisc.edu/~ghost/)
is needed.

3.1.2.1.2. The Hydrophobic Cluster Analysis Method The HCA
method (http://psb11.snv.jussieu.fr/hca/hca-seq.html) reﬂects the environment
of each amino acid in the structure and highlights hydrophobic clusters (19).
1. Paste your sequence in raw format without the ﬁrst line that starts with a “>” sign.
2. Click the “send” button.
3. Follow the link to download the postscript result ﬁle (use Ghostscript previewer).
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A density of hydrophobic clusters mixed with few charged amino acids
reflects the globular parts of the protein. Large hydrophobic clusters may
indicate a transmembrane region. A lack of cluster indicates the presence of
a linker or a disordered (natively unfolded) region (see Subheading
3.1.2.2.).
Results from both programs should be correlated, and should pinpoint
regions of the protein that are worth deleting or mutating in order to get rid of
the nonglobular, hydrophobic, or disordered regions, which are likely to prevent
the crystallization process.
3.1.2.2. DISORDER

A number of proteins include natively unfolded/disordered regions, whose
presence is obviously incompatible with crystallization. We mention here two
servers that predict disorder from the protein amino acid sequence and the
physicochemical parameters they extract from this sequence.
3.1.2.2.1. PONDR®
1. Before you can use PONDR, you will need to create a new user account.
2. Paste your sequence in raw format without the ﬁrst line that starts with a “>”
sign.
3. Click on “submit.”
4. The result is given as a gif ﬁle. The signiﬁcance threshold above which residues
are considered to be disordered is 0.5 and is indicated on the output ﬁle.
Segments composed by more than 40 consecutive residues with threshold > 0.5
are highlighted with a thick black line.
3.1.2.2.2. DISEMBL
1. Paste your sequence in raw format without the ﬁrst line that starts with a “>” sign.
2. Click on “DisEMBL protein” button.
3. Follow the link to download the result ﬁle. (The result ﬁle is a postscript ﬁle, so
you need a postscript previewer, such as Ghostscript.)

Each step should be performed on each divergent sequence of your alignment in order to cross-validate your results and to eliminate false-positives.
Once disordered regions are clearly identiﬁed, one can:
1. Try to stabilize/order these regions by crystallizing the protein with protein-binding partner(s), substrates, or inhibitors (if already determined by biochemical
experiments).
2. Reclone the fragment that is predicted to be ordered. As an example, such a
bioinformatics analysis was used to generate information on the modular organization of phosphoproteins of the viral subfamily Paramyxovirinae and led to the
resolution of the crystal structure of the extreme C-terminal domain of the
measles virus phosphoprotein (20).
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Fig. 3. General strategy for the obtention of nested 3′-deletion libraries.

3.2. Random Mutagenesis
Directed evolution methods, in which protein diversity libraries are
screened for soluble variants, are a powerful tool for obtaining proteins suitable for structural studies. In the following sections we will describe some of
the experimental protocols commonly used to generate protein diversity
libraries (i.e., nested deletion libraries, error-prone PCR random mutagenesis,
random ampliﬁcation of cDNA fragments, and DNA shufﬂing). Other methods, such as yeast and phage display, will not be discussed in this chapter
because of space limitations.
All these approaches need to be coupled with an efﬁcient, rapid, and reproducible screening method that allows the identiﬁcation of mutant forms with
both increased solubility and stability. Recently, several new protein solubility
screens have been developed that do not require structural and functional
knowledge of the target (21). Among them, we mention the green ﬂuorescent
protein (GFP)-folding reporter method, in which a test protein (or protein
domain) is expressed as an N-terminal fusion with GFP: the ﬂuorescence yield
of the GFP transduces information about the folding success or failure of the
upstream fusion partner.
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3.2.1. Nested Deletion Libraries
This system is based on the procedure developed by Henikoff (22) and
allows the obtention of unidirectional deletions using Exonuclease III (ExoIII).
This enzyme is used to speciﬁcally digest insert DNA from a unique 5′-protruding or blunt-end restriction site, whereas the adjacent unique restriction site
is protected by a four base 3′-overhang end (see Fig. 3). The uniform rate of
digestion of ExoIII allows deletion of predetermined lengths to be made simply
by removing timed aliquots from the reaction. A collection of unidirectional
deletions spanning several kilobases can be easily constructed in a few hours.
The method described next is intended to provide the user with a pilot laboratoryscale protocol, which can of course be scaled-up for high-throughput approaches providing that appropriate (semi)-automated devices are available.
3.2.1.1. RATIONALE

FOR THE

CHOICE

OF THE

EXPRESSION PLASMID

The gene of interest (with or without an N-terminal tag) is cloned under the
control of a strong inducible promoter. The plasmid must contain a restriction
site generating either a 5′ overhanging or a blunt-end downstream of the stop
codon, followed by a restriction site generating a 3′ overhanging, protected end
and by three stop codons in the three possible reading frames (see Fig. 3). The
plasmid must also include an appropriate origin of replication and a selection
marker.
A similar strategy can be used to generate a nested set of 5′ deletion fragments. In that case, the protecting restriction site must be located immediately
downstream of the ATG codon and followed by the restriction site sensitive to
the ExoIIII digestion. The GFP-encoding gene can be fused at the 3′ end of the
gene of interest, and increased solubility resulting from N-terminal truncations
of the protein of interest can be assessed by following the yield of ﬂuorescence.
When generating N-terminal truncations however, only one-third of the deleted
fragments will result in truncations in the desired reading frame and DNA
sequencing is mandatory to assess the reading frame of selected clones.
3.2.1.2. PREPARATION

OF THE

DNA TEMPLATE

1. If both restriction endonucleases are able to function effectively in the same buffer,
perform a simultaneous double digest. Otherwise, perform the low ionic strength
digest ﬁrst and, after adjusting the reaction conditions, the second one.
As a general protocol combine:
a. 10 µg of DNA.
b. 5 µL of 10X restriction endonuclease buffer.
c. 5 µL of 10X bovine serum albumin (if required for the digestion conditions).
d. 20 U of each enzyme.
e. H2O to 50 µL.
Incubate at the recommended temperature(s) for 1 h.
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2. Check for complete linearization by agarose gel electophoresis.
3. Add one-tenth volume of a solution of 1% SDS and 0.2 M Na2EDTA to the digest.
4. Purify the template by standard phenol/chloroform extraction followed by ethanol
precipitation (23), resuspend it in 30 µL of 1X ExoIII reaction buffer, and estimate
the DNA concentration by agarose gel electrophoresis.

3.2.1.3. GENERATION AND PURIFICATION

OF

NESTED DELETED DNA FRAGMENTS

The following protocol allows the generation of one set of deletions up to 1.5
kb in 200- to 300-bp increments. Six tubes are used, each containing pooled
deletion fragments for 50 s intervals. Tube 1 will contain deletions produced in
the ﬁrst 50 s, tube 2 will contain deletions generated between 50 and 100 s, and
so on. On average the ﬁrst tube will contain 250 bases deletions, the second one
500 bases deletions, and so on.
1. Dilute a total of 5 µg DNA in a total volume of 60 µL in 1X ExoIII reaction buffer.
Place the DNA sample in a 37°C water bath.
2. Distribute 2 µL of 10X Mung Bean nuclease buffer and 8 µL of sterile distilled
water to each of six 1.5-mL microcentrifuge tubes. Place the microcentrifuge tubes
on ice. These will be referred to as Mung Bean-treated (MBT) tubes or pools.
3. To the 5 µg DNA sample at 37°C, add 250 U of ExoIII and gently mix.
4. Remove 2-µL aliquots at 10-s intervals and place them in the appropriate MBT
tubes, as described next. Once all ﬁve 2-µL aliquots have been collected in one
MBT tube, immediately place that MBT tube on dry ice.
Add ExoIII digested aliquots as follows:
a. 1–5 to MBT Tube 1.
b. 6–10 to MBT Tube 2.
c. 11–15 to MBT Tube 3.
d. 16–20 to MBT Tube 4.
e. 21–25 to MBT Tube 5.
f. 26–30 to MBT Tube 6.
5. After all aliquots have been taken, heat the six MBT tubes at 68°C for 15 min.
6. Place the tubes on ice for 5 min and then brieﬂy centrifuge them.
7. Add 3 U of Mung Bean nuclease to each tube and incubate at 30°C for 30 min.
8. To each tube add 19 µL of TE, pH 8.0.
9. Purify the deleted DNA by standard phenol/chloroform extraction followed by
ethanol precipitation (23), resuspend each DNA pellet in 10 µL of TE, pH 8.0, and
verify the deletion sizes and DNA recoveries by agarose gel electrophoresis of a 5µL sample.
10. Ligate approx 100 ng of the DNA from each MBT tube. In a microcentrifuge tube
combine the following:
a. 100 ng DNA.
b. 2.5 µL 10X T4 DNA ligase buffer.
c. 150 U T4 DNA ligase.
d. H2O to 25 µL vol.
Incubate each of the six ligation reactions overnight at 16°C.
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OF

CLONES

E. coli–competent cells (XL1 Blue; Stratagene) are transformed according to
standard protocols (23) and the six pools are plated independently on six agar
plates containing the appropriate antibiotic.
The following morning, select a few colonies from each plate and replica
plate each onto a fresh agar plate containing the appropriate antibiotic. Incubate
plates at 37°C overnight. Resulting colonies are then used to inoculate cultures
for plasmid minipreparations. Plasmids are then puriﬁed and their size is
checked by agarose gel electrophoresis. To ensure that an individual clone still
retains its expected sequence integrity, it is recommended to digest the
minipreparations with a restriction enzyme whose unique cleavage site lies on
the vector and adjacent to the presumptive protected site. Linearization will
prove that the ExoIII digestion has not proceeded beyond the protected site.
This will also provide a more precise estimate of the size of the deleted clone.
Transform the selected plasmids (bearing the desired range of deletions) into
an E. coli strain suitable for protein expression (BL21[DE3] or Rosetta;
Novagen), and check for increased solubility of the target protein using a variety of methods as a function of the fusion tag reporter used. Finally, sequence
promising candidates expressing higher amounts of soluble protein to ensure
sequence integrity and proper reading frame.
3.2.2. Error-Prone PCR Random Mutagenesis
PCR-based random mutagenesis is widely used for directed protein evolution and has gained popularity over chemical methods because it produces higher levels and a larger variety of mutations (24). The procedure involves performing a PCR reaction under conditions that reduce the ﬁdelity of nucleotide
incorporation, cloning the resulting PCR fragments, and then screening the
resulting library for mutations affecting protein solubility and stability (25).
Cloning of mutated PCR fragments can be carried out using either conventional cloning methods (i.e., methods based on the use of restriction endonucleases
followed by ligation) or the recently developed Gateway Cloning Technology
(Invitrogen), which relies on site-speciﬁc recombination between a target insert
(or donor vector) and an expression destination vector. In that case, primers
have to be designed so as to contain the speciﬁc recombination sites in their
ﬂoating moiety. Mutations are deliberately introduced through the use of errorprone PCR polymerases and/or by modifying the reaction conditions. A number of commercially available kits have been developed, in which the desired
mutation frequency is achieved by tuning either the buffer conditions (i.e., use
of MnCl2-containing buffer and unbalanced dNTPs concentrations) or the initial amount of target DNA template. The method outlined next is that of the
GeneMorph® random mutagenesis kit distributed by Stratagene.
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Table 1
Quantity of DNA Required as a Function of the Expected Mutation Frequency
Mutation frequency (mutations/kb)

Initial target quantity (see Note 1)

0–3 (low range)
3–7 (medium range)
7–16 (high range)

10–100 ng
10 pg to10 ng
Double or triple PCR, with 10–100 pg in each

3.2.2.1. HOW

TO

ACHIEVE

THE

DESIRED MUTATION FREQUENCY

Mutazyme DNA polymerase produces all possible nucleotide substitutions
and can be used to mutagenize plasmid DNA targets up to 4.5 kb. It makes few
insertion and deletion mutations, which create undesired frameshifts.
Moreover, mutational hotspots have never been observed. Mutation frequency
is the product of DNA polymerase error rate and the number of duplication events.
With the GeneMorph random mutagenesis kit, low, medium, and high mutation
frequencies are obtained by simply adjusting the initial target DNA amounts in
the ampliﬁcation reactions. The rationale is that, for the same PCR yield, targets ampliﬁed from low amounts of target DNA will undergo more duplication
events than targets ampliﬁed from high concentrations of template. The more
times a target is replicated, the more errors accumulate. Therefore, higher mutation frequencies are achieved simply by lowering DNA template concentration.
Genomic DNA templates are not recommended owing to the low copy number
of targets, only medium-to-high mutation frequencies are obtained. If genomic
DNA is the only source of the target, then preliminary ampliﬁcation of the target with a high-ﬁdelity polymerase is recommended. Table 1 provides the initial target amounts to be used as a function of the desired mutation frequency.
In directed evolution studies, mutation frequencies of one to four amino acid
changes per protein (two to seven nucleotide changes per gene) are generally
employed (26–28). High mutation frequencies (>8 mutations/kb) can be
achieved by performing two or three sequential PCRs, in which the product of
the ﬁrst PCR serves as a template in the second PCR, and so on. The predicted
mutation frequencies given in Table 1 are calculated based on PCR yields ranging from 500 ng to 10 µg.
Two useful equations to calculate the mutation frequency are given next:
d = [Log (PCR yield/initial target amount)]/Log 2
Mutation frequency (mutations/kb) = 0.31 d + 0.41

3.2.2.2. HOW

TO

SET UP THE PCR

For optimal results, PCR primers should be designed so as to have similar
melting temperatures (Tm), ranging from 55 to 72°C. This reduces false priming
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and ensures complete denaturation of primers at 94°C. PCR products generated
by Mutazyme DNA polymerase are blunt-ended. However, this does not preclude the possibility of cohesive ligation. Indeed, restriction sites for endonucleases generating protruding ends can be introduced on the ﬂoating moiety of the
primers, thereby allowing digestion of the PCR products prior to ligation into a
digested destination vector. Likewise, the AttB1 and AttB2 sequences can be
introduced in the forward and reverse primer, respectively, thus allowing cloning
into Gateway destination vectors using the Gateway Cloning Technology
(Invitrogen).
1. Prepare 50-µL reactions as follows:
a. 41.5 µL H2O.
b. 5 µL 10X mutazyme reaction buffer.
c. 1 µL 40 mM dNTP mix (200 µM each ﬁnal).
d. 0.5 µL Primer mix (250 ng/µL of each primer).
e. 1 µL Mutazyme DNA polymerase (2.5 U/µL).
f. 1 µL Template (10 pg/µL to 100 ng/µL).
If the thermocycler is devoid of a heated lid, overlay each reaction with a few drops
of mineral oil.
2. Perform the PCR as follows: heat at 95°C for 1 min and perform 30 cycles of 95°C
1 min, (primer Tm, 5°C) 1 min and 72°C 1 min/kb, followed by one cycle at 72°C
10 min (for single-block thermocyclers reduce denaturation and annealing steps to
30 s).
3. Estimate the PCR yield by running 10 µL of the PCR product onto agarose gel
electrophoresis. For high mutations frequencies (>8 mutations/kb), either use less
than 10 pg template and increase the number of cycles, or dilute the PCR product
1:1000 and use 1 µL in a second ampliﬁcation reaction.

3.2.3. Libraries of Random PCR cDNA Fragments
A novel approach to identify soluble protein domains has been developed
(11), which combines tagged random primer PCR method (T-PCR) (29) and
protein folding assay using GFP (30). This approach attempts to identify the
boundaries of soluble domains experimentally by examining all possible protein fragments generated by ampliﬁcation of random fragments from a template
cDNA (see Note 2).
3.2.3.1. T-PCR

Two primers, primer A (5’-GACCATGATTACGCCAAGCTTN[15]-3’) and
primer B (5’-GACCATGATTACGCCAAGCTT-3’), are used in two separate TPCR reactions.
1. Perform the ﬁrst T-PCR as follows: combine 50 ng DNA template and 100 pmol
primer A in the presence of Taq DNA polymerase buffer and dNTPs in a 25-µL
total volume. If the thermocycler is devoid of a heated lid, overlay each reaction
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with a few drops of mineral oil. Heat at 94°C for 2 min and perform two cycles of
94°C 1 min, 40°C 5 min, and 72°C 2 min.
Purify the PCR products to remove the primer (QIAquick PCR puriﬁcation kit;
Qiagen, Chatsworth, CA).
Perform the second PCR using the ﬁrst PCR-puriﬁed products and 100 pmol
primer B in a 50-µL total volume. Heat at 94°C for 2 min, and then perform 40
cycles of 94°C 1 min, 55°C 1 min, and 72°C 1 min.
Purify T-PCR products (spin columns, Qiagen).
Digest the puriﬁed T-PCR products with HindIII (corresponding site is underlined
in the primers).
Separate the digested PCR products by agarose gel electrophoresis, and elute fragments corresponding to about 300 bp (Mini elute kit, Qiagen).
After puriﬁcation of a HindIII-digested and dephosphorylated pPRO-GFP vector
(obtained using standard protocols [23]), the ligation reaction is set up using a
molar ratio of insert: vector of 10:1, a ﬁnal amount of DNA of approx 100 ng in a
10-µL total volume in the presence of 150 U of T4 DNA ligase in 1X T4 DNA ligase buffer.
Incubate overnight at 16°C and transform E. coli DH5α competent cells (Novagen,
Darmstadt, Germany) using standard protocols (23).

3.2.3.2. SCREENING
1. Plate the transformed cells onto agar plates containing 100 µg/mL ampicillin and
incubate at 37°C for 18 h.
2. Observe colonies with a 366-nm UV transilluminator. Peak the brightest colonies,
culture them in liquid medium, and analyze protein content of soluble fractions by
SDS-PAGE.
3. Finally, sequence promising candidates expressing soluble proteins in the desired
range of sizes to ensure sequence integrity and proper reading frame.
4. Prior to scale-up and puriﬁcation by Ni Afﬁnity Chromatography (for a detailed
procedure see The Protein Expression and Puriﬁcation Handbook, Qiagen), the
selected plasmids are digested by NheI (to remove the GFP-encoding gene) and
self-ligated.

3.2.4. DNA Shufﬂing
The method of DNA shufﬂing (31), or “sexual PCR,” is used to recombine
homologous DNA sequences during in vitro molecular evolution. In this system
a pool of closely related sequences is fragmented randomly with DNase I, and
these fragments (approx 50–200 bp) are reassembled into full-length genes via
self-priming PCR and extension in a process called reassembly PCR. This procedure yields crossovers between related sequences owing to template switching (see Fig. 4 and Note 3). The PCR products are cloned in a suitable expression vector and the resulting library is then screened for increased solubility of
the target protein using any of the most commonly used techniques (dot blot,
use of fusion reporter tags, and others).
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Fig. 4. Schematic illustration of the DNA-shufﬂing process.

The initial pool of related sequences can be obtained either by error-prone
PCR random mutagenesis from a unique target gene template, or by restriction
or PCR ampliﬁcation from plasmids bearing variant forms of the gene of interest (see Fig. 4). When coupled with effective selection and applied reiteratively, DNA shufﬂing has been proven to be an efﬁcient process for directed molecular evolution (32–34).
3.2.4.1. PREPARATION

OF

GENES

TO BE

SHUFFLED

The initial pool of closely related genes can be obtained either by error-prone
PCR random mutagenesis from a unique gene template (for the experimental
procedure refer to Subheading 3.2.2.) or by using a number of plasmids harboring mutated versions of the target gene. In this case, the mutated genes can
be obtained either by restriction (23) followed by separation on agarose gel
electrophoresis and gel extraction (Mini elute kit, Qiagen), or by conventional
PCR ampliﬁcation with a high-ﬁdelity enzyme, such as Pfu DNA polymerase
(Promega, Madison, WI). Primers are designed to speciﬁcally recognize the 5′
and 3′ ends of the target gene and to bear either restriction sites for conventional
subsequent restriction-mediated cloning, or site-speciﬁc recombination sites for
Gateway Cloning Technology (Invitrogen).
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1. In case PCR is used to obtain the initial set of related genes, prepare a 50-µL reaction as follows:
a. 5 µL 10X Pfu DNA polymerase buffer.
b. 4 µL 10 mM dNTPs mix (200 µM each ﬁnal).
c. 15 pmol each primer.
d. 1 µL Pfu DNA polymerase (2.5 U/µL).
e. 1 µL template (10–50 ng/µL).
f. Water up to a total of 50 µL.
If the thermocycler is devoid of a heated lid, overlay each reaction with a few drops
of mineral oil.
2. Perform the PCR as follows: heat at 95°C for 1 min and perform 30 cycles of 95°C
1 min, (primer Tm, 5°C) 1 min, and 72°C 2 min/kb, followed by 1 cycle at 72°C 8
min (for single-block thermocyclers reduce denaturation and annealing steps to 30 s).
3. Estimate the PCR yield by running 5 µL of the PCR reaction onto an agarose gel
electrophoresis.

3.2.4.2. FRAGMENTATION WITH DNASE I

The PCR products are puriﬁed using the QIAquick PCR puriﬁcation kit
(Qiagen) and digested with DNase I.
Different reaction parameters, such as the incubation time and the enzyme-tosubstrate ratio, have to be explored before optimal conditions (yielding random
DNA fragments ranging from 50 to 200 bp in length) are found. As a ﬁrst
approach, the following conditions can be used: digest 2–4 µg of DNA substrate
with 0.15 U of DNase I in a 100-µL total reaction volume in 50 mM Tris-HCl,
pH 7.5, buffer containing 1 mM MnCl2 for 10–20 min at room temperature. The
use of Mn2+ instead of Mg2+ during the DNase I fragmentation step has been
reported to improve the ﬁdelity of DNA shufﬂing (35), which otherwise would
result in a point mutation rate of 0.7% (36). After assessing the length of the
resulting fragments by agarose gel electrophoresis, the DNA fragments are puriﬁed by the QIAquick PCR puriﬁcation kit (Qiagen) to remove residual Mn2+.
3.2.4.3. PCR REASSEMBLY

The puriﬁed DNA fragments are added to the reassembly PCR mixture at 20
ng/µL.
1. Prepare a 50-µL reaction as follows:
a. Puriﬁed DNA fragments at a ﬁnal concentration of 20 ng/µL.
b. 5 µL 10X Pfu Turbo DNA polymerase buffer.
c. 4 µL 10 mM dNTPs mix (200 µM each ﬁnal).
d. 1 µL 2.5 U/µL Pfu DNA polymerase.
e. Water up to a total of 50 µL.
Note that no primers are added at this point.
If the thermocycler is devoid of a heated lid, overlay each reaction with a few drops
of mineral oil.
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2. Perform the PCR as follows: heat at 94°C 1 min, and perform 30–45 cycles of
94°C 30 s, 50–55°C 30 s, and 72°C 30 s, followed by a ﬁnal elongation step at
72°C 5 min.

3.2.4.4. PCR AMPLIFICATION

OF

REASSEMBLED GENES (SEE FIG. 4)

The product of self-reassembling PCR is then diluted 40 times and used as
template in a high-ﬁdelity PCR ampliﬁcation by using primers recognizing the
5′ and 3′ ends of the target gene.
1. Prepare a 50-µL reaction as follows:
a. 1 µL reassembly reaction.
b. 5 µL 10X Pfu Turbo DNA polymerase buffer.
c. 4 µL 10 mM dNTPs mix (200 µM each ﬁnal).
d. 40 pmol each primer.
e. 2 µL 2.5 U/µL Pfu DNA polymerase.
f. Water up to a total of 50 µL.
If the thermocycler is devoid of a heated lid, overlay each reaction with a few drops
of mineral oil.
2. Perform the PCR as follows: heat at 94°C 5 min, and perform 10–20 cycles of 94°C
30 s, 50°C 30 s, and 72°C 30 s.
3. Estimate the PCR yield by running 5 µL of the PCR reaction onto an agarose gel
electrophoresis and proceed to subsequent cloning. After screening, a subset of
mutants with increased solubility may be selected for a further round of DNA shufﬂing. Repeating the whole procedure may lead to the isolation of mutants with
increased solubility.

3.3. Protein Modiﬁcations
3.3.1. Removal of Flexible Protein Regions
Structural heterogeneity resulting from protein ﬂexibility often hinders crystallization. N- and C-terminal regions often prove to be ﬂexible and truncation
of part of these regions is currently a standard protocol in recombinant protein
expression for crystallographic studies. More recently, it has been shown that
insertions and deletions within a protein may also be well tolerated, without
affecting its biological function, and internal deletions have even been
employed to improve the diffracting quality of protein crystals (7).
1. Information on the protein regions, which should be deleted, can be provided by a
bioinformatics approach. Sequence alignments with homologous proteins (see
Subheading 3.1.1.2.) may clearly designate extra regions of the protein target, the
removal of which may facilitate crystallization.
2. If the crystal structure of a homologous protein has been solved, the inspection of
both the electron density map and the temperature factors after reﬁnement will also
pinpoint disordered regions that may be deleted.
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3. Autoproteolysis and limited proteolysis are also useful tools, as these reactions are
known to occur in ﬂexible, exposed regions of proteins (see Subheadings 3.3.2.
and 3.3.3.).
Once they are identiﬁed, these regions can be removed by deletion mutagenesis, using for instance the QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene)
(see Note 4) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.

3.3.2. Autoproteolysis as a Tool for Protein Engineering
It has been widely reported that some proteins can undergo spontaneous proteolysis, either when stored at 4°C in their puriﬁcation buffer, or in the crystallization drop. This obviously generates heterogeneity, which is a major impediment to protein crystal formation, and which cannot be determined at once
even when the protein homogeneity is checked by dynamic light scattering (see
Chapter 6) at the end of the puriﬁcation process.
3.3.2.1. CHECKING

FOR

AUTOPROTEOLYSIS

We suggest here to determine whether and under which conditions the protein of interest is prone to autoproteolysis. Different samples of protein are
treated as described next and analyzed by SDS-PAGE; the acrylamide concentration is chosen considering that the protein itself and smaller fragments
should be detectable. Each sample consists of 9 µL of SDS-loading buffer and
1 µL of protein that has been subjected to the following procedure:
Lane 1: Just after puriﬁcation, the protein sample was supplemented with 20–50%
glycerol and stored at –80°C for 1 wk. The volume of the protein required for
preparing the SDS-PAGE sample is therefore corrected, depending on the glycerol
concentration (2 µL instead of 1 µL if the storage was done in 50% glycerol).
Lane 2: The protein sample was stored at 4°C for 1 wk in its puriﬁcation buffer.
Lane 3: The protein sample, supplemented with 10% glycerol (if not present in the
last puriﬁcation buffer), was stored at 4°C for 1 wk.
Lane 4: The protein sample, supplemented with 5 mM dithiothreitol (if not present
in the last puriﬁcation buffer) was stored at 4°C for 1 wk.
Lane 5: The protein sample was incubated for 1 wk at the same temperature than
that used for crystallization trials.
Lane 6: The protein sample was incubated for 1 wk at 25°C.
Additional lanes of the gel can be used to check, after 1 wk, the proﬁle of the protein sampled from several clear crystallization drops.
The last lane is reserved for molecular weight markers.
All samples are heated at 95°C for 5 min before loading on SDS-PAGE gel.

3.3.2.2. IDENTIFICATION

OF THE

CLEAVAGE SITE

If a proteolytic product is observed after repeated experiments, the corresponding band on the SDS-PAGE gel is cut and identified by comparing its
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N-terminal sequence (determined by Edman degradation) and its molecular
mass (determined mass spectroscopy) with the full-length protein sequence
and molecular mass. Once the cleavage site has been identified, the proteolytic agent can be found (using, for instance, the program PeptideCutter,
http://www.expasy.org/tools/peptidecutter/), as well as the sequence features
required for proteolysis (see Table 2).
3.3.2.3. DELETING

THE

CLEAVAGE SITE

The ﬁrst approach is often to try to crystallize the full-length protein.
Mutation of one (or more) amino acids within the protease cleavage site can be
performed (using the QuikChange kit, Stratagene; see Note 4) in order to
remove the proteolytic site. If this site is not conserved among homologous proteins (as judged from sequence alignment, see Subheading 3.1.1.2.), the
sequence of the homolog(s) can guide the choice of the amino acid mutation.
3.3.2.4. WORKING WITH

THE

CLEAVED FORM

OF THE

PROTEIN

An alternative is to work with a homogeneous sample of the cleaved protein.
A ﬁrst approach consists in reproducing the proteolysis in a controlled manner
(see Subheading 3.3.3.). The optimum conditions for performing the proteolytic reaction are reported in Table 2 for a number of proteolytic enzymes. The
protein of interest is subsequently puriﬁed to remove the proteolytic agent and
it can be submitted to crystallization trials. One can also subclone the cleaved
form of the protein, either according to the same procedure previously used for
the full-length protein, or by PCR ampliﬁcation of the region of interest followed by cloning a stop codon by site-directed mutagenesis (QuikChange kit,
Stratagene; see Note 4). All these procedures have proven to be successful in
obtaining diffracting crystals of previously “uncrystallizable” proteins (37–39).
3.3.3. Limited Proteolysis as a Tool for Protein Engineering
Limited proteolysis is a classical approach to probe protein structure. As a
matter of fact, even if most proteolytic enzymes actually recognize a particular
primary sequence, the cleavage itself depends on the overall structural properties of the protein: cleavage will occur at ﬂexible surface loops, linkers, or within unstructured regions. For most single domain proteins, the proteolytic reactions are expected to yield a nicked species that retains its overall folding under
nondenaturing conditions, whereas multidomain proteins can potentially separate into individual structural domains. The use of such compact protein domain
often leads to crystals more readily, or to better quality crystals (37,40,41).
No protocol that will lead to straightforward results can be provided here
because this technique requires trial and error. The protease/protein ratio, the
type and nature of the proteases employed, the number of aliquot analyzed, and

Enzyme (type)

Primary speciﬁcity

MW
(kDa)

Conditions for use
Buffer

Inhibitors

α-Chymotrypsin
(serine endopeptidase)

P1-P’1- (P1 = Y, F, W;
P’1≠ P)

25

pH 7.5–8.5; 150 mM NaCl
Ca2+ activated

DFP, PMSF, TPCK,
aprotinin

Dispase I

nonspeciﬁc

36

pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl

EDTA, heavy atoms

Elastase

P1-P’1- (P1 = A,V,L,
I,G,S,T; P’1≠ P)

25

pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl

DFP, PMSF

Enteproteinase Glu-C V8

P1-P’1-(P1 = E;
P’1 nonspeciﬁc)

30

100 mM NH4CO3 pH 8.0–8.5,
150 mM NaCl

DFP, Hg2+, Cu2+, Zn2+

Papain
(cysteine endopeptidase)

P2-P1-P’1-(P1 = R/K;
P’1≠ V; P2 = hydrophobic)

23.4

pH 6.0–7.0, 150 mM NaCl

heavy metal ions,
leupeptin, PMSF

Subtilisin
(serine endopeptidase)

P1-P’1- (P1 nonspeciﬁc;
P’1 nonspeciﬁc)

30

10 mM Tris pH 7.0–8.0,
150 mM NaCl, Ca2+activated

PMSF, DFP, aprotinin

Thermolysin
(metalloendopeptidase)

P1-P’1-P’2 (P1;
nonspeciﬁc; P’1 = L,F,I,
V,F,Y,M,A; P’2 ≠ P)

37.5

10 mM Tris pH 7.0–8.5,
150 mM NaCl stabilized
with two 2 mM Ca2+

EDTA, heavy atoms,
citrate, Pi, oxalate

Trypsin
(serine endopeptidase)

P1-P’1-(P1 = K,R;
P’1 ≠ P)

23.5

pH 8.5–8.8, 150 mM NaCl
stabilized with 20 mM Ca2+

PMSF, DFP, TLCK,
leupeptin, aprotinin
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the time-course of the experiment should be determined and further speciﬁcally improved for each protein of interest. The protease/protein ratios (w/w) typically used vary from 1/50 to 1/500 so that proteolysis is incomplete and intermediates may be observed accumulating in the course of time. Proteolysis reactions can be stopped by denaturation, addition of a speciﬁc protease inhibitor,
or removal of the protease. Samples are generally analyzed by gel electrophoresis so that the band of interest can be cut and subsequently identiﬁed
by Edman degradation sequencing chemistry and mass spectrometry. The reaction volume should therefore be designed to provide the appropriate number of
gel sample aliquots. Time increments can be chosen by the experimentalist.
Limitation of the proteolytic reaction can be achieved by modifying the amount
of protease or by altering the optimal reaction conditions (pH, temperature,
ionic strength). Once the experiment has been successfully done and results are
analyzed, the fragment of interest can be either puriﬁed as a proteolytically stable fragment or recloned (see Subheading 3.3.1.4.). The features of the
enzymes that are mostly used in limited proteolysis experiments for structural
analysis purposes are provided in Table 2, and an example of such an experiment is also given next.
1. Five similar control samples are prepared, each containing 1 µL of the protein, 9
µL of buffer A (10 mM Tris, pH 7.5 and 100 mM NaCl) and 10 µL of SDS loading buffer. After heating 5 min at 95°C, the ﬁve samples are frozen at –20°C.
2. For each proteolytic enzyme, prepare three stock solutions at 5 mg/mL, 0.5 mg/mL,
and 0.05 mg/mL in 1 mM HCl (to prevent self-digestion).
3. For each proteolytic enzyme, three Eppendorf vials are prepared, each containing
10 µL of protein and 40 µL of buffer A.
4. Three different ratios of protease/protein (1/10, 1/100, and 1/500) are tested for
each protease. At t = 0, add 1 µL of the 5 mg/mL protease stock to the ﬁrst
Eppendorf vial, 1 µL of the 0.5 mg/mL stock to the second vial, and 2 µL of the
0.05 mg/mL stock to the third vial. Repeat the experiment for each protease.
5. In each vial, 10-µL aliquots are taken after 5, 15, 30, 60 min and placed in a new
vial. The reaction is immediately stopped by mixing 10 µL of each aliquot to 10
µL of SDS-loading buffer and heating the mix during 5 min at 95°C. The samples
are frozen to –20°C immediately.
6. All the different samples are thawed and the result of each of the ﬁve experiments
is analyzed by SDS-PAGE.
7. The identiﬁcation of the cleavage site is performed as described in Subheading
3.3.2.2. and a new protein fragment is obtained as described in Subheading
3.3.2.4.

3.3.4. Modifying the Protein Carbohydrate Content of Glycoproteins
Many proteins of interest obtained from natural sources or eukaryotic
expression systems do not crystallize or yield poor-quality crystals unsuitable
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for crystallographic analyses. In fact, the N-linked glycans present on the surface of these molecules generate some conformational and compositional heterogeneity, which may be unfavorable to mediate crystal contacts. On the other
hand, carbohydrates also greatly contribute to the protein solubility, and their
systematic removal can lead to protein aggregation or precipitation; in addition,
N-glycans can even be involved in the crystal packing (42). Crystallizing a
glycoprotein, therefore, requires the identiﬁcation of the sugar chains, which
should be removed. The two following approaches have been successfully used
to reduce/abolish the sugar content of glycoproteins and to crystallize them.
3.3.4.1. SITE-DIRECTED MUTAGENESIS

OF THE

PUTATIVE N-GLYCOSYLATION SITES

Putative N-glycosylation sites are found in Asn-X-Ser/Thr motifs. Sitedirected mutagenesis can be performed to generate several mutants (usually
Asn into Asp or Gln). In the absence of previous information, individual mutations, as well as combinations of the different mutations, should be performed
(43). Each mutant should then be puriﬁed and characterized in terms of expression level, solubility, folding, and activity. Mutants satisfying all the required
criteria are subsequently submitted to crystallization trials. Mutations can be
performed by the QuikChange kit (Stratagene) (see Note 4). This method was
shown to be successful, for instance, for crystallizing the complex between IL10 and IL-10R1 (44).
3.3.4.2. PARTIAL OR TOTAL DEGLYCOSYLATION

BY

ENZYMATIC TREATMENT

As mentioned earlier, no rules exist concerning which glycan should be
removed to promote crystallization or which enzyme should be used. Moreover,
the required amount of enzyme necessary to deglycosylate a given protein
depends on the actual assay conditions and the protein itself, and should therefore be determined empirically for each glycoprotein. Deglycosylation reactions are usually carried out overnight at 37°C, but depending on the sensitivity of the target protein to temperature, the time can be reduced and the amount
of the glycosidase increased accordingly. We suggest the following protocol as
a ﬁrst attempt to establish the experimental conditions.
1. Label four Eppendorf vials containing 10 µL of the protein (concentrated at 3
mg/mL) to be analyzed with “1,” “2,” “3,” and “–,” respectively.
2. Label two Eppendorf vials containing 10 µL of the control glycoprotein (3 mg/mL
of transferrin from human serum; Roche) with “C1,” “C2,” “C3,” and “C–,” respectively.
3. Add 10 µL of the reaction buffer A to each vial and mix.
4. Add 2, 5, and 10 µL of 1 U/µL N-glycosidase F (see Note 5) to all “+” vials, and
adjust the volume to 30 µL with the reaction buffer A to all vials. Incubate for 16
h at 37°C.
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5. Mix a 10-µL aliquot of each sample with 10 µL of 2X SDS sample buffer and heat
for 5 min to 95°C.
6. Analyze the results on SDS-PAGE comparing the apparent molecular weights for
the sample and the control glycoproteins before and after treatment with N-glycosidase F. Analysis of the results may require the use of N-terminal sequencing
and mass spectrometry. The mass changes resulting from typical posttranslational
modifications of proteins can be found at: http://www.sigmaaldrich.com/
Area_of_Interest/Life_Science/Proteomics/Post_Translational_Modiﬁcation/Mass_
Changes.html). If required, run a new experiment modifying the amount of N-glycosidase F or the incubation time in order to empirically optimize the experimental parameters so as to perform a maximal deglycosylation.
7. Scale up your experiment to deglycosylate the amount of protein required to set up
crystallization trials.
8. The same experiment can be run with Endoglycosidase H (Roche) to generate
another type of deglycosylation (see Note 5), which will lead to a protein with different properties and probably a different behavior in crystallization trials. You can
ﬁrst estimate that 50–250 mU of Endoglycosidase H are usually sufﬁcient to deglycosylate up to 1 mg glycoprotein per milliliter when incubated overnight at 37°C.
The recommended buffer is 10–100 mM potassium or sodium acetate, pH 5.0–6.0.

3.3.5. Crystal Contact Engineering Via Surface Residues Mutagenesis
Point mutations of solvent-exposed amino acids have been used to turn proteins recalcitrant to crystallization into crystallizable proteins. This approach
should not be neglected because it relies on straightforward experiments
(directed mutagenesis) and has been demonstrated to be successful in the crystallization of many proteins (8,45,46). A point mutation alters only a small fraction of the protein surface area and how this mutation affects the protein behavior in crystallization assays is hardly predictable. However, we provide here
some considerations useful in determining which residues are potential candidates for mutation.
1. If the structure of a protein homologous to the target protein has been solved,
check the nature of the residues involved in the crystal contacts, and if they differ from the equivalent residues in the protein of interest (from ClustalW or Tcoffee alignment, see Subheading 3.1.1.2.), then perform the corresponding
mutations.
2. It has been shown that even if lysine and glutamate residues are found almost
exclusively on the surface of proteins (47,48), they are very unlikely to participate
in crystal contact, owing to their high-conformational entropy. Moreover, a survey
conducted with a set of 223 unique protein structures showed that arginine and glutamine are the two most frequently observed amino acids found at crystal interfaces. In fact, an approach consisting of performing systematic mutations of surface lysine to arginine, glutamine, or alanine, and of glutamate to glutamine, aspartate, or alanine has proved many times to be successful (46,49).
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If the surface exposure of such residues cannot be deduced from the structure
of homologous proteins, some indications may be provided by the results of secondary structure predictions (see Subheading 3.1.1.3.; other secondary structure
prediction programs, such as Jpred [http://www.compbio.dundee.ac.uk/~wwwjpred/] or PredictProtein [http://cubic.bioc.columbia.edu/predictprotein/], can also
be used). Alternatively, considering the results of the studies previously mentioned
(47,48), lysine and glutamate residues can be arbitrarily mutated with an approx
90% chance of being surface exposed. The corresponding proteins should subsequently be puriﬁed (if soluble), checked for proper folding, and submitted to crystallization trials.
3. A similar approach can be performed concerning surface hydrophobic residues.
Their mutation to polar residues can increase the protein solubility and eventually
lead to crystallization (50).

3.3.6. Fusion Proteins
Fusion of a whole protein gene or a smaller tag to the target protein DNA
sequence has become a standard tool used to improve the solubility or to facilitate the puriﬁcation of the protein of interest. However, one cannot predict how
the introduction of this new amino acid sequence will affect the crystallization.
Concerning small tags like the most commonly used His-tag, literature reports
many examples of proteins that have been tagged at their N- or C-terminus and
for which crystals suitable for X-ray analysis have been obtained. On the other
hand, very few examples of target proteins fused to another protein have been
crystallized, one of the main reasons being the conformational heterogeneity
induced by the ﬂexible linker connecting the two proteins. Interestingly, a
recent strategy consisting of rigidly fusing the protein of interest to MBP via a
short three to ﬁve amino acid spacer led to the determination of three crystal
structures (51,52).
However, crystallization of the target protein usually requires that the fused
protein (MBP, GST, Thioredoxin, protein A, β-galactosidase, and others) be
removed after puriﬁcation by a potentially problematic cleavage step. When
successful, this method generates a «tagless» pure protein likely to crystallize
(see Chapter 1).
We mention here the IMPACT™ (intein-mediated puriﬁcation with an afﬁnity chitin-binding tag) system (New England Biolabs). IMPACT is a protein
puriﬁcation system that uses the inducible self-cleavage activity of a protein
splicing element (termed intein) to separate the target protein from the afﬁnity
tag. It distinguishes itself from all other puriﬁcation systems by its ability to
purify, in a single chromatographic step, a native recombinant protein without
the use of a protease. The cloning, expression, and puriﬁcation are performed
according to the manufacturer’s instructions (http://www.neb.com/nebecomm/
products/productE6900.asp).
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4. Notes
1. This quantity refers to the amount of the target and not to the total amount of plasmid DNA.
2. Only one-third of obtained clones will contain an in-frame fusion with GFP, and
only a fraction of them will contain gene fragments of the template initial gene.
3. Once the initial pool of closely related sequences has been generated, recombination can also be achieved by using random ampliﬁcation of PCR DNA fragments
(refer to Subheading 3.2.3.).
4. Point mutations, as well as insertions or deletions of multiple amino acids, are performed with the QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene). This
method allows the site-directed mutation in any double-stranded plasmid; it
requires neither the presence, nor the engineering of unique restriction sites, nor the
use of particular vectors or multiple transformation steps, nor the subcloning in
M13-based bacteriophage vectors. Any other mutagenesis method can be used
instead.
5. In theory, N-glycosidase F is able to release all common classes of N-glycans from
the protein backbone. In practice, the different carbohydrate chains of a glycoprotein are not equally sensitive to N-glycosidase F and the reaction under native conditions can lead to partial deglycosylation. This enzyme is an amidase, which converts asparagines to aspartic acid in the following reaction:
Protein-Asn-GlcNAc-Glycan → protein-Asp + GlcNAc-Glycan.
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5
Production of Selenomethionyl Proteins in Prokaryotic
and Eukaryotic Expression Systems
Sylvie Doublié

Summary
The use of selenomethionine as a phasing tool was first reported in 1990. Engineering of
selenomethionyl proteins for structure determination is now routine. In fact, selenium is by far the
most commonly used anomalous scatterer for multiwavelength anomalous diffraction studies. The
past few years have seen new developments, which demonstrated the feasibility of expressing
selenomethionyl protein in eukaryotic systems. In this chapter, the different methods available for
producing selenomethionine-labeled proteins in bacteria, as well as in yeast and mammalian cells
will be presented, along with tips for purifying and crystallizing selenomethionyl proteins.
Key Words: Selenomethionine; selenomethionyl protein expression; selenocysteine; multiwavelength anomalous diffraction.

1. Introduction
The possibility of using selenomethionine as a phasing tool was first reported
in 1990 by Hendrickson and collaborators (1), and even they probably did not
foresee how prevailing this phasing technique would turn out to be. There are several reasons for this popularity: the substitution is rather straightforward, and now
can be accomplished both in Escherichia coli and in eukaryotic cells. Substituting
selenomethionine for methionine usually has benign effects on the labeled protein, although a change in kinetic properties after selenomethionine labeling can
occur (2). In addition, substitution with selenomethionine was reported to
enhance the stability of some methionine-rich proteins (3). And even in cases
where the selenium-derived phases are not sufficient to solve a structure, they can
be used in combination with molecular or isomorphous replacement phases, and
at the very least, the selenium positions can help model building by pinpointing
the location of methionine residues via the use of anomalous difference maps.
The number of structures phased with selenomethionine steadily increased from
From: Methods in Molecular Biology, vol. 363: Macromolecular Crystallography Protocols: Volume 1:
Preparation and Crystallization of Macromolecules Edited by: S. Doublié © Humana Press Inc., Totowa, NJ
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Fig. 1. Growth of selenomethionine protein structures vs time. The number of structures of selenomethionyl proteins (black bars) deposited in the Protein Data Bank
(www.pdb.org) has increased steadily over the past few years. For comparison the total
number of deposited structures per year is also shown (gray bars). Selenomethionyl
protein structures accounted for almost 9% of the structures deposited in 2004.

fewer than 10 in the mid-1990s to more than 400 some 10 yr later (see Fig. 1). In
fact, they represent about 80% of all structures solved via multiple anomalous diffraction (see Note 1). This surge is undoubtedly correlated with the increase in the
number of synchrotron beamlines available for measuring anomalous diffraction
data (4). It is also due, in part, to recent, exciting developments in the methods for
producing selenomethionyl proteins, notably in eukaryotic systems. This chapter
will review the expression of selenomethionyl proteins in E. coli and in the following eukaryotic systems: yeast, insect, and mammalian cells.
2. Materials
2.1. Stock Solutions for Bacterial Growth
1. 5X M9 salts: 64 g Na2HPO4·7H2O, 15 g KH2PO4, 2.5 g NaCl, and 5.0 g NH4Cl;
add deionized water to a final volume of 1 L, sterilize by autoclaving (5).
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1.0 M MgSO4 (sterilize by autoclaving).
1.0 M CaCl2 (sterilize by autoclaving).
20% (w/v) Glucose (filter through 0.2-µm filter).
2 mg/mL Biotin (sterile-filtered with 0.2-µm filter).
2 mg/mL Thiamine (sterile-filtered with 0.2-µm filter).
All amino acids except methionine, phenylalanine, tryptophan, and tyrosine: mix
amino acids, each at a concentration of 4 mg/mL. Filter-sterilize with a 0.2-µm filter and store at 4°C.
Phenylalanine, tryptophan, and tyrosine: each at 4 mg/mL. Adjust mixture to pH
8.0 with NaOH. Sterile-filter with a 0.2-µm filter. Store at 4°C.
10 mg/mL L-Selenomethionine (Fisher/Acros [Fair Lawn, NJ] or Sigma [St. Louis,
MO]) (sterile filtered).
DL-Selenocystine (Sigma/Aldrich) (sterile filtered).
Luria Broth (LB) medium (5): 10 g tryptone, 5 g yeast extract, 10 g NaCl, and 950
mL of deionized water. Adjust the pH to 7.0 with 5 N NaOH. Adjust the volume to
1 L with deionized water. Sterilize by autoclaving.
0.2-µm filters (Fisher; Nalgene, Rochester, NY).

2.1.1. Minimal Medium for Growing Methionine Auxotroph Strain
1. E. coli cells auxotrophic for methionine: B834(DE3) (Novagen/EMD Biosciences,
San Diego, CA) (see Note 2).
2. M9 medium: 1X M9 salts, 2 mM MgSO4, 0.1 mM CaCl2, and 5 g/L (0.5%) glucose
(dextrose) (see Note 3).
3. 40 mg/L of all amino acids except methionine.
4. 40–100 mg/L Selenomethionine.
5. 2 mg/L Thiamine.
6. 2 mg/L Biotin.
7. Antibiotic (plasmid dependent).
Make sure that pH of the medium is around 7.4.

2.1.2. Defined Medium for Inhibition of Methionine Biosynthesis
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

1X M9 salts, 2 mM MgSO4, 0.1 mM CaCl2, and 5 g/L (0.5%) glucose (dextrose).
100 mg/L each of lysine, phenylalanine, and threonine.
50 mg/L each of isoleucine, leucine, and valine.
40–100 mg/L Selenomethionine.
2 mg/L Thiamine.
2 mg/L Biotin.
Antibiotic (plasmid dependent).

Check that pH is 7.4.

2.1.3. Auto-Inducing Medium
2.1.3.1. STOCK SOLUTIONS
1. 20X NPS solution: 66 g (NH4)2SO4, 136 g KH2PO4, and 142 g Na2HPO4. Add
deionized water to 1 L. Sterilize by autoclaving.
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2. 50X 5052 solution: 250 g glycerol, 730 mL water, 25 g glucose, and 100 g αlactose. Add reagents in this order, stir until everything is dissolved, then add
deionized water to a final volume of 1 L. It is advisable to gently heat up the
solution in the microwave for a couple of minutes, as α-lactose dissolves slowly at room temperature (6). Sterilize by autoclaving. Keep the solution for 1 wk
before discarding.
3. 50X Amino acid mixture: 10 g each of all amino acids, except cysteine, tyrosine,
and methionine: Na glutamate, lysine-HCl, arginine-HCl, histidine-HCl, aspartic
acid, alanine, proline, glycine, threonine, serine, glutamine, asparagine, valine,
leucine, isoleucine, phenylalanine, and tryptophan in a final volume of 1 L. Filtersterilize with a 0.2-µm filter, wrap in aluminum foil, and store at room temperature
until use.
4. 10,000X Trace metals solution: 100-mL aliquot made of 50 mL of 0.1 M
FeCl3·6H2O dissolved in 0.1 M HCl, 2 mL 1 M CaCl2, 1 mL 1 M MnCl2·4H2O, 1
mL 1 M ZnSO4·7H2O, 1 mL 0.2 M CoCl2·6H2O, 2 mL 0.1 M CuCl2·2H2O, 1 mL
0.2 M NiCl2·6H2O, 2 mL 0.1 M Na2MoO4·5H2O, 2 mL 0.1 M Na2SeO3·5H2O, and
2 mL 0.1 M H3BO3. All stock solutions should be autoclaved, except for
FeCl3·6H2O. Trace metal solution should be wrapped in aluminum foil and kept at
room temperature.
5. 1000X Vitamin: 100-mL aliquot containing 2 mL each of 10 mM nicotinic acid, 10
mM pyridoxine-HCl, 10 mM thiamine-HCl, 10 mM p-aminobenzoic acid, 10 mM
pantothenate, 5 mL of both 100 µL folic acid and 100 µΜ riboflavin, and 80 mL
of sterile deionized water. Vitamin solution should be wrapped in aluminum foil
and kept at room temperature.
6. 1000X Vitamin with vitamin B12. Same as in item 5, except add 4 mL of 5 mM
vitamin B12.
7. 40% (w/v) Glucose solution: 40 g of glucose and sterile deionized water to a final
volume of 100 mL. Autoclave or sterile filter with 0.2-µm filter.
8. 80% (w/v) Glycerol solution: 80 g of glycerol and sterile deionized water to a final
volume of 100 mL. Autoclave.
9. 25 mg/mL Methionine solution: 2.5 g methionine in 100 mL water, filter-sterilize
with 0.2-µm filter. Wrap in aluminum foil, and store at 4°C.
10. 25 mg/mL Selenomethionine solution: 2.5 g selenomethionine in 100 mL water,
filter-sterilize with a 0.2-µm filter. Wrap in aluminum foil, and store at 4°C.
11. 5 mM Vitamin B12.
12. Agar (Fisher).

2.1.3.2. MEDIA
1. PA-0.5G medium: (for scale-up inoculum, 100 mL final volume); 92 mL water, 100
µL 1 M MgSO4, 10 µL 10,000X trace metal solution, 1.25 mL 40% glucose, 5.0
mL 20X NPS solution, 1.0 mL 50X amino acid mixture, 0.4 mL L-methionine
solution, 100 µL 1000X vitamin solution including vitamin B12, and appropriate
antibiotics. Each component should be sterile.
2. PA-0.5G plates: add 10 g/L agar to the solution in item 1.
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3. 1 L PASM-5052 medium: (for large-scale growth and auto induction): 900 mL
water, 1 mL 1 M MgSO4, 100 µL 10,000X trace metal solution, 20 mL 50X 5052
solution, 50 mL 20X NPS solution, 20 mL 50X amino acid mixture, 0.4 mL Lmethionine solution, 5 mL selenomethionine solution, 1 mL 1000X vitamin solution lacking vitamin B12, and appropriate antibiotics. Each component should be
sterile (see Note 4).

2.2. Expression in Eukaryotic Cells
2.2.1. Expression in Yeast
1. Yeast strain expressing protein of interest.
2. Standard equipment, glassware, and plasticware for yeast expression.
3. Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS): in 800 mL deionized water dissolve: 8 g of NaCl,
0.2 g KCl, 1.44 g Na2HPO4, and 0.24 g KH2PO4. Adjust pH to 7.4 with HCl.
Adjust volume to 1 L with additional deionized water. Sterilize by autoclaving.
4. YPD medium: 1% yeast extract, 2% peptone, and 2% dextrose. Add water to 1 L.
Autoclave.
5. Synthetic complete medium: 0.09 mg/mL each of adenosine sulfate, uracil, L-tryptophan, L-histidine-HCl, L-arginine-HCl, L-tyrosine, L-leucine, L-isoleucine, Llysine-HCl; 0.15 mg/mL L-phenylalanine, 0.3 mg/mL L-glutamic acid, 0.3 mg/mL
L-aspartic acid, 0.45 mg/mL L-valine, 0.6 mg/mL L-threonine, 1.2 mg/mL L-serine,
0.34 mg/mL thiamine, 0.12 mg/mL L-cysteine, 0.3 mg/mL L-glutamine, 0.3
mg/mL succinic acid, 0.2 mg/mL L-proline, 0.2 mg/mL L-alanine, 0.01 mg/mL
inositol, 1.34% (w/v) yeast nitrogen base without amino acids (Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, CA), 3% (w/v) dextrose (Saccharomyces cerevisiae), and 0.1 mg/mL Lselenomethionine (Fisher/Acros or Sigma).
6. GF/B filter (Whatman, Florham Park, NJ).

2.2.2. Insect Cell Expression
1.
2.
3.
4.

Recombinant baculovirus-expressing protein of interest.
Standard equipment, glassware, and plasticware for insect cell expression.
Sf9, Sf21, or High Five™ cells (Invitrogen).
Serum-free insect cell culture media: Sf-900 II SFM for Sf9 and Sf21; Express
Five® SFM for High Five cells (Invitrogen).
5. Methionine-free Grace’s medium (Invitrogen).
6. Heat-inactivated, dialyzed fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Invitrogen or Sigma).
7. L-Selenomethionine (Fisher/Acros or Sigma).

2.2.3. Mammalian Cell Expression
1. Standard equipment, glassware, and plasticware for mammalian cell expression.
2. Chinese hamster ovary cell line stably expressing protein of interest.
3. Medium to grow transfected cells (e.g., Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium/
Ham’s nutrient mixture F12; DMEM/F12) (JRH Biosciences, Lexena, KS).
4. Hank’s buffered salt solution (Fisher).
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5. Serum-free medium lacking methionine (JRH Biosciences).
6. L-Selenomethionine (Fisher/Acros or Sigma).

2.3. Protein Purification
1. Reducing agents: Tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine hydrochloride (TCEP-HCl)
(Pierce), dithiothreitol (DTT) (Pierce, Rockford, IL).

3. Methods
Selenomethionyl proteins for structural studies were first produced in E. coli
(1). Hendrickson et al. observed that Cowie and Cohen had successfully grown
an E. coli strain auxotrophic for methionine for 100 generations in a medium
containing selenomethionine (7), which led them to establish an expression system for selenomethionyl proteins for structural studies (1). More recently
selenomethionine labeling has been performed in yeast, insect, and mammalian
cells. Methods for producing selenomethionine-labeled protein in these expression systems are described next.
3.1. Expression of Selenomethionyl Protein in E. coli
There are several ways to express a selenomethionine-labeled protein in E.
coli. One can either use a bacterial strain auxotrophic for methionine or inhibit
the methionine biosynthesis pathway, in which case any E. coli strain can be
used (8–10). A recent development involves the use of an auto-inducing medium, which, it turns out, does not require the use of a strain auxotrophic for
methionine. All three protocols are described next.
3.1.1. Expression in a Methionine Auxotroph Strain
Expression of selenomethionyl proteins in E. coli was first performed in
DL41, a methionine auxotroph strain originally designed by LeMaster (1).
More recently B834 cells (Novagen) have found routine use in labeling proteins
with 35S-methionine for nuclear magnetic resonance studies or selenomethionine incorporation for crystallographic studies. In a survey of papers published
in Acta Crystallographica volume D in 2003, B834 (DE3) cells were used in
the vast majority of laboratories (see Notes 2 and 5).
Bacterial cells tend to grow more slowly in selenomethionine medium and
have a longer lag time. They also reach a final cell density that is lower than that
of cells grown in a medium containing methionine (see Note 6).
1. Isolate single colonies by streaking the strain of interest on an LB plate (5) supplemented with the appropriate antibiotics. Incubate at 37°C.
2. Inoculate 5 mL of LB medium supplemented with appropriate antibiotics with one
colony and grow overnight at 37°C.
3. Use the 5-mL culture to inoculate 100 mL of defined medium supplemented with
selenomethionine: minimal medium M9 with glucose at 5 g/L, with all amino acids
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except methionine at a concentration of 40 mg/L, L-selenomethionine at 50–60
mg/L, thiamine and biotin at 2 mg/L (see Note 7), and the appropriate antibiotics.
4. Use the 100-mL culture to inoculate a 10-L fermenter or use 10 mL per 2-L baffled flask (see Note 8). Medium is the same as in step 3 and should be prewarmed
prior to inoculation.
5. Harvest cells before they reach the stationary phase, centrifuge at 5000g for 20 min, and
freeze the cell pellet in liquid nitrogen. Store at –80°C until purification (see Note 9).

3.1.2. Inhibition of the Methionine Biosynthesis Pathway
High concentrations of isoleucine, lysine, and threonine block methionine
biosynthesis in E. coli by inhibiting an aspartokinase, the first enzyme in the
methionine biosynthesis pathway. In addition, leucine and phenylalanine act in
synergy with lysine. FKBP12 was the first selenomethionyl protein to be
expressed by inhibiting methionine biosynthesis (10), where a nonauxotrophic
prokaryotic strain was grown in a defined medium devoid of methionine but
supplemented with selenomethionine and the amino acids known to inhibit
methionine biosynthesis (isoleucine, lysine, threonine, leucine, and phenylalanine). This method is now routinely used and has yielded many structures (8).
In fact, a survey of crystallization papers published in Acta Crystallographica
in 2003 revealed that the inhibition of methionine biosynthesis was used in
about 40% of cases of selenomethionyl protein production. In our laboratory,
we favor this method over the use of a strain auxotrophic for methionine, as
cells grow faster and to a higher density, giving rise to an increased protein
yield (see Note 10).
1. Grow cells (1 mL) overnight in rich medium such as LB (5).
2. Spin down cells (a few minutes at 1300g in a microcentrifuge) and resuspend in 1
mL of M9 medium with carbon source at 4 g/L and then add to 1 L of the same,
prewarmed medium.
3. Grow cells to mid-log phase before adding lysine, phenylalanine, and threonine at
100 mg/L, isoleucine, leucine, and valine at 50 mg/L, and L-selenomethionine at
60 mg/L. Amino acids can be added as powder.
4. Induce 15 min after addition of the amino acids.
5. Harvest cells in mid-to-late-log phase, centrifuge (5000g for 20 min), and flash
freeze cell pellets in liquid nitrogen. Store at –80°C while awaiting purification (see
Note 9).

3.1.3. Auto-Induction Medium
An interesting observation by Bill Studier (Brookhaven National Lab,
Upton, NY) has led to the formulation of novel auto-inducing media for the
large-scale expression of wild-type and selenomethionyl proteins (11).
Unintended induction of expression was traced back to small amounts of lactose in some commercially prepared complex growth media. That observation
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and the fact that glucose and amino acids were known to inhibit induction by
lactose led to the development of auto-inducing media. The yields of proteins
are reported to be several-fold higher than those obtained by induction with
IPTG (11). The media contain a blend of carbon sources that give rise to highdensity cell growth and spontaneously induce protein production in lac-based
expression systems. These media have been used in several laboratories at
Brookhaven National labs and elsewhere, and have been adopted by the Center
for Eukaryotic Structural genomics at the University of Wisconsin-Madison (6).
When the auto-inducing media are used for the production of selenomethionyl
proteins, the incorporation of selenomethionine is typically greater than 90%
(6,11). The reported expression and incorporation levels should easily offset the
time investment necessary to prepare the stock solutions for the defined media.
The auto-induction media are also commercially available (Overnight Express
Autoinduction System; EMD Biosciences). The following protocol was adapted from ref. 6.
1. Transform plasmid of interest into B834(DE3) or BL21(DE3) (see Note 11).
2. Plate transformed cells on PA-0.5G agar plate supplemented with appropriate
antibiotics. Grow overnight at 37°C.
3. Pick a colony and transfer to a 10-mL test tube containing 3 mL of PA-0.5G medium supplemented with the appropriate antibiotics. Incubate at 37°C with shaking
(300 rpm) for about 8 h.
4. Transfer the test tube to 25°C for 30 min, then inoculate a flask containing 100 mL
PA-0.5G medium supplemented with the appropriate antibiotics at 25°C.
5. Incubate with shaking for 18 h at 25°C.
6. After 18 h, use 20-mL aliquots to inoculate four 2-L baffled flasks or PET (polyethylene terephthalate) bottles containing 500 mL of PASM-5052 medium supplemented with the appropriate antibiotics (see Note 12).
7. Incubate with shaking for approx 24 h at 25°C.
8. Centrifuge cultures at 5000g for 20 min. Freeze pellets and store at –80°C until
purification.

3.2. Expression in Eukaryotes
Often eukaryotic proteins will not express well in E. coli either because they
end up in inclusion bodies, are not properly folded, or lack the required posttranslational modifications. When this happens, one commonly turns to eukaryotic expression systems using yeast, insect, or mammalian cells.
3.2.1. Yeast
Incorporation of selenomethionine in proteins expressed in yeast has been
performed in both S. cerevisiae (12) and Pichia pastoris (13,14). Substitution
levels are reported to be less than 50% (Table 1), which, however, has sufficed
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Table 1
Expression of Selenomethionyl Proteins in Eukaryotic Cells
Expression
system

Protein
expressed

Molecular
weight (kD)

Number
of Met Incorporation
residues
(%)
Reference

Yeast
Pichia pastoris β-Mannanase
P. pastoris
Dextranase
Saccharomyces RNA
cerevisiae
Polymerase II

41
60
520

10
12
119

40
50
50

(14)
(13)
(12)

Glycoprotein D
Human CG
PPT1
TRAF2
µ13σ33
H2-M
Dipeptidyl
peptidase IV
Ro autoantigen

31
38
31
22
350
43
85

6
4
8
18
111
5
14

85
84
76
40
100
95
30–40

(51)
(52)
(19)
(17)
(53)
(54)
(18)

61

21

≥40

(48)

EGF receptor
B7-1
vCCI
Human CG
Sialoadhesin
HER-1
Transferrin

75
22
25
38
13
19
80

20
6
5
4
2
2
9

N.D.a
60
N.D.a
92
86
N.D.a
89

Insect cells
Sf9
Sf9
Sf9
Sf21
Sf21
High Five™
High Five
High Five
Mammalian cells
CHO
CHO
CHO
CHO
CHO
CHO
BHK

20)
(22)
(23)
(24,25)
(26)
(21)
(27)

aN.D.

Not determined.
BHK, baby hamster kidney; CHO, Chinese hamster ovary.

for locating selenium sites and calculating phases for dextranase (15) and the
large RNA polymerase II complex (16).
1. Grow yeast in 50–150 mL of YPD to an optical density of 4.5.
2. Centrifuge culture at 3000g for 10 min.
3. Wash cells three times with either 0.9% (w/v) NaCl or PBS.
4. Resuspend cells in 500 mL of synthetic complete medium.
5. For P. pastoris: induce by adding 1% methanol initially. After 24 h, 0.25–0.5%
methanol is added each 12 h. Let expression proceed for 3–6 d. If protein is secreted
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in the medium, harvest supernatant and pass through a GF/B filter (Whatman).
Otherwise harvest cells and centrifuge.
6. For S. cerevisiae: monitor growth and harvest when it slows down. Centrifuge cells,
then freeze in liquid nitrogen. After thawing, lyse the cells by shaking in the presence of glass beads.

3.2.2. Insect Cells
Selenomethionyl protein expression has been reported for Spodoptera
frugiperda Sf9 and Sf21 cells and Trichoplusia ni High Five cells. Reported
substitution ranges from approx 40 to 100% (see Table 1). Even when the substitution was less than 50%, the authors were able to combine phases from the
selenomethionyl data with phases from other derivatives, which yielded interpretable electron density maps (17,18). The next protocol is based on a review
by Bellizzi et al. (19).
1. Grow insect cells in methionine containing serum-free medium (e.g., Sf-900 II
SFM or Express Five SFM) and infect with baculovirus. Use the same growth conditions as for wild-type protein (cell density, multiplicity of infection, temperature,
and percentage air saturation).
2. After 8–36 h, gently spin down (300g) the cells at 20°C (see Note 13).
3. Resuspend cells in an equal volume of methionine-free Grace’s medium supplemented with 5–10% (v/v) heat-inactivated dialyzed FBS (see Note 14).
4. Grow cells for 4–12 h to deplete intracellular pools of methionine (see Note 15).
5. Gently spin down the cells at 20°C.
6. Resuspend cells in an equal volume of methionine-free Grace’s medium supplemented with 5–10% heat-inactivated dialyzed FBS and 50 mg/L SeMet and grow
for an additional 36–48 h.
7. Centrifuge cells (800g) at 4°C for 10 min.
8. Harvest supernatant if protein is secreted, otherwise harvest cells.

3.2.3. Mammalian Cells
Selenomethionine-substituted proteins have been expressed in Chinese hamster ovary (20–26) and baby hamster kidney cells (27). Reported substitution
rates in mammalian cells range from 60 to approx 90% (see Table 1).
The following protocol is adapted from a report by Hamaoka et al. (21).
1. Grow cells in the same medium as that used for native protein expression.
2. Wash cells once with Hank’s buffered salt solution.
3. Incubate cells in methionine-free medium supplemented with 50 mg/L L-selenomethionine.
4. After 12–24 h, replace medium with fresh selenomethionine-containing medium.
5. After 3–7 d, harvest supernatant.
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3.3. Cell-Free Expression
There are a handful of papers that report the expression of selenomethionyl
proteins in cell-free expression systems. These could be a viable alternative if
the expression systems previously described fail to produce any selenomethionyl protein (28,29).
3.4. What to Do When There are Too Few Methionines
A rule of thumb for a successful multiwavelength or single wavelength
anomalous diffraction analysis is that the protein should contain one methionine residue per 100 amino acids (30). The average number of methionine
residues naturally occurring in proteins is about 1 in 59 (1) so it is likely that a
given protein will have enough methionines for structure determination. If this
is not the case, leucines or isoleucines can be mutated into methionines.
Another option is to use selenocysteine in combination with selenomethionine
to doubly label the protein (31). Third, oxidizing the selenomethionyl protein in
solution or in its crystalline form was shown to maximize the anomalous signal
of selenium (32–34).
3.4.1. Introduction of Additional Methionines
The isomorphous and anomalous contributions of selenium should be calculated (35) in order to find out whether additional methionines need to be introduced (36,37). If this is the case, isoleucine and leucine are choice amino acids
for mutation into methionine (36) (see Note 16). The selection of isoleucine and
leucine is based on the analysis of amino acid substitutions in related proteins
encoded in the Dayhoff mutation probability matrix (38).
3.4.2. Use of Selenomethionine and Selenocysteine in Double Labeling
Strub et al. reported the double labeling of proteins with selenocysteine and
selenomethionine in E. coli for phasing purposes (31). This method requires the
use of a specific strain auxotrophic for cysteine and a minimum medium supplemented with both L-selenomethionine and DL-selenocystine. The authors calculated that 60–80% of protein sequences have at least one methionine per 100
residues, which should be sufficient for a successful multiwavelength anomalous
diffraction analysis (30), meaning that 20–40% of proteins are not amenable to
phasing via selenomethionine substitution. This percentage goes down to 7–12%
when the protein is doubly labeled with selenomethionine and selenocysteine.
3.4.3. Oxidation
In 1998, Smith and Thompson reported that oxidized aqueous selenomethionine displayed an increased magnitude in its absorption edge when compared
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with reduced selenomethionine (32). Soon after, other groups reported using
selenium oxidation as a means to obtain a better anomalous signal (33,34). In
the case of the TolC transporter (33) all traces of β-mercapoethanol were
removed before treating the protein with 0.1% hydrogen peroxide for 10 s. The
oxidized protein was then placed in a dialysis bag and dialyzed against peroxide-free buffer prior to crystallization. For the threonine synthase, oxidation
occurred in the crystals without treatment with peroxide (34). It may seem
counterintuitive to oxidize a selenomethionyl protein when most purification
protocols emphasize the need to degas all buffers and add a fair amount of
reducing agents (see Subheading 3.5.). What is important here is to have a
homogeneous sample, be it completely reduced or completely oxidized.
Oxidizing the protein, either in solution or in crystalline form, is certainly worth
trying if the measured anomalous signal is insufficient for phase determination.
3.5. Purification and Crystallization
Selenomethionyl proteins are prone to oxidation, which requires that the
following steps be taken. Buffers used for purification should be degassed
(see Note 17). A reducing agent (0.2–2 mM TCEP or 5–20 mM DTT; see
Note 18) and EDTA (0.2–1 mM) should be added, unless you are opting to
fully oxidize the protein in an attempt to maximize the anomalous signal (see
Subheading 3.4.3.). The purified protein should be used right away in crystallization experiments or stored at –80°C. Alternatively, it can be frozen and
stored in liquid nitrogen as frozen droplets. The level of selenomethionine
incorporation can be checked with mass spectrometry (39). Another option is
quantitative amino acid analysis, where it is actually the disappearance of
methionine that is monitored.
Selenomethionyl-substituted proteins usually crystallize in conditions
similar to those used for the wild-type protein. There are a few exceptions
where the space group or cell parameters were altered (40–42).
Selenomethionyl-substituted proteins tend to be more hydrophobic and
somewhat less soluble than their natural counterparts, so one should expect
to adjust the crystallization conditions accordingly (see Note 19). If crystals
of the selenomethionyl protein do not appear de novo, it often helps to
microseed with crystals of the native protein (see Chapter 7 for seeding protocols). Once crystals appear they should be harvested and flash cooled right
away as we have routinely seen in our laboratory that selenomethionyl protein crystals tend to degrade more rapidly than native protein crystals (see
Chapter 1 of volume 2 for cryocooling protocols).
Finally, a note of caution: selenomethionine has been shown to be teratogenic in animals. The precautions one usually takes while handling heavy metals apply: wear nitrile gloves and protective clothing (see Note 20).
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4. Notes
1. Data for 2004 were obtained from Protein Data Bank (www.pdb.org).
2. B834 (pLysS) is also available. pLysS cells carry a plasmid that encodes T7
lysozyme, a natural inhibitor of T7 RNA polymerase. This strain would be the one
to use if there is a need to suppress basal expression of the protein of interest prior
to induction.
3. Other groups report using 2X M9 (see medium composition at http://alf1.mrclmb.cam.ac.uk/~ramak/madms/segrowth.html).
4. MgSO4 and the trace metal solution should be mixed with water before addition to
20X NPS to avoid precipitate formation.
5. B834 is a methionine auxotroph of E. coli B and BL21 is a Met+ derivative of B834
obtained via P1 transduction (11). Both lack the lon and ompT proteases.
6. When trying to express a selenomethionyl protein under the control of the temperature-sensitive λ repressor it may be necessary to increase the induction temperature by a few degrees Celsius (44°C) (43).
7. Optionally, adenine, guanosine, thymine, and uracil can be added at a concentration of 0.5 g/L.
8. The final dilution of the initial methionine from the rich medium should be as high
as possible because methionine is incorporated preferentially over selenomethionine. Ultimately one needs to find a compromise between optimal cell growth and
maximal selenomethionine incorporation.
9. Cell lysis occurs shortly after late log phase when bacteria are grown in a
selenomethionine-containing medium. Cells should not be allowed to reach stationary phase before inoculating a larger culture. Similarly, care must be taken to
harvest cells during mid- or late log phase.
10. This method is potentially applicable to other prokaryotic strains. For example,
incorporation of selenomethionine in Pseudomonas fluorescens has been reported
(44).
11. It was found that the combination of 10 µg/mL methionine and 125 µg/mL SeMet
in PASM-5052 medium can repress the endogenous synthesis of methionine (11).
Using an E. coli strain auxotrophic for methionine, therefore, is not required and
strains such as BL21(DE3) cells can be used.
12. Two-liter disposable PET beverage bottles can be used instead of the glass baffled
flasks (6,45,46). Structural genomics groups have adopted these plastic bottles
because they are inexpensive, can fit in standard shaker baskets, and do not need to
be sterilized, provided that the appropriate antibiotics are added to the medium.
Bottles are autoclaved and disposed of after use, which eliminates the risk of crosscontamination. The PET bottles are available through Continental Glass and Plastic
or Ball Corporation (both in Chicago, IL).
13. One should pay attention to the time allowed for cell growth in a methionine-containing medium postinfection if the protein is expressed intracellularly. The synthesis of recombinant proteins in insect cells was shown to start between 12 and 24
h after infection (47). If the cells stay longer than 12 h in a Met+ medium, one runs
the risk of obtaining a mixture of Met and SeMet proteins. This is not an issue if
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the protein is secreted because the protocol involves changing the medium, which
would get rid of the nonlabeled recombinant protein.
Dialyzed FBS is commercially available. It is obtained via dialysis by tangential
flow filtration using a 10,000 molecular-weight cutoff membrane. Dialysis substantially decreases the concentration of low molecular weight molecules in the
serum, such as methionine. The heat inactivation is done at 56°C for 30 min.
The number of hours the cells stay in a medium deficient in methionine will affect
the final selenomethionine substitution level. For example, it was reported that a
lower selenomethionine substitution was seen when cells were in a methionine-free
medium for 7 h instead of 12 (48). The presence of yeastolate in the medium can
also affect the substitution.
Gassner and Matthews propose that the optimal amino acid to be mutated into
methionine is leucine, followed by phenylalanine, isoleucine, and valine (49). The
ranking, which is based on the analysis of isomorphous differences among T4
lysozyme protein variants, differs from that proposed by Leahy et al.: leucine,
isoleucine, and to a lesser extent, valine (36). But it is reassuring that the two methods agree that leucine should be the amino acid of choice.
The use of argon during purification and crystallization can prevent oxidation and
it was shown to be critical for obtaining diffracting crystals of mammalian CoA
transferase (50).
TCEP-HCl is a good alternative to DTT or β-mercaptoethanol as a reducing agent
in chromatographic buffers and crystallization experiments. It is more stable than
DTT and β-mercaptoethanol, it is non-volatile, and it retains its reducing power at
acidic and basic pH (greater than pH 7.5). TCEP-HCl should be used in molar
excess over the protein sample, i.e., if the protein concentration is 0.1 mM, then the
TCEP concentration should be 0.2–0.3 mM.
Usually one should reduce supersaturation, i.e., decrease the protein or precipitant
concentration.
Latex gloves should never be used to handle toxic or hazardous material, as solutions can easily pass through latex. Nitrile gloves should be used instead. Nitrile
also has the advantage that it is not allergenic. A list of recommended glove types
can be seen at http://www.ehs.washington.edu/ohs/updatestipsgloves.shtm.
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6
How to Use Dynamic Light Scattering to Improve the
Likelihood of Growing Macromolecular Crystals
Gloria E. O. Borgstahl

Summary
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) has become one of the most useful diagnostic tools for crystallization. The main purpose of using DLS in crystal screening is to help the investigator understand the size distribution, stability, and aggregation state of macromolecules in solution. It can
also be used to understand how experimental variables inﬂuence aggregation. With commercially available instruments, DLS is easy to perform, and most of the sample is recoverable. Most
usefully, the homogeneity or monodispersity of a sample, as measured by DLS, can be predictive
of crystallizability.
Key Words: Solubility; aggregation; hydrodynamic radius; monodispersity; polydispersity;
dynamic light scattering; DLS.

1. Introduction
Along the road to atomic structure determination by X-ray crystallography, a
major challenge is the growth of high-quality crystals of the macromolecule of
interest. The level of interest in the macromolecule seems to correlate well with
the level of difﬁculty in its crystallization. It is helpful to optimize the composition of the protein sample and the experimental conditions, such as buffer components and temperature, to increase the likelihood of crystallization. To optimize these parameters it is necessary to analyze the aggregation state and stability of a macromolecular sample. There are many methods that can be used to
measure size or aggregation state, including sedimentation equilibrium, size
exclusion chromatography, native gel electrophoresis, and light scattering. Of
these methods, dynamic light scattering (DLS), otherwise known as quasielastic
light scattering, is the easiest to implement, the quickest to perform, and the least
destructive to the sample (Fig. 1). For complex cases a combination of these
From: Methods in Molecular Biology, vol. 363: Macromolecular Crystallography Protocols: Volume 1:
Preparation and Crystallization of Macromolecules Edited by: S. Doublié © Humana Press Inc., Totowa, NJ
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Fig. 1. Flow diagram of methods involved in growing protein crystals. By placing
dynamic light scattering and solubility analysis in the center of the process the chances
of growing crystals are optimized

methods may be needed to interpret the data. Samples that are monodisperse in
solution, as measured by DLS, are much more likely to crystallize (1,2). Along
with this chapter, there are several other useful chapters written on the use of
DLS analysis in crystallization (3–5).
The DLS instrument is easy to use and detailed knowledge of the underlying
physics of molecular sizing is usually not needed. Therefore, only a brief explanation is included here. A microcuvet of protein solution is illuminated by laser
light (Fig. 2). The molecules in solution are undergoing Brownian motion and
cause ﬂuctuations in the scattered light intensity. This change in light intensity
is measured by a detector placed at a 90° angle to the incident laser light. The
translational diffusion coefﬁcient DT is derived from these data using an autocorrelation function. In general, small particles diffuse “faster” than large particles. A hydrodynamic radius (RH) of the molecules in solution can be calculated from DT. In general, particles must differ in RH by 50% or more to be well
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Fig. 2. Simpliﬁed schematic of the dynamic light scattering experiment.

separated by DLS (Fig. 3). Molecular weight (MW) can also be estimated, if
the shape of the molecule is assumed, e.g., spherical or elongated. DLS as an
estimator of MW is not recommended and must be used with caution. The
shape deﬁnitions used to estimate MW may not accurately represent the particles in solution, and for polydisperse samples the RH and MW will be based on
a weighted average of more than one species. Multiple-angle static light scattering downstream from size-exclusion chromatography is the recommended
light-scattering method to measure absolute MW of molecules in solution. In
this chapter, DLS is primarily used to assess the aggregation state of a sample
and to measure polydispersity, which is predictive of crystallizability.
2. Materials
1. Protein Solutions DynaPro MS/X instrument with temperature control (0–60°C)
installed and correctly conﬁgured.
2. Dynamics software v6 installed on a compatible PC.
3. Protein Solutions 12-µL quartz cuvets.
4. Protein Solutions microﬁltration system.
5. Syringe tip (0.2-µm ﬁlters).
6. 20–30-µL Protein sample.
7. Water, 1% Triton X-100, and a range of appropriate buffer and salt solutions, all
0.2-µm ﬁltered.
8. Compressed air, either house air or in a can.
9. Lens paper.
10. Small ultrasonic cleaner for cleaning cuvets.
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Fig. 3. Examples of solutions that differ in composition (left) and fake dynamic light
scattering regularization histograms (right). The relative amount of light scattered by
each bin, percentage of intensity, is plotted against the discrete particle sizes, RH, in
nanometers on a log scale. (A) A monodisperse, monomodal solution of monomers
(with mean RH of 3.4 nm, %Pd of 10%); very likely to crystallize. (B) A monodisperse,
monomodal solution of dimers (with mean RH of 6.8 nm, %Pd of 14%). The polydispersity is greater than the monomeric solution but it is still very likely to crystallize. (C)
A bimodal solution of monomers contaminated by trimers (with mean RH of 3.4 and
10.2 nm). Less likely to crystallize so put in less screening effort. (D) A multimodal
solution of monomer, trimer, and dodecameric aggregates (with mean RH of 3.4, 10.2,
and 19.3 nm). Unlikely to crystallize but you might as well give it a little try.
Note: the mean RH is deﬁned by the weighted average of the number of bins comprising the peak. The polydispersity of each peak is indicated by the width. Species that
differ in RH by more than 50% are separable if their polydispersity is small. For example, the dimers and trimers differ in size by only 33%. Thus, if solution B was mixed
with solution C there would be a single peak (monomodal) and it would be very broad
ranging from 2.6 to 13.8 nm. This mixture would be monomodal with mean RH of 5.9
nm, very polydisperse with %Pd of around 50%, and highly unlikely to crystallize.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Sterile plastic transfer pipets.
100-µL Pipetteman with capillary pipet tips.
Table-top microcentrifuge and appropriate tubes.
Microconcentrators.
Good buffers (sodium salts) for use in Mueser’s solubility screen, each at 100 mM:
MES-NaOH, pH 5.8; PIPES-HCl, pH 6.5; HEPES-HCl, pH 7.5; and TAPS-HCl,
pH 8.5.
16. Chloride salts for use in Mueser’s solubility screen, each at 100 mM: NH4Cl; NaCl;
KCl; LiCl; MgCl2; and CaCl2.
17. Ammonium salts for use in Mueser’s solubility screen, each at 100 mM: NH4 formate; NH4 acetate; NH4 cacodylate; (NH4)2 SO4; (NH4)3 PO4; and NH4 citrate.

3. Methods
The methods described next outline (1) how to prepare the sample, (2) how to
take DLS measurements, and (3) how to interpret the results. The DynaPro instrument is run by the Dynamics software package (see Note 1). The methods and
strategies described in this chapter can be applied to any DLS instrument,
although the speciﬁc details of the instrument and software may be different.
3.1. Preparation of Instrument
3.1.1. Measuring DLS Data
While preparing for the experiment, many DLS measurements should be
taken to check the state of the instrument. First, turn on the DynaPro MS/X
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instrument, the temperature control unit, and start the Dynamics software. Place
the quartz cuvet containing your sample or water in the sample holder on the
optics block. The frosted side of the cuvet must point to the left side of the holder, as marked on the instrument. In the software, open a “New” experiment. On
the left side of the Experiment window is the “Tree View.” The Tree View is
used to select groups or categories of information for viewing in the display
side of the Experiment window. There are three main nodes in the Tree View:
Hardware, Parameters, and Measurements. Connect the instrument using the
Hardware node. Set the temperature using the Parameters → Instrument node.
Then proceed to take DLS measurements by clicking on the green “Start” button on the Experiment window tool bar. Subcategories in the Measurements
node are the individual measurements (Meas no.), each of which is further broken down into Acquisitions (Acq no.) and Readings (Read no.). The display format for the information in the Measurement node is dependent on which view
button is selected in the Experiment window tool bar (e.g., Datalog grid or
Regularization graph). By default, each data acquisition is accumulated over a
10-s window of time. During the course of an experiment, each acquisition collected is displayed in the Measurements node along with the corresponding calculated data. Ten or more acquisitions are recommended per measurement.
Each acquisition is the average of 10 readings. The Cumulants, displayed in the
Datalog grid, and Regularization analysis data is calculated by the software and
can be displayed at any level of detail, including the average over all the data,
the average over each acquisition, or over each reading. To stop data collection,
click on the red “Stop” button in the Experiment window tool bar.
3.1.2. Cuvet Cleaning and Clean Water Count
The DLS cuvet and apparatus must be very clean to ensure good data quality. Therefore, it is highly recommended that the ﬁrst step of the DLS experiment is to measure a good clean water count. The clean water count also checks
the condition of the instrument components.
1. Fill the cuvet with 0.2-µm ﬁltered deionized water. Avoid air bubbles.
2. Take DLS measurements to get a clean water count rate.
3. If the clean water count is reasonable and steady, you can start taking DLS measurements on your sample. For the DynaPro MS/X instrument counts less than
25,000 are good. Less sensitive instruments, such as the DynaPro 801, may have
counts less than 10,000 for clean water. See Example 1 for an example of acceptable clean water data. Reasonable clean water count rates are similar to those made
when the cuvets and instrument were new. The clean water count rates should be
noted in the instrument log book. If it is too high the cuvets and/or the microﬁlter
kit need to be thoroughly cleaned or, in the worst case, should be replaced.

Remember, any large particles, such as dust, will scatter light intensely and
will interfere with the DLS signal from the molecules of interest. Therefore, it
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Example 1
Acceptable Clean Water Count Data
Data log grid

Item

Time (s)

Temp
(C)

9.5
19.5
29.5
39.5
49.5
59.5
69.5
79.6
89.6
99.7

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

16340
18,240
18,195
18,559
19,285
17,181
17,748
19,150
16,615
15,131

0.3
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.6
0.5
0.1
0.1
0.5
0.1

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

99.7

25

17,644.4

0.26

0.1

Acq 1
Acq 2
Acq 3
Acq 4
Acq 5
Acq 6
Acq 7
Acq 8
Acq 9
Acq 10

Intensity
(Cnt/s) R (nm)

MW-R
%Pd (kDa)

Amp

Baseline

SOS

0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0

0.026
0.174
0.159
0.100
0.013
0.025
0.297
0.232
0.057
0.762

1.002
1.002
1.001
1.001
1.001
1.001
1.002
1.000
1.000
1.000

165.138
117.940
100.560
71.775
118.706
150.398
149.658
99.076
124.772
138.819

0

0.185

1.001

123.684

Mean
Meas 1

Regularization graph

Regularization results summary
Item
■
✓ Peak 1

R (nm)

%Pd

MW-R (kDa)

%Int

%Mass

0.1

21.2

0

100.0

100.0

Interpretation: this is excellent water count data for the DynaPro MS/X. The regularization data at RH
< 0.5 nm is owing to noise in the detector. Some people call it the solvent peak, but it is really because of
after pulse noise in the photodiode. This noise surfaces from time to time in the data if the protein concentrations are too low. In this case, it can be ignored or ﬁltered out of the regularization ﬁt by clicking on
the check mark for that peak in the Regularization Results Summary. Note that the SOS errors are high
with water count data because there are no macromolecules present.
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is necessary to thoroughly clean the cuvet before and after use. Be careful not
to scratch the cuvets. Clean all dust off the outer surface. The following cuvetcleaning procedure is recommended (see Note 2):
1. Using a sterile plastic transfer pipet, ﬂush the cuvet multiple times with a 1% Triton
X-100 solution.
2. Rinse the cuvet three to ﬁve times with sterile-ﬁltered, deionized water.
3. The interior of the cuvet can be dried using compressed air. Alternatively, if you
have more time, invert the cuvet and allow it to dry.
4. Polish the exterior surface with lens paper and remove dust with compressed air.
Note: tissues and other wipes should not be used as they can scratch the surface of
the cuvet. The cuvet cap must also be dust free.
5. Repeat the clean water count and cleaning procedure until a reasonably low clean
water count is obtained. The clean water count must be stable for 2–3 min.

3.2. Preparation of Sample
3.2.1. Estimation of Minimal Concentration
In order to make efﬁcient use of your samples, it is helpful to know the minimum protein concentration needed for DLS measurements. Usually, it is safe
to assume that DLS measurements made at low protein concentration represent
fairly well the sample at the much higher concentrations typically used by crystal farmers. Also, if needed, DLS measurements can be repeated at higher concentrations. The minimal protein concentration needed is dependent on the MW
of the macromolecule and the particular instrument. Smaller proteins will need
to be at a higher concentration. For example, for the DynaPro MS/X the minimal concentration for a 10-kDa protein is approx 0.6 mg/mL and for a 100-kDa
protein is 0.06 mg/mL. To estimate the minimum protein concentration that is
needed for any DynaPro model use Tools→Calculations→Optimization in
Dynamics v6. To obtain higher quality DLS data use a protein concentration
two- to threefold higher than that recommended by the Calculator.
3.2.2. Sample Preparation
Before DLS measurements can be taken the sample must also be cleaned of
any dust or other particles. All buffers must be also cleaned by ﬁltration. This
can be done by using the microﬁlter kit provided by Protein Solutions or by
centrifugation. Centrifugation is the easiest. The microﬁlter kit is more difﬁcult
to use but has the advantage of removing particles by pore size (see Note 3).
The procedure used to clean the sample for DLS must also be used to prepare
the sample before crystallization.
1. Centrifugation procedure:
a. Prepare the sample (e.g., thaw frozen stock, dilution of stock, or mixed components of a complex) in a suitable clean, dust-free microcentrifuge tube. The
microcentrifuge tubes can be purged of dust with compressed air.
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b. Centrifuge 5–10 min at 15,000g in a table-top microcentrifuge.
c. Transfer supernatant with a 100-µL pipetman with clean capillary tips to a dustfree, clean microcentrifuge tube or pipet the supernatant directly into the clean
DLS cuvet. Do not disturb the pellet. Remember, only the top portion of the
sample is dust free after centrifugation.
2. Microﬁlter kit procedure:
a. Disassemble the microﬁlter system and syringe completely. Thoroughly clean
all parts by rinsing/soaking in deionized water and then air-dry the parts. If
needed, ultrasonication or 1% Triton X-100 can be used to clean the parts followed by thorough rinsing with deionized water.
b. Partially reassemble microﬁlter system by ﬁtting the Teﬂon housing into the
metal housing and seat the O-rings properly in each half.
c. Using the tweezers, place a ﬁlter disk into the “needle” half of the metal housing on top of the O-ring (see Note 4).
d. Tightly screw the two metal housing pieces together. The ﬁlter disk will be held
in place by the two O-rings.
e. Reassemble the syringe and load with ﬁltered water. Insert the syringe needle
into the Teﬂon needle guide in the ﬁlter housing. Filter water through the microﬁlter system by pressing gently on the syringe plunger. Dispense into the cuvet
and take clean water count data again to ensure that the microﬁlter system is
clean. Keep passing water through the microﬁlter system until the clean water
count test is passed.
f. Load the syringe with ﬁltered buffer. Thoroughly and gently rinse the ﬁlter with
buffer before ﬁltering your protein sample.
g. Remove the syringe from the housing and dispense any remaining buffer to waste.
h. If you are using the 12-µL cuvet, then load the syringe with 20 µL or more of
protein sample and reinsert the syringe needle into the filter housing.
Approximately 5–8 µL of sample will be lost to the ﬁlter system.
i. Gently depress the syringe plunger to dispense one to two drops onto a paper.
These two drops are sufﬁcient to displace any remaining buffer in the needle
that was used to wet the ﬁlter disk.
j. The sample can now be directly loaded into the cuvet from the microﬁlter needle. Remove any air bubbles that are created, for example by sucking them back
into the needle. Place the cap on the cuvet.
k. Disassemble the microﬁltration system and thoroughly clean and dry all components before placing them back into the case.

3.3. DLS Data on the Sample
3.3.1. Measuring DLS Data on the Sample
Place the quartz cuvet containing your sample in the sample holder on the
optics block. Set the temperature (see Note 5) and proceed to take DLS measurements. At least 10–20 acquisitions should be taken for each solution condition.
To check reproducibility, the measurements should be done in duplicate or triplicate if there is enough sample. After measurement, the sample can be recovered
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using a pipetman and capillary-style pipet tips for use in crystallization screens or
other experiments.
3.3.2. Interpretation of DLS Data
Before you start to analyze your DLS results make sure the solvent and sample conditions are properly entered into the Dynamics software. The viscosity
and refractive index of the buffer you are studying can adversely affect the estimate of RH and DT, respectively. The Dynamics software has a pull-down menu
of frequently used buffers under the Parameters → Solvent node. These are fairly accurate if your protein concentrations are low (see Note 6).
When interpreting the DLS data there are several things to keep in mind. First,
know the limitations of the instrument. For example, the Protein Solutions MS/X
has a lower limit of 0.5 nm and an upper limit of 1-µm particle size. Be aware that
you will not be able to deconvolute the intensity measurements coming from your
sample of interest, the buffer system the protein is in, or impurities in the solution.
If you are using a complicated buffer system, DLS data on the buffer alone can
be helpful in interpreting the results (see Example 2). Data from other experiments such as native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, electron microscopy,
and size-exclusion chromatography can be helpful in interpreting results (6).
In studying the results from Dynamics, ﬁrst study the measurements statistics table to evaluate the quality of your data and the modality of your sample
(Fig. 3). Outliers can be ﬁltered out using the “Data Filter” or individually
marked manually. Both methods are accessed by a right-click on the
Measurements Datalog grid. Guidelines for marking outliers are given in the
Help software. Guidelines for the interpretation of the statistics in the
Measurements Datalog grid are outlined in Table 1 and described next.
1. Use the baseline parameter to judge if your sample is monomodal, bimodal, or
multimodal. The quality of the fit of the data to a given autocorrelation function
is indicated by the baseline value. Monomodal distributions are defined by a
baseline ranging from 0.997 to 1.002. Bimodal distributions have a baseline
range of 1.003 to 1.005. Baselines greater than 1.005 are from multimodal samples, dust, or noise.
2. The Dynamics software determines the uniformity of sizes through a monomodal
(single particle size with a Gaussian distribution) curve ﬁt analysis called Cumulants.
The quality of the data is represented in the sum of squares (SOS) error statistic
reported for each sample acquisition (a single correlation curve) in the Datalog grid
view of Dynamics v6. The SOS error is the SOS difference between the measured
data and the Cumulants-calculated intensity correlation curves. The SOS errors less
than 20.0 are good and errors less than 5.0 are considered negligible (see Note 7) and
probably represent the best samples. We have noted that, with the higher sensitivity
provided by the DynaPro MS/X, the SOS errors on polydisperse samples tend to be
higher than on less sensitive instruments such as the DynaPro 801, nevertheless the
rules in Table 1 still hold true.

Example 2
Part A: DLS Data on Replication Protein A Buffer
Data log grida
Item

Time Temp
(s)
(C)

Acq 1
10
Acq 2
20
Acq 3
30
Acq 4
40.1
Acq 5
50.1
Acq 6
60.1
Acq 7
70.1
Acq 8
80.1
90.1
Acq 9
Acq 10 100.1

Intensity
(Cnt/s)

R (nm)

%Pd

MW-R
(kDa)

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

80,513
73,262
59,220
71,035
59,948
66,565
91,962
94,199
13,3398
37,1576

52.2
51.6
32.1
47.1
36.6
41.9
83.1
113.1
326.3
1072.3

120.5
120.1
146
118.3
159.8
154.4
144.2
208.5
244.7
50.9

35238
34,243
11,281
27,704
15,337
20,973
104,370
214,887
2,562,320
414,494,00

25

299261

103.7

188.9

175181

Amp

Baseline

SOS

0.24
0.26
0.19
0.25
0.19
0.19
0.3
0.32
0.534
1.046

1.003 302.977
1.01
508.992
1.003 518.801
1.006 478.842
1.003 461.535
1.009 399.663
1.067 492.541
1.131 609.86
1.344 1531.05
2.359 458.088

0.29

1.15

Mean
Meas 1 220.3

531.697

aFor this sample, 20 data points were taken but only the ﬁrst 10 are shown. The following data
ﬁlter was applied before regularization of the data: minimum amplitude 0, maximum amplitude
1, baseline limit 1 ± 1, maximum SOS 1000. Thus, data for Acq 9 & 10 did not pass the ﬁlter and
were not used as indicated by the strikethrough. For this data 13% did not pass the ﬁlter.

Regularization graph

Regularization results summary
Item

R (nm)

%Pd

MW-R (kDa)

%Int

%Mass

■
✓ Peak 1
■
✓ Peak 2
■
✓ Peak 3

0.4
37.1
3695.6

30.6
13.8
0.0

0
15,783
749,619,000

8.4
21.7
69.9

100.0
0.0
0.0

Interpretation: The SOS and baseline are very high because there is no macromolecule present and the buffer is polydisperse. Compared with Example 1, Peak 1 can be attributed to noise
in the detector. Peaks 2 and 3 are from components in the buffer and are probably due to
cHEGA10 detergent micelles.
(Example 2 continues)

Example 2 (continued)
Part B: DLS Data on RPA Heterotrimer at 0.9 mg/mL
Data log grida
Item

Time Temp Intensity
(s) (C)
(Cnt/s)

R (nm)

%Pd

Acq 1
Acq 2
Acq 3
Acq 4
Acq 5
Acq 6
Acq 7
Acq 8
Acq 9
Acq 10

9
19
29.1
39.1
49.1
59.1
69.1
79.1
89.2
99.2

11.9
7.6
8
148.0
147.0
19.3
12.4
15.9
8.9
8.3

104.1
61.6
74.2
241.4
191.2
115.9
101.9
103.8
91.2
75.5

10.1

95.3

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

464,697
366,039
383,781
1,295,610
1,255,210
610,538
485,968
648,094
393,460
374,938

MW-R
(kDa)

Amp

Baseline

SOS

1101
385
439
402739
396358
3426
1228
2180
553
470

0.588
0.587
0.574
0.233
0.304
0.529
0.594
0.53
0.623
0.627

0.999
1.003
1.006
1.319
1.327
1.017
1.004
1.018
1.002
1

938.809
150.868
194.406
1136.620
1558.530
1780.420
803.41
838.817
288.664
235.677

761

0.574

1.013

Mean
Meas 1 249.4 25

517,431

529.

aGreater

than 20 data points were taken, only the ﬁrst 10 are shown. The following data ﬁlter was
applied before regularization of the data: minimum amplitude 0, maximum amplitude 1, baseline limit
1 ± 1, maximum SOS 1000. Thus, data for Acq 4–6 did not pass the ﬁlter and were not used as indicated by the strikethrough. For this data 20% did not pass the ﬁlter.

Regularization graph

Regularization results summary
Item

R (nm)

%Pd

■
✓ Peak 1
■
✓ Peak 2
■
✓ Peak 3
■
✓ Peak 4

0.4
5.1
73.6
3695.6

0.0
18.5
0.0
0.0

MW-R (kDa)

%Int

%Mass

0
154
78,597
749,619,000

1.7
55.3
23.4
19.6

98.6
1.4
0.0
0.0

(Example 2 continues)
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Example 2 (continued)
Interpretation: the data are very polydisperse as indicated by high baseline and high SOS error.
Owing to the polydispersity of the buffer, comparison to the buffer alone DLS data is needed for interpretation of the protein sample DLS data. Peak 1, observed in the buffer only data too, is due to the low
protein concentration used. Peaks 4 and 3 in buffer only data, is because the polydispersity of the buffer
and probably represent cHEGA10 micelles. Identiﬁcation of peak 3 components is ambiguous and may
be due to the buffer components, protein or both. Peak 2 is owing to the protein, in this case RPA heterotrimer (~110 kDa). DLS could be used in this case to ﬁnd the minimal concentration of CHEGA10
to solubilize the protein without micelles. Note that the peak attributed to detector noise is dominating
the percentage mass calculation.

Table 1
Interpretation and Use of the Statistical Parameters Calculated by Dynamics v6a
Parameter

Interpretation

Baseline
0.997–1.002
1.003–1.005
>1.005

Monomodal distribution
Bimodal distribution
Multimodal distribution

Sum of squares (SOS)
1.000–5.000
5.000–20.000
>20.000
Normalized
polydispersity
%Pd < 15
%Pd < 30
%Pd > 30

Low noise, negligible error
Background error because of noise, low protein concentration,
or a small amount of polydispersity
High noise/error owing to high polydispersity in size
distribution (aggregation), irregular solvent
Note, this parameter should be used for monomodal
distributions only.
Monodisperse solution, very likely to crystallize
A moderate amount of polydispersity, more likely to crystallize
A signiﬁcant amount of polydispersity, less likely to crystallize

aAdapted from the DynaPro Operator Manual, Protein Solution, Inc. Note %Pd in Dynamics
v6 was called Cp/RH in older versions of the software.

3. The polydispersity statistic will tell you the likelihood of crystallizing your sample. The polydispersity (Pd or standard deviation) is indicative of the distribution
in the peak or subpeak. By default, %Pd, or normalized polydispersity, is listed
in the Datalog grid and the Regularization results summary in Dynamics v6.0.
Here, %Pd is calculated by dividing Pd by RH and reported as a percent. In older
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versions of the Dynamics software, this statistic was called Cp/RH. If your sample is monomodal, the mean %Pd of the sample can be read straight off the
Datalog grid. If your sample is multimodal then mean RH and %Pd for each peak
can be obtained from the Regularization graph. If the sample is monomodal and
the %Pd is less than 15% your sample is monodisperse and very likely to crystallize during screening (see Note 8). Go on to screen the sample for crystallization (Fig. 1), perhaps gauging your level of effort on the quality of the DLS
analysis of that sample.

3.4. How to Use DLS Data to Find Conditions That Will Improve
Crystallization Results
If your sample is multimodal, or monomodal but polydisperse (%Pd > 30%),
or simply will not crystallize, the following experimental considerations can
help improve your DLS and crystallization results.
1. Increasing the solubility of the sample will typically decrease the aggregation and
polydispersity of the sample. Therefore, it is helpful to perform the Mueser solubility screen on your sample to optimize buffer conditions. The following protocol
that has been adopted successfully several times (7,8). It is especially powerful
when coupled to the DLS polydispersity analysis.
a. Dialyze 2–5 mg protein against deionized water (no buffer, no salt). Most proteins will precipitate under these conditions.
b. Resuspend the precipitated protein and aliquot the precipitate into 20 1.5-mL
microcentrifuge tubes. Centrifuge at maximum speed in a table-top centrifuge
for 2–5 min to repellet the protein. Remove the supernatant.
c. Each tube will be a separate experiment. Add either buffer, chloride salt, or
ammonium salt (20 mL of 100 mM solutions described in Subheading 2., steps
15–17), and resuspend the pellet. Let stand at room temperature for 10 min, centrifuge to pellet the undissolved protein, and measure the protein concentration
of the supernatant amount redissolved. If the pellets completely dissolve then
use less volume or more protein.
d. When you have information about which buffer and/or salt are best, it is suggested that you try a cross-coupled experiment. For example, if LiCl and
(NH4)2SO4 give good solubility, then perhaps (Li)2SO4 is worth trying.
e. Test the ﬁnal buffer condition for maximum solubility using mini concentrators.
The best starting protein concentration for crystallization is one-half of the maximum solubility.
2. Perform a series of DLS experiments to test the effect of ionic strength, pH, protein
concentration, organic solvents, detergents, and other additives on the polydispersity of your sample (see Example 3). Perform crystallization experiments at the solution condition where your sample is the most monodisperse and stable over time.
3. Test the effect of temperature on your sample. Find the temperature where your
protein is the most monodisperse and then set the crystallization incubator to this
temperature for crystal growth. The Event Scheduler can automate these experiments (right-click on Parameters node to access the Event Scheduler).

Example 3 Part A:
Monodisperse DLS Data on Crystallizable RPA14/32 Heterodimer,
at a Concentration of 10 mg/mL
Data log grida
Item

Time Temp
(s) (C)

Acq 1
10
Acq 2
20
Acq 3
30
Acq 4
40.1
Acq 5
50.1
Acq 6
60.1
Acq 7
70.1
Acq 8
80.1
Acq 9
90.1
Acq 10 100.1

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

Intensity
(Cnt/s)

R (nm)

%Pd

MW-R
(kDa)

Amp

Baseline

SOS

1,872,940
1,872,590
1,888,920
1,894,110
1,908,650
1,892,830
1,891,400
1,888,290
1,882,720
1,876,270

3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9

22.5
14.7
17.2
24
29.1
23.5
21.5
23.6
10.9
29.7

80
83
81
82
84
82
82
83
83
82

0.496
0.552
0.544
0.521
0.51
0.504
0.495
0.489
0.49
0.49

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

0.812
1.145
0.761
1.124
1.83
1.239
0.862
1.355
1.385
1.071

Mean
Item
Meas 1

Time
(s)
300.4

Temp
(C)

Intensity
(Cnt/s)

R
(nm)

%Pd

MW-R
(kDa)

Amp

Baseline

SOS

25

1,867,130

3.9

12.2

83

0.509

1.000

1.1375

aGreater than 20 data points were taken, only the ﬁrst 10 are shown. The application of a data ﬁlter was not needed.

Regularization graph

Regularization results summary
Item
■
✓ Peak 1

R (nm)

%Pd

MW-R (kDa)

4.0

15.8

84

%Int
100.0

%Mass
100.0

Interpretation: the sample gave a monomodal ﬁt with a baseline of 1.000 and SOS of 1. RPA14/32
is a 46-kDa heterodimer with a predicted RH of 3.1 nm. A dimer of heterodimers has a predicted RH of
4.1 nm. Therefore, these data indicate primarily a dimer of heterodimers in solution. With a %Pd of 16%,
this sample crystallized readily out of several crystallization conditions and several space groups (10).

Example 3 Part B:
Multimodal DLS Data on RPA14/32 Heterodimer, at a Concentration
of 5 mg/mL, diluted With 30 mM HEPES pH 7.8
Data log grida

Item

Time
(s)

Acq 1
10
Acq 2
20
Acq 3
30
Acq 4
40.1
Acq 5
50.1
Acq 6
60.1
Acq 7
70.1
Acq 8
80.1
Acq 9
90.1
Acq 10 100.2

Temp Intensity
(C)
(Cnt/s)

R
(nm)

%Pd

MW-R
(kDa)

Amp

Baseline

SOS

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

3,976,320
2,970,080
2,968,450
2,327,790
2,388,140
2,560,250
2,680,860
2,796,570
2,777,060
2,600,990

69.5
42.4
43.6
21.9
22.8
29.7
32.8
35.8
36
27.6

120.1
137
118.7
115.9
118
116.5
116.8
118
114.7
116.2

68,813
21568
23036
4613
5087
9434
11840
14553
14790
7896

0.336
0.377
0.384
0.386
0.371
0.388
0.39
0.368
0.365
0.374

1.010
1.003
1.003
1.003
1.003
1.003
1.002
1.000
1.001
1.001

401.397
837.184
832.709
958.650
833.651
984.212
902.132
849.627
876.540
914.389

25

2925130

38.3

118.1

17040

0.362

1.002

819.282

Mean
Meas 1 310.5

aGreater than 20 data points were taken, only the ﬁrst 10 are shown. The application of a data ﬁlter was not needed.

Regularization Graph

Regularization Results Summary
Item
■
✓ Peak 1
■
✓ Peak 2
■
✓ Peak 3

R (nm)
3.7
113.7
3695.6

%Pd
17.4
13.8
0.0

MW-R (kDa)
70
217490
749619000

%Int

%Mass

27.4
64.3
8.3

99.9
0.0
0.0

Interpretation: the increased baseline and very high SOS error indicate that dilution with this buffer
introduces polydispersity into the sample. The regularization ﬁt indicates three peaks. Peaks 2 and 3
are from aggregated protein. When many data acquisitions are taken this aggregation becomes worse
over time (data not shown). Therefore, this is not a suitable buffer condition for this protein.

Example 3 Part C:
Monodisperse DLS Data on RPA14/32 Heterodimer at a Concentration
of 5 mg/mL, Diluted with 30 mM HEPES pH 7.8, 200 mM KCl,
and 10 mM DTT; Crystallizable in This Solution Condition
Data log grida

Item

Time Temp
(s)
(C)

Intensity
(Cnt/s)

R
(nm)

%Pd

MW-R
(kDa)

Amp

Baseline

SOS

Acq 1
Acq 2
Acq 3
Acq 4
Acq 5
Acq 6
Acq 7
Acq 8
Acq 9
Acq 10

9
19
29
39.1
49.1
59.1
69.1
79.1
89.1
99.1

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

1,047,070
1,053,610
1,053,860
1,061,240
1,067,120
1,029,520
1,026,860
1,034,900
1,054,730
1,074,230

3.6
3.8
3.7
3.8
3.7
3.8
3.9
3.8
3.8
3.8

14.6
30.6
35.1
26.2
21.3
21.4
28.5
19.3
30.4
32.9

68
77
73
76
73
77
80
77
77
79

0.531
0.540
0.528
0.509
0.515
0.593
0.599
0.592
0.566
0.545

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

1.244
2.441
1.797
2.154
0.983
2.747
2.787
1.178
2.361
2.580

Meas 1 329.5

25

1056810

3.8

24.2

75

0.532

1.000

1.581

Mean

aGreater

than 20 data points were taken, only the ﬁrst 10 are shown. The application of a data
ﬁlter was not needed.
Regularization graph

Regularization results summary
Item
■
✓ Peak 1

R (nm)
3.8

%Pd
15.9

MW-R (kDa)
77

%Int

%Mass

100.0

100.0

Interpretation: when compared with Parts A and B of Example 3, dilution of the protein into this
buffer is good. The baseline of 1.000 and SOS of 1.6 shows that the sample is monomodal. The %Pd
of 16 indicates that the protein is still monodisperse after dilution. Therefore, the protein is stable in
this buffer and this is a good starting point for crystallization trials.
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4. Test the effect of binding partners (protein, peptides, or oligonucleotides) or substrates on RH and monodispersity. The effect of stoichiometry of mixing can also
be tested (see Example 4). Anything that makes the molecule smaller and more
compact may render it more crystallizable (9).
5. Use DLS analysis to help optimize the protein puriﬁcation protocol, e.g., to avoid
inappropriate disulﬁde bond formation (10).
6. The protein itself should be considered a crystallization variable (11). Use DLS
analysis to help select the best construct. For example, perhaps three deletions of
different lengths are made from the N-terminus of the protein. Then put your
biggest crystallization effort into the sample with the best monodispersity.
7. DLS is also helpful to test the effects of storage procedures, e.g., freezing vs refrigeration and to assess shelf life (12–18).

4. Notes
1. Protein Solutions has also written “Dynapro Data Interpretation Guide;” be sure to
obtain a copy. In addition, several texts and articles have been written on the collection and analysis of DLS data (12–16).
2. If the protocol described does not clean the cuvet try placing it in a sonicating bath
for 15–20 min and then clean it again. Do not use concentrated acids and bases to
clean the cuvet as they can etch the surface. Do not use organic solvents (e.g.,
ethanol) to rapidly dry the cuvet as they can leave a thin residue on the surface.
Always clean the cuvet thoroughly after use and before storage. If it is not stored

Example 4
DLS Data on a RPA:Rad52 Complex at a Concentration of 8 mg/mL
Data log grida
Item

Time
(s)

Temp
(C)

Intensity
(Cnt/s)

Acq 1
Acq 2
Acq 3
Acq 4
Acq 5
Acq 6
Acq 7
Acq 8
Acq 9
Acq 10

9
39.1
49.1
69.1
89.2
99.2
109.2
119.3
129.3
139.3

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

4,495,800
5,018,720
4,969,060
4,941,200
4,953,440
4,894,110
4,878,090
4,881,350
4,869,450
4,835,920

10.8
10.8
10.7
11
11.2
10.9
10.9
11
10.9
10.8

25 4,939,260

10.9

MW-R
(kDa)

Amp

Baseline

64.5
54.1
61.9
61.2
64.7
69.8
72.9
72
61.5
65.7

872
875
870
921
969
903
894
925
901
879

0.311
0.332
0.328
0.325
0.334
0.327
0.327
0.330
0.330
0.334

1.001
1.000
1.000
0.999
1.000
0.999
0.999
1.000
1.001
1.000

14.876
20.763
19.873
21.940
20.287
18.665
19.605
21.353
20.228
18.834

61

904

0.32

1.000

18.077

R (nm) %Pd

SOS

Mean
Meas 1 289.5
aGreater

than 20 data points were taken, only the ﬁrst 10 are shown. The application of a data
ﬁlter was not needed.
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Example 4 (continued)
Regularization graph

Regularization results summary
Item
■
✓ Peak 1
■
✓ Peak 2

R (nm)

%Pd

MW-R (kDa)

4.4
18.0

21.8
45.5

106
2901

%Int

%Mass

26.4
73.6

92.0
8.0

Interpretation: the sample in this case is a complex of two proteins, RPA heterotrimer (110
kDa) and Rad52 heptameric ring (~350 kDa), mixed with an approximate one to one molar ratio.
The data are polydisperse as indicated by the high SOS error. The regularization analysis shows
that the sample is bimodal and polydisperse. This sample did not crystallize. Possible reasons are
that the molar ratio was not exact or that a portion of the molecules is inactive. The next step is
to vary the stoichiometry of RPA to Rad52 to try to obtain 100% monodisperse complex in solution. If this is not successful the complex will need to be separated from free RPA by size exclusion chromatography before crystallization trials.

in a clean state, you will cause the next user many headaches. If the cuvet window
becomes scratched it will need to be replaced.
3. The sample may be unexpectedly lost during the ﬁltration process. This could be
because of aggregation, unexpected quaternary structure, or unusual binding to the
ﬁlter. Also, it is important to take a protein reading or run a sodium dodecyl sulfatepolyacrylamide gel electrophoresis PHAST gel (Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway,
NJ) on 1 µL of sample before and after ﬁltration to access how much, if any, is lost
owing to ﬁltration. Consider pore size and the MW of your protein. The Dynamics
software includes a MW calculator that will estimate RH for you. Use it to see which
pore size to use. For example, do not use 0.020-µm size pores if your protein is larger than 150 kDa. If needed, a ﬁlter with larger pore size can be used.
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4. The Whatman Anotop ﬁlters used with the microﬁlter kit are very brittle. Care must
be taken in handling them so that they do not crack. They must also be seated properly on the O-ring so that solution cannot pass around the ﬁlter.
5. Useful information on the effect of temperature on aggregation can be gained from
starting the DLS measurements at 4°C and then stepping up the temperature in 5°
increments and taking DLS measurements at each temperature from the same sample. The Event Scheduler node in Dynamics software can be used to automate these
measurements. To access the Even Scheduler right-click on the Parameters node.
The sample should be incubated 30 min at each temperature before DLS data
(10–20 measurements) are taken. The maximum temperature for the DynaPro
MS/X is to 60ºC. Temperature can be used to control the aggregation of a protein
(17). Ramping down from high temperature has been used in the crystallization of
macromolecules, e.g., insulin (18).
6. The viscosity is inﬂuenced by protein concentration and buffer components, such
as alcohols and glycerol. For precise measurements of RH, viscosity and refractive
index can be measured with a viscometer and refractive index detector, respectively, and then entered by hand into the software.
7. Regularization analysis will be able to give you some size information about your
sample even if the SOS error is high and your baseline is high. Both of these statistics absorb error so the amount of trust you should place in the data in these cases
should be proportionately low.
8. The %Pd is the statistic most useful for predicting crystallizability, if your sample
is monomodal. A special exception is made for bi- or multimodal samples where
one or more of the peaks result from something in the solvent (e.g., detergent
micelles) that produces light scattering. If the protein peak can be identiﬁed from
the noise through appropriate control experiments, the Cp/RH for this peak off the
regularization graph can be used to predict crystallizability. Also, the concentration
of detergent can be optimized by DLS to eliminate the presence of micelles in the
protein solution.
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7
Screening and Optimization Methods for Nonautomated
Crystallization Laboratories
Terese Bergfors

Summary
Crystallization of biological macromolecules is becoming increasingly automated. However,
for various reasons, many laboratories still perform at least some aspects of the work manually.
A typical crystallization project entails two distinct steps: screening and optimization. The aim
of the initial phase is to screen the many parameters affecting crystallization, and as broadly as
possible. If any promising conditions are found, these are optimized with other protocols. This
chapter describes procedures for manual screening by the vapor diffusion and microbatch methods in 96- and 24-well plate formats. For optimization, several protocols are presented, including grid and additive screens, seeding, and manipulation of the drop kinetics. The scoring of
crystallization results and methods for distinguishing protein and salt crystals are also discussed
in this chapter.
Key Words: Additives; crystallization; grid screens; hanging drop; microbatch; optimization;
screening; seeding; sitting drop; sparse matrix; vapor-diffusion.

1. Introduction
The crystallization of biological macromolecules is usually a two-step
process. The first of these is a broad sampling of the solution parameters known
to affect crystallization. Useable crystals can sometimes be found by the initial
search; more often however, further experiments are required to optimize the
lead conditions. At present, no algorithms exist to predict which crystallization
conditions will be successful for any particular macromolecule. As the crystallization databases expand with the input from structural proteomics, this situation may change. Data mining may reveal common trends for certain types of
molecules (1) or find “hot spots” in the crystallization space. Currently though,
the most used method for initial screening is a design known as the sparse
matrix, which has its origin in the work of Jancarik and Kim (2). Nowadays,
From: Methods in Molecular Biology, vol. 363: Macromolecular Crystallography Protocols: Volume 1:
Preparation and Crystallization of Macromolecules Edited by: S. Doublié © Humana Press Inc., Totowa, NJ
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many sparse-matrix crystallization kits are available commercially. Table 1 lists
sources for these as well as some other types of screens.
Kits, however, are of limited usefulness at the level of optimization because
these experiments must be designed on a case-by-case basis, depending on
which lead conditions are found in the screening phase. An often used optimization design is a systematic grid search varying two parameters at a time.
Structural genomics and proteomics have led to new, automated technologies
for crystallization. Although many laboratories do not have the need or economic resources for automation, some of the high-throughput developments are applicable in nonautomated laboratories (3). This chapter will present manual methods
of crystallization as practiced classically, but also incorporate some developments, e.g., 96-well crystallization plates from high-throughput operations (see
also Chapter 9 for high-throughput crystallization and optimization techniques).
2. Materials
1. 96-Well crystallization plates for sitting-drop vapor-diffusion experiments, e.g.,
Crystal QuickTM, (Greiner Bio-One, Frickenhausen, Germany, cat. no. 609171),
Intelli-Plate, (Hampton Research, Aliso Viejo, CA, cat. no. HR3-297), or Corning
plate (Hampton Research, cat. no. HR3-271).
2. 96-Well plates for microbatch experiments under oil (e.g., Imp@ctTM, (Greiner,
cat. no. 673101).
3. Optically clear sealing tape for 96-well plates (e.g., Greiner, cat. no. 676070).
4. Commercial kits (see Table 1 for suppliers).
5. Paraffin oil (e.g., BDH, Poole, UK, cat. no. 29436 5H).
6. 25–250 µL Eight-channel (electronic) pipet (e.g., Biohit Proline, Helsinki, Finland,
cat. no. 710220).
7. 0.2–10 µL Eight-channel (electronic) pipet (e.g., Biohit Proline, cat. no. 710300).
8. 0.2–10 µL Single-channel (electronic) pipet (e.g., Biohit Proline, cat. no. 710520).
9. Racked pipet tips for the previously mentioned pipets.
10. 24-Well tissue culture plates, e.g., Linbro dishes (Hampton Research, cat. no. HR3110) or XRL plates (Molecular Dimensions, Cambridgshire, UK, cat. no. MD3-11).
11. Silanized glass cover slips, 0.2–0.3-mm thick, and 18–22 mm in diameter as appropriate to fit the 24-well plates.
12. High-vacuum grease.
13. Stock solution of 20% sodium azide or 0.22-µm microcentrifuge tube filter (e.g.,
Whatman Anopore, Kent, UK, cat. no. 6830 0202).
14. Tweezers.
15. Canned air (available from photography supply companies, Hampton Research,
and others).
16. Stereo-microscope.

2.1. Optional Materials
1. 1.2–2.2 mL 96-well storage blocks (e.g., Axygen, Union City, CA 997-O-DW-20-C).
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Table 1
Portfolio of Screensa
Name

Type of screen

Crystal Screen
MemFac

HTb,

Wizard 1 and 2b,
Cryo 1 and 2b

Source or manufacturer

Sparse matrix

Hampton Research (www.
hamptonresearch.com)

Sparse matrix

Emerald BioStructures
(http://www.decode.com/
emeraldbiostructures)

Flexible Sparse Matrix Sparse matrix

Zeelen, J. (13)

Personal Structure
Screen

Sparse matrix

Molecular Dimensions (www.
moleculardimensions.com)

Crystallization Basic
Kit for Proteins

Sparse matrix

Sigma Aldrich
(www.sigmaaldrich.com)

JBScreen HT 1Lb
JBScreen HT 2 Lb

Grid

Jena Bioscience
(www.jenabioscience.com)

Imperial College
Screen

Grid

Haire, L. (14)

Grid
Grid ScreensTM,
Quik Screen,
SaltRX HTb
Sodium Malonate Screen

Hampton Research

Footprint

A solubility footprint
of the protein

Molecular Dimensions

Crystool

Random

http://www-structure.llnl.gov

ZetaSol

Based on the net charge
of the protein and
the Hofmeister’s series

Molecular Dimensions

Index HTTMb

Combines grid,
incomplete factorial, and
sparse matrix features
all in one screen

Hampton Research

Clear Strategy Screens

Allows full control over
Molecular Dimensions
screening pH; contains
“built-in” anomalous
scatterers and cryoprotectants
A statistically efficient
Carter, C. W., Jr.
design
and Carter, C. W. (15)

Incomplete Factorial
aThis

list contains options available at the time of writing. New screens appear frequently.
in a high-throughput format (96-well storage block).

bAvailable
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Super-glue.
An animal hair or whisker.
Seed BeadTM (Hampton Research, cat. no. HR2-320).
IZITTM dye (Hampton Research, cat. no. HR4-710).
Nextal (Montreal, Canada) crystallization support (cat. no. NCS-24-001).
CryschemTM , Q-plate, or sitting bridge inserts (Hampton Research).
Acupuncture needles.
Centrifuge with a swing-out rotor that can accept microtiter plates.
Pre-Crystallization Test, PCTTM (Hampton Research, cat. no. HR2-140).
Low-viscosity silicone oil (BDH, cat. no. 73002 4N) or Al’s oil (Hampton
Research, cat. no. HR3-413).
12. A silanizing solution, e.g., Repel-Silane (Amersham Biotech, Uppsala, Sweden,
cat. no. 17-1332-01) or Aqua Sil (Hampton Research, cat. no. HR4-611).

3. Methods
3.1. Preparation of the Sample for the Initial Screen
The protein or other biological macromolecule is the single most important
component in the crystallization trials. The sample purity, homogeneity, and stability are major determinants of the outcome of the crystallization experiment.
1. Assay the purity of the sample by gel electrophoresis or other methods. At a minimum this means a SDS gel, stained with Coomassie blue. The protein should
appear at least 90% pure. Run native and isoelectrofocusing gels if possible.
Archive the gel(s) for comparison with future batches of the protein and to monitor possible changes in the protein over time. For similar reasons, archive 5–10
µL of the protein by flash-freezing it in liquid nitrogen. Store this aliquot at
–80°C.
2. Exchange the purification buffer for 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.0 or 10 mM Tris-HCl,
pH 8.0. Substitute other buffers as necessary if HEPES or Tris are inappropriate for
a particular protein (see Note 1). The ionic strength of a 10 mM buffer may be too
low to keep the protein in solution. NaCl should then be included (begin with
25–150 mM). Reducing agents, cofactors, or detergents may also be required by
certain proteins.
3. Determine the protein concentration by standard procedures. The concentration of protein to use in the crystallization trial will depend on how soluble the molecule is. For
a poorly soluble protein, this may be as low as 2–4 mg/mL (see Note 2). For highly
soluble proteins, begin screening at 20–40 mg/mL. These values should be considered
as rough guidelines only (see Note 3). As a rule of thumb, the more soluble the protein, the more concentrated it should be for the purpose of initial screening.
4. The protein solution should be protected from bacterial growth. Add 0.02% sodium azide or pass the protein through a 0.22-µm filter (see Note 4). Buffers and precipitants used in the crystallization trials should be filtered.
5. Use freshly purified protein when possible. Otherwise, avoid repeated freezing and
thawing of the entire protein stock. Divide the protein solution into 100-µL
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aliquots. Store them at a temperature appropriate for the protein, usually –80°C.
Before setup of the crystallization trials, thaw one aliquot and centrifuge it at
16,000g for 5 min to pellet dust, aggregated molecules, and so on. The supernatant
should be free of any turbidity before use in the crystallization drops.

3.2. Principles of the Vapor-Diffusion Method
Crystals can only grow from supersaturated solutions; therefore, the protein
must be brought to supersaturation. This chapter describes two methods for
doing this: vapor-diffusion and microbatch experiments. In these approaches, a
solution containing buffer and precipitating agent is prepared. The precipitant
can be a salt, polymer, organic solvent, or combinations thereof. Additional
components, e.g., dithiothreitol, azide, detergents, and so on, may also be
included; collectively all these ingredients constitute what is called the mother
liquor, i.e., the solution from which the crystals grow.
In the vapor-diffusion experiment, a droplet of the undersaturated protein
solution is mixed with a droplet of the mother liquor. This mixture is then equilibrated against a much larger reservoir containing only mother liquor. The concentration difference between the reservoir and the droplet causes water to leave
the droplet; it diffuses as a vapor into the reservoir. As this happens, the protein
and mother liquor both become more concentrated. This leads to a supersaturated state of protein while at the same time, the increased precipitant concentration lowers the protein’s solubility. Under favorable conditions, this combination of events drives the protein out of solution as a highly ordered solid
phase, namely a crystal.
The geometry of the vapor-diffusion experiment has several variations: the
two most common ones are sitting drops and hanging drops. Examples of these
two will be described in the next sections.
3.2.1. Procedure for Sitting-Drop Vapor-Diffusion Setup in 96-Well Plates
1. Select one of the commercially available screens sold in a 96-well storage block
format. Alternatively, prepare your own screen in a similar storage block.
2. Using the larger volume (25–250 µL) multichannel pipet, transfer 50–100 µL of
each of the 96 solutions from the storage block to the reservoirs of the 96-well crystallization plate for sitting drops (Fig. 1A).
3. Set the single-channel pipet on its multidispensing mode to aspirate 8 µL of protein solution from a microcentrifuge tube (Fig. 1B). Dispense the 8 µL as 1-µL
aliquots into the first row of sitting drop wells. Repeat for the remaining rows (see
Note 5).
4. With the smaller volume multichannel pipet (0.2–10 µL), transfer 1 µL from the
plate reservoirs to the sitting drop wells corresponding to them. This droplet should
be delivered so that it merges with the 1-µL protein droplet. Stirring or mixing of
the combined droplets is optional (see Note 6).
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Fig. 1. Setup in a 96-well plate for sitting-drop vapor-diffusion experiments. (A) A
multichannel pipet transfers aliquots of the screening solutions (left) to the reservoirs of
a Crystal QuickTM plate (right). (B) Delivery of the protein solution with a repeating,
single-channel pipet to the shallow depressions (close-up view). The solutions have
been dyed to enhance visibility in the photograph.
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5. Seal the experiment with a transparent tape or optically clear film, such as that used
for PCR plates.
6. Examine the droplets under the microscope. If there are air bubbles or the two 1µL droplets have not coalesced, centrifuge the plate at 300g for 5 min. (Any rotor
for microtiter plates will be able to accept the crystallization dishes.)
7. Store the plate at a constant, controlled temperature.
8. Repeat with a different screen, temperature, or method, e.g., microbatch instead of
vapor diffusion, if there is sufficient protein.

3.2.2. Procedure for Hanging-Drop Vapor Diffusion in 24-Well Plates
The setup with 96-well plates using multichannel pipets is compact, quick, and
reduces the need for reagents to a minimum. However, the most frequently used
item of plasticware for vapor diffusion in the last decade has been the 24-well disposable tissue-culture plate. Next is a description of how to perform vapor-diffusion setups with hanging drops in these plates (see Fig. 2 and Note 7).
1. Choose a 24-well plate type with thick rims around the reservoirs, e.g., Linbro or
XRL plates.
2. Grease the raised rims with high-vacuum grease. The grease can be smeared onto
the rim with a fingertip or a small painting brush, or dispensed from a 10-cc syringe
filled with grease.
3. Pipet 0.5–1.0 mL of each kit reagent (bought commercially or prepared in-house)
into a well of the plate.
4. Place a cover slip on the bench-top. Remove any dust on it with a puff of canned air.
5. Carefully pipet 1–5 µL of protein solution onto the cover slip. Try to form a drop
that is as spherical as possible (see Note 8).
6. Add 1–5 µL of the reservoir solution from the first well to the protein droplet on
the cover slip. Avoid the formation of air bubbles in the two droplets. Remove any
such bubbles by a quick poke with an acupuncture needle.
7. With a pair of tweezers, carefully invert the cover slip without disturbing the droplet.
8. Suspend the hanging drop over the reservoir by placing the cover slip onto the
greased rim. Press gently to ensure a tight seal between cover slip and rim.
9. Prepare the rest of the plate in the same manner.
10. Inspect the seals at low magnification under the microscope for air gaps between
the rim and cover slip. Press out any air bubbles or, failing this, pry up the cover
slip and recoat the rim with a thicker layer of grease. Gaps will lead to dehydration
of the experiment.
11. Gently transfer the plate to the crystallization room without shaking, bumping, or
splashing the drops (see Note 9).

3.3. Principles of Crystallization by Microbatch
Microbatch can be used instead of vapor diffusion or in parallel with it (see
Note 10). In microbatch, the protein and mother liquor components are mixed at
high concentrations to achieve supersaturation directly. By contrast, the protein
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Fig. 2. Hanging-drop vapor-diffusion setup in 24-well tissue culture plates.
The hanging drop, suspended on a cover slip, is about to be sealed on the greased
rim. The well contains 1 mL of the screening solution. Solutions have been dyed to
enhance visibility in the photograph.

solution in a vapor-diffusion experiment is initially undersaturated, but becomes
supersaturated during the course of the trial. The microbatch experiment is done
under oil to prevent evaporation of the drop components. There is no equilibration with a reservoir.
3.3.1. Procedure for Microbatch Under Oil in 96-Well Plates
1. Dispense 25–30 mL of paraffin oil (see Note 11) into a reagent basin (Fig. 3A).
2. With a multichannel pipet, transfer 10–20 µL of the oil from the reagent basin into
the depressions of the microbatch plate.
3. Using the single-channel pipet, dispense the protein solution into the oil-filled
wells. The protein will sink because it is heavier than the oil.

Fig. 3. Microbatch in 96-well plates. (A) Transfer of oil from the reagent basin to the
Imp@ctTM microbatch plate with a multichannel pipet. The first three rows at the bottom of
the photograph show coalesced droplets of the protein and screening solutions under the oil.
(B) Storage of the plate in a plastic sandwich box with a wetted sponge towel.
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4. Select or prepare a 96-well storage block of screening solutions.
5. With the smaller volume multichannel pipet (0.2–10 µL), transfer 1 µL of each of
the 96 solutions from the storage block to the microbatch dish. The droplet of
screening reagent will also eventually sink to the bottom of the oil-filled well and
coalesce with the protein droplet. To speed up the coalescence, centrifuge the plates
for 5 min at 300g (optional).
6. Place the microbatch experiment inside a plastic sandwich or freezer box, e.g.,
TupperwareTM with some wetted paper towels at the bottom. This will supplement
the effect of the oil layer in preventing drying-out of the experiment. Close the box
with its close-fitting plastic lid (Fig. 3B).

3.4. Examination of the Crystallization Drop Results
1. Examine the drops under a stereomicroscope immediately after setup, the next day,
then after 1 wk.
2. If the overwhelming majority of the drops in the screen have remained clear after
1 wk, repeat the screen with at least double the protein concentration.
3. If more than 80% of the drops have precipitated after 1 wk, the protein concentration may be too high. Reduce the protein concentration by half and repeat the
screen (see Note 12).
4. Give each drop a score (see Table 2). Look for any trends that emerge with respect
to the mother liquor components, e.g., pH or precipitant type.
5. Optimize the promising conditions. However, first verify that any crystals or crystalline precipitates are indeed protein and not salt (see Table 3).
6. Continue to monitor the experiment on a weekly basis for 1 mo and thereafter
monthly or until the experiment dries out.

3.5. Optimization
Optimization can be carried out in many ways, e.g., by:
1. Fine-tuning the crystallization conditions found by the initial screen. This can
include adjustments or changes in the pH, temperature, or protein/precipitant concentrations.
2. The introduction of low-molecular weight additives, substrates, or ligands.
3. The use of macro- or microseeding.
4. Varying the kinetics of the experiment.
5. Combinations of steps 1–4.

3.5.1. Optimization Protocol With Grid Screens: Three Examples
Because optimization is a different kind of sampling problem than initial
screening, the search design is also different. There are many sophisticated
experimental designs for efficient optimization, e.g., the orthogonal array, BoxBehnken, central composite, and Hardin–Sloane approaches. However, a systematic grid screen of two parameters is the simplest way to begin optimization
because the design is intuitively obvious.
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Table 2
Scoring System for Results in Crystallizationa
Score
0
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Description
Clear drop
Denatured protein. Sometimes accompanied by formation of a skin over the
drop surface.
Heavy amorphous precipitate. Most of the protein in the drop has precipitated and the drop is full of grayish, grainy, sand-like particles.
Light amorphous precipitate.
Sporadic precipitation. Nonamorphous.
Crystalline precipitate. Glassy, scintillating, more transparent than amorphous
precipitate. Crystalline precipitates will exhibit birefringence under polarized
light whereas amorphous ones do not.
Spherulites. Round and chunky, semi-ordered. Sometimes needle-shaped
crystals begin to grow out from these.
Oils. This a semi-liquid phase of highly concentrated protein. Oils can be
distinguished from spherulites by probing them with a needle.
Gels. Gelatinous protein appears as irregular, transparent patches.
Phase separation. Often appears as hundreds of small droplets or a mixture
of droplets and a few big ones.
Crystals: sea-urchins or needle clusters. Thin needle-like crystals originating
from a single site or sometimes from spherulites.
Crystals: needles growing singly.
Crystals: plates. Thin, two-dimensional.
Crystals: three-dimensional but growing on top of each other or in inseparable clusters.
Crystals: single, three-dimensional, distinct edges. Check diffraction quality:
do not assume that there is any relationship between optical appearance and
internal crystalline order.

aPictures

of the different phenomena can be found at http://xray.bmc.uu.se/terese/crystallization/library.html.

The protocols listed next will use the following hypothetical example as the
case to be optimized. The initial screen performed at 20°C has produced hundreds of promising, but too small, needle-shaped crystals. The reservoir consisted of 20% polyethylene glycol (PEG) 4000, 0.2 M unbuffered sodium
acetate, and 0.1 M Tris-HCl buffer, pH 8.0. The protein concentration was 20
mg/mL and 1 µL of it was mixed with 1 µL of the reservoir solution in a sitting
drop, then equilibrated against the reservoir in a vapor-diffusion setup.
1. Perform at least one of the following setups at a temperature different from that
used in the initial screen, e.g., instead of 20°C try 4 or 8°C.
2. The protocols are described for vapor-diffusion setups; microbatch can also be used.
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Table 3
Salt or Protein? Methods for Testing the Crystalsa
Method

Description

X-ray
diffraction

This is the definitive method for determining if a crystal is salt or
protein. If the crystal can be mounted, check the diffraction pattern on an in-house X-ray source. The answer will be immediately
obvious because the diffraction spots for salt are at high resolution and far apart, whereas they are close together for macromolecular crystals. As a result, collect a 3–5° oscillation picture
with the detector close to the crystal.
Snap test
With the drop at low magnification under the microscope, use an
acupuncture needle or other sharp object to break the crystal. Salt
crystals are extremely hard and can even be heard to snap upon
breaking. Most protein crystals crumble and smash easily upon
probing them.
IZITTM dye
Hampton Research sells a proprietary blue dye, IZIT, which binds
to most proteins. The dye will concentrate in the crystals if they
are protein and turn them blue, although there are reports of
“false-negatives,” i.e., protein crystals that failed to turn blue. The
IZIT dye itself can also crystallize, usually appearing as extremely long thin needles that form within minutes. Instructions for
using the dye accompany the product.
Run an SDS gel
1. Collect the crystals in an excess of mother liquor (e.g., 50 µL)
on the crystals.
and place them in a microcentrifuge tube. A single large crystal
(0.5 mm3) usually contains enough protein to be visible on a
SDS gel developed with silver staining. Otherwise, pool
together as many small crystals as possible.
2. Centrifuge 5 min at 16,000g to pellet the crystal(s).
3. Remove the supernatant (save it for the gel) and resuspend the
crystals in 50 µL fresh mother liquor; centrifuge again. Repeat
twice. The washing steps are necessary to remove traces of
protein still in solution, i.e., not incorporated into the crystals.
At the same time, it is important that the mother liquor itself
does not cause the crystals to dissolve. Check that the crystals
are visible at the bottom of the tube after the final wash step.
4. Remove the supernatant after the last wash and dissolve the
crystals directly in 5–20 µL of SDS gel-loading buffer.
5. Run the washing supernatants on the same gel as the crystals
along with a sample of the protein solution as a control. If the
washing has been done properly, the gel may show some protein in the first washes, but there should be none visible in the
final wash.
aMany of the components commonly used for crystallizing protein can also give rise to salt
crystals. Therefore no crystal should be celebrated until it is known if it is salt or protein.
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3.5.1.1. GRID SCREEN 1: PEG AND PROTEIN CONCENTRATIONS
1. Set up three rows of PEG 4000 at concentrations of 10, 15, 20, and 25% in the
reservoirs. Include the buffer previously listed (0.1 M Tris-HCl, pH 8.0) and the 0.2
M sodium acetate. Use a reservoir volume appropriate for the plate type, i.e., 100
µL in a 96-well plate and 500–1000 µL in a 24-well plate.
2. Prepare dilutions of the protein solution at 10, 15, and 20 mg/mL.
3. Make a droplet (1–5 µL protein and 1–5 µL reservoir solution) as described in the
screening section and equilibrate it against its corresponding reservoir.
4. Repeat for the four PEG concentrations at all three protein concentrations to give a
total of 12 drops.

3.5.1.2. GRID SCREEN 2: PH
1. In this optimization, prepare a reservoir solution consisting of 20% PEG 4000 and
0.2 M sodium acetate but substitute different buffers for the 0.1 M Tris-HCl, pH
8.0. A broad scan of pH using only four points could be made with:
a. 0.1 M sodium acetate or citrate buffer, pH 4.5.
b. 0.1 M cacodylate or MES, pH 6.0.
c. 0.1 M HEPES or Tris-HCl, pH 7.5.
d. 0.1 M Bis-Tris propane or glycine-NaOH, pH 9.0.
2. The range of pH values should be selected based on what is already known about
the protein’s solubility with respect to pH. The pH can be screened more finely,
e.g., every 0.5–1.0 pH units, if there is sufficient protein.
3. Material permitting, the grid can be enlarged to screen pH while simultaneously
varying the concentrations of protein and PEG.

3.5.1.3. GRID SCREEN 3: DIFFERENT PEGS

Substitute other molecular weight PEGs for the PEG 4000. For example, try
PEG 1000, monomethyl ether PEG 5000, and PEG 10,000 at four concentrations each, e.g., 5, 10, 15, and 20%.
3.5.2. Optimization With an Additive Screen
Small molecules such as chaotropes, cosmotropes, cations, detergents,
amphiphiles, polyamines, chelators, linkers, polyamines, and others are often
used as additives in crystallization.
1. Select one of the additive/detergent kits from suppliers like Hampton Research and
Molecular Dimensions or refer to the literature for suggestions.
2. For the optimization previously mentioned example, prepare 25 mL of 20% PEG
4000, 0.1 M sodium acetate, and 0.1 M Tris-HCl, pH 8.0. Preparing all 25 mL at
once will ensure that the reservoirs are identical.
3. Pipet 1 mL into each of the wells in a 24-well tissue culture plate. (There will be 1
mL left over.)
4. Prepare droplets consisting of 2.5 µL of the protein and 2.5 µL of reservoir solution.
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5. Add 0.5 µL of the kit additive to this 5 µL droplet. (It is not necessary to include
the additive in the 1-mL reservoir.)
6. As a control, substitute 0.5 µL of buffer for additive.
7. Equilibrate against the reservoir as usual.
8. Rate the results with a simple scoring system:
a. Same as the control, the additive has no effect (=).
b. Crystals have improved, e.g., they are bigger (+).
c. Worse than the control, the crystal morphology has deteriorated, the protein
has precipitated, or the drop remains clear (–).
9. Usually one or more additives will cause some improvement to the crystal quality
(at least visually, this does not necessarily mean the diffraction quality has
improved). However, even additives that have negative effects are of interest
because they are obviously perturbing the system. Repeat the experiments for these
additives at one-tenth of their original concentrations.
10. Additives can dramatically change the rates of nucleation and growth, so be
patient.

3.5.3. Protocol for Optimization by Seeding
Nucleation is the formation of the first ordered aggregates of molecules.
These ordered aggregates are the templates on which more of the molecules
preferentially accumulate, eventually building the crystal. The probability that
some molecules will meet and form an ordered aggregate is greater the more
there are of them; thus, the higher the level of supersaturation, the more likely
it is that nucleation will occur. These high levels of supersaturation, however,
tend to lead to the formation of too many crystals.
Nonetheless, these small crystals can be used as seeds. They are put into a
new experiment set up at a lower level of supersaturation, i.e., the metastable
zone in the phase diagram (Fig. 4A). This procedure, known as seeding,
bypasses the need for spontaneous nucleation because the seed serves as the
ready-made nucleus for growth. By limiting the number of seeds that are introduced, ordered growth of just a few, and, therefore, larger, crystals is possible.
The drawback of this method is that a phase diagram for the protein is rarely
available. The concentrations of protein and precipitant corresponding to the
metastable zone must be determined empirically by lowering one or the other,
or both.
Many seeding protocols for macro- and microseeding exist. One easy and
fast variant of microseeding is streak seeding (4).
3.5.3.1. PROTOCOL FOR STREAK SEEDING
1. Either microbatch or vapor diffusion can be used (see Note 13). The microbatch oil
will not affect the seeds. Equilibrate the drops overnight vs the reservoirs if using
vapor diffusion.

Fig. 4. Seeding. (A) Hypothetical phase diagram. (1) Undersaturated zone; no solid
phase of the protein is possible. (2) The dark thick line indicates the limit of solubility.
(3) Metastable region; the level of supersaturation will support crystal growth but is not
high enough to initiate spontaneous nucleation. This is the best region in which to place
a seed crystal. (4) Labile zone; spontaneous nucleation occurs in this region and the
crystals form. (5) At high levels of supersaturation the protein precipitates. (B) Streakseeding wands made with horsetail hair. The horsetail hair is threaded through a pipet
tip or hypodermic needle and fixed into place with a drop of super-glue or wax. A
scalpel blade should be used to trim the hair to a working length of 1–2 cm. (Figure
continues)
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Fig. 4. (continued) (C) Result of a streak-seeding experiment showing crystals
growing along the streak line.

2. With the previous example as the model again, set up a 3 × 4 grid screen as previously described. The reservoirs can be 5, 10, 15, and 20% PEG 4000, 0.1 M TrisHCl, pH 8.0, and 0.2 M unbuffered sodium acetate. The protein concentration can
be 5, 10, and 15 mg/mL. Equilibrate overnight.
3. Make a seeding wand with horsetail hair or an animal whisker, e.g., from a cat or
rabbit (Fig. 4B).
4. To pick up the seeds for transfer to the new drops made in step 2, touch or scratch
the surface of the parent crystal with the seeding wand (see Note 14).
5. Draw a line with the seeding wand through all the new drops in one row. There are
enough microcrystals trapped on the wand to inoculate four to six drops without
retouching the parent crystal to pick up more.
6. Wait 2–7 d and then examine the drops. In conditions that are supersaturated, the
seed crystals will grow along the streak line (Fig. 4C). Drops that remain clear
indicate that the conditions are undersaturated, which has caused the seeds to dissolve. Try to find the concentrations where the protein appears to be only slightly supersatured, i.e., no spontaneous nucleation occurs but inserted seeds grow.
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Further refinements can be introduced to provide better control over the
number of seed nuclei that are transferred.
1. Use the streak-seeding protocol in Subheading 3.5.3.1. to find the concentrations
of protein and precipitant that correspond to the metastable zone of the phase diagram (Fig. 4A).
2. Set up a row of five identical drops within this metastable zone. Equilibrate
overnight if using the vapor-diffusion method.
3. Crystals grown in the previous streak-seeding experiments or from the initial
screen can be used as seeds. Crush or pulverize the crystal(s) in the parent drop
with a needle, tissue homogenizer, glass rod, Seed Bead, or similar tool.
4. Flood the drop of crushed crystals with 50–100 µL of mother liquor to make recovery of the seeds easier.
5. Transfer the seeds to a microcentrifuge tube. Vortex to ensure an even dispersion of
the seeds, then immediately take 10 µL of seed stock and add it to a new tube containing 90 µL mother liquor (= a 10X dilution). Repeat in this manner to make the
series of five dilutions (i.e., 102, 103, 104, and 105) of the seed stock.
6. From the first of these tubes (the 10X dilution), remove a 0.1- to 0.5-µL aliquot
and add it to one of the new drops made in step 2. Repeat with the second drop
for the second (100X) dilution and so on. Use a fresh pipet tip for each drop (see
Note 15).
7. Save the seed dilutions at the temperature at which they grew. Wait 2–7 d, then
examine the drops to find which dilution gave the optimum number of seeds.
8. Having once determined the optimum dilution, the same seed stock can be used
many times (see Note 16).

3.5.4. Optimization by Varying the Kinetics of the Experiment
The rate at which supersaturation occurs can greatly affect the outcome of the
crystallization experiment and even determine if crystals appear or not. There are
many ways of manipulating the kinetics and some possibilities are given here:
1. Vary the mixing ratio of protein and reservoir solution in the droplets. Instead of 1
µL protein and 1 µL of the reservoir solution, try ratios of 3:1 and 1:3.
2. Increase the size of the droplet. Try 10 µL protein plus 10 µL reservoir instead of
1 µL plus 1 µL.
3. If the initial screen used hanging drops, try sitting drops and vice versa.
4. Try a 96-well plate instead of a 24-well plate, or vice versa.
5. Change the method, e.g., use microbatch instead of vapor diffusion and vice versa
(see Note 17).
6. To slow down vapor-diffusion experiments in 24-well plates, cover the 1000-µL
solution in the reservoir with 100–500 µL of paraffin oil (5).
7. To speed up microbatch experiments, exchange the 100% paraffin oil for a mixture
of 50% paraffin:50% silicone oil (6).
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3.6. What to Do if There are No Crystals to Optimize
or the Optimization is Unsuccessful
1. Recheck the drops in the original screen. Crystals have been known to appear after
many months. Have a colleague also check the drops; they may see things that have
been missed.
2. Is the protein concentration set high enough? (See Note 18.)
3. Is the protein pure enough? Consider a further purification step or a different fraction from the current purification. Rescreen.
4. Check the stability of the protein. Is it degrading during the course of the crystallization trials? Run a gel on the protein from the drop and compare it with the
archived material.
5. If there are no crystals, look for the next best results, e.g., spherulites, crystalline
precipitates, or phase separation, and optimize around these conditions.
6. Add a ligand, substrate, or cofactor to the protein and rescreen. Binding of a ligand, etc., can completely change the conformation of the molecule, making it more
amenable to crystallization.
7. Vary the type of search strategy for initial screening. Try a design other than the
sparse matrix (Table 1).
8. Consider modifying the molecule if extensive screening is unsuccessful. Examples
of possible modifications are removing or moving affinity tags (e.g., from the N- to
the C-terminus), making truncations, chemically or genetically modifying residues,
deglycosylating the protein, or expressing it in a different system.
9. Some researchers report that dynamic light scattering is a useful diagnostic method for
determining if a protein solution is likely to crystallize or not (7,8) (see Chapter 6).

4. Notes
1. Many proteins have been successfully crystallized in phosphate buffer but it will
easily give rise to inorganic salt crystals, e.g., calcium phosphate. Citrate is frequently used as a buffer but keep in mind that it chelates metal ions. Cacodylate is
another common crystallization buffer, handle it with caution because it is an
arsenic compound.
2. Glycerol (try 10–30%) will increase protein solubility. If hydrophobic interactions
between molecules are the cause of aggregation, neutral detergents can improve the
solvation properties. β-octyl glucoside (0.25–0.5%) and CHAPS (0.1–0.3%) are
frequently used.
3. Hampton Research sells a product called PCTTM, Pre-Crystallization Test, for finding an appropriate protein concentration for use in their Crystal Screen.
4. Microcentrifuge tube filters, such as Whatman’s Anopore, have an advantage over
syringe filters because there is no hold-up loss. Anopore is an inert substance with
low protein-binding properties. Nonetheless the careful researcher will confirm the
protein concentration again after filtration. Sodium azide can be used to prevent
bacterial growth but beware of this compound’s toxicity. Moreover, it is a ligand
for some proteins and may later appear in electron-density maps.
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5. Volumes larger or smaller than 1 µL can also be used.
6. Stirring or mixing of the droplet will increase any nucleation that occurs. This
effect may or may not be desirable, depending on whether the protein nucleates too
easily (giving rise to too many crystals) or hardly at all (drops remain clear).
7. The 24-well plates can be converted for sitting-drop setups by the insertion of commercially available plastic bridges that are placed into the reservoirs. There are also
24-well plates specifically made for sitting drops, e.g., CryschemTM and Q Plate.
8. Protein wets glass and spreads all over the cover slip, especially if detergents are
present. To avoid this, cover slips should be made of plastic or silanized if made of
glass. Already silanized cover slips can be bought from the suppliers given in Table
1 or they can be silanized in-house with a silanizing solution, e.g., Repel-Silane
(Amersham Biotech) or AquaSil (Hampton Research).
9. For hanging-drop vapor-diffusion experiments at 4°C, place the crystallization
plates inside a Styrofoam box. This is to minimize local fluctuations in temperature
that can give rise to condensation on the cover slips. Sitting drops and microbatch
are less vulnerable to condensation problems.
10. Vapor diffusion and microbatch create supersaturation of the protein in quite different ways. In a comparison of the two methods on six proteins, 30% of the successful conditions were unique for each technique, respectively (9).
11. Paraffin oil is a highly effective barrier, permitting little evaporation. The experiment will not dry out for at least 1 mo. Diluting the paraffin with silicone oil will
greatly increase the rate of evaporation. This can be an advantage during screening
because results will be obtained more rapidly (10). However, the experiments dry
out in a matter of days. A 50:50 mixture of paraffin:silicone oil is commercially
available (Al’s oil, Hampton Research) or can be made in-house. 100% silicone oil
will lead to dryness overnight in the Imp@ct plates and therefore is not suitable in
this low-volume type of microbatch plate.
12. To determine if the precipitated protein is denatured or simply too highly supersaturated, a simple test can be performed. Try to redissolve the precipitate by flooding the drop with mother liquor from the reservoir, buffer, or just water. Denatured
protein will not redissolve.
13. A plate designed for seeding into hanging drops is manufactured by Nextal
(www.nextalbiotech.com). It consists of greaseless crystallization supports that can
easily be opened and resealed again.
14. The same seeding wand can be reused a few (5–10) times.
15. The seeds can be transferred by streak seeding instead of as aliquots. Wipe the
seeding wand clean between each drop with a Kimwipe.
16. The seeds will settle rapidly to the bottom of the tube. It is therefore important to
vortex the tube immediately before use. Under the microscope, check an aliquot of
the seed stock to confirm that the seeds are still present. Seeds can dissolve because
of temperature changes or bacterial contamination of the storage solution.
17. Changing the method from vapor diffusion to microbatch, or vice versa, will have
a greater effect on the outcome than variations of the same method, like substituting sitting drops for hanging drops (11).
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18. Although there are proteins that have been crystallized at only 1 mg/mL, in general, poorly soluble proteins are poor candidates for crystallization. Nucleation is
favored by high levels of supersaturation, which in turn requires high protein concentrations. If simpler methods (see Note 2) do not improve solubility, mutations
can be introduced. One of many examples where this has worked is HIV-1 integrase (12). Substitution of a single amino acid made it possible to reach a concentration of 25 mg/mL and eliminated the detergent needed to keep the wild-type protein soluble.
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Improving Marginal Crystals
Charles W. Carter, Jr. and Madeleine Riès-Kautt

Summary
The physical chemistry of crystal growth can help to identify directions in which to look for
improved crystal properties. In this chapter, we summarize how crystal growth depends on
parameters that can be controlled experimentally, and relate them to the tools available for optimizing a particular crystal form for crystal shape, volume, and diffraction quality. Our purpose is
to sketch the conceptual basis of optimization and to provide sample protocols derived from those
foundations. We hope to assist even those who chose not to use systematic methods by enabling
them to carry out rudimentary optimization searches armed with a better understanding of how
the underlying physical chemistry operates.
Key Words: Protein crystallization; optimization; crystallogenesis; solubility; supersaturation; nucleation; crystal growth; Hofmeister series; anions; cations; salts; polymers; response surface; stationary points.

1. Introduction
During the search for crystals of a new protein suitable for structural studies,
one will likely wish to improve on initial results. In general, sparse searches
sample different regions of the experimental crystallization space, and it is statistically unlikely that any sampling points will correspond precisely to optimal
combinations of all variables. Many try to improve “hits” from an initial screen
simply by sampling more finely a range surrounding the original conditions. We
will not describe such straightforward protocols, but rather focus on alternatives
for situations where they fail and attempt to exploit what is known of crystallogenesis.
Crystals may produce less than the desired diffraction effects in one or
both of two major respects: size and/or internal order. Diffracted intensity
varies approximately with the square of the number of unit cells present in
the X-ray beam, (1) and, hence, with the crystal thickness in the X-ray beam,
From: Methods in Molecular Biology, vol. 363: Macromolecular Crystallography Protocols: Volume 1:
Preparation and Crystallization of Macromolecules Edited by: S. Doublié © Humana Press Inc., Totowa, NJ
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as well as relative molecular alignment. We first consider these two diffraction determinants.
1.1. Crystal Volume
An individual crystal volume, Vx, is proportional to its mass, whose average
value is roughly equal to the mass of supersaturated protein in the drop divided
by the number of crystals, nx. The supply or reserve of supersaturated protein,
R, is determined by the product, (C-Csol)*vd, of the drop volume vd and the difference between the initial protein concentration C and the solubility Csol; nx,
the number of seeds in the crystallizing mixture is proportional to the nucleation rate, J. Both R and J can be controlled experimentally and either systematically or randomly optimized, resulting in crystals of more optimal volume.
1.2. Diffraction Quality
Both local and long-range disorder in a crystal reduce diffraction quality
(2,3). Disorder results from a variety of sources. Optimization of disordered
crystals is, therefore, a much more difficult process that is exacerbated whenever the source of impurity is unknown. Nevertheless, an understanding of the
various sources of disorder can suggest ways toward improvement. In some
cases, growth kinetics may be involved and modification of the rates of crystal
growth may lead to improved diffraction. Growth kinetics can be modified in
several distinct ways, including the use of gels (4), variation of the rates of equilibration (5), and in some, but not all cases, microgravity (6).
2. Materials
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Protein purification equipment.
Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis equipment.
Ultraviolet/Vis spectrophotometer.
Tabletop centrifuge.
Bradford assay (e.g., Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA).
Crystallization plates (Hampton Research, Aliso Viejo, CA).
Microscope.

3. Methods
3.1. Physical Chemistry of Crystallogenesis
Different experimental variables alter the production of crystals in ways that
can be understood in terms of the physicochemical properties summarized in
Table 1. Few of these effects are linearly related to a single factor, and most are
significantly interrelated, so it is important to understand how nucleation and
growth depend on the important experimental variables, in order to decide how
best to adjust them.
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As the initial concentrations of macromolecule and crystallizing agents are
always known, the unknowns in Table 1 are the macromolecular solubility,
Csol, the solubility constants, Ksi, and the number of molecules in the critical
nucleus, n. These are discussed in more detail in the next sections with a view
toward making useful approximations for experimental design.
3.1.1. Solubility and Supersaturation
The central notion about which all of crystallogenesis revolves is that of the
supersaturation ratio, S = C/Csol or the actual macromolecule concentration
divided by the solubility. Solubility is defined as the concentration of soluble protein in equilibrium with the crystalline form, at given temperature and pH values,
and in the presence of a given concentration of solvent compounds (i.e., water,
buffer, crystallizing agents, stabilizers, additives). It corresponds to the equilibrium after crystal growth ceases: additional crystalline protein does not dissolve,
but adding reservoir solution without protein leads to the dissolution of the protein crystals. Crystallization invariably involves using salts, polymers, or pH
and/or temperature changes to reduce solubility, bringing the protein solution to
a supersaturated state.
Much protein and time are required to accurately define equilibrium solubility values. However, it is very helpful to estimate the residual protein concentration equilibrated with crystals, at least within an order of magnitude. This can
be done as follows:
1. Withdraw 1–2 µL or the whole sample from a crystallization drop, where crystals
have remained unchanged for at least 1 or 2 wk. Centrifuge and take an accurately
measured volume (0.5–1.5 µL) of the clear supernatant.
2. Determine the residual protein concentration in the supernatant by an OD measurement at 280 nm or the Bradford method.

Measuring the residual protein concentration gives:
1. An estimate of Csol. Growing few and large crystals is difficult to achieve under
conditions of Csol ≤1 mg/mL.
2. The approximate supersaturation, S, of the starting conditions.
3. The supply of supersaturated protein, R. For a given S, the higher the solubility, the
more protein is available to feed crystals.
4. Measurements at different values of a given variable, e.g., ionic strength, temperature, pH, and others, enables one to estimate the slope, Ks, and intercept, A, of the
ln(Csol) curve. These values help for extrapolating to the nucleation zone at lower
or higher values of the variable depending on how steep the solubility variation is.
5. A guide for the preparation of seeding experiments.
6. The amount of protein needed in solutions used for transferring and mounting crystals (see Note 1).
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Table 1
Principal Experimental Determinants of Crystallogenesis
Experimental variable

Principal downstream effects

Functional dependence

Supersaturation ratio
association/dissociation equilibria

(see below)
µ = RT*ln C

Cag (crystallizing agent);

Solubility; ionic strength, I

I = (1/2) (Σi [ion]i × Zi2)i

Σ effective total concentrationa;
Ks empirical solubility constant

Total supersaturation induced by all agents

Σ = Σagents,iKsi* Cag

Csol solubility of the protein

Supersaturation ratio

Csol = A exp(–Σ) (7); A = CΣ–>0

S supersaturation ratio

(Homogeneous) nucleation rate

S = C/Csol

J nucleation rate

Number of crystals produced

J = const*Sn
(8,13)
n = the number of molecules in a
critical nucleus

Μ “neutral” moment

Solubility

Μ = KsPEG/Σ

R macromolecular supply

Mass of supersaturated protein
(i.e., available to feed the crystals)

R = (C – Csol)*vd

Vx Crystal volume;
vd = volume of drop or dialysis cell

Irradiated volume; integrated intensity

Vx α R/J α(C – Csol)*vd (C/Csol)n

aEffective

total concentration is a term introduced to approximate the total effects on solubility of all crystallizing reagents.
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C (macromolecule);
µ chemical potential
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Fig. 1. Schematic phase diagram showing the different zones and types of solid
phase. The different types of solid phase shown here are rarely encountered in one single set of conditions: the purpose here is to show where each type of solid is located in
relation to the others.

3.1.2. The Solubility Diagram
The solubility curve (Fig. 1) delineates the boundary between under- and
supersaturated solutions as a function of the parameter(s) used to change the solubility. Below the solubility curve the solution is undersaturated and the biological macromolecule will not crystallize. A solution above the solubility curve is
said to be supersaturated. The initial macromolecular concentration must be
greater than the equilibrium concentration, (S > 1.0), in order for nucleation to
occur. If the supersaturation ratio is only marginally greater than 1.0, nuclei do
not form, but crystal growth of a seed introduced in the solution is possible.
The two axes of solubility diagrams represent the experimental dimensions
within which optimization of crystal volume must be sought. The y-axis,
macromolecule concentration, is a simple matter to control, as it is determined
by a single variable. The x-axis, however, is less obvious in general. For a protein that is crystallized by increasing salt concentration, pH, or temperature, this
axis can also represent a single variable. Complications arise, however, when
multiple parameters are changed simultaneously or when several crystallizing
agents are used. Other factors, notably the net charge and, hence, the pH relative to the isoelectric point, pI, bring additional dimensionality to the solubility
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diagram. Even for well-characterized systems like hen egg white (HEW)
lysozyme, multiple regimes occur within which the solubility decreases exponentially at different rates with increasing salt concentration and with different
lysozyme net charges (9). Integral membrane proteins represent a further example: their crystallization typically requires optimal concentrations of salts to saturate the soluble domains and polymeric volume exclusion to saturate the
micellar portions (see Chapter 10). In such cases, the solubility curve becomes
a multidimensional surface, none of whose parameters are known, a priori.
A final complication in making explicit use of solubility diagrams arises
because its precise shape is almost never determined in practice. Thus, it
remains a conceptual heuristic rather than an analytical tool. Nonetheless, it is
a centrally useful heuristic.
3.1.3. Nucleation
Crystals originate from small aggregates called nuclei, which form spontaneously (homogeneous nucleation) at a rate, J, which rises increasingly rapidly
as S increases. J can be altered either by changing C or Csol. Heterogeneous
nucleation resulting from dust or other foreign particles, including seeds, can be
intentionally introduced to overcome the nucleation barrier. Heterogeneous
nucleation and seeding are far less reproducible than homogeneous nucleation,
but have been used successfully to increase crystal volume and, occasionally,
the success rate for crystallization itself (10).
An important problem in optimization is to find a combination of experimental factors that produces a small number of nuclei within an appropriate
timeframe, i.e., reducing J. Selecting experiments in the neighborhood of a
“hit” must ensure that J is sampled at approximately equally spaced multiples.
An effective way to do this is to make explicit use of the power law dependence
of J on S. In turn, this relates J to C via the chemical potential of the macromolecule, µ = lnC, and Cag, given approximately by Σ (Table 1).
For modest values of Csol, J is, to a good approximation, proportional to S,
raised to a power, n, approximately equal to the number of molecules in the
least stable aggregate along the crystallization path (11)
J = const * Sn

(1)

Equation 1 can be understood from the fact that nucleation is a stochastic
process, linked to the probability of n molecules joining to form a nucleus. J is,
approximately, the reciprocal of the time taken to produce the first crystals, and
can be determined by following the time course of screening experiments. The
slope of log(J) vs log[C] at constant Csol provides an experimental measurement
of n (12,13).
The inverse dependence of J = (C/Csol))n on Csol, has important practical consequences. First, supersaturation ratios required to crystallize are lower at higher
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Fig. 2. Power–law dependence of the nucleation rate (and by implication crystal
growth rate) on the supersaturation. Examples are shown for crystallization with critical nuclei sizes of 6 (similar to lysozyme, for which n = 5), 9, and 12 monomers.

Csol, i.e., at low Cag. The observed nucleation of very high lysozyme concentrations at high solubility (9,14) suggests that the nucleation barrier decreases at very
high Csol. On the other hand, at high Cag, the low Csol implies that J will increase
faster with both C and Cag, making it difficult to strike an appropriate balance.
Figure 2 illustrates this concept, showing the narrowing that occurs between the
precipitation zone and the solubility at low solubility. Moreover, the power law
dependence also narrows the range of useful S for increasing critical nucleus sizes
(Fig. 1).
The excess of macromolecule in solution, R = (C – Csol)*vd, will eventually
appear as a solid phase. Thus, in addition to the notion of supersaturation, the
amount of supersaturated solute also needs to be considered. At low S only a
small protein supply can nourish a seed, and this effect is much more pronounced at low Csol. Taking an example of nucleation occurring at S of 5, there
will be 4 µg/µL (i.e., 5 – 1) protein available if Csol = 1 mg/mL, but as few as
0.4 µg/µL (i.e., 0.5 – 0.1) if Csol = 0.1 mg/mL. For these reasons, a one-dimen-
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sional search normal to the solubility isoclines, first, produces a small number
of small crystals, then a small number of larger crystals, then a larger number
of smaller crystals, then a very large number of microcrystals, spherulites, precipitates, and, finally, liquid–liquid phase separation or “oils” (Fig. 1).
3.1.4. Effectiveness of Different Parameters on Solubility
Crystallization parameters that can most easily be changed to increase or
decrease protein solubility are:
1. Temperature.
2. Protein net charge, via the pH of the crystallizing solution.
3. Cag (i.e., ionic strength and neutral polymers like polyethylene glycols [PEG]), represented approximately by Σ.
4. The nature of the crystallizing agent and the buffer, when they act as counterions
and coions and/or as ligands of the protein.
5. The dielectric constant, i.e., addition of organic solvents or heavy water.

3.1.4.1. TEMPERATURE

As is well known for small molecules, solubility changes with temperature. For
proteins, opposite behaviors have been observed; Csol can either increase or
decrease with increasing temperature. This direct, respectively inverse, solubility
behavior with temperature, which indicates the sign of the enthalpy change on
crystallization, ∆Hcryst, is characteristic neither of a given protein, nor of a crystallizing agent, but is a coupled effect of both. Indeed bovine trypsin inhibitor (BPTI)
solubility increases with temperature when it is crystallized with KSCN, but
decreases with temperature in the presence of NaCl or ammonium sulfate (15).
Moreover, the sensitivity of solubility toward temperature changes depending on the solubility value itself:
dCsol/dt = – (∆Hcryst /RT02) Csol(t)

(2)

where R is the molar gas constant, t the temperature in degree Celsius, and T0
is 273 K. Equation 2 shows that the higher the solubility Csol, the larger the
magnitude of dCsol/dt, when ∆Hcryst is independent of the salt concentration
(16) (see Note 2).
3.1.4.2. PH

pH changes modify the protein net charge:
1. Csol varies most rapidly near the pKa values of the most abundantly charged
residues (i.e., at pH 4.5 for Asp and Glu, 6.2 for His, 9.3 for free Cys, 9.5 for Tyr,
10.4 for Lys, and 12.0 for Arg); outside the range of these values, the solubility
changes smoothly.
2. Solubility is minimal at the pI of the protein. Conversely solubility increases, when
the net charge increases.
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These effects can be exploited by sampling net charge intervals rather than
pH values. It is advisable to screen conditions close to the pI and on each side
of it for a specific protein net charge of about 0.5–1.0 charge/kDa, provided the
protein is stable within the screened pH range. Typically this means screening
a positively charged protein at pH values about 4.5 and negatively charged ones
greater than pH 8.5.
3.1.4.3. Σ; IONIC STRENGTH AND POLYMER CONCENTRATIONS

Within limits, Csol decreases exponentially with Cag, according to Csol = A
exp(–Σ) (17). This behavior is observed for both types of crystallizing agents:
neutral polymers, like PEG (18), and for salts (19,20). Hence, the logarithm of
Csol is related linearly to Cag, both in salt- and volume exclusion-induced crystallization, with proportionalities known as “solubility constants,” Ks. As the
individual effects of salts and polymers are both exponential, they should be
multiplicative (see Note 3). This is the rationale for the approximation Σ = Σi
Ksi*Cagi (Table 1). The solubility coefficients, Ks, can be estimated from the
slopes of ln(Csol) vs lnCag, and are generally between 2 and 10 for salts (17).
PEG polymers, especially those of higher molecular weight, have considerably larger Ks values, and because the effect on solubility is almost entirely an
excluded volume effect, it is more pronounced for combinations involving high
molecular weight macromolecules and high molecular weight PEGs (21). A
survey of published solubility constants for different PEG molecular weights
and different proteins (17,21) reveals that the variations in Ks values for different PEGs are almost entirely related to the size of the protein. Molar Ks values
for an unknown problem can be estimated roughly from the following relation
(Eq. 3; unpublished), which reproduces 45 published values for 13 different
proteins with an R2 = 0.75:
KsPEG (PEGMWi) = (–0.00723 + 0.000824*Mw1/3)*MWPEG

(3)

where the cube root of the protein molecular weight is an approximation of the
Stokes radius.
3.1.4.4. M; THE NEUTRAL MOMENT

Mixtures of salts and neutral polymers are becoming increasingly useful in
producing macromolecular crystals. For this reason, it is useful to be able to
approximate the overall reduction in solubility because of the combined effects
of the two kinds of crystallizing agents. In the simplest case, the effects of salt
and PEG can be considered independent and treated linearly, Σ = KssaltCsalt+
KsPEGCPEG, so solubility can be represented by Csol = A*exp-Σ. Given the total
reduction in solubility, the proportion arising from volume exclusion and/or
dielectric effects can be represented by a second parameter, Σ = KsPEG[PEG]/Σ,
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which might be called the “organic” or “neutral” moment (22). Μ simply estimates the fraction of Σ owing to added polymer or alcohol. Thus, two empirical parameters, Σ and Μ, represent the total reduction in solubility and the proportion of that total resulting from each type of component (see Note 3).
3.2. The Hofmeister Series
Solvent constituents play an important role if they interact with a protein. The
protein net charge is then changed not only by a pH variation, but also by adsorption of charged species to the macromolecule as it would be by mutation of
charged residues. It is important to consider the protein and adsorbed ions as a
whole: different salts of a protein exhibit different solubility behaviors. This concerns not only ions of the crystallizing agent but also the buffer or other additives. It is common for a protein to dissolve to higher concentration at the same
pH with a given buffer rather than in another one. When the pH is varied, solvent compounds, like buffer, crystallizing agent, or additives may also change
their charge.
Anions differ greatly in their ability to salt out protein solutions (23), and the
order of these effects depends on the net charge of the protein (20,24). For the
acidic protein collagenase from Hypoderma lineatum (24), with a pI of 4.6 and
a negative net charge at the crystallization pH of 7.2, the effectiveness of ions
to decrease solubility follows the original Hofmeister series:
SO42– > HPO42– > CH3CO2– ≈ citrate3– > tartrate2– >
HCO3– > CrO42– > Cl– > NO3– > ClO3–

For the basic protein HEW lysozyme (pI = 11) crystallized with a positive
net charge (pH 4.5), the order of the anions is reversed (19).
When a crystallizing condition has to be optimized, a qualitative approach is
the stepwise replacement of the original salt by another among the Hofmeister
series in order to increase, or decrease, the solubility depending on what is
expected to improve crystal growth. In addition, optimization may imply testing salts of the same chemical class, namely among halides (NaCl, NaBr, NaI,
NaF), or carboxylic acids (acetate, citrate, propionate, tartrate, malate) (25,26).
Cations can also modulate solubility. Initially, Hofmeister tested only a few
monovalent cations and observed that:
Li+ > Na+ ≈ K+ > NH4+ > Mg2+

Lysozyme solubility has since been investigated with a larger range of
cations (16). Multivalent cations, like, Mn, Co, and Yb, have shown to
increase the solubility of the protein, probably by adsorption of co-ions.
Addition of 5–10 mM Co, Cu, Ni, Zn, or lanthanides has also shown to be
effective (27).
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3.3. Navigating the Solubility Diagram
A schematic phase diagram, as shown in Fig. 1, is a useful tool for understanding qualitatively the major trends of crystallization trial outcomes.
However preparing an optimization protocol, as described here, involves
numerical values of Csol, J, and n, which are usually not accessible for a new
protein. Similarly, one also needs to know how sensitive nucleation is to the
supersaturation ratio (Eq. 1), because the solubility diagram varies considerably from protein to protein and, for a given protein, with the net charge and the
choice of crystallizing agents.
One way to solve the problem is to use approximations summarized in Table
1, which reflects the limited work done to rationalize how the factors form the
coordinate system of the solubility diagram for complex crystallizing regimes.
An initial insight arose from the optimization of Bacillus stearothermophilus
tryptophanyl-tRNA synthetase (TrpRS) crystals: using the product of the protein and salt concentrations as x-axis worked better than using only salt concentration. Later, a heuristic connection between the product of the two concentrations and J suggested that natural coordinates for optimization are the
supersaturation ratio, S, and the supply, R (28).
Moreover, because of the power law dependence of the nucleation rate on S
(Eq. 1), values of Σ should be chosen that sample approximately equal multiples
of J, centered, if possible, in the region of greatest curvature in Fig. 1. Thus,
higher S values should be more closely spaced. If the solubility and Ks for the
relevant system are known, uniform sampling can be achieved as follows (from
Table 1). Assume that the current conditions represent something close to the
best conditions, in which J is one nucleus/drop and per unit of time. Use J =
const*{C/Csol}n = const*(C/A)nexpn*Σ0 = 1 to determine the scaling constant,
const. For two different solutions at constant protein concentrations, the ratio of
J2/J1 will be S2*n/ S1*n = exp(n[Σ2 – Σ1]) = exp(n∆Σ). Equal multiples of the J
are, therefore, achieved by using equal increments of Σ, and in turn by equal
increments of Cag. The actual increments ∆Σ are given by ln(k)/n for k-fold
increases in nucleation rate, i.e., J2/J1 = k. Interestingly, this development underscores the appropriateness of grid screens to optimize nucleation. As an example, which we have verified in practice for HEW lysozyme (n = 5), increasing
the nucleation rate twofold requires a ∆Σ = ln(2)/5 = 0.138. As Ks in this case is
approx 3.16, this implies increments of 0.038 M NaCl. More generally when n
is unknown and may lie between 5 and 20, several values of ∆Σ should be tested and finer grid spacings, ln(2)/9, ln(2)/14, and so on, may give better results.
3.4. Biochemical Purity
Impurities invariably corrupt crystals, so there is little doubt that the single
most important way to improve the quality and size of crystals is to ensure that
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the starting material is scrupulously homogeneous. Incorporating any nonidentical or misoriented material into the lattice will degrade the final, macroscopic
crystal. The disproportionate deterioration caused by molecular fragments and
aggregates arises from the fact that their inclusion into the lattice propagates over
many unit cells, leading to strain and strain-induced disorder. Impurities can be
contamination of the initial starting material by foreign proteins, unintended
oligomers of the same protein, alternate conformations of the desired protein,
and/or misdirected incorporation of correct macromolecules owing to inappropriate rates of growth (29). Oligomers of the macromolecule to be crystallized often
fit well into parts of the lattice, while disrupting continuity between unit cells
(30). For similar reasons, proteolytic degradation products of the primary constituent can seriously corrupt crystal order. Furthermore, although the starting
material may be of high purity, degradation can occur from trace amounts of proteases over the time-scale of a crystallization experiment (days to weeks). These
types of impurities can affect crystal growth at less than a percent of total mass.
Structurally unrelated contaminants can also become trapped into crystal lattices by waves of multiple growth layers. These develop when both diffusion
and attachment kinetics influence the rate-limiting steps (6). Moreover the proportion of impurities in the remaining crystallization solution increases as crystals of the molecule of interest grow. Indeed, cessation of growth can result
from excessive impurity concentrations at the crystal surface, even though the
solution may still be supersaturated.
The gain in crystal quality can be substantial, even once crystallization conditions are known. Although additional chromatographic steps invariably incur
losses of material, the prerequisite to those who would improve their crystals is
to revisit the question of purity seriously. Any contaminant bands that appear in
overloaded Coomassie-stained sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gels of
crystals and/or supernatant should encourage further efforts for purification. The
following suggestions might prove useful at least for large subsets of problems.
1. Introduce a new step in purification or repeat more selectively a previous step that
involved making a too generous cut.
2. Remove higher oligomers of proteins by gel-filtration chromatography. Generally,
proteolysis products cannot be removed, because interactions frequently remain
strong enough to sustain a native-like molecular weight on the time-scale of the
chromatography.
3. Eliminate proteolytic fragments by preventing degradation in the first place. Use
appropriate protease inhibitors (which can, in turn, become molecular contaminants
in their own right), or genetically modify the material to be purified (see Note 4.)
4. Crystallization itself is basically a purification method. Batch crystallization can
reduce the presence of contaminants if crystals are already known to grow from a
particular salt or combination of crystallizing agents. This can be done either on a
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preparative scale using standard crystallization conditions or by trituration of precipitated phases on a chromatography support, like Sepharose 4B, eluting with
solutions of decreasing salt or PEG concentrations (see Note 5). Selective dissolution of the desired molecule (31,32) from the solid phase in equilibrium with solution on an inert support is capable of quite substantial purification (33).

3.5. Optimization Methods
This section focuses on several available crystal optimization methods:
response surface modeling, alteration of growth kinetics via microgravity or gel
acupuncture, and crystal annealing.
3.5.1. Response Surface Modeling
Mathematical modeling of what are called “response surfaces” (34–36) provides an analytic solution to the problem of locating the optimal combination
of multiple variables affecting crystal properties. This quantitative approach has
three stages:
1. Design. Systematically change all the experimental conditions simultaneously in a
statistical way, using the approximate relationships outlined in Table 1, to induce
variations in crystal growth.
2. Experiments and scores. Use quantitative metrics, such as crystal dimensions, resolution limits, and/or mosaicity to estimate how the system behaves at the corresponding point in the experimental space.
3. Fitting and testing models. Use mathematical models to examine these estimates
together as a group. Modeling provides a way to describe the effects of all experimental variables. Moreover, models provide accurate interpolation within the
range of experimental variables originally sampled; occasionally a good model
may predict behavior outside it (34). Quadratic polynomial models are particularly useful local approximations because they can possess “stationary points,” where
their gradient vanishes, and which may represent optima (22,37).

Response surface experiments require a nonuniform sampling strategy, highlighting differences between better and worse behaviors. For a single variable,
x, the goal is to distinguish as accurately as possible between a parabola, y = ax2
+ bx + c and the corresponding linear relation, y = x + b. Three groups of experimental points have maximal impact on this distinction: those near the suspected maximum value of the parabola and those at upper and lower limits of x.
Averaging over multiple measurements of the three groups of experimental
points gives the most accurate and significant quadratic coefficient of ax2. A
similar strategy applies for response surface models involving more than one
variable. Experimental points are also selected near the center of the design and
evenly distributed around the perimeter of the experimental space. Designs that
minimize errors in parameter estimation are owing to Hardin and Sloane, and
are called “minimum-prediction variance” designs (38).
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3.5.1.1. A DESIGN MATRIX

The Hardin–Sloane design matrix in Table 2 is for determining the stationary point for HEW lysozyme while testing three variables The first three
columns in Table 2 represent a statistical distribution of experiments, such that
the range of each of the three chosen variables, V1, V2, and V3, in the experiment is within the range –1 to 1. The remaining columns make use of these values, together with the ranges intended for the experiment. Here the three variables are used for V1 = pH, V2 = lnC, and V3 = J.
The starting {0;0;0} condition to be optimized in this example is: V1 = pH =
4.8; C = 12.68 mg/mL (i.e., V2 = lnC = 2.54), and CNaCl = 0.6 M (i.e., V3 = J =
1 nucleus/drop per day). These conditions correspond to those determined by
response surface analysis of HEW lysozyme using both dialysis and vapordiffusion experiments and represent those that might be obtained for a screening “hit.” An Excel spreadsheet in which the calculations are encoded for use in
adapting it to new problems is available from carter@med.unc.edu.
Independently varied factors are the lysozyme concentration, C, the solution
pH, and the salt concentration CNaCl and refer to the initial reservoir and drop
or dialysis cell (lysozyme) concentrations. The pH centered on 4.8 is aimed to
range from 4.1 to 5.5, lnC is centered on 2.54 and ranges from 2.39 to 2.69. The
salt concentration is determined indirectly from the intended changes in the
nucleation rate, J, using relations for S and Σ from Table 1, which together
implicitly define the protein and salt concentrations. The nucleation rate at
{0;0;0} is presumed to be 1 on an arbitrary scale (approx 1 nucleus per drop per
day) and is varied over a relative range from 0.14 to 7, the former being slower by a factor of approx 7, the latter being faster by the same factor. In other
words, the design samples nucleation rates over a 50-fold range centered at the
starting {0;0;0} condition. An intermediate in the generation of CNaCl is the
supersaturation value C/A, where it is the y-intercept of the low-salt region of
the experimental solubility curve or its extrapolation for the measurement of
residual protein concentration (§2.1). Salt concentrations are then calculated
from the corresponding values of J. In this way J, which is normally an experimental consequence, becomes an experimentally controlled variable. The
value of A at 14°C is 32, and solubility corrections for 4 and 21°C were estimated by an algorithm provided by ref. 39.
This design should produce sufficient variation in the numbers and sizes of
crystals that optical measurement of their dimensions will allow fitting them to
a trivariate quadratic polynomial of the form:
Q = β0c+ (βph*pH) + (βlyso*C) + (βNaCl*CNaCl) + (βpH-lyso*pH*C)
+ (βpH-NaCl*pH* CNaCl ) + (βlyso-NaCl*C* CNaCl) + βpH2*pH2
+ βlyso2*C2 + βNaCl2* CNaCl2

(4)

V1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

–0.0032
–0.8787
0.3937
–0.0032
1
–1
0.0082
1
–1
1
1
–1
1
1
1
–0.0032
–1
–0.0032
–1
–1
–0.0032
–1
0.0528
0.0528

V2
–0.0032
1
1
–0.0032
–0.8787
1
–1
–1
1
0.0528
1
–1
0.3937
–1
1
–0.0032
–1
–0.0032
0.0528
0.0082
–0.0032
–1
–1
1

V3
–0.0032
1
1
–0.0032
1
0.0528
–1
–1
–1
–1
0.3937
1
1
0.0528
–0.8787
–0.0032
0.0082
–0.0032
1
–1
–0.0032
–1
1
–1

pH
4.8
4.2
5.1
4.8
5.5
4.1
4.8
5.5
4.1
5.5
5.5
4.1
5.5
5.5
5.5
4.8
4.1
4.8
4.1
4.1
4.8
4.1
4.8
4.8

C
lnC
2.54
2.69
2.69
2.54
2.41
2.69
2.39
2.39
2.69
2.55
2.69
2.39
2.60
2.39
2.69
2.54
2.39
2.54
2.55
2.54
2.54
2.39
2.39
2.69

(mg/mL)
12.67
14.73
14.73
12.67
11.11
14.73
10.91
10.91
14.73
12.78
14.73
10.91
13.45
10.91
14.73
12.67
10.91
12.67
12.78
12.70
12.67
10.91
10.91
14.73

J
0.99
7.06
7.06
0.99
7.06
1.11
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.14
2.16
7.06
7.06
1.11
0.18
0.99
1.02
0.99
7.06
0.14
0.99
0.14
7.06
0.14

CNaCl (M)
(at 14°C)
0.600
0.676
0.676
0.600
0.765
0.559
0.524
0.524
0.429
0.474
0.601
0.771
0.705
0.654
0.444
0.600
0.648
0.600
0.721
0.476
0.600
0.524
0.771
0.429

CNaCl (M)
(at 4°C)
0.283
0.360
0.360
0.283
0.449
0.243
0.207
0.207
0.112
0.157
0.285
0.455
0.389
0.338
0.127
0.283
0.332
0.283
0.405
0.159
0.283
0.207
0.455
0.112

CNaCl (M)
(at 21°C)
0.821
0.898
0.898
0.821
0.987
0.781
0.745
0.745
0.650
0.695
0.823
0.993
0.927
0.876
0.665
0.821
0.870
0.821
0.943
0.697
0.821
0.745
0.993
0.650
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Conversion of the variables V1, V2, and V3 of the first columns to the corresponding experimental values within the second box is achieved as follows: pH =
4.8 + (V1* 0.7); lnC =2.54 + (V2*0.15), which gives Clyso = exp(lnC); J = V3 * (3.2^1.68*V3). This converts the range –1 to 1 of V3 into J values of approx 0.14
to approx 7, providing a range of 7/0.14 = 50-fold. CNaCl is then extracted through CNaCl = Σ0 + ln(kp)/n + lnC0/[C], where the subscript 0 refers to the center of
the design. An intermediate in the generation of CNaCl is the supersaturation value C/A, where A = 32 mg/mL is the y-intercept of the low-salt region of the experimental 14°C solubility curve or its extrapolation for the measurement of residual protein concentration (§2.1). Alternate salt concentrations in the final two
columns for 4 and 21°C were generated using temperature dependence corrections from ref. 39.
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Table 2
Harden–Sloane Experiment to Optimize Three Variables Associated With HEW Lysozyme Crystal Growth
at Three Temperaturesa
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3.5.1.2. SCORING

Scoring must reflect variations in the properties to be optimized. Crystal
dimensions can be scored directly by microscopic inspection. At least two of
the three spatial dimensions of a crystal can usually be determined using a
microscopic reticle. Often the third dimension can be estimated, albeit with less
precision. These measurements provide estimates for the sizes and shapes of
crystals and constitute the most useful scores for the purpose of optimization
(40). Experience suggests that the ratio of the smallest to the largest dimension
(width/length) is often the most sensitive score, and leads to better
response–surface models than do estimates of crystal volume.
As a first step of analyzing the scores of the experiment, they may be plotted
on a two- or three-dimensional plot in order to visualize the correlation.
3.5.1.3. ANALYSIS OF MODELS BY MULTIPLE REGRESSION
AND THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

Multiple regression provides βi values that minimize the sum of squared differences between observed and calculated scores. This predictive model estimates, Qcalc, for the experimental result, based on contributions from the different factors. If there are K adjustable parameters in the model, they can be
estimated by minimizing the sum of the squares of differences between Qobs
and Qcalc over all the experiments in a design of N > K experiments. Statistics
programs like JMP (41) and SYSTAT (42) are natural tools for this kind of fitting. Details of fitting and interpreting the fit for such an equation and locating
its stationary point by differentiation and setting the gradient equal to zero have
been described (22,37).
3.5.1.4. STATIONARY POINTS

Stationary points are solutions to the simultaneous equations obtained by
equating to zero the partial derivatives of the response surface. They represent
the coordinates of the functional optimum of the model and, hence, of the
experimental behavior of the system. Using these coordinates can be expected
to produce optimal results.
Stationary points may be determined for any desirable crystalline property
which can be “scored” precisely enough for optimization, including volume,
shape, diffraction limits, stability, and relative freedom from secondary nucleation (34). Finding and using conditions close to stationary points of analytical
response surfaces has several important advantages:
1. Optimization. Conditions at a maximum produce crystals that are in some sense optimized. Two different crystal forms of TrpRS had given trouble with reproducibility,
inadequate volume, and/or unsuitable morphology. Replicated 20-experiment
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Hardin–Sloane response–surface designs in four variables showed that these difficulties arose because we were growing at insufficient supersaturation (34). We avoided
having to use repeated seeding (43,44), a difficult procedure that also produced
unwanted growth of satellite crystals.
2. Reproducibility. Even the most carefully performed experiments can suffer from a
frustrating level of irreproducibility. One source of variability is that the partial derivatives of the underlying, multidimensional response surface are large if the experimental conditions actually used are far from an optimum. Working instead at stationary points, where they are zero, helps insulate crystal growth from experimental
errors in pH determination, pipetting errors, temperature fluctuations, and so on.
3. Insight. Empirical response surfaces provide scientific documentation about crystallogenesis that is otherwise difficult to achieve, including conclusions with
important and interesting biochemical relevance (40).

3.5.1.5. ANALYSIS AND VERIFICATION

Identification of a stationary point does not guarantee optimality. One must
first examine the behavior nearby to determine whether it corresponds to a maximum, a minimum, or to a saddlepoint. This can be done by evaluating the second partial derivatives: negative curvature in all variables implies a local maximum, whereas positive curvature implies a minimum. Mixed second partial
derivatives imply a saddlepoint. An accessory strategy in such cases is to examine two-dimensional level surface plots in all subspaces. Frequently, the dominant feature of a response surface is not a stationary point, but a “ridge” along
which the value of the function increases, but normal to which it decreases.
Optimum behavior also must be verified with replicated experiments at the
experimental conditions specified by the stationary point.
3.5.1.6. STEEPEST ASCENT

Response surfaces may not turn out to be homogeneous quadratic polynomial functions. Often, when the initial conditions are far from a stationary
point, they correspond to planes or ridges. In such cases, a steepest ascent algorithm provides a path to the optimal region. Steepest ascent, or line searching,
is a most intuitive algorithm. Sensing that something improves, one marches
toward that direction which gives the greatest improvement. This single search
direction may, however, be a composite of several variables. The defining characteristic of a line search is that one can specify the gradient of the function one
tries to optimize. Far from a stationary point, the available experiments may fit
a plane or ridge function.
3.5.2. Altering Growth Kinetics
Crystal growth in microgravity can enhance the diffraction limits of some
macromolecular crystals (45,46). The rationale for such results is complex but
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important. In the absence of convective fluid movements, recruitment of molecules to the lattice from the near surface of the growing crystal can deplete a
layer of solution nearest the crystal. This depletion layer slows the growth,
altering the incorporation of impurities and allowing orderly addition of correctly oriented molecules to the lattice. Two different processes compete to
determine the rate of addition to a growing crystal: diffusive recruitment of
molecules from the bulk solution and the specific rate of attachment of molecules that have arrived at the surface. Either rate can dominate the actual growth
kinetics, or neither of them may dominate. In the latter case, instabilities produce multiple layers of new growth, which also lead to incorporation of a variety of imperfections. Altering the rate of diffusion can therefore either minimize
or accentuate these “step bunches.” In the former case, crystal order may
improve, whereas in the latter it may actually deteriorate (6).
The physical advantages of microgravity can be approximated in terrestrial
situations by limiting the diffusion of crystallizing agent and protein systematically and by allowing the crystal growth to take place in gels, which limit convection and may help in retaining impurities (4). Gel acupuncture samples large
ranges of the phase diagram over time, increasing the chance to test optimal
supersaturation conditions.
3.5.3. Annealing
Thorne (47,48) has established a firm theoretical and experimental basis for
a phenomenon called annealing. Cryoprotection introduces strains that increase
mosaicity and degrade diffraction resolution. The critical phenomenon appears
to be differential thermal expansions of the protein lattice contacts and the bulk
aqueous solvent. Annealing can restore the pre-existing order by allowing compensation for these differential effects. Careful, systematic determination of
cryoprotection conditions (49) is, therefore, a highly justifiable investment, as
the annealing appears only to restore pre-existing order that is degraded by
cryoprotection. Moreover, the insight that can be obtained by such systematic
study of cryoprotection conditions provides useful data with which to design
optimal annealing conditions. (See ref. 50 and Chapter 3 of volume 2 for more
detailed descriptions and protocols.)
4. Notes
1. Often reservoir solution is used to transfer the crystal. This can be done safely only
if the protein concentration in the transfer solution matches that of the drop. Often
solubility is high in the drop, and the crystal will start to dissolve if the reservoir
contains no protein.
2. It is worth testing the temperature effect by introducing a crystallization plate into
a thermally regulated box to observe whether the solid protein phase, crystals, or
precipitate, dissolves or develops further.
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3. The effects of salt and PEGs are not additive in general, and may even be of
opposite sign (51). Whenever it is known or suspected that they will interact, an
interaction term proportional to the product of (salt) and (PEG) should be included in Σ.
4. Usually, this is a two-step procedure. Regions likely to be disordered are first identified and then removed by mutagenesis (52).
5. Trituration works because most impurities are present at low concentrations. Even
high precipitant concentrations will not reduce their solubility below their concentrations, so they remain in the soluble phase, whereas most of the molecule of interest is in the precipitated/crystallized phase. Washing a slurry of microcrystals,
therefore, removes essentially all contaminating proteins that are not actually
incorporated into the lattices of the solid phase. As this procedure generally has a
high yield and can be done rapidly, it can be iterated to good effect.
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9
Optimization Techniques for Automation
and High Throughput
Naomi E. Chayen

Summary
The main effort in the area of crystallization for structural genomics is currently being invested in automation of high-throughput screening procedures to identify potential crystallization
conditions. However, screening in itself, even in massive quantities, is not enough; it has to be
complemented by an equally important procedure in crystal production, namely crystal optimization. This chapter describes optimization methods for turning low-quality crystals into useful diffracting ones and presents practical ways of automating such methods and adapting them
to high throughput. The methods enable the control of the crystallization environment as the trial
takes place. They include the use of oils, gels, and the uncoupling of the nucleation and growth
phases of crystallization.
Key Words: Gels; microbatch; nucleation; protein crystallization; structural genomics; proteomics; high throughput; vapor diffusion; robotics.

1. Introduction
Protein crystallization has gained a new strategic and commercial relevance
in structural genomics where X-ray crystallography plays a major role.
Production of high-quality crystals has always posed a problem for X-ray crystallography, and with the advent of structural genomics this problem has
become even more acute. The abundance of screening protocols combined with
progress in automation has resulted in production of numerous crystals. The
next crucial step is to design optimization procedures in order to turn these crystals into useful diffracting ones.
The most common way to optimize crystallization experiments is to fine-tune
the crystallization conditions by varying parameters, such as the concentration
of protein, precipitants, pH, temperature, and others. This, in fact, is extended
From: Methods in Molecular Biology, vol. 363: Macromolecular Crystallography Protocols: Volume 1:
Preparation and Crystallization of Macromolecules Edited by: S. Doublié © Humana Press Inc., Totowa, NJ
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screening, which focuses on a more defined range of conditions. A second means
of optimization is to actively influence and control the crystallization environment while the trial takes place in order to lead crystal growth in the direction
that will yield the best results.
Screening procedures can readily be automated and adapted to high
throughput (e.g., refs. 1–6). These procedures are very valuable as they are
essential in order to find initial conditions for crystallization and, in some
cases, can also produce high-quality crystals. However, when screening and
subsequent optimizing by fine tuning of the initial screening conditions fail,
it is necessary to implement the second approach—that of optimizing the
crystallization conditions by actively controlling the crystallization process.
Such methods are currently conducted manually, as they are complicated and
do not easily lend themselves to automation and high throughput. There is,
however, an urgent need to find ways to automate and miniaturize these techniques in order to cope with the vast numbers of “leads” resulting from
screening procedures (7). To date only few such optimization methods have
been automated.
This chapter presents detailed protocols for optimization by controlling the
crystallization environment. These techniques have been automated and can
thus be easily applied as high-throughput experiments. The protocols described
are to be used for turning low-quality crystals (e.g., showers, needles,
haystacks, and others) into useful diffracting crystals.
2. Materials
2.1. Crystallization Plates
1. Microbatch plates (Douglas Instruments, Hampton Research, Molecular
Dimensions, Greiner).
2. 24-Well plates, e.g., Linbro, VDX (Hampton Research), or XRL (Molecular
Dimensions).
3. Cryschem plates (for sitting and sandwich drops) and sealing tape (Hampton
Research).
4. When used with robotics, plates suitable for the particular robots are recommended, e.g., 96-well plates (Hampton Research), or 1536 well plates (Nunc).

2.2. Tools and Chemicals
1. Siliconized cover slips with a diameter to fit the 24-well plates (Hampton Research,
Molecular Dimensions).
2. Clear or white Vaseline (any pharmacy or drugstore).
3. Silicone oil (Hampton Research, Molecular Dimensions, Douglas Instruments).
4. Paraffin oil (Hampton Research, Molecular Dimensions, Douglas Instruments).
5. Plasticine, vacuum oil, or grease (for sealing the cover slips) (Hampton Research,
Molecular Dimensions).
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6. Pipets of all sizes, pipet tips.
7. Loops of various sizes for harvesting crystals (Hampton Research).
8. Tetramethyl orthosilane (TMOS) solution (Fluka, cat. no. 87682). Make fresh as
required.
9. Sodium metasilicate solution (Sigma, cat. no. 33844-3). Make fresh as required.
10. 1 M Acetic acid.

2.3. Optional
1.
2.
3.
4.

Nextal plates (Nextal Biotechnologies, Montreal, Canada).
Al’s oil (Hampton Research).
Three-dimensional (3D) screen (Molecular Dimensions).
Gelled surface kit (Molecular Dimensions).

3. Methods
This chapter concentrates on optimization techniques by microbatch and
vapor diffusion, which are the most common crystallization methods. The
inherent differences between these methods dictate when to choose microbatch
rather than vapor diffusion and vice versa. The protocols describe the performance of the techniques when performed manually and automatically using
robotics.
3.1. The Microbatch Method
The microbatch method was designed to obtain maximum information on
the molecule to be crystallized while using minimal amounts of sample (less
than 1 µL per trial) and to save experimenter’s time (8). Microbatch is the simplest crystallization method because the molecule to be crystallized and the
crystallizing agents are mixed at their final concentrations at the start of the
experiment. Supersaturation is achieved upon mixing, thus, no equilibration
process takes place. The trials are dispensed and incubated under paraffin oil in
order to prevent evaporation of such small volumes. Microbatch trials can be
performed either manually or automatically. When dispensed manually the
minimum volume that can accurately be dispensed is 0.5 µL. Using a robot,
thousands of experiments can be generated per day using nanoliter quantities of
sample. Microbatch is used for screening, optimization by fine tuning of conditions, and is especially useful for optimization by controlling the crystallization
environment. This is because in batch, conditions are known and constant and
it is, therefore, straightforward to follow the history of the sample and to
achieve reproducibility (9).
The procedure for setting up microbatch experiments and harvesting crystals
under oil is given next. These procedures form the basis for performing all the
microbatch experiments described in this chapter (see Note 1).
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Fig. 1. A crystallization drop dispensed under oil. Once dispensed the drop, which is
heavier than the paraffin oil, migrates to the bottom of the dish (based on Fig. 1 of ref. 20).

3.1.1. Setting Up Manually
3.1.1.1. MIXING OF THE PROTEIN SOLUTION WITH ONE SOLUTION CONTAINING
CRYSTALLIZING AGENTS
1. Pipet or dispense 6 mL of paraffin oil into a microbatch plate (see Note 2). The oil
will spread over the plate and cover the wells.
2. Using a Gilson P2 or similar pipet, withdraw 1 µL of the precipitant solution from
its container. You can also use the automatic pipet described in Chapter 7.
3. Insert the tip into the well under the surface of the oil and dispense the 1-µL drop
(see Note 3). If you find it difficult to hold the tip in mid-oil, you can rest the edge
of the tip on the floor of the plate as you dispense. As you withdraw the tip from
the oil, the drop will detach from it and fall to the bottom of the well (Fig. 1).
4. Add 1 µL of protein solution to that well in the same way. The two (separate) 1-µL
drops join and become a 2-µL drop. If the drops do not coalesce, mix them gently
with the pipet tip (see Note 4).
5. Incubate at the temperature of your choice.
6. Observe crystals under a light microscope (see Note 5).

3.1.2. Setting Up by a Robot
When the experiments are performed by a robot, the precipitant solutions are
dispensed simultaneously under oil by 1–384 syringes depending on the robotic
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system. Protein is then added to the precipitant drops using a dedicated syringe
for the protein solution. Some robots have a routine for mixing the drops.
Alternatively the crystallization dish can be centrifuged after dispensing.
3.1.3. Mixing of the Protein Solution With Several Solutions Containing
Crystallizing Agents
In most optimization cases, four or five different ingredients may be needed
in the drop. It is difficult to manually pipet all the ingredients into one drop
directly under the oil. Therefore, once promising conditions are found, mix the
protein solution and the crystallizing agents in an Eppendorf tube or, if quantities are very small, on a cover slip. Once mixed, draw the drop with a pipet tip
and dispense under the oil as described in Subheading 3.1.1.
When performed by a robot, the different ingredients are placed in different
channels/syringes of a dispensing system and dispensed simultaneously under
the oil by the action of motorized syringes. All robots have routines whereby
they pick up chosen stock solutions and dispense them into a well to which protein is added simultaneously or later on.
3.2. Crystallization of Membrane Proteins in Microbatch
The prospect of crystallizing membrane proteins under oil had initially been
received with scepticism owing to doubts about the suitability of an oil-based
method for crystallizing lipophilic compounds. However, in the last 5 yr an
increasing number of proteins in a variety of different detergents have been crystallized in microbatch under oil (10). Some of these could only be crystallized in
microbatch and not by other crystallization methods. Crystals of these proteins
were produced in 1.2–2–µL drops using a robot. The drops in oil do not spread out
as they do in vapor diffusion over the siliconized cover slips, dispensing is quick
and simple, and the presence of detergents does not present any difficulties (7,10).
The procedure for dispensing microbatch trials containing membrane proteins is identical to that described in Subheadings 3.1.1.– 3.1.3.
3.3. Harvesting Crystals From Microbatch
1. Add cryo-protectant solution to the drop.
2. Make sure that the crystals are “happy” (i.e., not cracked or dissolved) by looking
at them under the microscope.
3. Using a loop, take the crystals out of the oil and freeze.

If this proves difficult try this alternative method:
1. Add harvest solution into the well containing the crystal (see Note 6).
2. After several minutes withdraw the enlarged drop using a standard 20- to 200-µL
micropipet, which had its tip cut off with a scalpel in order to widen its bore.
3. Transfer the drop into a depression well containing more harvest solution.
4. From this stage onwards the handling proceeds as it would from any diffusion trial.
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If crystals stick to the supporting surface, loosen them gently inside the drop
using microtools (Hampton Research) or with an animal whisker (9).
Alternatively, set up the drops in the container described in Subheading 3.5.
3.4. Optimization by Controlling the Crystallization Environment
3.4.1. Crystallization in Gels
Growth of crystals in a gel medium can improve the quality of crystals in
comparison with solution media (11). This is because the presence of gel in the
crystallization drop reduces convection and sedimentation, in some way mimicking crystallization in microgravity.
Using vapor diffusion and counter diffusion techniques, setting up gelled
drops is more demanding and time consuming than standard solution trials. In
contrast, setting up gelled drops in microbatch, described next, is as easy and
simple as setting the trials in standard microbatch (12,13).
3.4.2. Preparation of the Gel Stock Solutions
Prepare a 2-mL stock solution of TMOS at 5% (v/v) as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Add 0.1 mL TMOS solution to 1 mL deionized water in a glass beaker.
Stir the solution vigorously using a stirrer at high speed (see Note 7).
Top up the solution to 2 mL with deionized water.
Stir vigorously for an additional 10–15 min keeping the beaker covered.

To prepare a 2-mL stock solution of sodium metasilicate at 5% (v/v):
1. Dilute a sodium metasilicate solution, which has an initial pH of 11.6, with distilled
water to bring it close to the desired concentration.
2. Adjust the pH to 6.5 by addition of 1 M acetic acid while stirring.

The experiments are performed in Subheading 3.4.3.
3.4.3. Manual Dispensing
1. Mix the protein to be crystallized, the crystallizing agents, and one of the freshly
made gel solutions in an Eppendorf tube. The gel solution should be at a final concentration of 0.2%.
2. Once mixed, draw a drop (0.5–5 µL) with a pipet tip and dispense under the oil as
described in Subheading 3.1.

3.4.4. Dispensing by Robot
1. Choose a computer-controlled dispensing system consisting of several
channels/syringes in which precipitant, buffer, protein, and additives can be put into
different channels and dispensed simultaneously by the action of motorized syringes.
2. Fill a crystallization tray with paraffin oil as done for standard microbatch trials.
3. Load the gel solution while it is a low-viscosity liquid into the dispensing system
in the same way as the other components of the crystallization trial.
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4. The gel solution is dispensed under oil simultaneously with all the other components to form one drop (see Note 8).
5. Incubate the trials at the temperature of your choice.
6. After a given time (this will depend on the type of gel. It will take 12–16 h in the
case of TMOS) polymerization occurs and the drops gel.
7. Harvesting crystals from the gelled drops is done in the same way as with standard
microbatch trials.

3.5. “Containerless” Crystallization
Heterogeneous nucleation, which is often detrimental to the production of
diffraction-quality crystals, can be induced by the contact of a crystallization
trial with the walls of its supporting vessel (14). Crystallization in a “containerless” setup, in which a crystallization drop is suspended between two
oils of different densities, results in reduction of heterogeneous nucleation
(15,16), thus, leading to the production of a smaller number of high-quality
crystals.
The protocol for setting up “containerless” crystallization trials is described
in Subheading 3.5.1.
3.5.1. Preparation of the Crystallization Dish
1. Squeeze 3–5 cm of Vaseline (see Note 9) from a tube into wells of a crystallization
plate or onto a flat dish which has a lid.
2. Place the dish in a 40–60°C oven for a few minutes until the Vaseline becomes liquid. It will then spread and form a layer that covers the bottom of the crystallization plate or dish.
3. Allow to cool at room temperature for 15–20 min. The Vaseline will harden and
form a film at the bottom of the dish.

3.5.2. Dispensing of the Drops
1. Dispense 50 µL to 2 mL of paraffin oil depending on the size of the dish (see Note
10) on top of the Vaseline surface.
2. Mix the protein and precipitant in a small Eppendorf tube.
3. Dispense the crystallization drop into the oil by inserting the pipet tip into the
paraffin oil with the pipet tip just touching the Vaseline surface. Drop size can be
any size you choose.
4. The drop will situate itself between the Vaseline surface and the oil (Fig. 2).
5. Cover the dish with a lid or sealing tape.
6. Incubate at the temperature of your choice.
7. When crystals appear they can be lifted directly out of the drop with a loop or a
spatula. The greased surface provides a stable interface to the upper layer. This prevents crystals from migrating to the walls, making then much easier to harvest
compared with standard microbatch trials.

Any robot that dispenses microbatch trials can be used for this procedure.
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Fig. 2. Containerless crystallization (based on Fig. 3 of ref. 13).

3.6. Control of Evaporation Kinetics
Nucleation is a prerequisite and the first step in crystal growth, yet excess
nucleation yields a large number of small crystals instead of a small number
of useful ones. A means of controlling nucleation in microbatch by inducing
nucleation and then stopping it before it becomes excessive is described
next. This is achieved by controlled evaporation, and therefore concentration, of the drops through a thin oil layer. Evaporation is later arrested by
increasing the thickness of the oil layer (13). If trials were allowed to evaporate without arresting, the drops would dry out. Arrest of evaporation at the
early stages of nucleation will result in the formation of fewer crystals of
better quality.
1. Set up several trays containing microbatch trials under a layer of paraffin oil so that
the oil just covers the trials (Fig. 3A) (see Note 11).
2. Allow incubation for a given time (see Note 12 for guidance on how to select the
time).
3. Top up the oil (at different times for the different trays) so that it fills the dish (Fig.
3B).
4. Continue to incubate at the temperature of your choice.
5. Observe every few days.

A robot will first dispense the trials under the lower volume of oil. The robot
is programmed to add oil at various time intervals after setting up the trials.
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Fig. 3. Controlled evaporation by altering the thickness of the oil layer covering the
trials. (A) A thin layer of paraffin that enables evaporation. (B) Arrest of evaporation by
addition of more paraffin oil. (Based on Fig. 4 of ref. 13.)

3.7. Decoupling Nucleation and Growth
Nucleation requires conditions that are different from those that promote
growth. The most common way of decoupling nucleation and growth is by
seeding (17). However, quenching of nucleation using dilution is more
amenable to high-throughput processing. Dilution can be achieved in both
microbatch (18) and hanging-drop methods (19). The aim of dilution is to start
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the trial at nucleation conditions and after a given time “back off” to conditions
of growth.
3.7.1. In Microbatch
1. Set up microbatch trials under conditions that yield low-quality crystals.
2. Dilute the trials at given times after setup (see Note 13 for guidance on how to
select the times) by adding either buffer or protein in buffer at a volume that is
5–10% of the total drop volume.

If performing manually use a pipet of your choice. If performed by a robot,
the robotic system is programmed to revisit the drops at given times in order to
add the diluent.
3.7.2. In Hanging Drops
1. Use Linbro-type plates.
2. Set up trials with reservoirs containing progressively lower concentrations of precipitant solutions until you determine the conditions that yield clear drops.
3. Fill six to nine reservoirs with a solution containing lower precipitant concentration
(determined in step 1) that would result in producing a clear drop if crystallization
drops were set up under these conditions.
4. Grease the rim of the plate with oil (not vacuum grease, see Note 14) and cover the
reservoirs with cover slips or a lid (see Note 15).
5. Set up 6–10 trials under conditions that are known to generate low-quality crystals.
6. At a given time after setup (see Note 16 for guidance on how to select the time)
transfer one of the cover slips onto a reservoir containing the lower precipitant concentration.
7. After a further time interval transfer a second cover slip, then the third, fourth, and
so on.
8. Leave one or two drops without transferring them and one or two drops under the
low-precipitant concentration to act as controls.
9. The time required for crystal formation will be longer in the transferred drop compared with the control experiment, which has not been transferred, but the crystals
should be fewer and better ordered.

If performing these experiments manually, transfer the drops by hand. The
transfer takes 1–2 s (see Note 14). If using a robot, program it to perform the transfers. This, of course, will increase the number of experiments that can be done.
A robot which dispenses hanging-drop trials can be used to perform such trials automatically (Fig. 4).
3.8. Control of the Speed of Vapor-Diffusion Trials
Often, numerous tiny crystals are formed in protein crystallization trials. In
some cases this occurs because the process of crystallization takes place too
rapidly. A way to approach supersaturation more slowly in order to avoid the
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Fig. 4. Robotic transfer of hanging drops from nucleation to growth conditions using
a suction device (based on Fig. 5 of ref. 13).

formation of small crystals, twinned crystals, or precipitate is by slowing down
the equilibration rate. This is achieved by placing a paraffin/silicone oil mixture
as a barrier over the reservoir of a hanging or sitting drop trial (20). The mix of
paraffin and silicone oil can be varied as needed. It was found that volumes of
250–500 µL placed over 0.6- to 1-mL reservoirs in standard Linbro plates (corresponding to a layer thickness of 1.25–2.5 mm) were most efficient. The type
of oil and the thickness of the oil layer situated above the reservoir control the
speed of crystallization. In trials containing an oil barrier, crystals required
longer periods (e.g., 8 d compared to 24 h) to grow to full size, yet their number was reduced and their quality was much improved (e.g., refs. 20,21).
The advantage of this technique is that no change is required to the crystallization conditions or to the method used. It can be applied in Linbro, VDX,
Cryschem, Nextal, or any other vessel, and it can easily be automated by adding
one extra step to the procedure used by existing crystallization robots.
The protocol for inserting an oil barrier to slow down vapor-diffusion trials
is described next.
3.8.1. Preparation of the Oils
1. Mix paraffin and silicone oils at different ratios, e.g., equal volumes, or 60% paraffin and 40% silicone, and others (see Note 2). The oils are totally miscible. Al’s oil
is a ready-made mix of equal volumes of paraffin and silicone oils.
2. Shake well and let stand for several minutes until the bubbles disappear.
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Fig. 5. A hanging-drop trial with an oil barrier above the reservoir.

3.8.2. Set Up of Hanging Drops
1. Use a Linbro-type plate type for hanging drops.
2. Coat the lips of the reservoirs with grease or oil (unless your plates are pregreased).
3. Pipet into each well 0.6–l.0 mL of the reservoir solution, which is known to produce your best crystals (see Note 17 for choice of reservoir solution).
4. Pipet a measured volume of a mixture of paraffin and silicone (see Note 18) over
all the reservoirs except for one reservoir. The oil will form a layer above the reservoirs (Fig. 5).
5. Dispense the hanging drops on the cover slips as usual by mixing the protein solution with the reservoir solution. Use the reservoir without oil as your source of precipitant for all the drops.
6. Place the cover slips over the wells containing the oil layer and cover.
7. Place the last drop over the reservoir without the oil. This drop will act as your
control.
8. Incubate at the temperature of your choice.

3.8.3. Sitting and Sandwich Drop
In the case of sitting and sandwich drops, set up the trials as you would normally and place the layer of oil above the reservoir before sealing the plates
with tape.
4. Notes
1. Microbatch can be used for almost all known precipitants, buffers, and additives.
The oils do not interfere with the common precipitants such as salts, PEG, MPD,
jeffamine, glycerol, and ethanol. Microbatch, though, should not be used for crystallization trials containing small, volatile organic molecules such as phenol, dioxane, or thymol because these molecules dissolve into the oil (7,9,10).
2. The microbatch method involves using a layer of paraffin oil thick enough (4 mm
or 6 mL), in standard microbatch plates, or a ratio of 1:50 between the drop and the
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oil, to render evaporation through it negligible within the time-scale of a crystallization experiment (typically 1 wk to 1 mo). A thinner layer of paraffin oil will
allow evaporation and drying of the drops. Other oils, such as silicone oil or mixtures of paraffin and silicone oils, also allow evaporation of the trials and are used
in microbatch only for screening purposes (22) or in optimization using vapor diffusion as described in Subheading 3.8.
Pipets usually have two stops when pressing them. Dispense the drop into the oil
while holding the pipet on the first stop, otherwise it will introduce air bubbles into
the drop.
A great advantage of microbatch is that it provides a robust environment in which
you need not be too careful when setting up experiments. You can easily mix the
drops and shake the trays once the drops are setup and even once crystals have
grown. This is because the oil buoys the crystallization drops and protects them
from physical shock, as well as from airborne contamination. This makes the
experiments easily transportable.
Crystals under oil can be seen clearly under the microscope. Some crystallization
plates are birefringent making it difficult to distinguish between the plate and the
crystals. Improved plates are currently being designed by Greiner, Douglas instruments, and other companies selling crystallization plates.
As for vapor diffusion, in microbatch the harvest solution contains a slightly higher (~5%) concentration of precipitant than that in the drop.
When water is first added to the gel, a phase separation occurs, which looks like oil
drops in the solution. When shaking well or stirring vigorously these drops disperse.
By addition of more water and further vigorous stirring it becomes a solution.
Gelled drops can be dispensed in final drop volumes of 0.2 µL and above but 0.7
µL is the minimum volume at which the gel exercises an effect on crystal quality.
The Vaseline has to be white or transparent, not yellow as usually known. This
allows good visibility of the crystals under the microscope.
MicroWell modules and Linbro-type plates can be used, but most other crystallization plates are suitable. Alternatively use the gelled surface kit from Molecular
Dimensions. A low-density oil, usually paraffin, is applied as the top layer. The oil
must provide a thick layer (as explained in Note 2) to cover the trials in order to
prevent their evaporation. Many drops can be dispensed within a small, flat area
coated with the grease, doing away with the need for wells.
The paraffin oil generally used in standard microbatch trials is not completely
impermeable to the aqueous solution, which constitutes the crystallization drops.
The conventional microbatch method, therefore, involves using a thick layer of oil
as described in Note 2. However, a thinner layer allows evaporation to take place
at a much faster rate.
The timing of arrest is selected by reference to the time it took for the first crystals
to appear in the initial screens. For example, if crystals grew within 24 h, nucleation would have occurred anytime between setting up the experiments to several
hours before the crystals appeared. Hence, arrest should be done at intervals of 1–2
h after setup. Trials that had been arrested too soon will produce clear drops,
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whereas those that were arrested too late will yield low-quality crystals. Using
robotics, the arrest can be done with larger numbers of trials at shorter intervals
making it easier to pinpoint the right time.
The consideration for the time of dilution is the same as that for arrest as explained
in Note 12.
In Linbro-type plates the reservoirs are generally sealed with grease, which makes
it difficult to remove the cover slip after a period of time. Moreover, it is hard to
ascertain the effectiveness of the seal over the new reservoir. Greasing with oil
allows easier transfer of the cover slips from one reservoir to another especially
when using robotics, which need to work very quickly. For manual use, Nextal
plates, where each well is sealed by a screw cap that incorporates the cover slide,
are ideal for such experiments.
To avoid shock to the drop owing to transfer, the low-concentration reservoir
solutions are dispensed at the beginning of the experiment and sealed with cover
slips, a lid, or with self-adhesive tape. This allows a humid atmosphere to develop above the well on which the cover slip will be transferred. The transfer itself
should last 1–2 s.
The consideration for the time of dilution is the same as that for arrest and dilution
as explained in Note 12.
These transfer experiments have led to the development and use of a “3D
screen,” which has a built-in first optimization step. The screen works in the following way: hanging drops were transferred at various times (the transfer time is
selected by reference to the time it took to see the first crystals in the preliminary
screens) from a standardized set of screening solutions at high concentrations to
screens at lower concentrations. For a decoupling experiment to be successful, it
must be ensured that the solution is diluted to the metastable zone of conditions after
incubation at spontaneous nucleation conditions. It was, however, found that when
these conditions are not known beforehand, as is the case in a high-throughput environment, the best results were obtained when standard screening kits solutions were
diluted to between 60 and 80%. These experiments can now be performed automatically with robots for setting up hanging drops, such as the Gilson Workstation or
others. The screen consists of 48 solutions, 24 contain sparse matrix screening conditions; the other 24 are a 70% dilution of the precipitants in those (buffer and additive concentrations are kept constant). Using this screen, all hanging drops were first
incubated for 3–6 h over the solutions at high concentrations. The cover slips holding the drops are then transferred over the reservoirs at 70% dilution (13).
This method works very well in cases where the precipitant is salt. It also works
well with up to 12.5% PEG (various molecular weights) and MPD. If PEG concentration is higher this technique will not work. Try the experiments in
Subheading 3.7.2. instead.
You can control the speed of crystallization by varying the thickness of your oil
barrier by pipetting different volumes (from 100 to 700 µL) over the reservoir or
by varying the oil ratios.
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10
Three-Dimensional Crystallization of Membrane
Proteins
James Féthière

Summary
Although the examination of the protein data bank reveals an important backlog in the number of three-dimensional structures of membrane proteins, several recent successes are serving as
preludes to what will become a very prosperous decade in this field. Systematic investigations of
various factors affecting the stability of membrane proteins, as well as their potential to crystallize three dimensionally, have paved the way for such achievements. The importance of the role
of detergents both at the level of purification and crystallization is now well established. In addition, the recognition of the protein–detergent complex as the entity to crystallize, as well as the
understanding of its physical–chemical properties and discovery of factors affecting these, have
permitted the design of better crystallization strategies. As a consequence of the various efforts
in the field, new crystallization methods for membrane proteins are being implemented. These
have already been successful and are expected to contribute significantly to the future successes.
This chapter will review some basic principles in membrane protein crystallization and give an
overview of the current state of the art in the field. Some practical guidelines to help the novice
approach the problem of membrane protein crystallization from the initial step of protein purification to crystallogenesis will also be given.
Key Words: Membrane proteins; crystallization; detergent; cloud point; surfactant; protein
purification.

1. Introduction
Membrane proteins are a class of proteins that play specific roles in the communication between biological compartments and allow these to take on specialized functions. Their importance is recognized by the fact that greater than
20–35% of all open reading frames of currently known genomes encode for
membrane proteins and more than 70% of all known pharmacological targets
are membrane proteins (1,2). In order to understand the molecular mechanisms
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involved in regulating the function of this class of proteins and be able to interfere with the latter for therapeutic interests, high-resolution structures at near
atomic scale are needed. This can be achieved by either of three complementary
methods: electron microscopy (EM), X-ray crystallography, and nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR). Although the latter allows structure determination
of larger and larger membrane proteins in their solubilized state, its strength is
best demonstrated in the determination of structures of selected transmembrane
sections of membrane proteins rather than their complete structure. The former
two require the obtainment of well-ordered two-dimensional (2D) and threedimensional (3D) crystals, respectively. Determination of membrane protein
structure from 2D crystals by EM has the advantage of providing structural
information on the protein in its native environment and requires less sample.
Although reasonably high resolution can be achieved with this method, it is still
limited by the lack of efficiency of data acquisition and processing methods (3).
On the other hand, X-ray crystallography is a well-established and routine
method that can provide 3D structures of membrane proteins at atomic-scale
resolution. However, obtaining well-ordered 3D crystals of membrane proteins
is quite a milestone. Whereas this task is becoming expeditious and routine for
soluble proteins, as demonstrated by the several thousand structures available in
the Protein Data Bank (PDB; www.rcsb.org), it is still quite a challenging
endeavor for membrane proteins. Indeed, according to the most recent survey
maintained by the membrane protein structure group at the Max Planck
Institute in Frankfurt, Germany (http://www.mpibp-frankfurt.mpg.de/michel/
public/memprotstruct.html), less than 1% of the structures determined in the
PDB are membrane proteins. Two main bottlenecks hamper regular and continuous success in the determination of membrane protein structure: quantity of
protein and crystallization. The former has been extensively addressed and
important progress in the overexpression of recombinant prokaryotic membrane proteins has been made, which led to successful structure determination
(4–6). However, progress is still limited for eukaryotic membrane proteins and
several systems often need to be investigated before satisfactory levels of overexpression can be achieved to support the crystallization efforts (7). The difficulties associated with membrane protein crystallization are due to their intrinsic properties that render the crystallization process slightly different from that
of their soluble counterparts. These proteins reside in the lipidic membrane with
polar heads and feet facing the surrounding solvent and interacting with the
polar head groups of the lipids. These hydrophilic extensions cap a hydrophobic domain traversing the membrane and making contact with the alkyl chains
of the lipids. The latter accounts for the main barrier associated with structural
studies of these proteins. The amphipathic character of these proteins makes
them insoluble in aqueous solvent, and detergents have to be used to extract
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them from the membrane and keep them soluble in aqueous solvent. Because
detergents interact directly with the protein, they can strongly affect both the
stability and the homogeneity of membrane protein preparations, providing an
additional variable to be optimized, and requiring additional quality controls.
Furthermore, whereas most 2D crystals for EM are obtained from a reconstituted lipidic bilayer by detergent removal (3), 3D crystals are grown from detergent micelles (8). This accounts for another of the main difficulties associated
with structural studies. Two types of these 3D crystals can be obtained (9): type
I crystals are stacks of 2D crystals that are stabilized by protein–protein and
protein–lipid hydrophobic interactions in the plane of the membrane and by
polar interactions between hydrophilic surfaces of the proteins, perpendicular
to this plane. Type II crystals grow from micelle-incorporated proteins, and are
built from the establishment of contacts strictly between the polar surfaces of
the proteins that are not shielded by the detergent micelle. From the standpoint
of type II crystallization, instead of working with a single entity, the protein, we
are now manipulating a protein–detergent complex (PDC) that we need to keep
stable and homogeneous to force it into a well-ordered 3D crystal array that will
diffract X-rays to high resolution. In such a crystallization system, the usual fiveparameter array for soluble protein crystallization (protein, precipitant, buffer,
additive, water) is complicated by the addition of a sixth variable in membrane
protein crystallization: the detergent. Several excellent reviews and methodology articles are regularly being written on the subject and follow the progress
being made in the field (10–13). However, we still have a long way to go to reach
the smooth pace at which soluble protein are being crystallized, and many other
guides like this one will be needed to remind us of the basic principles in membrane protein crystallization and provide new tricks to facilitate the task.
2. Materials
1. Hi-trap ion exchange and metal chelating columns (Amersham Biosciences,
Piscataway, NJ).
2. Centriprep and microcon protein concentrators (Amicon, Millipore, Billerica, MA).
3. Microdialyzer (Pierce, Rockford, IL).
4. Detergent family kits (Anatrace, Maumee, OH).
5. A series of lipids from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL) or Sigma (St. Louis, MO).
6. Membrane protein crystallization screens from Molecular Dimensions
(Cambridgshire, UK) and Hampton Research (Aliso Viejo, CA) (see Table 1 in
Chapter 7 for additional protein crystallization screens).
7. 96-Well crystal quick, and low-profile crystallization plates (Greiner Bio-One,
Essen, Germany).
8. 24-Well Limbro cell culture plates (Hampton Research).
9. 96-Well microbatch plates (Hampton Research).
10. Clear seal film for 96-well plate (Greiner Bio-One).
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11. Micro-bridge from Hampton Research for sitting-drop setups.
12. Siliconized cover slides (Hampton Research).
13. Paraffin and silicon oil (Hampton Research).

3. Methods
3.1. System Components
3.1.1. Detergents
Detergents are small, amphiphilic molecules classified as surfactants. In
analogy to lipids, which they replace in membrane protein solubilization, they
are composed of a hydrophilic head group and a hydrophobic alkyl chain. Both
lipids and detergents are known to self-associate to form different types of multimolecular assemblies. Whereas lipids will spontaneously associate to form
multilamellar structures (mono- or bilayers) in water, detergents will assemble
as micelles with their aliphatic chains oriented toward the interior of the
micelle, shielded from the aqueous environment, and their polar heads in contact with the solvent. Detergents are primarily classified according to the nature
of the hydrophilic head group and can be ionic, nonionic, or zwitterionic. Ionic
detergents are rather denaturing. They bind strongly to membrane proteins and
because of the charged nature of their head groups, the micellar structure and
behavior will be strongly dependent on solution parameters such as ionic
strength and pH. The potential large micelle size and charge repulsion effects in
these detergents make them unattractive for membrane protein crystallization.
On the other hand, nonionic detergents are less aggressive and allow the isolation of membrane proteins in a native state. Formation of the micellar phase is
a concentration-dependent process that is driven by hydrophobic interactions.
At a certain monomer concentration, known as the critical micelle concentration (CMC), detergent monomers assemble as micelles and start to effectively
solubilize membrane proteins. The length of the alkyl chain and the solvent
environment are the two main parameters that will affect the CMC of a particular detergent (14). Micelles are very dynamic structures that can adopt different size and shapes, which are dependent on the type, structure, concentration,
and packing of the monomers, as well as on the solvent environment (15–17).
In membrane protein crystallization we are working with a PDC, and the detergent portion of this complex can account for greater than 50% of the mass of
the particle. This ring of detergent molecules covering the hydrophobic domain
of the protein in a PDC can interfere with crystal lattice formation by preventing close approach of the particles for establishment of polar contacts.
Therefore, because of this large contribution of the detergent to the properties
of the particle, several parameters related to detergent structure and behavior
should be considered during crystallization trials. Table 1 shows some characteristics of some commonly used detergents.

Alkyl chain
length
(code name)

Aggregation
number

Micelle size MW
(kDa), stokes
radius(Å)

n-hexyl-β-D-glucopyranoside
n-heptyl-β-D-glucopyranoside
n-octyl-β-D-glucopyranoside
n-octyl-β-D-thioglucopyranoside
n-nonyl-β-D-glucopyranoside
n-nonyl-β-D-thioglucopyranoside
n-dodecyl-β-D-glucopyranoside
n-octyl-β-D-maltopyranoside
n-octyl-β-D-thiomaltopyranoside
n-nonyl-β-D-maltopyranoside
n-nonyl-β-D-thiomaltopyranoside
n-decyl-β-D-maltopyranoside
n-decyl-β-D-thiomaltopyranoside
n-undecyl-β-D-maltopyranoside
n-undecyl-β-D-thiomaltopyranoside
n-dodecyl-β-D-maltopyranoside
n-dodecyl-β-D-thiomaltopyranoside
n-hexyl-N,N-dimethylamine-N-oxide
n-decyl-N,N-dimethylamine-N-oxide
n-dodecyl-N,N-dimethylamine-N-oxide

264.4
278.4
272.4
308.4
306.4
322.4
348.5
454.4
470.6
468.5
484.6
482.6
498.6
496.6
512.7
510.6
526.6
145.4
201.4
229.4

250, 6.6
70, 1.9
18–20, 0.53
9, 0.28
6.5, 0.20
2.9, 0.093
0.19, 0.0066
19.5, 0.89
8.5, 0.40
6.0, 0.28
3.2, 0.15
1.8, 0.087
0.9, 0.045
0.59, 0.029
0.21, 0.011
0.17, 0.0087
0.05, 0.026
–
10.4b, 0.21
1–2, 0.023

–
–
27–100
–
–
–
200a
47
–
55
–
69
–
74
–
78–92
–
–
–
76

–
–
~8–25a, 15
–
–
–
~70a
~21, 15.5–21
–
26
–
33
–
37
–
40–47,29
–
–
–
17

nonanoyl-N-methylglucamide
decanoyl-N-methylglucamide

335.5
349.5

25, 0.84
6–7, 0.21

–
–

–
–

Detergent name

Table continues
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C6 (HxOG)
C7 (HpOG)
C8 (β-OG)
C8 (β-OTG)
C9 (NG)
C9 (NTG)
C12 (DDG)
C8 (OM)
C8 (OTM)
C9 (NM)
C9 (NTM)
C10 (DM)
C10 (DTM)
C11 (UDM)
C11 (UTM)
C12 (DDM)
C12 (DDTM)
C6DAO
C10DAO
C12DAO,
(LDAO)
MEGA-9
MEGA-10

Mol. mass

CMC
(mM, %)
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Table 1 (continued)
Alkyl chain
length
(code name)
Cymal5
Cymal-6
Cymal-7
C8E4
C8E5
C8E6
C10E5
C12E8
C12E9 or Thesit
C8HESO
Zwittergent
3–12

Detergent name

Mol. mass

CMC
(mM, %)

5-cyclohexyl-1-pentyl-β-D-maltoside
6-cyclohexyl-1-hexyl-β-D-maltoside
7-cyclohexyl-1-heptyl-β-D-maltoside
Polyoxyethylene(4) octylether
Polyoxyethylene(5) octyl ether
Polyoxyethylene(6) octylether
Polyoxyethylene(5) decylether
Polyoxyethylene(8) dodecyl ether
Polyoxyethylene(9) dodecyl ether
n-octyl-2-hydroxyethyl sulfoxide
n-dodecyl-N,N-dimethyl-3-ammonio1-propanesulfonate

494.5
508.5
522.5
306
350
394
378
539
583
206
335

2.4–5, 0.12
0.56, 0.028
0.19, 0.0099
7–8.5b, 0.22
4.3–9.2c, 0.15
9.9, 0.39
–
0.09, 0.0048
0.05, 0.003
30, 0.62
2.8, 0.094

Aggregation
number

Micelle size MW
(kDa), stokes
radius(Å)

66
63
–
82
–
32
–
90–120
–
–
–

33
~32
–
~25
–
~13
–
~66
~64
–
–

aValue

taken from the Calbiochem detergent booklet
from ref. 44.
cValue from ref. 70.
Most values are obtained from the Anatrace catalog unless otherwise stated.
bValue
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The length of the alkyl chain determines the size of the micelle, and a detergent with short alkyl chains will form small micelles that should be optimal for
membrane protein crystallization. In addition, because they interact with the
hydrophilic head and feet of the protein, polar head groups of the detergents can
also interfere with crystal lattice formation in a size-dependent fashion.
Although these detergents with short alkyl chains may be optimal for crystallization, it should be noted that they also tend to be more denaturing. Therefore,
when screening for the best detergent, one should take into consideration the
effect on the stability of the protein and on the formation of the crystal lattice,
and aim for an optimal alkyl chain length and size of a polar head group that will
satisfy these constraints. Interestingly, to date, the highest number of membrane
protein crystals has been obtained with n-octyl-β-D-glucopyranoside (Table 2),
an eight carbon alkyl chain length detergent that forms small micelles.
Detergents have distinct phase behavior, which have some relevancy to the
crystallization process. Above the CMC, monomers and micelles exist in
equilibrium and a clear isotropic phase indicates absence of interaction
between micelles. However, it is possible to modify this phase behavior by
forcing micellar interactions to the point where micelles will start to aggregate and the solution becomes turbid, eventually leading to two separate
immiscible phases: one detergent-rich and one detergent-poor with the PDC
concentrating in the former with precipitated detergent micelles (11,16,18).
This point, termed the “cloud point,” is specific to each detergent and is temperature dependent. The characteristic boundary in the phase transition of a
detergent is called the consolute phase boundary. An upper consolute phase
boundary is observed when a lowering of the temperature causes the phase
transition, and a lower consolute phase boundary when the temperature needs
to be raised (19). The most common detergents used in membrane protein
crystallization do not exhibit this characteristic phase transition in pure water
and for the ones that do, it does not occur at a useful temperature. However,
modifications of the same solution parameters that influence the crystallization process such as salts, precipitant, additives, and impurities will induce
this clouding behavior and shift the phase boundary to a different temperature
range (18–20). This phase separation is detrimental to crystal growth, and the
fact that many membrane protein crystals appear close to these boundaries is
indicative of the role played by micellar interactions in the crystallization
process (21–24). Therefore, one should try to optimize the experimental conditions to approach this phase boundary delicately and avoid the phase separation. A systematic investigation of the role of this phase behavior in the
crystallization of the P-type ATPase indicates that one should find conditions
that satisfy both micelle–micelle and protein–protein interactions for successful crystallization (24).

Table 2
Crystallization Conditions for Selected Membrane Proteins in Detergent Micelles
Source

Precipitant

Salt

pH

Additives

Detergents

xCMC

TºC

Method

Ref.f

Reaction
center

Rhodopseudomonas
viridis

AS 2–3 M

—

6

HT 3%,

LDAO 0.5%
TEA 3%

22

RT

VD

(26)

Reaction
center

Thermochromatium
tepidum

PEG 4K
25–45%

NaCl
360 mM

7

NaAzide 0.1%,
EDTA 0.1 mM

β-OG 15 mM

1.3

4

VD

(71)

Reaction
center

Rhodobacter
sphaeroides

KP 1.6 M

—

7.5

Dioxane 4.2%,
HT 7.35%

LDAO 0.09%

3.9

25

VD

(72)

Reaction
center

R. sphaeroides

KP 1.4 M

—

7.0

Dioxane 1%,
HT 3%

LDAO
0.09%

3.9

18

VD

(73)

LH2

Rhodopseudomonas
acidophilia

AS 2.2 M

Phosphate
0.9 M

9.5

Benzamidine
hydrochl. 2.5%

β-OG 1%

1.9

20

VD

(74)

LH2

Rhodospirillum
molischianum

AS 3.0–
3.3 M

KP
150 mM

6.5

HT 3.2%,
0.1% NaAzide

UDAO
0.2%

20

VD

(75)

PS-I

Synedococcus sp.

Salting in

MgSO4
0.1 M to 6 mM

6.4

—

DDM 0.02%

2.3

4

Dial

(76,77)

PS-II

Synechococcus
vulcanus

PEG 1450
6–7%

MgSO4
40 mM, CaCl2,
NaCl 20 mM

6.5

—

DDM 0.02%

2.3

20

Dial

(78)

Cytochrome c
oxidase

Bovine heart
mitochondria

PEG 4K

—

6.8

—

DM 0.2%

2.3

4

Batch

(79–80)

Cytochrome c
oxidasea

Paracoccus
denitrificans

PEGMME 2K,
12%

NH4Ac
400 mM

8

NaAzide 0.1%

DDM

—

20

VD

(58,59)

ba3-cytochrome c
oxidase

Thermus
thermophillus

PEG 2K 6%

—

7

—

NG 0.4%

2

20

Batch

(81)

Cytochrome bc1
complex

Bovine heart
mitochondria

PEG 4K 18%

KCl 0.5 M

7.0

Glycerol
10–20%

MEGA-10/
SPC 0.1%

0.5/

0-4

Batch

(82,83)

Protein
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Cytochrome bc1
complex

Bovine heart
mitochondria

PEG 4K
6–8%

NaCl
100 mM

6.8

—

DDM 0.015%

1.7

Cytochrome bc1
complexa

Saccharomyces
cerevisae

PEG 4K
5–6%

—

8

—

UDM 0.05%

1.7

Ubiquinol
oxidase bo3

Escherichia coli

PEG 1500
9–10%

NaCl 100 mM,
MgCl2 100 mM

7.5

—

β-OG 1%,
5% EtOH

1.9

Fumarate
reductase

E. coli

PEG 10K 10%

MgAc
85 mM

5.8

EDTA 0.1 mM,
0.001% DTT

C12E9 0.7%

Fumarate
reductase

Wolinella
succinogenes

PEG 3350
10%

NaCl
150 mM

6.4

K3Fe(CN)6
benzamidine 2.4%
DMF 5% DMN 1 mM
Malonate 1 mM

COX2,
prostaglandin
H2 synthaseb

Human

PEG 4K
17–22%

NaCl 300–
650 mM

6.7

COX2,
prostaglandin
H2 synthaseb

Murine

COX 1
prostaglandin
H2 synthase1b

Sheep

Squalene
cyclase

Alicyclobacillus
acidocaldarius

Porin ompF

E. coli

Maltoporin
(lamb)

Salmonella
typhimurium

Maltoporin
(lamb)

E. coli

Porin

Rhodobacter
capsulatus

PEGMME 550 NaCl 100 mM
20–34%
MgCl2
10–240 mM
PEG 4K
4–8%

NaCl 100–
200 mM

Na Citrate 0.1 M
PEG 2K
10.5%

MgCl2
700 mM

PEG 1500
28-32%
PEG 2K
15–18%

MgCl2
100 mM

PEG 600
23–30%

LiCl 300 mM

VD

(84)

VD

(85)

4

VD

(86,87)

233

—

VD

(88)

DDM 0.05%
DM 0.2%

6, 2.3

—

VD

(89)

—

C8E5 0.5%

3.3

—

VD

(90)

8.0

—

β-OG 0.6%

1.1

18

VD

(91)

6.7

—

β-OG 0.6%

1.1

—

VD

(92)

4.8

0.01%
LDAO

C8E4 0.3%

1.4

—

VD

(93,94)

9.8

—

C8HESO 0.6%
C8E4 0.1%

1/0.45

—

Dial

(95)

7.5

—

C8E4 0.3 %
0.8% C6DAO

1.4

18

VD

(96)

7

—

C12E9 0.1%
DM 0.4%

RT

Dial

(97)

33/4.6

C8E4 0.6%

2.7

20

VD

(98)

—

4

(Table continues)

Table 2 (continued)
Protein
Porin ompX

Source
E. coli

Precipitant
2-propanol
30%

Salt

pH

Additives

Detergents

xCMC

TºC

Method

Ref.f

CaCl2
200 mM

4.6

Glycerol 20%

C8E4 0.6%

2.7

RT

VD

(99)

5.1

MPD 10%

C8E4 0.6%

2.7

20

9.8

—

C8HESO 0.6%
C8E4 0.1%

1/0.45

7.5

—

β-OG 2%

3.7

200

VD

(100)

Dial

(101)

17

VD

(102)

1.9

4

VD

(103)

C10E5 1%

—

—

VD

(104)

—

β-OG 1.2%
C6DAO 1%
HpOG 1%

2.3/ 0.52

17

VD

(105,
106)

—

PEG 200 3%,
cis-inositol 1%
Glycerol 20%

C10DAO 0.8%

3.8

18

VD

(107,
108)

NaCl
350 mM

8

Glycerol 10%,
NaN3 2 mM,
HT 1.75%

LDAO 0.06%

2.6

21

VD

(109,
110)

PEG
13–14%

Ca-acetate
400 mM

6.5

Glycerol
20%

DDM 0.05%

5.7

18

VD

(111)

Gluconobacter
suboxydans

PEG 3350
6%

AS 150 mM

4.5

—

DDM
0.34 mM

2

4

VD

(112)

E. coli

PEG 1500
6–12%

NaCl
10 mM

7.5–8.2

EtOH 5%

β-OG 1%

1.9

4

VD

(113)

Porin ompA

E. coli

PEG 8K 12%

Porin ompK36

Klebsiella
pneumoniae

PEG 2K 15%

Porin omp32

Comamonas
acidovorans

Li2SO4
1.3–1.4 M

Porin ompT

E. coli

MPD 28%

NaCl 0.5 M

5.5

—

β-OG 1%

OpcA

Neisseria
meningitidis

PEG 4K
10–20%

ZnAc 150 mM
ZnCl2 50 mM

7.5

HpOG 0.5%

Sucrose
porin ScrY

S. typhimurium

PEG 2K
12–15%

MgSO4 20 mM,
LiCl 100 mM

7.7

FhuA

E. coli

PEGMME 2K
11%

—

FepA

E. coli

PEG 1000
28%

MalFGK2

Thermococcus
litoralis

Type III ADHb
Fdh-N

MgCl2
500 mM

GlpF

E. coli

PEG 2K 28%

APQ1c

Bovine RBC

PEGMME 550
20%

MscL

Mycobacterium
tuberculosis

SERCA1ad

Rabbit sarcoplasmic

MgCl2
300 mM

8.9

Glycerol 15%
DTT 5 mM

β-OG
35 mM

1.8

—

VD

(114)

7.5

—

NG 13 mM

2

4

VD

(115,
116)

TEG
23–27%

AS
100–120 mM

3.6–3.8

GdCl3 1–3 mM
or SmCl3
(in D2O)

DDM 0.05%

5.7

4

VD

(5)

Na butyrate
0.8 M

CaCl2 10 mM,
MgCl2 3 mM

6.1

NaN3 2.5 mM
DTT 0.2 mM,
2.75 M glycerol

—

—

—

—

(46)

reticulum
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TolC

E. coli

PEGMME 2K
12.5%

NaCl 400 mM
MgCl2 20 mM

7.4

PEG 400 10%
HT 1.5%

β-OG,
DDG, HxOG,
HpOG 0.6%

—

25

VD

(117)

AcrB

E. coli

PEG 4K
7%

KNO3 20–
50 mM

5.6–6.5

Glycerol 10%
DTT 20 mM

DDM 0.1%

11.4

25

VD

(118)

KcsA

Streptomyces
lividans

PEG 400
48%

CaCl2 200 mM
KCl
150 mM

7.5

DTT 2 mM

LDAO 5 mM

3.3

20

VD

(6)

ClC chloride
channel

E. coli

PEG 400
34%

Na2SO4 50 mM
Li2SO4 50 mM

8.5

—

OM 45 mM

2.4

20

VD

(119)

ClC chloride
channel

S. typhimurium

PEG 400 Na2SO4 75–100 mM 4.6
26–31% Li2SO4 75–100 mM

—

OM 45 mM

2.4

20

VD

(119)

KvAP

Aeropyrum
pernix

MthK Ca-gated
K channel

Methanobacterium
thermoautotrophicum

BR

Halobacterium
halobium

PEG 400
16–20%
or MME 350

CdCl2 150–
200 mM KCl
100 mM

5.0

—

β-OG 30 mM

1.6

20

VD

(120)

PEG 350MME
23–26%

CaCl2 200 mM,
KCl 100 mM

6.5

—

LDAO 5 mM

3.3

20

VD

(121)

AS 2.4–3.1 M

AP 750 mM

5.6

β-OG 1%

1.9

4

VD

(122,
123)

Benzamidine 1%
ac. 1%

D,L-pipecolic

(Table continues)

Table 2 (continued)
Protein
Rhodopsin

Source
Bovine

Precipitant

Salt

pH

Additives

Detergents

xCMC

AS 3–3.4 M

ZnAc 65–
90 mM

6.0–6.4

β-ME 5–7 mM
HT 0.55–0.75%

NG
0.45–0.55%

2.2–2.7

TºC

Method

Ref.f

—

VD

(47)

202

OMPLA

E. coli

MPD 25–29%

CaCl2 1 mM

5.9

—

β-OG 1.5%

2.8

22

VD

(124)

MAO-Be

Human

PEG 4K
12%

Li2SO4 70 mM,
KP 25 mM

6.5

—

LDAO 2.6 mM
or Zwittergent
3–12 8.5 mM

1.7/3

4

VD

(125)

BtuCD

E. coli

PEG 2K
21%

Mg-nitrate
0.3 M

8.0

MDP 0.8%
(D2O)

LDAO 1%

43

—

VD

(4)

α-hemolysin

Staphylococcus
aureus

AS 2.5 M
PEGMME–
5K 0.25%

Na-cacodylate
75 mM

7.4

—

β-OG 25 mM

1.3

RT

VD

(126)

LacY

E. coli

PEG 400
27–30%

CaCl2
200 mM

7.0

1,6-hexanediol 3%

CHAPS 0.8 mM
DDM 0.01%

0.1/1.1

20

VD

(127)

GlpT

E. coli

PEGMME 2K
25–27%

NaCl 5–
100 mM

8.5–
8.9

SrCl2 or MgCl2
5 mM MPD 5%,
glycerol 20%

DDM 0.1–
0.25%, C12E9
0.04–0.1%

11–29/
13–33

15–20

—

(48)

PEG 6K 7%

Li2SO4
100 mM

5.0

MPD 5%, DTT
0–20 mM

LDAO
2 mM

1.3

—

VD

(128)

PEG 1450
6-7%

MgSO4 40 mM,
CaCl2 20 mM
NaCl 20 mM

6.0

—

DDM
0.02%

2.3

20

Dial

(78)

FAAHb

Rat

PSII

Thermosynechococcus
vulcanus

Fdn-N

E .coli

c10FoF1-ATP
synthase

S. cerevisae

NarGHI

E. coli

aAntibody

PEG 1500
6–12%

NaCl 100 mM,
MgCl2 100 mM

7.5–
8.2

EtOH
5%

β-OG 1%

1.9

4

VD

(129)

PEG 6K
12%

NaCl 150 mM,
MgCl2 2 mM

8.0

AMP-PNP 1 mM,
ADP 40 µM,
DTT 1 mM,
trehalose 50 mM,
glycerol 10%,
EDTA 1 mM

DDM 0.1%

11

4

MB

(130)

PEG 3K 20% NaAc 200 mM
KCl 200 mM

7.0

EDTA
5 mM

Thesit 0.7 mM

14

—

VD

(131)

203

complex crystals.
membrane proteins crossing the membrane only once.
cCrystals obtained from deglycosylated protein.
dType I crystals in the absence of detergents.
eNot clearly classified as a membrane protein.
fReferences given correspond to papers where the crystallization conditions have been reported.
ADP, adenosine diphosphate; AMP-PNP, 5′-adenylyl-imidodiphosphate; AP, ammonium phosphate; AS, ammonium sulfate; ATP, adenosine triphosphate; β-OG, n-octyl-β-D-glucopyranoside; C10DAO, n-decyl-N,N-dimethylamine-N-oxide; C6DAO, n-hexyl-N,N-dimethylamine-N-oxide; CxEx,
Polyoxyethylene(E), (C)Ether; C8HESO, n-octyl-2-hydroxyethyl sulfoxide; DDG, n-dodecyl-β-D-glucopyranoside; DDM, n-dodecyl-β-D-maltopyranoside; dial, dialysis; DM, n-decyl-β-D-maltopyranoside; DMF, dimethylformamide; DMN, dimethylnaphthoquinone; DTT, dithiothreitol; EtOH, ethanol;
HT, 1,2,3-heptanetriol; HxOG, n-hexyl-β-D-glucopyranoside; HpOG, n-heptyl-β-D-glucopyranoside; KP, potassium phosphate; MEGA-10, decanoyl-Nmethylglucamide; MME, monomethyl ether; MPD, 2-methyl-2,4,-pentanediol; NG, n-nonyl-β-D-glucopyranoside; OM, n-octyl-β-D-maltopyranoside;
PEG, polyethylene glycol; SPC, short chain phosphatidyl choline; TEG, triethylene glycol; UDAO, n-undecyl-N,N-dimethylamine-N-oxide (C11DAO);
UDM, n-undecyl-β-D-maltopyranoside; VD, vapor diffusion.
bMonotopic
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3.1.2. Special Additives
Knowing that micelle size and shape influence the close approach of the
polar surfaces of the proteins in a PDC, manipulation of these parameters by the
addition of special additives is expected to affect crystal lattice formation. The
small amphiphile concept was proposed on the basis that detergent micelles
might be too large to fit in the protein’s crystal lattice (9). It was shown that the
use of these small polar additives significantly reduced the size of certain detergent micelles (25), and their use was essential in obtaining crystals of a bacterial photosynthetic reaction center (26). A large number of these compounds
were tested on bacteriorhodopsin crystals and the most effective was 1,2,3-heptanetriol. This small amphiphile (like many others) has limited effect on the
CMC of several detergents used in membrane protein crystallization, but significantly affects the cloud point temperature, indicating a predominant effect
on micellar interactions (9,19), which will eventually reflect on the establishment of polar interactions at the surface of the proteins for crystal lattice formation. This effect on the cloud point is not general, as these compounds have
limited effect on the crystallization of membrane proteins in the presence of
alkyl maltoside detergents (9,19). Attempts to generate new types of
amphiphiles for solubilization and/or crystallization of membrane proteins have
been limited. Recently however, new classes of compounds have been created
and were shown to be efficient in stabilizing membrane proteins in detergentfree aqueous solution. Amphipols are synthetic polymers able to exchange for
detergent and stabilize several membrane proteins by wrapping their hydrophobic side chains around the hydrophobic regions of the protein leaving their
strong hydrophilic backbone to interact with the solvent (27,28). Tripod
amphiphiles are conformationally rigid amphiphilic compounds built from a
rigid quaternary carbon center that are able to solubilize and stabilize membrane proteins (29,30). Lipopeptide detergents are amphiphilic compounds
built on a peptide scaffold supporting two alkyl chains (31). A proof of concept
for the efficacy of these compounds came from the EM reconstruction of the
F0F1-ATP synthase in the presence of amphipols (32), crystallization of the K+
channel (30) and stabilization of the chloroplast F0F1-ATP synthase (unpublished results) in the presence of tripod amphiphiles, and the stabilization of
lac-permease by lipopeptides against aggregation (31).
3.2. Sample Preparation
3.2.1. Protein Purification and Characterization
As for soluble proteins, the initial step and primary requirement toward
structure determination of a membrane protein is to obtain sufficient amounts
of pure and well-characterized protein. If recombinant technologies are avail-
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able for the protein being investigated, the use of affinity tags is a good advantage for purification and downstream processing, such as detergent exchange
and refolding. These tags also allow rapid purification, minimizing the steps
required to get pure protein. In addition, it offers the possibility of engineering
the target to make it more stable and amenable to crystallization (see Note 1).
The methods used should provide highly pure and homogeneous protein and be
designed to minimize appearance of microheterogeneities created by either proteolysis, local denaturation, complex dissociation, variable stoichiometry of
bound lipids, and posttranslational modifications. As membrane proteins
require detergents for solubilization, one has to screen for the best detergent
that will result in high yields of soluble and active protein. Apart from its efficiency in the extraction process, the main considerations in choosing a detergent for solubilization should be effect on bioactivity of the protein, compatibility with downstream purification schemes, ease of removal, and stability and
solubility in the working conditions (33). An activity assay will help probe the
integrity of the membrane protein in different detergents. Usually, the best
detergents for solubilization are nonionic detergents with low CMCs. An excess
of detergent, several folds above the CMC, is desirable for complete solubilization: in the range of 0.1 to 5% (v/v) for nonionic detergents. The concentration of membrane proteins should be kept above 1 mg/mL and the detergent:protein ratio around 10:1 to insure complete extraction of the lipids and
formation of single protein–detergent complex per micelle. Once soluble and
active protein has been obtained, classical chromatographic supports are used
for further purification. The protein–detergent complex can be purified to
homogeneity by density-gradient centrifugation, ion exchange, chromatofocusing, size exclusion, and affinity chromatography. Each of these methods have
their pros and cons, and a combination is often preferable and necessary to get
pure protein (see Notes 2–4). Detailed descriptions and usefulness of several
protocols for membrane protein purification are available in refs. 34 and 35.
Speed of purification is another important parameter for bioactivity. The advent
of perfusion chromatography significantly reduces the time required for every
purification steps, and enables one to rapidly get the protein in a more stable
environment (36). Affinity purification with a specific ligand also guarantees
that the active conformation of the protein has been purified and is especially
handy if refolding has been performed (see Note 5). Resulting from their intrinsic nature, membrane proteins tend to form aggregates. Monodispersity being a
stringent requirement for crystallization, size-exclusion chromatography should
be performed to guarantee a monodisperse protein solution prior to crystallization. For this polishing step, care must be taken to choose the right analytical
column with a good separation range, and the highest possible resolution (see
Note 6). At every purification step, the level of purity should be monitored by
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SDS-gel electrophoresis. Native gels and isoelectricfocusing are extremely
helpful in monitoring the homogeneity of the preparation and should be performed at the end of the procedure, after detergent exchange and after prolonged storage.
3.2.2. Protein Concentration and Storage
Once purified, the protein has to be concentrated prior to crystallization trials.
At this stage, the solution should be exchanged for one with low buffer concentration (5–10 mM), no salt when possible (see Note 7), and a detergent concentrations one- to twofold above the CMC (see Note 8). One should aim for a protein concentration of approx 10 mg/mL or 10–100 µM (10). Chromatography
and ultrafiltration are the most common methods used for the concentration step.
Many types of ultrafiltration devices exist. When starting from large volumes,
centripreps (Amicon Inc.) are preferred to others (stir cells, centricon) because
their geometry prevents concentration of the protein on the membrane, which
might lead to irreversible aggregation. For volumes up to 500 µL, use microcon
filter devices (Amicon Inc.). The main drawback with these ultrafiltration
devices is the risk of concentrating the detergent micelle. The use of filters with
the highest molecular weight cut-off allowed by the protein being concentrated,
or the exchange of the detergent for one with smaller micelle size or higher
CMC, should help prevent this. To completely avoid this effect of the ultrafiltration devices, it is advisable, when possible, to use chromatographic techniques
(affinity or ion exchange) followed by dialysis (see Notes 9 and 10). Be aware
that additional delipidation can occur in a second chromatographic run and will
alter the lipid–protein–detergent stoichiometry introducing some sample heterogeneity that can undermine the subsequent crystallization efforts (see Note 11).
Not every protein tolerates long-term storage at 4 or –20°C. When storage is
necessary, it is recommended to flash-freeze the sample in liquid nitrogen and
store at –80°C. Small aliquots of the concentrated protein in Eppendorf tubes
are plunged into liquid nitrogen or alternatively, as suggested by Bergfors (37),
drops of concentrated protein can be directly added to liquid nitrogen solution
and transferred to –80°C. In some cases, this procedure will affect the stability
of the protein and addition of glycerol may be necessary. Store the protein at
high concentration and avoid freeze–thaw cycles. Activity of the protein and
reproducibility of crystals should be verified after thawing.
3.2.3. Detergent Exchange
As discussed earlier, the detergent type is probably the most important variable in the crystallization of membrane proteins. Stabilization of membrane
proteins in a PDC is affected by the length of the alkyl chain of the detergent
(8) and for certain membrane proteins, a one-carbon difference in the alkyl
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chain length of a particular family of detergent can make the difference between
crystal and no crystals (38,39). Therefore, thorough screening of detergents
should be performed during crystallization trials. The best way to achieve complete exchange is by ion exchange or affinity chromatography. Dialysis and
size-exclusion chromatography are rather inefficient because they often do not
permit complete detergent exchange, especially for large micelles. On the other
hand, repeated cycles of dilution/concentration with ultrafiltration devices suffer from the same limitations as the one mentioned at the concentration step,
namely concentration of the detergent (see Note 12). With the appropriate
chromatographic support, thorough washing of the protein bound to the column
will warrant complete exchange. However, the extent of this washing step
should take into consideration the delipidation occurring while the protein is
bound to the column, and one should limit the volume to the minimum required
for complete exchange. Usually, 5- to 10-column volume should suffice. A onestep elution with high-eluant concentration should be performed to avoid diluting the protein.
3.3. Crystallization
3.3.1. Classical
Crystallization of membrane proteins is a challenging and time-consuming
endeavor (11). However, it is not an insurmountable one, and similar crystallization techniques applied to soluble proteins can be used. When crystallizing
a membrane protein, multiple physicochemical parameters have to be screened.
However, the difficulty in this field comes from the additional level of parameterization introduced by the detergent. Each of the traditional parameters has to
be screened against a whole array of detergents. Although choosing the best
detergent for crystallization remains a trial-and-error procedure, the best initial
candidates should correlate with the ones in which the protein was still active
at the solubilization test stage and have moderate-to-high CMCs because these
will form small micelles. The protein should stay soluble during the length of
the crystallization process, and therefore sufficient detergent should be present.
Working at concentrations one- to twofold the CMC is a good starting point.
With the appropriate precipitant, crystallization will occur by driving the protein–detergent complex/solvent system into a state of reduced solubility where
a certain degree of supersaturation will be attained and polar contacts between
neighboring molecules will be established for lattice formation to occur.
Additional considerations in membrane protein crystallization are related to the
physical properties of the detergent used and the effect of solvent environment
on these properties relevant to their role in the crystallization process (such as
CMC and cloud point). If some phase separation is observed in certain drops, a
more systematic investigation around this condition aiming at controlling more
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tightly the micellar attraction should be performed. Solvent components and
physical conditions (precipitating agents, temperature, small amphiphiles, and
others) that will affect the consolute-phase boundary should be investigated
(18,22,40). Precise investigation of the phase behavior of a particular detergent
in different crystallization conditions will help to better rationalize the screening process. The aim is to bring the PDC into an area that will promote optimal
micelle–micelle and protein–protein interaction for crystallization to occur.
This strategy was successfully applied to the crystallization of α-hemolysin
(41), and the P-type ATPase (24). Another consideration is the crystallization
method. As mentioned in the crystallization chapter by T. Bergfors (see Chapter
7), crystallization drops can be set with different methods: vapor diffusion in
the sitting- or hanging-drop configuration, microbatch under different type of
oils, and dialysis. The hanging-drop method suffers from the drawback of the
reduced surface tension on the cover slide due to the detergent, which limits the
volume of the drop; therefore, it is better to perform vapor diffusion in the sitting-drop configuration. In the microbatch under oil and dialysis method, equilibration between drop and reservoir is very fast and might be a problem for
crystal growth. However, the advantage of these methods is that the concentration of the components does not vary, and detrimental effects of high concentration of detergent can be ruled out during the crystallization process.
Detergent cost might be an issue in the dialysis method because, in contrast to
the vapor diffusion technique, it has to be present both in the drop and the reservoir. It has been suggested that membrane protein crystallization in oil might be
driven by a slow diffusion of the detergent from the protein solution to the surrounding oil, thereby reducing the solubility of the protein (42). However, it
was recently demonstrated that no significant loss occurs from dissolution of
the detergent into the oil. It is thus safe to assume that the detergent concentration remains constant during the crystallization process (43).
According to the reported data in the literature (see Table 2), most membrane proteins have been crystallized in PEG solutions with or without the addition of salts. However, in the initial stages of screening, it is advisable to get a
broad idea of the behavior of the protein in different precipitants (“know your
protein, know your PDC”). Using the grid-screening strategy will provide valuable information that will permit a better use of the crystallization data we will
obtain from the larger scale commercial screens. Set up PEG, PEG/salt, or salt
screens vs pH using different molecular weight PEGs and different salts and a
pH interval of 0.5 unit. Perform these screens with a drop size of 1 + 1 µL (protein + reservoir), and keep a thorough record of the results for future reference.
Thereafter, set up the commercial screens. For starters, membrane protein-specific screens (Jena Biosciences, Hampton Research, Molecular Dimensions)
should be used because they have been specifically designed for these proteins.
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However, even these do not completely cover the whole crystallization space,
and a more systematic screening based on knowledge about the properties of
the protein (pI, stabilization factors, temperature sensitivity, and so on) and the
detergent should be performed. A strategy that provides a direct comparison of
different detergents for the same crystallization condition is presented in the
methodology section. Incubating crystallization plates at different temperatures
will provide some information on the effect of the different crystallization conditions on the consolute boundary of the detergents and help us rationalize the
design of further crystallization experiments. A single of these membrane protein screens can generate a few others by investigating different temperatures
for several detergents with or without amphiphiles added to the protein stock.
If sample availability is not a problem, the other additional commercial screens
could also be set up (Jena Biosciences, Hampton Research, deCODE Genetics,
Molecular Dimensions). However, one should be aware that many of these
screens contain conditions that are not membrane protein-friendly, such as high
PEG concentrations and organic solvents, and one should consider diluting the
precipitant in these.
Very often, other components are needed to induce crystallization. Additives
are used to manipulate protein–solvent and protein–protein interactions, and
also to stabilize the protein (specific ligand). In the membrane protein field,
however, some have an additional role in the modification of the micelle shape
and size. Additives that have a specific effect in membrane protein crystallization include other detergents with different micelle size (to form mixed
micelles), small amphiphiles, and organic solvents. They often need to be added
to the protein stock solution before setting up the crystallization experiment.
One additive that has been particularly successful for membrane proteins is
1,2,3-heptanetriol. Considering their effect on the cloud point, these small
amphiphilic compounds should also be screened at different temperatures.
Commercial additive screens, as well as detergent screens, are available and
should be used during the search for crystallization conditions and the optimization stage. One type of additive that has not been extensively investigated
is the lipids. It is difficult to control the amount of lipids that remain bound to
the protein after purification, and it was previously believed that total delipidation was preferable for successful crystallization (44,45). However, in some
instances, their presence was necessary to obtain crystals (46–49). For certain
cases, it may be necessary to have lipids present during the whole process of
solubilization and purification as a stabilizing factor (50). Therefore, it is considered a good practice to verify the lipid content of the purified protein using
thin layer chromatography and an enzymatic phosphorous assay for quantification. The results of these measurements should be correlated with activity
assays and the homogeneity and monodispersity of the sample. During the
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screening for different additives, different lipids should also be investigated.
The source of lipids added need not to be from the original membrane as shown
for the cytochrome b6f (51).
3.3.2. New Development
Considering the importance of lipids in the stabilization and crystallization
of membrane proteins, the group of Rosenbusch in Basel has proposed a crystallization method in which the protein would be kept in a membranous environment throughout crystallization (52). It was observed that the lipidic cubic
phase could reproduce the lateral pressure that the protein experiences in the
native membrane in contrast to the reduced constraints experienced in a detergent micelle, resulting in less conformational freedom of the protein. This cubic
phase is a continuous 3D curved lipid bilayer in which the membrane protein
incorporates and diffuses laterally to establish contacts between apolar domains
of neighboring proteins; polar contacts in the third dimension are also establish
to create this ordered stack characteristic of type I 3D-crystals. High-resolution
diffracting crystals of bacteriorhodopsin (53,54) and halorhodopsin (55) have
been obtained with this technique. In order to form this cubic phase, the dry
lipid (most commonly, mono-olein [see Note 13]) is mixed with aqueous buffer
containing the protein detergent solution by centrifugation or with an extruder
(12) until formation of the cubic phase (see Note 14), as indicated by the transparent nonbirefringent gel-like appearance of the material. Crystallization is
initiated by addition of the precipitant to the preformed cubic phase.
Alternatively, all components necessary for crystallization can be mixed with
the lipid prior to formation of the cubic phase. One should be aware that the
components of the crystallization mixture (precipitant, detergent, buffer, and so
on) can affect the formation of the cubic phase, and their effects should be
investigated beforehand. A systematic investigation of the effect of certain commercial crystallization screens has started (56), and showed varying compatibility with the cubic phase at different temperatures. Crystals obtained from the
cubic phase can be harvested with cryoloops after mechanical disruption of the
cubic phase, or after enzymatic or detergent treatment of the cubic phase (57)
and flash-frozen for data collection (see Note 15). Currently, several membrane
proteins have been crystallized with this method, and continuous efforts in
improving the experimental setup, investigation of new lipids, and the refinement of our understanding of how membrane protein crystals grow in this system will soon make this new methodology more attractive for membrane protein crystallization.
Most membrane protein crystals are of type II, with crystal contacts provided by the polar surfaces of the protein exposed to the aqueous solvent.
Membrane proteins have various ratios of hydrophobic/hydrophilic surface
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areas, and for many, this ratio favors the hydrophobic transmembrane domains.
The presence of such small hydrophilic area is a barrier to the productive establishment of contacts for crystal lattice formation. In addition, the detergent ring
shielding the transmembrane domains can be seen as a steric wall preventing
the close approach of these hydrophilic groups. Therefore, strategies that will
expand the hydrophilic surface area should facilitate the establishment of these
desired contacts for crystallization. One strategy that is being employed is to
use an intermediary such as a specific high-affinity antibody. This strategy pioneered by the group of Michel in Frankfurt, Germany (58), relies on generating
Fab fragments from monoclonal antibodies recognizing discontinuous epitopes
on the target protein, with high affinity. It has proven very successful in getting
crystals and improving diffraction limits of various membrane proteins
(59–62). In addition, because of the high specificity of the antigen–antibody
interaction, these antibodies are valuable purification tools providing often a
single-step immunoaffinity purification protocol. Another way to increase the
polar surface of a membrane protein for crystallization purposes is to form complexes with partner soluble proteins. This can be done after purification of both
partners or by expression of a fusion protein. Similar attempts have been investigated for the β-adrenergic receptor (63), the lac permease (64), and
cytochrome bo3 ubiquinol oxidase (65).
When crystals are obtained, their diffraction quality will be assessed by X-ray
diffraction analysis, and lead our search for improved crystallization conditions.
It is routine these days to collect X-ray diffraction data from flash-frozen crystals previously cryoprotected by some modification of the mother liquor (66).
However, finding the right cryoprotection protocol for membrane proteins can be
difficult, and diffraction quality should be determined at room temperature or
4°C in a capillary before cryogenic data collection. It is also a good practice to
verify the content of the crystal by gel electrophoresis or mass spectrometry as
detergent crystals can sometime be mistaken for protein (see Note 16).
3.4. General Methodology
3.4.1. Purification
The purification protocol will be protein dependent, and one should optimize
the solubilization procedure for high yield and purity of active protein.
1. Test different detergents for optimal solubilization and/or stabilization. An example of detergent screening for solubilization is provided in the chapter on the glutamate receptor by Madden and Safferling (see Chapter 3).
2. In certain cases, a combination of detergents might be better suited for optimal solubilization.
3. Insure that the protein is homogeneous and monodisperse using analytical sizeexclusion chromatography or dynamic light scattering (see Chapter 6). This is
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especially important when screening the different detergents. An alternative
method for this has been proposed and consists in verifying sample homogeneity
by negative-stain electron microscopy (67).
Keep in mind that in particular cases, additives used during solubilization can
improve the yields of active protein substantially. Addition of lipids, small
amphiphiles, specific ligands, or inhibitors should be tested.
In preparation for the screening of different detergents for crystallization, at the end
of the purification protocol, prior to concentration, split the protein in different
aliquots. If only ion exchange is used (i.e., no tags are present for metal or
immunoaffinity chromatography), dilute the aliquots to decrease salt concentration
(see Note 17). To perform concentration and detergent exchange simultaneously,
pre-equilibrate a hi-trap column (the type will depend on the binding mode; a good
selection is available from Amersham Biosciences) with the target detergent in the
appropriate buffer. Load the protein and wash with 5- to 10-column volumes of
buffer containing the new detergent. Elute with four to five 500-µL pulses of eluent containing the target detergent at the desired concentration and collect in separate tubes. The concentrated protein in the new detergent should be in fractions two
and three for a 1-mL hi-trap column.
It is a good idea to run a native gel to verify the aggregation state of the protein in
the new detergent before crystallization.
Dialyze fractions containing protein against buffer of low ionic strength (5–10 mM)
containing detergent at one- to twofold the CMC and any additive required to stabilize the protein.

3.4.2. Crystallization of a PDC
1. Prior to setup, centrifuge the samples in an ultracentrifuge for 30 min at 160,000g
and transfer the protein in a new tube, taking care not to disturb any pellet that
might have formed from aggregated protein.
2. With the protein available in three different detergents, start by setting up grid
screens of PEGs, PEG + salt, and salt vs pH. Then, set the commercial membrane
protein screens (MembFac from Hampton Research, MemStart and MemSys from
Molecular Dimensions Ltd., JBS membrane screens from Jena Biosciences) in the
96-well format plates. In vapor diffusion, use the crystal-quick plates to allow
direct comparison of the different detergents.
3. Try to set up all the screens with the same protein preparation and keep an aliquot
frozen. Different protein stocks may behave differently. Therefore, if you obtain
crystals from a particular preparation, make sure that you have an aliquot stored
away in case the crystals cannot be reproduced from another purification.
4. Setups should be performed with 1 µL protein and 1 µL reservoir against a 150 µL
reservoir solution. It is not necessary to add detergent to the reservoir solution.
Three wells are available per reservoir and allow the simultaneous screening of three
different detergents (e.g., same head group and different chain length). Prepare
plates in triplicate, seal with the clear seal film, and store at 4, 16, and 22°C.
5. For microbatch crystallization under oil, fill the reservoirs of a 96-well microbatch
plate with 200 µL paraffin oil. Dispense 1 µL protein solution and 1 µL crystal-
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lization screen solution at the bottom of the well in the oil. Make sure the drops
coalesce. Cover the plates and incubate at controlled temperatures.
After 1 d, observe the plates and record conditions where phase separation has
occurred, as well as conditions where precipitate and/or crystals are visible.
Categorize these conditions according to precipitant, salt, pH, and temperature.
For wells where crystals appeared, reproduce the condition, and screen different
additives. The additive screens from Hampton Research and Molecular
Dimensions are good starting points but are somewhat incomplete for membrane
proteins. One should also screen for the effect of polar additives to evaluate the
small amphiphile concept. In addition to the new ones mentioned in Subheading
3.1.2., a good list of these can be found in refs. 9 and 41. Nonvolatile additives can
be added to the crystallization drop only, whereas volatile additives should also be
present in the reservoir. The effect of amphiphilic additives should be investigated
at different temperatures because they will affect the phase boundary of the detergent. Do not forget to use lipids as additives.
In addition, the detergent screen from Hampton Research should be used as an additive screen to verify the influence of mixed micelles on the quality of the crystals.
For conditions in which phase separation occurred, one should screen pure detergent solutions against varying concentrations of salt and precipitant, in order to
identify the phase separation boundary conditions.
The result of this latter screen are then used to design a new crystallization screen
for the PDC with concentrations of precipitant and/or salt slightly lower that the
one that induced phase separation of the pure detergent micelle. These conditions
should be optimal for crystallization of the PDC away from the cloud point.

4. Notes
1. If one were having difficulties crystallizing a particular membrane protein, a surrogate to mutagenesis would be to look for a different isoform or a homolog in a different species. You might improve not only the expression levels, but also the ease
of crystallization (4–6).
2. In the purification procedure, a good initial step is to perform a stringent wash of
the membrane fraction to remove tightly bound peripheral proteins. Use urea-alkaline treatment, high salt, and EDTA washes (68).
3. Ion exchange and chromatofocusing have been shown to significantly reduce the
amount of lipids resulting in destabilization of membrane proteins.
4. When working with large membrane protein complexes inserted in detergent
micelles, there is a size-exclusion limit of some ion-exchange matrices not initially intended for this type of separation. These large protein–detergent complexes
will not have access to the entire volume of the particles for binding and, therefore,
will bind only to the surface of the beads, resulting in a reduced capacity of the
columns.
5. When purifying by affinity with specific ligands, binding is often very tight and
extreme conditions (very low pH), not very protein-friendly, are required to elute
the protein from the column. This might have some irreversible effect on the active
conformation of the protein.
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6. Size-exclusion chromatography is a useful method to separate protein aggregates
that membrane proteins tend to form. One should be aware of the low resolution of
this method when working with protein–detergent micelles. It is preferable to work
with detergent having a small micelle size (the protein should be stable in such
detergents).
7. During concentration many proteins precipitate and various amounts of salt might
be necessary to maintain solubility. In this case include a small amount of NaCl (25
mM or higher, using the minimum required).
8. At the final protein concentration step, the amount of detergent present should take
into consideration the dilution factor that will be introduced when forming the
crystallization drops.
9. When concentrating by chromatography, use the smallest quantity of resin that will
allow binding of the whole amount of protein to achieve the highest concentration
possible. Elution usually requires one- to two-column volume. For dialysis, use the
small microdialyzers from Pierce. They have a maximal capacity of 100–200 µL
and come in different molecular weight cutoffs. In addition, if one needs to perform
an additional concentration, these devices can be placed in a dish containing a dry
powder, such as substituted carboxymethyl cellulose (e.g., Aquacide© from
Calbiochem) or PEG 20K as an alternative. These compounds will absorb the water
through the dialysis membrane, and concentrate the sample further. This procedure
requires no extra manipulation of the sample and is rapid.
10. If one has to screen for detergent at the crystallization stage and milligram quantities of proteins are available, the pure material should be divided prior to protein
concentration and each aliquot concentrated on a small ion-exchange column preequilibrated with the target detergent.
11. Because of the many possibilities of modifying the protein during purification, it is
advisable to always apply the same methods of purification, concentration, and
detergent exchange between preparations. This is especially important when the
initial crystallization setup has been successful.
12. One should be careful not to have too high a detergent concentration in the stock
protein because of the risk of having too many empty micelles in the solution, and
the risk of denaturation. In addition, too high concentrations increase the risk of
getting detergent crystals.
13. Monoglycerides, such as mono-olein, are hygroscopic and light sensitive. Upon
preparation, the bottle should be slowly brought up to room temperature to avoid
overcondensation.
14. When centrifuging for forming the cubic phase, several centrifugation steps with
intermittent reversal of the tube should be performed to improve the mixing of the
lipid/aqueous components (69).
15. Because the lipids in the cubic phase will produce some powder diffraction rings,
the less lipid that is frozen with the crystal, the less interference with protein diffraction data there will be.
16. Detergent crystals have also been shown to form at low temperature and could be
mistaken for protein crystals being fragile and birefringent. For a nice gallery of
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DDM crystals go to: http://www2.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/groups/stock/
F1c10/yfc.htm.
17. One should be aware that decreasing the salt concentration too much might cause
precipitation of the protein. Therefore, only dilute to a level where the remaining
salt concentration will not prevent binding to the ion-exchange column. Dialysis
may also be used to decrease the salt concentration. Basically the aliquots should
be conditioned for binding to the next column.
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11
Crystallization of Protein–DNA Complexes
Thomas Hollis

Summary
Determining the crystal structure of a protein–DNA complex can provide a wealth of information regarding protein function and mechanism. The foundation for all successful X-ray structure determination is the ability to produce diffraction-quality crystals. Crystallization of protein–DNA complexes often presents unique challenges because of the additional parameters
involved. This chapter will outline many of those challenges, including choice of DNA and formation of a stable protein–DNA complex and provide guidance in preparing for crystallization
experiments. Additionally, techniques for oligonucleotide purification, sample preparation, and
crystallization methods are provided. Careful thought and initial analysis of the protein–DNA
complex prior to crystallization experiments followed by optimization of crystallization parameters can greatly increase the likelihood of producing well-diffracting crystals.
Key Words: Crystallization; DNA purification; protein–DNA complex; DNA; oligonucleotides;
protein–DNA crystallization; X-ray crystallography.

1. Introduction
Many basic biological questions involve the structural basis for site-specific
recognition of nucleic acids by proteins. Crystal structures of protein–DNA
complexes can provide insight into protein function and DNA-binding activities, as well as guide mutational and biochemical assays. In order to determine
the crystal structure of a protein–DNA complex, however, well-ordered crystals
of the complex must be obtained. With advances in computational techniques
and phasing methods, crystallization of biomolecules is often the rate-limiting
step in X-ray crystal structure determination. Unfortunately, crystallization is
still largely a trial and error process for each new molecule or complex to be
crystallized. This chapter describes techniques for crystallizing protein–DNA
complexes, including choice and purification of DNA oligonucleotides, preparing the complex, and crystallization conditions.
From: Methods in Molecular Biology, vol. 363: Macromolecular Crystallography Protocols: Volume 1:
Preparation and Crystallization of Macromolecules Edited by: S. Doublié © Humana Press Inc., Totowa, NJ
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Crystallization of protein–DNA complexes can be considered a distinct problem to that of crystallizing the individual components. Although the general
techniques and methods of crystallization trials are similar to those employed
for crystallization of proteins or DNA alone, crystallization of a protein–DNA
complex adds another dimension of crystallization space that often must be
explored. In addition to purity and concentration of individual components, the
protein:DNA ratio, as well as the length and composition of DNA, must be considered. Like crystallization of most macromolecules this is an empirical
process. Broad screening using an array of DNAs under diverse conditions is
usually required, followed by more directed screens and optimization once initial crystals are identified.
2. Materials
1. 1 M Triethylammonium bicarbonate (TEAB) buffer: 140 mL (101 g) triethylamine
(Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), bring to 1 L with dH2O. Transfer to 2-L Erlenmeyer flask
and add crushed dry ice while stirring until pH 7.0. Filter solution through 0.45-µ
filter. Buffer can be aliquoted and frozen at –20°C until needed.
2. Anion exchange buffer A: 0.01 N NaOH, 0.1 M NaCl, and 5% acetonitrile.
3. Anion exchange buffer B: 0.01 N NaOH, 1.0 M NaCl, and 5% acetonitrile.
4. Elution buffer: 0.1 M TEAB and 30% acetonitrile.
5. Wash buffer: 25 mM TEAB.
6. 10X Tris-boric acid-EDTA (TBE) buffer: 108 g Tris base, 55 g boric acid, 40 mL
0.5 M EDTA, pH 8.0; bring to 1 L with dH2O.
7. 20% Denaturing acrylamide stock solution: 250 mL 40% acrylamide (19:1 acrylamide:bis-acrylamide) (National Diagnostics, Atlanta, GA), 240 g urea; bring to
500 mL with dH2O. Store at 4°C until needed.
8. 10X DNA-annealing buffer: 25 mM MES pH 6.5, 200 mM NaCl, and 25 mM MgCl2.
9. Formamide-loading buffer: 1 mL 10X TBE buffer, 9 mL deionized formamide
(Fluka, Basel, Switzerland), and 0.5% bromophenol blue.
10. 1.0 M Acetic acid solution.
11. Gel-fixing solution 1: 10% glacial acetic acid and 25% methanol.
12. Gel-fixing solution 2: 10% glacial acetic acid and 10% isopropanol.
13. 50 µM Dithiothreitol (DTT) solution.
14. Silver nitrate solution: 0.1% silver nitrate.
15. Developing solution: 3% sodium carbonate and 0.02% formaldehyde.
16. Stop solution: 2.3 M citric acid.
17. Chromatographic instrument with ultraviolet (UV) detection system and fraction
collector.
18. POROS® HQ10 4.6 mmD/100 mmL anion exchange column (Applied Biosystems,
Foster City, CA).
19. Electrophoresis equipment.
20. Thin-layer chromatography plate (TLC) with 366-nm fluorescent indicator (EM
Sciences, Darmstadt, Germany).
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21.
22.
23.
24.

0.2-µm Spin filter for DNA (Corning, Inc., Corning, NY).
Sep-Pak® C18 cartridge (Waters, Milford, MA).
Dialysis tubing (3350 mw cutoff) (Pierce Chemical, Rockford, IL).
Crystallization supplies: crystallization plates, cover slips, and crystallization
screens.
25. Hand-held long wavelength UV light (350- to 375-nm range).

3. Methods
3.1. DNA Sequence Choice and Length
In designing DNA to be used in crystallization trials, several important factors need to be considered, primarily the length, sequence, and composition of
the ends of the oligonucleotides. The idea is to create a structurally homogeneous population of the protein–DNA complex. Even seemingly small disturbances, such as a single base pair shift of the protein along the DNA in the complex could result in detrimental changes to the diffraction quality of the crystals
and/or quality of the final electron density maps. In crystallizing protein–DNA
complexes, experience has shown that often times it is more fruitful to experiment with a variety of DNA fragments under a relatively limited set of crystallization conditions rather than exploring more potential conditions with a limited number of DNA sequences (1).
Choosing the proper length of DNA to use in crystallization trials is an empirical process and must be determined for each new protein of interest. A general
rule is to choose a sequence of minimal length that binds tightly to the protein
and contains all necessary sequence requirements. The underlying reason for this
is to minimize the number of positions the protein can bind on the DNA, as well
as to reduce excess portions that may inhibit crystallization. Electromobility
shift assays (EMSA) can be a useful tool in determining the minimum length of
oligonucleotide necessary to form the complex. Often times, it is necessary to
create a library of DNAs of varying lengths and screen each one with the protein
in crystallization trials in order to successfully crystallize the protein–DNA complex. Beginning with a minimal binding sequence one could increase the length
of DNA until a spectrum of lengths has been explored. Additionally, doublestranded DNA (dsDNA) oligonucleotides often tend to pack end-to-end within a
crystal, forming a pseudocontinuous helix. Screening blunt-ended DNA in crystallization trials, as well as single- or double-base overhangs, which could facilitate this sort of packing, is often productive when crystallizing complexes containing dsDNA (1,2). Although both 3′ and 5′ ends have proven successful, the
overhanging bases on one strand should be complementary to the overhanging
bases on the opposite strand to allow the best end-to-end packing of the DNA.
The sequence of the DNA to be used is often dictated by the biological function
of the protein, but in the case of a protein that binds sequence independently the
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choice can be more difficult. It is important to choose a DNA sequence that allows
protein binding in a single position in order to reduce structurally heterogeneous
populations of the complex. Careful selection of the DNA sequence can help minimize mixed binding conformations that can ultimately decrease the quality of the
crystals. If single-stranded DNA is to be used often times an oligonucleotide of
uniform composition, such as poly-dT, is useful. This allows identical
protein–DNA interactions regardless of the where the protein binds on the DNA.
Similarly, when using dsDNA choosing a palindromic sequence allows the protein
to bind to either strand and maintain a structurally homogenous complex.
3.2. Sample Preparation
One of the most important considerations in crystallization experiments,
whether protein or nucleic acid, is sample purity. There is a wealth of information and general knowledge available on purification of proteins (3–5), so little
effort will be devoted here to explaining those methods. For the purpose of crystallization, however, it is generally desirable to have at least several milligrams
of highly pure protein (>99%). The protein should be buffered in 20–50 mM
buffer with any other components necessary for protein solubility such as salt,
glycerol, or reducing agent (see Note 1). The underlying idea is to let the crystallization conditions influence the pH and salt concentration rather than be
overwhelmed by the protein buffer.
Likewise, having highly purified DNA, whether synthesized oligonucleotides
or biologically isolated DNA fragments, can be critical to obtaining well-ordered
crystals of a protein–DNA complex. Typically, 300–500 nmol of purified DNA
is needed to begin crystallization trials. This is easily obtained from purification
of a 1 µmol DNA synthesis reaction. The most common methods for purifying
synthesized oligonucleotides for use in crystallization experiments are anionexchange chromatography, or polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE). The
DNA should be deprotected (protecting groups removed after synthesis), which
is normally the case for commercially ordered DNA. If necessary, this is
achieved by incubation of the DNA in 1-mL neat ammonium hydroxide in a
screw-top Eppendorf tube at 54°C for 12 h (5). The solution can then be
lyophilized and the DNA resuspended in water. (Caution: oligonucleotides with
unusual or modified bases incorporated into them may require a special deprotection procedure.) Both anion exchange and PAGE methods described here are
suitable for purification of up to a 1-µmol synthesis reaction.
3.3. Purification of DNA Oligonucleotides by Anion-Exchange
Chromatography
It is recommended that the following procedure be used for the optimization
of oligonucleotide purification on an analytical scale, until the optimal elution
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Fig. 1. Elution profile of DNA oligomer from HQ10 column. After injection, the column is developed with a short, steep gradient followed by a longer shallow gradient
(gray line) during which elution occurs. The lagging two-thirds of the peak are kept
(gray shade) (Subheading 3.3.).

for a particular oligonucleotide is known. The parameters of sample elution will
be dependent on the length of DNA oligomer. To achieve maximum resolution
of separation during purification, a two-step gradient protocol is used. First, a
short steep gradient raises the salt concentration to near the elution condition.
This is followed by a long shallow gradient during which the oligonucleotide is
eluted (Fig. 1) (see Note 2). All buffers and solutions for anion exchange should
be filtered through a 0.2-µm filter before use.
1. Attach POROS HQ10 column or other anion-exchange column to the chromatographic system and equilibrate with buffer A. The entire purification procedure will
be run at a flow rate of 4.0 mL/min. Set UV detection at 290 nm.
2. Resuspend deprotected, dried DNA oligomer in 500 µL dH2O. Filter through 0.2µm spin filter.
3. Dilute 5 µL of this oligonucleotide solution into 300 µL dH2O.
4. Inject diluted oligonucleotide onto column. Wash column with buffer A for 1 min.
5. Sample will be eluted from the column with the following profile, which requires
optimization. Short gradient from 0% anion-exchange buffer B to X% over 4 mL.
This is followed by a longer gradient of X% – X + 10% buffer B over 24 mL.
Finally, wash the column with 100% buffer B for 4 mL. The value of X will depend
on the length of the oligonucleotide. For DNA oligos of 10–20 bases 25% buffer B
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is a good place to start and 35% buffer B for oligos of 20–30 bases. The elution of
the oligonucleotide should occur during the second, shallower gradient. If it elutes
early, then lower the %B during elution (lower value of X) or raise %B if it elutes
after gradient and repeat with another diluted sample. Be sure to re-equilibrate column with buffer A before injection of next sample.
6. Once optimum elution gradients are determined, the remainder of undiluted DNA
can be loaded onto the column and purified. During the preparative purification
run, fractions should be collected over the entire protocol. Only fractions corresponding to the last two-thirds of desired peak should be kept (Fig. 1).
7. Pool peak fractions and neutralize with 10 µL of 1.0 M acetic acid solution per milliliter of fraction.
8. Neutralized DNA solution should be desalted by dialysis into 50 mM TEAB buffer
or by passage over C18 cartridge (see Subheading 3.5.).

3.4. Purification of DNA Oligonucleotides by PAGE
Purification of DNA by gel electrophoresis is an alternative to ion-exchange
chromatography. This method is more time consuming if multiple samples are
to be purified because only one or two samples can be purified at a time.
However, it has the advantage that it can be performed without the need for
expensive chromatography equipment and may provide better separation for
larger oligonucleotides (>25 bases) (5).
1. Prepare denaturing gel using 20% denaturing acrylamide stock solution (see Note
3). Add 250 µL 10% ammonium persulfate and 50 µL TEMED. Quickly pour gel
and insert comb containing a single well and allow gel to solidify.
2. Resuspend dried oligonucleotide in 50 µL of dH2O and mix with equal volume formamide-loading buffer. Load onto gel and run at 300 V (20 × 20-cm gel) or 1000
V (35 × 40-cm gel) until bromophenol blue dye is at least halfway down the gel.
3. Remove gel from plates and place on plastic wrap. Visualize DNA by placing gel
on TLC plate with UV indicator and irradiating with a hand-held, long-wavelength
UV light. The DNA will appear as dark bands. Using a razor blade cut out gel slice
containing the desired band.
4. Chop removed gel slice into small pieces and place in conical tube with 10 mL 50
mM TEAB buffer. Seal the lid of the tube with Parafilm and tumble slowly
overnight at room temperature.
5. Remove gel remnants by filtration. Freeze DNA solution on dry ice and lyophilize.
Resuspend DNA in 0.5 mL dH2O and quantitate by UV absorbance (260 nm). Dry
sample again and resuspend to the desired concentration.

3.5. Desalting DNA
Purified DNA often contains residual salts and/or buffers that are undesirable
in the final solution. By exchanging the DNA into a volatile buffer, the solution
can be dried down and resuspended in the desired final buffer. This can be
achieved by dialyzing DNA oligonucleotides into volatile buffer or alternative-
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ly by reverse-phase chromatography using a small C18 column (see Note 4).
This protocol outlines the steps for buffer exchange of purified DNA using a
Sep-Pak C18 cartridge from Waters Corporation.
1. Attach C18 column to a 10-mL syringe and wet column with 3 mL of acetonitrile.
Once column is wet it is important to prevent drying by not pushing air through it.
2. Wash acetonitrile out with 5 mL of elution buffer.
3. Equilibrate column with 10 mL wash buffer twice.
4. Load DNA onto column by passing slowly through two times.
5. Wash column with 10 mL wash buffer.
6. Slowly elute with 5 mL elution buffer.
7. Freeze solution on dry ice and lyophilize to dryness.
8. Dissolve DNA in 0.5 mL dH2O and quantitate by diluting 5 µL into 1 mL and
measuring OD260.
9. Transfer remaining solution to Eppendorf tube and dry in speed-vac. Resuspend
DNA in dH2O to desired concentration and store at –20°C.

3.6. Annealing DNA Oligonucleotides
If dsDNA is to be used in crystallization of a protein–DNA complex, the single-strand oligonucleotides will need to be annealed prior to crystallization.
Typically, it is easier to anneal concentrated DNA rather than trying to concentrate it after annealing (see Note 5) (see Subheading 3.4. about suggestions for
DNA concentration).
1. Combine equimolar amounts of oligonucleotides to be annealed in screw-top
Eppendorf tube.
2. Add 10X DNA-annealing buffer to 1X final concentration.
3. Place tube in a 250-mL beaker containing 90°C water. Let cool to room temperature.
4. Store duplex DNA at 4°C.

3.7. Protein–DNA Complex Preparation
In crystallizing a protein–DNA complex, preparing a stable, homogeneous
complex is often critical. Determining conditions that promote formation of the
complex prior to crystallization trials can often improve the chances of successfully obtaining diffraction-quality crystals. Several considerations come
into play when preparing the protein–DNA complex. One is the stoichiometry
of the components of the complex. If the complex is a single protein and DNA
molecule, a typical starting point is to have a slight excess (~10%) of DNA over
protein. If the protein–DNA complex contains multiple proteins or multiple
binding sites on the DNA, an excess of one component may not be desirable.
Again, the object is to have as homogenous a solution as possible, and not one
that could contain mixtures of protein–DNA in multiple binding states that may
not be conducive to crystal growth. For this reason it may be worth spending
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time optimizing the component ratios. This can be done by examining the complex over a series of protein–DNA ratios using the EMSA (EMSA or gel shift)
(5) to identify the ratio for maximal complex formation.
Once the optimal component ratios have been identified, the complex
should be formed in the minimal buffer conditions under which the complex is
still soluble. Formation of the complex may in some cases affect solubility.
Sometimes the solubility of the complex is greater than that of the protein
alone, in which case it may be desirable to further concentrate the complex
before crystallization trials. This is may be particularly useful if the protein has
limited solubility (<~5 mg/mL).
Another consideration in obtaining diffraction-quality crystals is the stability of the complex. Several factors come into play here as well. First is the affinity of the protein–DNA interaction. A general rule of thumb is that dissociation
constants in the micromolar range or lower are needed for crystallization of a
complex. The presence of cofactors, such as metal ions or nucleotides, may
greatly affect the interaction of protein with DNA and should be considered
when forming the complex. A caveat here is that while cofactors may promote
tighter binding they may also facilitate catalytic activity of the protein, which
may ultimately compromise the stability of the complex.
If the protein modifies the DNA in some fashion (e.g., polymerases, nucleases, glycosylases, and so on), formation of a stable complex can be trickier
still. Addition of chelating agents to remove cations or changing pH may be sufficient to prevent catalytic activity (6), but may also affect DNA binding of the
protein. In some cases, incorporation of modified nucleotides or inhibitors in
the DNA has been necessary to prevent catalytic activity in order to capture a
stable protein–DNA complex (7–10). Alternatively, complexes have been
trapped through the formation of covalent protein–DNA interactions (11,12),
by either trapping reaction intermediates or by cross-linking agents (13–15).
Another option to form a protein–DNA complex is to soak the DNA into the
protein crystals (16,17). This can be accomplished by adding DNA to the crystallization drop after protein crystals have formed or by transferring the crystals
to new drops containing DNA (see Note 6). This method presents its own set of
difficulties in that it usually only works well for short oligonucleotides, and
may disrupt existing crystal contacts, thereby destroying the crystal. The same
considerations about protein–DNA affinity and catalytic activity in cocrystallization apply to this method as well.
3.8. Crystallization Conditions
Crystallization techniques for protein–DNA complexes are similar to those
of the individual components. The vapor diffusion method (1,18), either hanging or sitting drop, is probably the most practical because it allows for rapid
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screening of many conditions. In this method a drop of concentrated protein–DNA solution is placed on a cover slip or on a bridge and mixed with an
equal amount of precipitating solution. The cover slip is then inverted and
sealed above a well containing the same precipitating solution. Equilibrium of
conditions between the well solution and drop are achieved by vapor diffusion,
which promotes the slow precipitation (and hopefully crystallization) of the
complex. One advantage to using the hanging-drop method is that the cover
slips can accommodate several drops at a time. This allows the simultaneous
screening of multiple complexes containing different oligonucleotides over a
single condition (see Note 7).
Crystallization screens are readily available from a variety of companies
(Hampton Research, Emerald Biostructures, Jena Bioscience, Molecular
Dimensions) and are probably the easiest route to initial crystallization trials.
Protein–DNA complexes have been crystallized under a wide variety of conditions, however, a large proportion of the crystals emerged from a relatively limited number of conditions (1). A predominant precipitant in crystallization of
complexes is polyethylene glycol (PEG) of low-to-medium molecular weight
(PEG 400–10,000), either alone or in combination with salts. Frequently, additives are also required such as divalent ions (Ca2+, Mg2+), polyamines (spermine,
cobalt hexamine), glycerol, ethylene glycol, or 2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol.
An alternative to using commercial screens having very diverse conditions
is to create a more directed PEG-ion screen using an incomplete factorial
method (19,20). In this method, a subset or “incomplete factorial sampling”
of conditions (e.g., 24 or 48 conditions) are derived from a larger group of
conditions. The smaller subset is chosen to provide balance or efficient coverage of the entire experimental space. The factorial might sample factors,
such as different molecular weight PEGs at varying concentrations, varying
values of pH, and the presence or absence of monovalent or divalent cations.
For example, if a modest screen of four values for each factor were chosen, a
complete factorial screen would be 256 conditions (4 PEGs × 4 concentrations × 4 pH values × 4 cations). This contains far too many conditions to reasonably screen for each oligonucleotide, but it can be reduced to an easily
manageable number by this method. Detailed explanations of sampling, balance, and resolution can be found elsewhere (1,19,20). Additionally, resources
for generating incomplete factorial screens can be found at several websites,
such as CRYSTOOL (http://porter.llnl.gov/crystool4.1/), GOSSET (http://
www.research.att.com/~njas/gosset/), and SAmBA (http://igs-server.cnrs-mrs.
fr/samba/).
Once an initial crystallization condition is identified, it may be the case that the
condition will need optimization in order to improve the quality of the crystals.
This is most commonly done by setting up a screen of component concentrations
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Fig. 2. Flow chart for crystallization of a protein–DNA complex. Broad screening
using an array of DNAs under diverse conditions is usually required, followed by more
directed screens and optimization once initial crystals are identified.

and pH, bracketing the initial condition. This is a good point to begin testing of
additives that can often have dramatic affects on crystal quality (Fig. 2).
Finally, before expending too much effort on optimizing crystallization conditions, it is a good idea to verify that the crystal contains both protein and
DNA. This can be done by removing several crystals from the drop, washing
them in well solution, and then dissolving them in water to run on denaturing
sodium dodecyl sulfate-PAGE gel. It is a good idea to include standards of both
protein and DNA on the gel. For visualization, silver staining the gel is probably best. Not only will this verify the presence of protein and DNA in the crystals, but it will also verify that the protein has not undergone degradation. If
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degradation has occurred, analysis of the protein by mass spectrometry may be
necessary. Additional protein purification or protease inhibitors may be
required to prevent degradation, or alternatively the protein fragment could be
produced and used in crystallization.
1. When silver staining gels use only clean glassware and wear gloves (see Note 8).
2. Soak gels in gel-fixing solution 1 for 20 min, followed by gel fixing solution 2 for
20 min.
3. Rinse gel by soaking in 500-mL water for 1 h. Change water every 15 min during
rinse period.
4. Incubate gel for 20 min in 100 mL DTT solution.
5. Pour off DTT solution and without rinsing add 100 mL silver nitrate solution.
Incubate for 30–60 min.
6. Rinse gel rapidly with a small amount of water. Soak gel in 100 mL developing
solution until the desired level of staining is reached. Typical times are from 2–10
min.
7. Stop the reaction by adding 5 mL of stop solution. Incubate for 30 min before rinsing gel with water.

It is obvious from the previous several sections that crystallization of a protein–DNA complex can be substantially more complex than crystallization of
the individual components. Factors such as length and sequence of the DNA, as
well as conditions like protein–DNA ratios, buffers, cofactors, and ionic
strength can contribute to the overall stability of the complex. Identifying and
optimizing these parameters before starting crystallization trials can often be
the key to successful crystallization of the complex.
4. Notes
1. Protein buffer should be a nonphosphate buffer. Phosphate buffers commonly form
insoluble salts that readily crystallize with components of many crystallization
screens.
2. The protocol is outlined for use with a POROS HQ10 column because of the high
binding capacity and high flow rates attainable with this media (see also ref. 21
[http://www.roche-applied-science.com/PROD_INF/BIOCHEMI/No.1_96/p1213.pdf]).
However, other high-resolution quaternary amine columns such as MonoQ®
and Source 15Q® (Amersham Biosciences, Uppsala, Sweden) can be used with
comparable purification resolution. If using one of these other columns, the flow
rate will have to be adjusted so as not to exceed the pressure limit of the media.
Additionally, wash and elution volumes will have to be adjusted proportionally,
depending on the bed volume of column. The UV detector is set at 290 nm to avoid
an overload of the UV signal.
3. This procedure can be done either using 20 × 20-cm plates or 35 × 40-cm sequencing plates. Forty milliliters of acrylamide solution is sufficient to pour the small
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size gel and 80 mL is sufficient for the larger gel. Use appropriate safety precautions when handling acrylamide.
Dialysis of oligonucleotide DNA is usually done in low molecular weight cutoff
dialysis tubing available from Sigma. Although dialysis takes longer, it is often
much more convenient than the C18 column if working with many samples.
Dialysis should be done using four changes of buffer with a volume 500-fold larger than that of the oligo.
Consider the concentration of protein that will be used in crystallization trials when
resuspending the purified DNA. If possible, keep the DNA as concentrated as possible to avoid having to add large volumes to the protein solution when forming the
complex. Remember that the DNA concentration will also be diluted in half when
annealing strands. For example, a 5 mM oligo concentration will allow for about
an equal molar ratio with a 25-kD protein at 7.5 mg/mL after annealing and a 1:10
dilution into protein solution.
To minimize crystal degradation, it is probably best to identify a crystal harvest
buffer (artificial mother liquor). The DNA can be added to this condition and the
crystal transferred to this drop to allow the DNA to soak in.
Glass cover slips should be siliconized to prevent drops from spreading. An alternative is to use plastic cover slips rinsed in ethanol and deionized water. The plastic does not require siliconization and is more durable than glass.
Silver staining is a very sensitive detection method capable of detecting 1–10 ng
per band. Fingerprints will stain and dirty glassware can affect the sensitivity of the
reaction. Therefore, it is imperative to wear gloves during the entire procedure and
to use only freshly cleaned glassware and Milli-Q® quality water.
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Preparation and Crystallization of RNA
Barbara L. Golden

Summary
The field of RNA structure has exploded in recent years, in part owing to advances in crystallography of RNA molecules. This phenomenon can largely be attributed to the development of
three modern methods: (1) large-scale in vitro RNA synthesis, (2) cryocrystallography, and (3)
high-intensity synchrotron beamlines. Milligram quantities of RNA can be routinely synthesized
using either chemical or enzymatic syntheses, making it feasible to carry out routine crystallization experiments on RNA. This has allowed crystals of RNA to be readily obtained. Generally,
RNA crystals tend to be susceptible to radiation damage and to diffract X-rays more weakly than
their protein counterparts. However, cryocrystallography and the high-intensity X-ray sources
have overcome many of the difficulties involved in solving crystal structures of RNA. As a result
of these advances, we now have a database of RNA structures that span from simple duplexes and
hairpins to complex ribozymes and ribosomes. The protocols presented here describe methods to
synthesize, purify, crystallize, and derivatize RNA for use in crystallographic studies.
Key Words: RNA; ribozyme; RNA–protein interaction; heavy-atom derivatives; T7 RNA
transcription; RNA crystallization; RNA purification; RNA synthesis.

1. Introduction
Current protocols allow the routine synthesis and purification of RNA molecules for use in crystallization experiments. RNAs can be synthesized in milligram quantities either by use of solid-state chemical methods, or by in vitro
transcription using T7 RNA polymerase. The purity required for most crystallization experiments can be achieved by preparative acrylamide gel electrophoresis or HPLC. These protocols can be carried out in most laboratories
equipped with standard molecular biology equipment. Crystallization of RNA
is quite similar to crystallization of protein molecules and requires the same
type of equipment and supplies. Crystallization of RNAs is no longer a roadblock to structural studies of these molecules. Unfortunately, there is no technique as simple and powerful as selenomethionine labeling of proteins (see
From: Methods in Molecular Biology, vol. 363: Macromolecular Crystallography Protocols: Volume 1:
Preparation and Crystallization of Macromolecules Edited by: S. Doublié © Humana Press Inc., Totowa, NJ
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Chapter 5) that can readily be used to synthesize heavy-atom derivatives of
RNAs. Few RNAs can be readily metabolically labeled with a handful of heavy
atoms for use in calculating crystallographic phases. Alternative strategies for
creating heavy-atom derivatives of RNAs must be used. Methods described
here will address synthesis, purification, crystallization, and derivatization of
RNAs for use in crystallographic studies.
One major concern in laboratories new to working with RNA is degradation
of costly material. RNA can be very susceptible to degradation by RNases and
exposure to strong bases. The risk of degradation during sample preparation
and crystallization may be somewhat exaggerated. In general, the molecules
that are used for crystallography are folded into compact structures, like their
protein counterparts. They are, therefore, somewhat resistant to degradation.
The major causes of RNA degradation are microbial growth and RNase A contamination. For these reasons, it is important to wear clean gloves when performing experiments, to autoclave and/or filter-sterilize solutions, and to use
disposable labware when possible. Low pH buffers (6.0–6.5) are also preferred,
as they will prevent nicking of the backbone by hydroxide ions. If common
sense procedures such as these are followed, the risk of degradation is minimal.
It is important, however, to routinely examine the integrity of the RNA samples
during synthesis, purification, and crystallization.
2. Materials
1. Chemically synthesized RNA or DNA template (linearized plasmid or DNA
oligonucleotides).
2. Autoclaved deionized water.
3. Plasmid prep kit or materials for plasmid purification.
4. Heating block or water bath.
5. Appropriate restriction endonuclease and reaction buffer.
6. Horizontal agarose gel electrophoresis apparatus and supplies.
7. Siliconized microcentrifuge tubes.
8. Phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1, [v/v/v]) saturated with 10 mM TrisHCl, pH 8.0.
9. Chloroform.
10. Ethanol.
11. TE: 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, and 1 mM EDTA.
12. 5 M NaCl.
13. T7 RNA polymerase.
14. Nucleoside triphosphates, monosodium salts.
15. 10 M NaOH.
16. 10X Transcription buffer: 400 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 200 mM MgCl2, 100 mM
DTT, and 20 mM spermidine.
17. Formamide “stop” buffer: 90% formamide, 50 mM EDTA, 0.1X Tris-boric acidEDTA (TBE), 0.005% bromphenol blue, and 0.005% xylene cyanol.
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18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
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10X TBE: 1 M Tris base, 0.83 M boric acid, and 10 mM EDTA.
40% Acrylamide (19:1 crosslinking ratio).
N,N,N′N′-tetramethylethylenediamine.
10% Ammonium persulfate.
Urea.
DNA sequencing gel equipment with 3 mM spacers.
Stain’s All (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, cat. no. E9379).
Intensifying screen or TLC plate with fluorescent indicator.
Shortwave ultraviolet (UV) lamp.
TEN: 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA, and 250 mM NaCl.
5 mM Potassium cacodylate, pH 6.5.
500 mL Disposable 0.2-µm filter units (such as Millipore Stericup GP Express).
Centricon concentrators (Millipore, Billerica, MA), or equivalent.
Linbro 24-well plates (Hampton Research, Aliso Viejo, CA).
Siliconized glass cover slips (Hampton Research).
Vacuum grease.
Crystallization stocks: buffers, precipitants, divalent metal ion solutions (1 M
MgCl2; 1 M CaCl2; 1 M BaCl2; 1 M SrCl2), monovalent ion solutions (1 M NaCl;
1 M KCl; 1 M LiCl), polyamines (0.5 M spermine; 0.5 M spermidine).

3. Methods
3.1. Design of Molecules for Crystallization
The single most important variable in crystallization of RNA molecules is
the sequence. Common modes of packing in RNA crystals include stacking of
helices end-to-end into a pseudo continuous helix, base pairing, base stacking,
minor groove–minor groove packing, and tetraloop–minor groove interactions.
Most researchers screen several sequence variants in order to identify those that
best pack into regular arrays (1–6). The simplest means of providing variation
is to introduce base mutations at the solvent-exposed surface of the molecule.
For simple duplex or hairpin molecules, this means changing the length of the
helix or introducing base overhangs at the 3′ and/or 5′ end.
Variations of this approach also work well for RNA molecules that possess
complex secondary or tertiary structures. These molecules must be mapped biochemically to identify the surfaces that are exposed to solvent and that are not
directly involved in RNA structure or function. This can often be accomplished
by phylogenetic analyses or solution structure-probing techniques, including
hydroxyl radical protection assays. Solvent-exposed regions of the molecule are
likely to be both tolerant of mutations and available to participate in crystal
packing. If the wild-type RNA does not crystallize readily, these surfaces can
be varied to allow the formation of new or improved crystal contacts.
The simplest variation is to change either the length of exposed helices or the
sequence of exposed loops. Replacement of natural sequences with RNA
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tetraloops, especially GNRA tetraloops (where N = A,G,C,U and R = A,G), is
a common strategy (3,5) because these motifs provide a compact structure and
are known to mediate RNA packing (7). Alternately, a protein-binding motif,
such as stemloop 2 of U1 RNA, can be introduced at these sites. The RNA can
then be cocrystallized with an appropriate RNA-binding protein, such as the
RNA-binding domain of U1A protein (8).
3.2. Preparation of Chemically Synthesized RNA
Use of synthetic RNA for crystallography provides several advantages over
the use of in vitro transcribed molecules: there are little constraints on the
sequence and there is less concern with heterogeneity. If the RNA molecules
under study are short (30 nucleotides or less), this source of RNA is an option
(Dharmacon Research, Lafayette, CO is one source for synthetic RNAs for
crystallization). Synthetic RNAs should be deprotected as recommended by the
supplier and can be purified by gel electrophoresis (Subheading 3.5.) or by
HPLC (9) (see Note 1). The greatest difference between the synthetic RNA and
an in vitro transcribed version will be the 5′ end. Synthetic RNAs will have an
unphosphorylated 5′ terminus, whereas the in vitro transcribed version will
have a triphosphate unless otherwise modified.
3.3. Preparation of In Vitro Transcribed RNAs
Another major source of RNA for crystallographic studies is in vitro transcription from a DNA template using a phage, usually T7, RNA polymerase
(Fig. 1). In order to obtain significant quantities of RNA by in vitro transcription with T7 RNA polymerase, the first nucleotide in the RNA sequence must
be a guanosine and the 5′ end of the molecule should be purine-rich. Typical
start sequences include GAG, GCG, or GGAG. Long runs of guanosines at the
5′ end should be avoided to prevent 5′-end heterogeneity owing to stuttering of
the polymerase. If a different sequence is required at the 5′ end of the molecule,
the RNA may be synthesized as a precursor and processed prior to purification
to generate an alternate 5′ end (see Note 2).
The 3′ end of the molecule is usually generated by run-off transcription of a
linear DNA molecule. The molecule may either be synthesized as a linear DNA
(i.e., chemically synthesized DNA or PCR product) or it can be linearized by
digestion with a restriction endonuclease. Choice of the restriction endonuclease is critical. The enzyme used should leave either a blunt end (such as SmaI)
or a 5′ overhang (such as EcoR1). DNA templates with 3′ overhang appear to
be inhibitory to the transcription reaction. Of particular use are restriction
enzymes such as EarI or FokI, which have recognition sites that are distinct
from their cleavage sites (Fig. 1). This allows design of templates that are completely independent of the sequence required for restriction enzyme digestion.
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Fig. 1. Templates for transcription of RNA. (A) Transcription from a synthetic DNA
template. A DNA with a sequence encoding the RNA of interest fused to the T7 promoter is annealed to a DNA complementary to the promoter sequence to generate a
template suitable for large-scale RNA transcription. Methylation of one or two
nucleotides at the 5′end of the DNA template has been shown to reduce 3′ heterogeneity of the RNA product in some cases. (B) Transcription from a double-stranded DNA
template. Run-off transcription from a double-stranded template can be an efficient
means of obtaining milligram quantities of RNA, especially for larger RNAs. The gene
of interest is cloned between the T7 promoter and a suitable restriction site. The DNA
is cut with the appropriate restriction endonuclease to generate a DNA template with a
homogeneous 3′end prior to transcribing the RNA.

T7 RNA polymerase will add untemplated nucleotides on the 3′ end of some
fraction of transcribed RNA molecules, leading to heterogeneity in the RNA
product that can interfere with crystallization. The amount of heterogeneity
appears to be dependent on the construct. These unwanted side products are
often the major contaminants of RNA preparations. They can either be rigorously purified from the desired product, or avoided by posttranscriptional processing of the RNA (4,9,10) (see Note 2).
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There are two common sources of DNA templates for in vitro transcription: single-stranded DNAs made by solid-state synthesis, or linearized plasmids. Doublestranded DNA templates generated by PCR may also be used (see Note 3).
3.3.1. Synthetic DNA Template
Short RNAs can often be efficiently synthesized from single-stranded DNA
templates (11). The template strand contains the “bottom” strand of the T7 promoter adjacent to the complement of the desired RNA sequence (Fig. 1). It has
been reported that incorporation of one or two C2′-methoxy modifications at
the 5′ end of the DNA template significantly reduces 3′-end heterogeneity of the
RNA transcript (12). A “top” DNA with the sequence 5′-TAATACGACTCACTATAG is annealed to the template to reconstitute the promoter as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Dissolve the DNA templates in a low salt buffer, such as TE.
Mix equimolar amounts of the “top” and “bottom” strands.
Heat the mixture to 95°C for 1 min to melt out any secondary structure in the DNA.
Snap cool on ice to anneal the strands.

3.3.2. Plasmid DNA as DNA Template
For longer RNAs, it is more efficient to use a high-copy number plasmid as
the template for in vitro transcription. Although it is possible to introduce the
template into a plasmid that contains a T7 promoter, the most commonly used
strategy is to PCR amplify the template of interest fused to the T7 promoter and
a restriction site for the run-off transcription reaction. This DNA can then be
cloned into a plasmid that does not contain a second promoter region. The
commercially available plasmid pUC-19 (New England Biolabs, Beverly, MA)
is often used as a cloning vector to make DNA templates for in vitro transcription reactions.
3.3.2.1. PLASMID PURIFICATION

Once the gene is cloned, the plasmid will have to be expressed in a low-nuclease Escherichia coli host such as XL-1 Blue (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) and purified using a plasmid prep protocol. There are many suppliers of kits capable of
plasmid purification on the milligram scale. Qiagen kits, especially the QiaFilter
kits, are an efficient means of isolating purified plasmid from E. coli cultures
using ion-exchange chromatography. Follow the protocols enclosed in these kits
carefully. Care must be taken using most plasmid preparation kits because
RNase A, an essential reagent for purification of the DNA, is very efficient at
degrading the desired RNA product. It is a good idea to line benches with a
waterproof liner and maintain separate pipetors for use during plasmid preparations. This will avoid cross-contamination of the laboratory with RNase A.
Residual nuclease will be removed from the plasmid after restriction.
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3.3.2.2. LARGE-SCALE RESTRICTION DIGEST

To generate an RNA with a defined 3′ end by run-off transcription, the plasmid must be linearized with a restriction endonuclease.
1. A typical large-scale reaction contains 1 mg supercoiled plasmid DNA, 100 µL
10X buffer appropriate for the enzyme (usually supplied by the manufacturer), 500
U restriction enzyme, plus sufficient water to bring the reaction to 1 mL total volume.
2. Incubate the restriction reaction at 37°C for 4–6 h.
3. Remove 1 µL of the reaction and analyze the extent of cleavage by agarose gel
electrophoresis.
4. If the reaction does not appear to be complete, add an additional 50–100 U of
enzyme and allow the reaction to proceed overnight. This protocol has been used
successfully with many enzymes, including those such as EcoR1 that are associated with star activity (a propensity for reduced specificity under certain reaction
conditions).

3.3.2.3. PHENOL CHLOROFORM EXTRACTION

Once the plasmid has been completely digested, residual protein contamination from the plasmid preparation and restriction digest (RNase A in particular)
should be removed by extraction with phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol.
1. Place 500 µL of DNA solution in a 1.5-mL microcentrifuge tube.
2. Add 500 µL of phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1, [v/v/v]).
3. Mix well and centrifuge briefly to separate the organic phase from the aqueous
phase.
4. Carefully pipet the aqueous DNA solution (usually the top layer) into a clean
microcentrifuge tube.
5. Add 100 µL of TE to the phenolic phase. Mix well, and centrifuge briefly.
6. Carefully pipet the TE away from the phenolic phase and pool with the DNA solution from step 4. Discard the phenolic phase in a container dedicated to phenol disposal. Consult your Chemical Safety Department regarding proper disposal of phenol waste.
7. Add 500 µL phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1, [v/v/v]) to the pooled
DNA solutions and repeat steps 3–6.
8. Add 500 µL chloroform to the pooled DNA solution.
9. Mix well, centrifuge briefly to separate the phases, and carefully pipet the aqueous
DNA solution (upper layer) into a clean microcentrifuge tube.
10. Divide the DNA into 300-µL aliquots. Add 30 µL 5 M NaCl and 1 mL 100% ethanol
to each aliquot to precipitate the DNA. Mix well and place at –20°C for 1 h.
Centrifuge at maximum speed in a microcentrifuge for 10 min at 4°C to pellet DNA.
Carefully decant off the ethanol. Centrifuge once again briefly to remove excess
ethanol from the sides of the centrifuge tube and pipet remaining supernatant from
the tube.
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11. Dissolve DNA in TE and determine concentration spectrophotometrically (a double-stranded DNA solution of concentration 50 µg/mL will have an absorbance at
260 nm of ~1.0).

3.3.3. Reagents for In Vitro Transcription Reactions
In vitro transcription reactions can be carried out using enzyme and reagents
synthesized in the laboratory. Alternately, Ambion (Austin, TX) currently sells
kits for large-scale synthesis of RNA (MegaScript), which may be a useful
option for some laboratories.
3.3.3.1. PREPARATION

OF

NUCLEOSIDE TRIPHOSPHATES

Relatively large quantities of nucleoside triphosphates (NTP) solutions will
be required for large-scale synthesis of RNA. It is significantly more economical to prepare these solutions in bulk in the laboratory. The highest available
grade of NTP is not necessary for efficient transcription. Nucleotides that are
95% pure are often suitable for in vitro transcription.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Dissolve 0.5 mg of ATP in 5 mL water.
Check pH by placing 0.5–1.0 µL of this solution onto a pH strip.
If pH is below 7.5, add 10 µL of 10 M NaOH, and check pH again.
Repeat until pH of the NTP solution is at least 7.0.
Make solutions of CTP, UTP, and GTP in a similar manner.
Determine the concentration of the NTP stock solutions spectrophotometrically.
The ε260 for neutral solutions of ATP, CTP, GTP, and UTP are 15400, 7500, 1170,
9900/M/cm, respectively.
7. Use the concentrated stocks to make up a solution containing 20 mM each ATP,
CTP, GTP, and UTP.

3.3.3.2. T7 RNA POLYMERASE

T7 RNA polymerase is available commercially from multiple sources. For
large-scale transcriptions, however, most investigators purify their own in the
laboratory. Several protocols for large-scale production of T7 RNA polymerase
have been published (13,14), and histidine-tagged versions of this enzyme have
been described (15).
3.3.4. Transcription Trials
Yields of RNAs are maximized by performing transcription trials to determine both the optimal concentration of reagents and duration of the reaction.
This procedure is usually followed even when standard conditions for transcription will be used so that plasmid templates can be verified as being free of
RNase A. Ideally, the same stocks and exact ratios will be used in the scaled up
transcription reaction. A typical 50-µL trial transcription reaction might contain
1 µg restricted plasmid DNA or 250 nM synthetic DNA template and 1 mM
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NTPs (1 mM ATP, 1 mM GTP, 1 mM CTP, 1 mM UTP) derived from the 20 mM
stock nucleotides prepared as previously described. The reaction buffer is composed of 40 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 20 mM MgCl2, 10 mM DTT, 2 mM spermidine and this buffer is usually prepared as a 10X stock. The T7 RNA polymerase solution usually comprises 10% of volume of the reaction. The amount
of enzyme added should correspond to approx 250 U (or ~5 µg) of polymerase
(see Note 4 for variations).
1. Mix NTPs, transcription buffer, DNA, T7 RNA polymerase, and autoclaved water
to a final volume of 50 µL in a microcentrifuge tube.
2. Incubate reaction at 37°C.
3. At appropriate time-points (1, 2, 3 h, and so on) remove 10 µL of the reaction and
quench with 10 µL formamide stop buffer. Store these aliquots on ice.
4. Analyze fractions by electrophoresis using a 4–20% polyacrylamide (19:1
crosslinking ratio) gel containing 7 M urea and TBE buffer.
5. Remove the gel from the glass plates by coaxing it onto plastic film.
6. Visualize the RNA by UV shadowing or Stains-All staining.
7. Identify the optimal reaction conditions and reaction time.

3.3.5. Detection of RNA by UV Shadowing
UV shadowing can detect as little as 1 µg or less of nucleic acid. It is the method
of choice for identifying bands on a preparative gel. It is also useful for analyzing
transcription trials. A UV shadow of an analytical gel is shown in Fig. 2.
1. Place the gel, sandwiched between plastic film, onto a TLC plate containing fluorescent dye or an intensifying screen.
2. Hold a shortwave UV lamp (λ = 254 nm) over the gel to allow the RNA bands to appear
as a dark band on the illuminated screen. UV light will damage the RNA. Thus, work
fast to minimize exposure of preparative gels and subsequent damage to the RNA.

3.3.6. Detection of RNA by Staining
For analytical gels, staining provides a rapid and more sensitive means of
identifying the products of a transcription reaction (Fig. 2).
1. Make stock of stain by mixing 1 g of Stains-All in 1 L formamide. Note that this
dye is light sensitive and should be stored in amber bottles at 4°C.
2. Make the working solution of Stains-All by mixing 60 mL stock solution with 80
mL of formamide and 160 mL of water. Store this solution at 4°C.
3. Immerse the gel in the working solution of Stains-All, protecting the dye from light
using aluminum foil, for approx 10 min.
4. Decant the dye from the gel (the working solution may be reused until it has faded
and no longer efficiently stains the gel), and rinse the gel with water.
5. Destain the gel on a light box or under ambient light. The RNA bands should
appear purple on a fading magenta background.
6. To record the data, photocopy, photograph, or scan the gel.
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Fig. 2. Using an analytical gel to analyze a transcription reaction. A transcription
reaction was performed as described in Subheading 3.3.4. Portions of the reaction were
loaded onto a gel containing 6% polyacrylamide, 7 M urea, and Tris-boric acid-EDTA
(TBE) buffer. After electrophoresis, the RNA was first visualized by ultraviolet shadowing as described in Subheading 3.3.5. (left) and then by staining as described in
Subheading 3.3.6. Lanes 1, 2, 3, 4 illustrate the progress of the transcription reaction
at 1, 2, 3, and 4 h, respectively. Bands corresponding to the full-length RNA, and marker dyes xylene cyanol and bromophenol blue are labeled. Additional bands (•) from
degradation of the RNA during long incubations are visible only by staining. BPB,
bromophenol blue; FL, full-length; UV, ultraviolet; XC, xylene cyanol.

3.4. Large-Scale Synthesis of RNA by In Vitro Transcription
Once optimal conditions for transcriptions have been identified, a large-scale
transcription is performed to obtain the quantity of RNA required for crystallization experiments.
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1. A typical large-scale reaction might contain 20 µg/mL linearized plasmid template
or 250 nM synthetic DNA template, 1 mM ATP, 1 mM CTP, 1 mM GTP, 1 mM
UTP, 40 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 25 mM MgCl2, 10 mM DTT, 2 mM spermidine, and
T7 RNA polymerase. The polymerase solution usually makes up approx 10% of
the reaction mix. This corresponds to approx 0.1 mg/mL of protein or approx 5000
U/mL in the final reaction. It is not unreasonable to perform these reactions on the
10- to 50-mL scale.
2. Place the reaction in a 37°C water bath for the optimal time determined by the trial
transcription protocol. Typical times for these reactions range from 1 to 4 h.
3. Transcription reactions often result in precipitation of magnesium pyrophosphate
from the reaction. Once the reaction is completed, it is helpful to reverse formation
of the precipitate by addition of EDTA to chelate the magnesium. Alternately, formation of the precipitate can be avoided by addition of 1 U/mL E. coli inorganic
pyrophosphatase (Sigma) to the transcription reaction.
4. For purification by gel electrophoresis or HPLC, at completion of the reaction, the
mixture can be concentrated by use of a centricon concentrator, or by ethanol precipitating the reaction and resuspending it in a small volume of autoclaved water.

3.5. Purification by Denaturing Gel Electrophoresis
The most common means of purifying RNA for crystallization studies is
preparative denaturing gel electrophoresis. The spacers and combs for these
gels are often made of 3-mm Teflon, which can usually be purchased locally
and cut to provide suitable spacers and combs. The spacers are usually approx
1 cm in width. The combs are cut to provide a single 1.5-cm deep well across
the top of the gel. For short RNAs, where it is possible to resolve differences
of a single nucleotide, an approx 40-cm tall plate, such as a sequencing gel
plate, is usually used. For longer RNAs where single-nucleotide resolution is
not attainable, shorter gels (~24 cm) may be used if there are no major side
products that migrate near the desired product. In these cases, alternate strategies will be required to eliminate the RNAs with untemplated bases added at
the 3′ end.
1. The gel matrix contains 6–20% polyacrylamide (19:1 crosslinking ratio), TBE, and
7 M urea.
2. Between 1 and 5 mg of RNA may be loaded on a single gel. To maximize the resolution, the gel should be run such that the RNA reaches the bottom third of the gel
matrix.
3. Both glass plates and spacers must be removed from the polyacrylamide and the
gel coaxed onto plastic film.
4. The region of the gel that contains the RNA is identified by UV shadowing
(Subheading 3.3.5.). Because UV light will damage the RNA, exposure should be
minimal, long enough only to identify the band, and to outline the region of interest for excision.
5. Cut the band out of the gel using a clean, sterile razor blade.
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6. Transfer the gel slices to a sterile, plastic syringe, and force the gel through the
syringe tip into a disposable 50-mL centrifuge tube. Each tube should only contain
15–18 mL of crushed gel matrix. (An optional step is to freeze and thaw the
crushed gel. This will improve the extraction efficiency in the next step.)
7. Fill the centrifuge tube to the top with TEN buffer to extract the RNA.
8. This mixture should be gently rocked at 4°C overnight to elute the RNA from the
polyacrylamide.
9. For maximal recovery of the RNA, the tube is centrifuged to pellet the acrylamide,
the TEN buffer is decanted and saved, and the gel matrix is extracted a second time
with TEN.
10. To recover the RNA, the TEN extracts are filtered through a 0.2-µm sterile filter
unit.
11. The RNA is recovered from the TEN by the addition of 3 vol of ethanol, incubation overnight at –20°C, followed by centrifugation (because the RNA solution is
concentrated, as little as 3500g are sufficient to pellet the RNA).
12. The pelleted RNA should be resuspended in 1–2 mL of an appropriate buffer (such
as 5 mM potassium cacodylate, pH 6.5).
13. The RNA is then transferred to a Centricon concentrator. The RNA is concentrated to 500 µL or less by centrifugation, and an appropriate buffer (5 mM potassium
cacodylate, pH 6.5) is added to bring the volume up to 2 mL.
14. This step is repeated until small molecules (such as ethanol) that remain as contaminants in the RNA are effectively diluted at least 100-fold by the buffer.
15. The RNA should then be brought to a volume such that the concentration is appropriate for crystallography (10–20 mg/mL).

3.6. Renaturing RNA
Unlike proteins, RNAs are usually purified under denaturing conditions and
must be renatured prior to crystallization and the protocol used to anneal the
RNA will depend on the folding requirements for the individual molecules (16).
3.6.1. Duplex and Hairpin RNAs
Symmetrical duplexes have the ability to form hairpin structures and hairpin
RNAs may be able to dimerize, forming duplexes. The best means to control
this problem is by careful design of the RNA species. Duplex formation is
favored under conditions of high-salt and high-RNA concentration. Hairpin formation may be favored by annealing the RNA under dilute conditions and concentrating it to crystallographic concentrations in the native state. Simple RNAs
that lack magnesium-dependent structures are often annealed by dissolving the
RNAs in dilute buffer and monovalent ion solutions. The mixture is heated to
between 50 and 95°C and then either snap-cooled on ice, or slowly allowed to
cool to room temperature. Once the mixture is annealed, the RNA should be
analyzed by nondenaturing gel electrophoresis with an appropriate size marker
to determine if the RNA is monomeric, dimeric, or aggregated.
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3.6.2. Complex RNAs
RNAs that form complex structures and have magnesium-dependent tertiary
folds are annealed using a protocol similar to that for duplexes except magnesium, or other small molecules required for proper folding, are present in the
buffer. A sample protocol is described here. Steps 2 and 3 may not be necessary
for some RNAs.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Dissolve the RNA in a low-salt buffer in the absence of magnesium.
Heat the RNA to 95°C for 1 min to melt out non-native secondary structure.
Cool to room temperature.
Add magnesium to at least twice the concentration required for folding. The concentration of magnesium needs to be sufficient to fold the RNA even after the RNA
solution is diluted with the well solutions during the crystallization experiment.
Higher concentrations of magensium can be detrimental to folding and crystallization of some RNAs.
5. Heat the RNA to 37–50°C for 5–10 min.
6. Cool the RNA to room temperature.

3.7. Crystallization
The first variable in crystallization of RNAs is the concentration of the molecules. Typical starting concentrations for small RNAs, including duplexes and
hairpins, are 1–5 mM. Larger RNAs are often crystallized at a concentration of
3–10 mg/mL. Sparse matrix approaches and factorial screens are the most commonly used means of screening for initial crystallization conditions (3,5,17,18),
and some of these are commercially available. A sample sparse matrix screen is
shown in Table 1.
If these strategies are not appropriate, RNAs may be crystallized by a thorough screening of crystallization conditions, or using a sparse matrix devised in
the laboratory. Variations that can be used to obtain or optimize crystals of RNA
are discussed in the next section. A surprising number of RNAs will crystallize
using a well buffer containing cacodylate buffer, 2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol,
monovalent salts, and spermidine or spermine. Other RNAs crystallize readily
using PEG/monovalent salt, ammonium sulfate, lithium sulfate, or volatile precipitants such as ethanol. Polyamines, such as spermine or spermidine, can help
to stabilize RNA structures and are often included in crystallization.
Crystallization of RNAs is usually accomplished by vapor diffusion using
either hanging-drop or sitting-drop plates. Siliconized glass cover slips are recommended for RNA work.
3.7.1. Optimization of Preliminary Crystals or Promising Conditions
Observed in a Sparse Matrix Screen
Once initial conditions have been identified that produce an interesting precipitate or small crystals, the experiment will need to be optimized to produce
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Table 1
A 24-Condition Sparse Matrix for Crystallization of RNA
Well
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Buffer

Precipitant

Polyamine

Cacodylate, pH 6.5
Cacodylate, pH 6.5
Cacodylate, pH 6.5
Cacodylate, pH 6.5
Cacodylate, pH 6.5
Cacodylate, pH 6.5
Cacodylate, pH 6.5
Cacodylate, pH 6.5
MOPS, pH 7.0
MOPS, pH 7.0
HEPES, pH 7.5
HEPES, pH 7.5
HEPES, pH 7.5
HEPES, pH 7.5
Tris-HCl, pH 8.0
Tris-HCl, pH 8.0
Cacodylate, pH 6.5
Cacodylate, pH 6.5
Cacodylate, pH 6.5
Cacodylate, pH 6.5
MOPS, pH 7.0
MOPS, pH 7.0
HEPES, pH 7.5
Tris-HCl, pH 8.0

30% MPD
25% Hexanediol
1.8 M Ammonium sulfate
10% PEG 8K, 50 mM KCl
1.6 M Ammonium sulfate
25% Ethanol
1.8 M Lithium sulfate
30% PEG 400
1.6 M Lithium sulfate
25% MPD
1.8 M Ammonium sulfate
20% PEG 4K
25% PEG 4K
1.8 M Ammonium sulfate
20% PEG 4K
30% MPD
25% MPD
1.8 M Ammonium sulfate
18% PEG 8K
20% PEG 1K, 75 mM KCl
30% Hexanediol
10% PEG 4K, 100 mM NaCl
30% MPD
1.8 M Lithium sulfate

Spermine
Spermine
Spermine
Spermine
Spermine
Spermine
Spermine
Spermine
Spermine
Spermine
Spermine
Spermine
Spermine
Spermine
Spermine
Spermine
Spermidine
Spermidine
Spermidine
Spermidine
Spermidine
Spermidine
Spermidine
Spermidine

aAll buffers are present at a 50 mM concentration and polyamines are present at a 0.5 mM con-

centration. Cacodylate, MOPS, and HEPES buffers are prepared as the potassium salt. MPD, 2methyl-2,4-pentanediol; PEG, polyethlylene glycol.

diffraction-quality crystals. Most of the strategies employed will be familiar to
those working with proteins. The temperature of the experiment, the concentration of the macromolecules, and the concentration of the precipitant can be
varied. The identity of the precipitant can be switched in a rational manner
(Li2SO4 instead of (NH4)2SO4, switching to a different molecular weight of
PEG, etc.). Some variables, however, are worth particular mention.
1. Buffers. There are no ionizable groups on the surface of RNAs that can be protonated or deprotonated if the pH is kept between 4.5 and 8.5. Crystallization of
RNA, in general, tends to be less sensitive to pH than crystallization of proteins.
Many RNAs will crystallize over a wide range of pH in a wide variety of buffers.
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Potassium cacodylate, pH 6.0–6.5, is a favorite buffer for RNA crystallization
because the low pH reduces the amount of backbone nicking and the antimicrobial
properties of the arsenic prevent the growth of organisms in the drops during long
incubations. There are, of course, exceptions. There are instances where the pKas
of functional groups within a RNA are shifted close to neutrality, and these can
have a dramatic effect on crystallization. There are also buffer preferences that can
be discerned during crystallization of some RNAs. Some commonly used buffers,
such as succinate, can chelate divalent metal ions and should be used with great
caution in RNA crystallization experiments.
2. Divalent metal ions. Many RNAs require the presence of divalent metal ions, especially Mg2+, to stabilize their biologically relevant conformation. Mg2+ can also
participate in RNA–RNA crystal contacts. Magnesium concentration can be a variable in the initial sparse matrix screen. Altering the magnesium concentration can
also significantly improve preliminary crystals, but high concentrations of magnesium (>50 mM) can increase precipitation of RNA or even stabilize alternate RNA
conformation. If appropriate, additional divalent cations (Ca2+, Ba2+, Sr2+) or the
Mg(H2O)2+ analog Co(NH3)3+ can be used as an additive screen or used to replace
the magnesium. Beware the appearance of salt crystals when using these ions,
especially when phosphate or sulfate ions are present.
3. Monovalent metal ions. K+, Na+, Li+ (especially potassium ions) also appear to stabilize RNA structures. Variation of the amount and type of monovalent metal ions
is an excellent means of perturbing the solubility properties of RNA and can have
a profound effect on the quality of crystals obtained. Potassium ions have also been
observed to mediate crystal contacts (2).
4. Additives. Additive screening can also be used to improve the quality of RNA crystals. Many RNAs are crystallized in the presence of polyamines, usually spermine
or spermidine. A typical concentration range for these compounds is 0.25–2.0 mM.
Crystals can be optimized by varying the identity and the concentration of these
compounds. Very high concentrations of polyamines can aggregate the RNA, and
thereby inhibit crystallization.

3.8. Derivatives
3.8.1. Heavy-Atom Soaks
RNA crystals, like protein crystals, can be derivatized by soaking in heavyatom compounds. The most commonly used strategy is to employ a metal that
can bind at one of the high-affinity magnesium-binding sites that are often present within an RNA. Lanthanide ions such as Sm3+ can bind at some sites where
atoms from the RNA serve as inner sphere ligands to magnesium ions (19).
Many magnesium ions are not coordinated directly by the RNA, but are bound
as the hydrated Mg(H2O)62+ species and are recognized by hydrogen binding
between RNA atoms and the water ligands. Cobalt hexammine, rhodium hexammine, osmium hexammine, and iridium hexammine seem to be able to mimic
hydrated magnesium ions at some level, binding mostly in the major groove of
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RNA, and can be used to produce heavy-atom derivatives (20). Useful concentrations of both lanthanide salts and the hexammines start at about 300 µM.
RNA molecules also have specific binding sites for monovalent ions such as
K+. These are thought to be visualized by soaking crystals in thallium salts
(20–30 mM thallium acetate) and calculating anomalous difference maps
(2,21). Clear sites for one to three atoms per molecule can often be visualized.
It is theoretically possible to harness thallium binding to RNAs as a derivatization strategy, although this technique has not yet been used.
3.8.2. Site-Specific Covalent Modification of Nucleic Acid
Derivatives of RNA crystals can be obtained by site-specific incorporation of
heavy atoms. Halogens, such as bromine and iodine, can be readily incorporated into RNA at the 5 position of pyrimidines. Halogenated RNAs are light sensitive and exposure to light during purification and crystallization should be
minimized. There has also been a report that synchrotron radiation can readily
debrominate RNA (22). This should be taken into consideration in the data collection strategy. There have been recent reports of phosphoramidites that can be
used to synthesize selenium derivatives of RNAs (23). These may prove useful
for those studying smaller molecules. In protein crystallography, sulfur substitution to yield a mercury-binding site has been a means to create heavy-atom
derivatives. This may also be accomplished with RNA molecules by introduction of a phosphorothioate modification into the RNA backbone. Phosphorothioate modification has been harnessed to solve structures that contain
DNA (24,25). Use of this strategy in RNA crystallography has not yet come to
fruition, although it is theoretically possible. If a phosphorothioate modification
is introduced into a RNA, the base 5′ to the modification should be substituted
with a deoxyribonucleotide to prevent loss of the sulfur atom during mercury
treatment. Additionally, to maximize occupancy of the heavy atom, the RP and
SP diastereomers should be resolved by reverse-phase HPLC (26).
There are several strategies for site-specific modification of RNAs to produce
heavy-atom derivatives. If the RNA has been, or can be made by chemical synthesis, it is very easy to target one or two positions within the sequence for modification. Several variants may need to be screened in order to find sites that do
not interfere with proper folding or crystallization of the RNA. Phosphorylation
of the 5′ end of the synthetic RNA may be required for crystallization if the
native crystals had been obtained using transcribed RNA.
If the molecules were previously made by transcription and are too large to
be made by chemical synthesis, site-specific modification is more challenging.
It is relatively simple to modify all of the residues of a particular identity, for
example, bromination of all of the uracil bases in the molecule, by transcription
with the appropriate modified NTP. However, each site of modification runs the
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risk of interfering with either the RNA structure or the crystal contacts.
Modification of every position amplifies this risk. The molecule can be synthesized in two fragments, one of which is small enough to be synthesized chemically. The two pieces are then reassembled either by annealing (Subheading
3.7.) to yield a nicked RNA species, or ligating the two RNAs with T4 DNA
ligase and a DNA splint (27). Modification of the chemically synthesized
species using one of the strategies previously described results in derivatization
of the RNA (28).
4. Notes
1. An alternative purification strategy for RNAs, is HPLC using an ion-exchange column such as Dionex DNAPac PA-100 semi-preparative (9 × 250 mm) ion-exchange
column (9) (Dionex, Sunnyvale, CA). This technique, combined with posttranscriptional 3′-end processing, can allow rapid purification of RNA for structural studies.
The column is often heated to 85–90°C to denature residual secondary structure in
the RNA that may affect the resolution of the column. RNAs tend to elute between
400 and 800 mM NH4Cl. Up to 2 mg of RNA can be injected.
2. There is a strong sequence constraint at the 5′ end of any RNA produced by transcription with T7 RNA polymerase. The molecule absolutely must begin with a
guanosine residue. If this is unacceptable for the molecules under investigation, the
molecule can be synthesized as a precursor and processed posttranscriptionally by
cis- or trans-acting ribozymes (3,4). Heterogeneity at the 3′ end of the molecule
can also be eliminated using cis- or trans-acting ribozymes (4,9,10). Processing of
nascent transcripts prior to purification can result in an RNA sample in which there
are no significant contaminants with molecular weights near the desired product.
This, in turn, makes purification significantly simpler (9).
3. It is feasible to use a PCR product to generate DNA templates for the transcription
reaction. This approach is especially seductive if many variants will be screened for
their ability to crystallize. A library of different PCR products can be synthesized
rapidly at a cost of little more than that of the primers. Incorporation of 2′-methoxy
modifications on the reverse primer results in a modification of the 3′ end of the
template that can reduce 3′-end heterogeneity of the RNA. It is very important to use
a proofreading DNA polymerase when using PCR to generate DNA templates.
Point mutations introduced by PCR are not likely to be detected by sequencing of
the PCR product and they will not be removed prior to transcription. The heterogeneous mixtures of RNAs that result from the transcription reaction may not crystallize readily. If this strategy is used, it may be wise to sequence a few clones and get
a feel for the heterogeneity of the material that will be produced.
4. To optimize the amount of RNA produced by T7 transcription, it may be necessary
to deviate from the “standard” reaction. Variables in the reaction include the concentrations of DNA, NTPs, T7 RNA polymerase, and magnesium. Additionally,
MOPS buffer may be substituted for Tris. The concentration of NTPs in the reaction
may be increased to 4 mM each. As the NTP concentration is varied, however, the
free magnesium is decreased because of chelation by the triphosphate moiety. In
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general, the magnesium concentration should be at least 4 mM greater than the total
concentration of NTPs. The transcription reaction can also be carried out at temperatures as low as 4°C, although the reaction may need to proceed for a considerable
length of time in order for sufficient product to accumulate.
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Crystallization of RNA–Protein Complexes
Eiji Obayashi, Chris Oubridge, Daniel Pomeranz Krummel,
and Kiyoshi Nagai

Summary
RNA-binding proteins play crucial roles in many biological processes, such as transcription, premRNA splicing, nuclear-cytoplasmic transport of RNA, and translation of mRNA. Specific
RNA–protein interactions are key to the correct assembly of ribonucleoprotein complexes and their
biological functions. To date, more than 100 unique RNA–protein crystals have been prepared and
there are more than 300 entries of RNA–protein complex structures in the Protein Data Bank. This
chapter focuses on methods of RNA–protein complex crystallization discussed in six sections:
determination of protein-binding sites in RNA, preparation of RNA, preparation of protein, annealing of RNA, reconstitution of RNA–protein complex, and searching crystallization conditions.
Key Words: RNA–protein complex; crystals; RNA-binding proteins.

1. Introduction
RNA is a fascinating molecule, which can carry catalytic activity as well as
genetic information (1). DNA is found predominantly in the double-stranded
form, whereas RNA can fold into complex three-dimensional structures. In
eukaryotic cells mRNA precursors undergo capping, splicing, and polyadenylation (2). Precursors of tRNAs are processed by RNase P (3) and undergo base
modifications (4), and in eukaryotes and archaea CCA is enzymatically added
to the 3′-end of tRNA (5). Many RNA-binding proteins play crucial roles in
these processes. Aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases specifically recognize and
aminoacylate their cognate tRNAs (6), whereas EF-Tu recognizes a common
feature of all elongator tRNAs (7). This represents a fascinating problem of
tRNA recognition. RNA is also an integral component of the ribosome (8),
spliceosome (9), snoRNP (10), RNase P (3), signal recognition particle (SRP)
(11), and telomerase (12). Specific RNA–protein interactions are key to the correct assembly of these complexes and their biological functions.
From: Methods in Molecular Biology, vol. 363: Macromolecular Crystallography Protocols: Volume 1:
Preparation and Crystallization of Macromolecules Edited by: S. Doublié © Humana Press Inc., Totowa, NJ
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The first RNA–protein complex structure to be determined was of
Escherichia coli glutaminyl-tRNA synthetase in complex with its cognate
tRNA (13). The crystal structures of yeast aspartyl-tRNA synthetase (14) and
Thermus thermophilus seryl-tRNA synthetase (15) in complex with their cognate tRNAs soon followed. For these complexes tRNAs were purified from
over-producing strains. Crystals of the MS2 bacteriophage capsid protein with
a fragment of viral mRNA was prepared by soaking a small chemically synthesized RNA oligonucleotide into preformed crystals of spherical viral capsid
(16). The complex between the spliceosomal U1A protein and a fragment of U1
snRNA was the first to be cocrystallized with a chemically synthesized RNA
(17,18). To date (up to April 2005), there are greater than 300 PDB entries of
RNA–protein complex structures including MS2 capsid–RNA variant complex
structures and crystal structures of the large and small ribosomal subunits with
various antibiotics and fragments of various tRNAs. Over 100 unique
RNA–protein crystals have been prepared. These structures have provided
answers to many fascinating biological problems involving RNA. This chapter
focuses on the generation of RNA–protein complex crystals for such studies.
2. Materials
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Standard buffer: 20 mM HEPES-Na, pH 7.5, 200 mM NaCl, and 5 mM MgCl2.
Phenol equilibrated with 0.1 M Tris-HCl, pH 8.0.
Chloroform.
Isoamylalcohol.
3.0 M Na-acetate, pH 5.2.
Ethanol.
Equipment for denaturing/native polyacrylamide electrophoresis.
TBE buffer: 10X stock solution (275 g boric acid, 37.8 g EDTA Na2, 540 g Tris
base in 5 L).
9. Formamide dye: 100 mL formamide (deionized with 5 g of amberoite MB-3), 0.1
g bromophenol blue, 0.1 g xylene cyanol, and 2 mL 0.5 M EDTA.
10. Toluidine blue stain solution: 0.1% (w/v) in water.
11. 8 M urea.

3. Methods
The methods described next outline: (1) prediction of secondary structure of
RNA; (2) large-scale preparation of RNA; (3) preparation of protein for RNA–protein complex crystallization; (4) method for annealing of RNA; (5) assembly of
proteins with RNA; and (6) crystallization of RNA–protein complexes.
3.1. Determining the Three-Dimensional Fold of RNA and Mapping
of the Protein-Binding Site
Proteins bind RNAs with diverse structures, from the single-stranded form to
complex folded domains. Biochemical characterization of RNA fold and the
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protein-binding site is, therefore, a first key step for crystallization of a RNA–protein complex. Secondary structures of RNA can be predicted with reasonable
accuracy using programs such as MFOLD (19). The secondary structure of a
RNA is well conserved during evolution such that a mutation of a base paired
nucleotide is usually compensated by a mutation of its base pairing partner.
Hence, a predicted secondary structure can be verified by covariation analysis
of evolutionarily related RNA sequences (20). Structural information of RNA
can also be obtained experimentally by chemical probing. Functional groups of
nucleotide bases react with chemicals such as dimethylsulfate (DMS), kethoxal, diethylpyrocarbonate (DEPC), and so on, and their reactivity is modulated
by hydrogen bonding and their chemical environment (21). Hydroxyl-radical
and ethyl-nitrosourea foot-printing is also used to probe the structure of the
sugar-phosphate backbone (22). Chemical and enzymatic probing are also used
to map protein-binding sites within RNA, but care must be taken in interpreting
the results as a protein-induced structural change of RNA can also alter the
reactivity of functional groups (see Note 1). Once a minimal protein-binding
domain is identified a next important step is to produce a corresponding fragment of RNA in isolation to see if it indeed binds protein in the expected manner (see Note 1).
3.2. Large-Scale Preparations of RNA for Crystallization
Large amounts of RNA suitable for crystallization can be synthesized either
chemically or enzymatically (see Chapter 12). Short RNA oligonucleotides can
be synthesized on a standard DNA synthesizer using phosphoramidite chemistry. For the crystallization of the U1A–hairpin RNA complex (17,18) and the
U2B′′-U2A′-RNA complex (23) we used phosphoramidites with the 2′-o-triisopropylsilyloxymethyl-protecting group (24) from Glen Research. Dharmacon
provides custom synthesis of RNA including a variety of modified nucleotides
using phosphoramidites with the 2′ACE (2′-O-bis[2-acetoxyethoxy]methyl)
protecting group (25).
RNA longer than 30 nucleotides can be best produced by in vitro transcription using bacteriophage RNA polymerases such as T7 RNA polymerase (26).
A large amount of hexahistidine-tagged T7 RNA polymerase can be purified
free of RNases by metal chelate chromatography (Shrader, T., personal communication). In vitro transcription with bacteriophage RNA polymerases works
less well for short RNAs as T7 RNA polymerase tends to fall off from the template before it undergoes a large conformational switch from the initiation to the
elongation form (27–29). For RNA of about 20–30 nucleotides a deoxyoligonucleotide template can be used together with a short oligonucleotide of
the complementary strand in the promoter region (30,31). For a longer RNA the
purity (homogeneity) of the oligonucleotide template could become an issue.
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RNA longer than 30 nucleotides can be best synthesized by run-off transcription using a linearized plasmid template. A desired template DNA sequence is
assembled using overlapping oligonucleotides and is cloned into a high copynumber plasmid such as a member of the pUC family (32). Correctly assembled
template sequence should be verified by DNA sequencing. Restriction enzymes
that give 3′ overhanging nucleotides should be avoided for linearization of plasmid because in this case RNA polymerase often fails to fall off from the template and continues to synthesize RNA in the opposite direction (33). We use
type II restriction enzymes such as BsmAI and BbsI for linearization of plasmid
template because they cleave outside their recognition sites so that plasmids can
be cleaved at any sequence (34). The yield of RNA largely depends on the
sequence downstream of the transcription initiation site and a purine-rich
sequence (particularly a G-rich sequence) is much preferred at this site (25).
However, a run of Gs sometimes results in a heterogeneous 5′-end (35,36). Run
off transcription usually results in heterogeneous 3′-end as polymerase tends to
add a few nucleotides in a template-independent manner before it falls off (30).
It is almost impossible to separate the desired product from such contaminants
at preparative scale for a long RNA (see Note 2).
Heterogeneous 5′- and 3′-ends may be less of an issue for a large piece of
RNA to be crystallized as the probability of the 5′- and 3′-ends to be involved
in crystal contacts is low. However, for shorter RNA the ends are likely to be
involved in crystal contacts and it is essential to avoid heterogeneity. In order
to get around this problem, RNA can be cotranscribed with flanking self-cleaving ribozymes (34). We use a hammerhead ribozyme at the 5′-end as there is
no specific sequence requirement following the scissile bond. The 5′-end of the
transcript is cleaved off so that a strong transcription initiation sequence such
as that of the φ10 promoter (GGGAGA) can be used. We use either a hammerhead or hepatitis δ virus ribozyme on the 3′-end (Fig. 1A,B). In order for
hammerhead ribozyme to cleave RNA efficiently the scissile bond must be
preceded by a GUC sequence. Hence, the product must end with GUC when a
hammerhead ribozyme is used on the 3′-end (37–39). In the case of hepatitis δ
virus ribozyme the scissile bond can be preceded by any nucleotide except C,
which apparently base pairs with the ribozyme sequence and prevents cleavage (40). Transcription reaction should be carried out at high magnesium concentration (30 mM) to allow cotranscriptional ribozyme cleavage. However,
the hepatitis δ virus ribozyme folds less efficiently and, hence, a complete
cleavage can only be achieved by extra annealing steps. For example, MgCl2
concentration is raised to 50 mM and the reaction is heated to 90°C, snap
cooled to 55°C, and held at 55°C, for at least 5 h (41). For details of RNA
preparation and protocols for crystallization readers should refer to Price et al.
(32) (see also Note 2).
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Fig. 1. Self-cleaving RNA constructs. (A) Double hammerhead construct.
Nucleotides on the black background are essential for cleavage. Scissile bonds are
shown with arrows. The 3′-end of RNA must be preceded by GUC to allow cleavage of
the 3′ hammerhead ribozyme. (B) RNA flanked by 5′ hammerhead and 3′ hepatitis δ
virus ribozymes. The PstI site can be used for the cloning of new sequences. The
nucleotide preceding the 3′ ribozyme scissile bond can be anything except C.

3.3. Protein Preparation for RNA–Protein Complex Crystallization
Many RNA-binding proteins consist of multiple domains that are connected
by flexible linker peptides. For example U1A (42), U2B′′ (42), Drosophila sexlethal protein (43) and poly-A binding protein (44) consists of two to four
copies of the RNA-recognition motifs (RRMs), whereas TFIIIA consists of
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nine Zn-fingers (45). To crystallize these proteins in complex with their target
RNA-binding sites it was crucial to identify a minimal RNA-binding fragment
that binds the target site strongly (46). RNA–binding studies of protein fragments have been very informative (41,46–49). For mapping of a minimal RNAbinding fragment a limited protease digestion of free and RNA-bound protein
and a subsequent analysis of proteolytic fragments by mass spectrometry can
provide vital information in identifying an RNA–binding fragment (50). Fine
mapping of a minimal binding fragment should also be carried out by expressing PCR-generated fragments in E. coli, for example.
For cocrystallization with RNA extra care is needed to prepare proteins free
of even trace amounts of RNases. Ambion® RNA alert system provides a quick
and sensitive RNase contamination assay of chromatographic fractions. The
RNA substrate contains a fluorescent dye on one end and a quencher on the
other so that its fluorescence increases when it is cleaved. Fractions rich in
RNase can be identified quickly and excluded from subsequent purification
steps. However, we have experienced significant RNA degradation when RNA
was mixed with a protein sample that appeared virtually negative by this assay
(Obayashi, E., unpublished results). The protocol for checking degradation of
RNA is shown next. The most pertinent assay for RNase contamination is to
incubate together protein and RNA to be crystallized at room temperature for a
few weeks. For RNA components of a large ribonucleoprotein assembly, the
incubation of RNA with individual protein components is a stringent test as
RNA can be well protected from RNases within the assembled RNP particle
(Obayashi, E. et al., unpublished results). Ideally RNA should remain intact for
2 wk or longer but this cannot easily be achieved. For the RNA–protein complexes, which we have crystallized so far, crystals grew to a maximum size
within 1 wk (18,23,51,52). RNA in the crystal was intact but RNA in the mother liquor was often degraded (18). It appears that degraded RNA was excluded
from the crystal lattice even though RNA was degraded during the course of
crystallization. Slight RNA degradation may, therefore, not always be a problem but monitoring RNA degradation during the course of crystallization is
absolutely essential.
3.3.1. Checking RNA Degradation
1. Mix 5–10 µg RNA with equivalent molar protein(s) in the standard buffer or crystallization buffer in an Eppendorf tube.
2. Incubate at 37°C or at room temperature overnight or for a few days.
3. Add a half volume of phenol equilibrated with Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, and of chloroform:isoamyl-alcohol (24:1) solution, then mix well.
4. Separate phases by brief centrifugation (16,000g) and carefully transfer the upper
phase into a fresh tube.
5. Repeat process three to four times.
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Add one-tenth volume of 3 M Na-acetate and 2.5 vol of ethanol, then mix well.
Place tube at –20°C for 10 min.
Centrifuge at 16,000g for 30 min at 4°C.
Wash pellet with 80% ethanol.
Resuspend pellet with 10 µL formamide dye or 9 M urea/dye.
Load it on a 20 × 20-cm denaturing polyacrylamide gel; run gel at 35 W for 30 min.
Stain gel with 0.1% toluidine (or methylene) blue solution for 2 min, then destain
it with water.

3.4. Annealing of RNA
It may be important to anneal RNA before mixing with protein to ensure
correct secondary and ternary structure. RNAs behave in different ways and,
therefore, the annealing condition should be optimized for each RNA. RNA
should be annealed under different conditions and then analyzed on a native
polyacrylamide gel run slowly in cold room to avoid excessive heating, shown
in Subheading 3.4.1. Golden and Kundrot (53) recommend annealing by
slow cooling in Mg2+ but this method is not applicable to all RNA. Slow cooling in the presence of Mg2+ often result in dimerization and multimerization
of RNA (54). For many RNAs we have worked on it is preferable to anneal
RNA in water by snap cooling on ice and add potassium or other monovalent
ions first and then divalent ions. Readers should also be reminded that structural conversion of RNA can take place much faster than one might anticipate.
When we set up crystallization of a fragment of E. coli 4.5S RNA (55) we
ensured that the RNA was completely in the hairpin form. When we solved
the structure the RNA was found to be in the dimeric form. Similar observations have been made by others (56,57). All hairpin RNAs can also form
dimers with the same base pairing scheme and can slowly convert to the
dimeric form even at fairly low temperatures (10–30°C) until it reaches equilibrium. The form that can be readily packed into a crystal lattice is depleted
from the solution and this drives equilibrium toward the dimeric form. This
conversion may require a large activation energy and Dumas et al. (57) noted
that crystal of the dimeric form appeared more quickly when crystallization
was carried out at 37°C. It is always desirable to set up crystallization with a
structurally homogeneous RNA preparation but this may not be absolutely
crucial as we probably end up with crystals of the form that can be packed
most readily into a crystal lattice, rather than what we started with. The hairpin RNA, which was crystallized with the spliceosomal U2B′′–U2A′ protein
complex, could form stable dimers with 11 consecutive base pairs (23). We
denatured the RNA at 80°C in the presence of urea and quickly diluted the
RNA solution into a solution of the U2B′′-U2A′ on ice to trap the hairpin
form, as shown next (23). It may be necessary to fold some RNAs in the presence of its binding protein.
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3.4.1. Methods for Annealing of RNA
3.4.1.1. SNAP COOLING
1. Dissolve RNA in water to less than 10 µM.
2. Incubate at 90°C for 3 min and quick cool on ice for more than 10 min.
3. Load RNA sample on a 20 × 20-cm native polyacrylamide gel; run gel at 35 W for
30 min.
4. Stain gel with 0.1% toluidine blue solution for 2 min, then destain with water.

3.4.1.2. DILUTION

OF

UREA

1. Dissolve RNA in 8 M urea to less than 10 µM.
2. Incubate at 80°C for 3 min.
3. Dilute the RNA solution with continuous, gentle stirring more than 10-fold into a
solution containing an RNA-binding protein on ice.

3.5. RNA–Protein Complex Formation
RNA–protein complexes are normally prepared by simply mixing RNA and
protein together. Some of the proteins we have worked on are not soluble in
low-salt buffer. We normally mix protein in a buffer with sufficient salt for its
solubility and then add RNA to the protein solution. This procedure avoids the
exposure of protein to low-salt conditions. When U1A and its cognate RNA
hairpin were first mixed, they aggregated and white precipitate immediately
formed. After standing on ice for a while, the solution became slowly clear (18).
This shows that RNA and protein first bind nonspecifically and aggregate but a
specific complex gradually forms and the solution becomes clear.
For in vitro assembly of multiprotein ribonucleoprotein complexes such as
the U1 snRNP we found that protein components have to be added in a certain
order to achieve efficient assembly of the particle (58). In the 1960s Nomura et
al. (59) reported a complete in vitro assembly of the 30S ribosomal subunit. It
was necessary to add protein subunits to 16S rRNA in a certain order and incubate their assembly intermediates at high temperature. This procedure avoids
the formation of unfavorable assembly intermediates. Nature avoids dead-end
assembly intermediates by shifting RNA into different cellular compartments
and using RNA-modifying enzymes (60) or other RNA-binding proteins. Some
proteins may bind RNA cotranscriptionally. The spliceosomal snRNPs are
assembled by an elaborate mechanism (61). For example U1 snRNA is transcribed by RNA polymerase II and transported into the cytoplasm in a capdependent manner. A large protein assembly called the SMN (survival of motor
neuron) complex traps (61) both RNA and some of the protein components
(core proteins) and facilitates the assembly of the U1 snRNP. The 5′-end of U1
snRNA in the intermediate state is then hyper-methylated to form the 2,2,7trimethyl guanosine cap (62). This cap is then recognized by snurportin and
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transported back to the nucleus where the remaining subunits (U1A, U1-70K,
U1C) are believed to assemble. Consistent with nuclear assembly, the U1A can
be imported into the nucleus without interacting with U1 snRNA (63). We have
been able to achieve efficient in vitro assembly of the U1 snRNP by mimicking
this process. It will be necessary to optimize the in vitro assembly procedure for
each RNP complex (see Note 3). Robinson et al. (64) have shown that a modified mass spectrometry machine can be used to analyze noncovalent protein and
protein–nucleic acid complexes as large as GroEL-GroES complex, ribosome,
and viruses. The assembly process can be monitored by native gel electrophoresis and mass spectrometry (see Note 3).
3.6. Crystallization Conditions
We have compiled crystallization conditions of all published RNA–protein
complexes on our webpage: http://www2.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/personal/kn/
NewFiles/crystal.html. General trends in crystallization of RNA–protein complexes are summarized in Fig. 2 (see also Note 4). Most crystals of RNA–protein complexes grow at a neutral pH range (6.5–7.5) (Fig. 2A), whereas a
slightly acidic pH range (pH 6.0–6.5) is preferred for RNA crystallization (65).
As shown in Fig. 2B, polyethylene glycol (PEG) is the most commonly used
precipitant for crystallization of a RNA–protein complexes (66,67). Figure 2C
shows the molecular weight of PEG (apart from PEG-monomethylether) preferred for crystallization of a RNA–protein complex. On the other hand, most
complexes of tRNA and tRNA binding proteins (aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases,
EF-Tu [7], and methionyl-tRNA formylase [68]) were crystallized from
ammonium sulfate. The complex of the spliceosomal U1A protein and its cognate hairpin was also crystallized from ammonium sulfate (17,18). Divalent
ions especially magnesium, calcium, or manganese ions are important components for RNA–protein crystallization. Figure 2D,E shows additives and their
concentration used for RNA–protein crystallizations. Magnesium ions or
hydrated magnesium ions are often seen to interact with the phosphate backbone of RNA in high-resolution structures of nucleic acid or nucleic acid complex crystals (69). Hexamine cobalt or osmium hexamine are used in crystallizations because they mimic hydrated magnesium ions. Polyamines, such as
spermine and spermidine, can interact with the phosphate backbone of RNA
and are also often used for crystallization. Sauter et al. (70) reported that cyclic
polyamines are particularly effective in producing ordered crystals. Many of
the important aspects of nucleic acid–protein complexes crystallization have
been discussed (66,67). In the majority of DNA–protein complex crystals,
DNA forms pseudocontinuous helices. Hence, the lengths of DNA should be
close to multiples of half a turn of helix and the crystal quality is optimized by
fine-tuning the end-to-end interaction of DNA. Except for crystallization of
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Fig. 2. General trends in crystallization conditions of RNA–protein complexes. (A)
pH range used for RNA–protein crystallizations; (B) precipitants used for RNA–protein
crystallizations; (C) molecular weights of polyethylene glycol; (D) additives; (E) concentrations of additives. These are extracted from our original protein–RNA crystallization table: (http://www2.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/personal/kn/NewFiles/crystal.html).
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double-stranded RNA-binding protein (71) this strategy is non-applicable.
However, the ends of RNA helices are often involved in crystal contacts.
Figure 3 shows the effect of the helix end on the crystallization of the spliceosomal U2B′′/U2A′ protein with RNA (23). The end of the helix is packed
against an RNA base and both the length and the choice of even the penultimate base pair affect crystallization. A similar effect has been observed for the
crystallization of the U1A–RNA complex (18). Altering nonessential parts of
RNA is an important variable in crystallization.
It is usually not essential to set up crystallization with purified RNA–protein
complexes or stoichiometric amounts of RNA and protein. Even when RNA and
protein bind with high affinity, if one of the components can readily be packed
into a crystal lattice, crystals of that component rather than of the complex could
form. Aggarwal (66) reported that for crystallization of DNA–protein complexes having excess DNA often results in better crystals. For crystallization of a ternary SRP complex it was important to have 1.5-fold molar excess of proteins
over RNA (52). It may not be necessary to change the RNA-to-protein ratio for
initial screening but this could be one of the variables at the optimization stage.
Crystals of TRAP (tryptophan RNA attenuation protein) in complex with a
33mer RNA was obtained only with a RNA:protein ratio of 1:2 (72). In the crystal both a free TRAP 11mer ring and an RNA-bound ring are seen to be packed
tightly in the crystal lattice. In this case the ratio between the two components
was essential.
3.7. Conclusions
We have described our limited knowledge and experience previously, which
we hope is of some use to the readers. Some may think that crystallization is
not really a science and only requires “mix and pray.” We believe that like any
biological science good knowledge of chemistry and physics, careful observation, profound thinking, and persistent effort are the foundation of successful
crystallization. Unfortunately our efforts will not pay off until the structure is
solved. However, if we choose an important biological problem, then the structure will reveal something important that is well worth the effort.
4. Notes
1. Caution should be exercised in the interpretation of experiments using either
enzymes or chemicals to probe RNA in the absence and presence of protein(s). It
is important to verify, before doing such experiments, that a complex between
RNA and protein forms efficiently and exists in a single conformational state. This
can be done on a native acrylamide or agarose gel. If the complex does not form
a stable unit then the probing pattern will arise from a combination of free RNA
as well as the protein-bound form(s). On the quest to find a minimal RNA-binding
site it should be remembered that although small RNA constructs may be favor-
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Fig. 3. The effect of RNA sequence on the crystallization of the U2B′′/U2A′ protein–
RNA ternary complex. (A) The binding site for the U2B′′/U2A′ protein complex within U2 snRNA stem-loop IV. (B) RNA used for the final crystallization. (C) No crystals
are obtained when two GC base pairs in the stem are replaced by CG base pairs. (D)
Crystals were obtained when the penultimate CG base pair is replaced by AU base pair.
(E) Crystals were obtained when the penultimate CG base pair is replaced by GC base
pair. (F) No crystal grew when the penultimate CG base pair is replaced by UA base
pair. (G) Packing of RNA in the crystal of the U2B′′/U2A′/RNA complex (23).

able for crystallization they may reduce the solubility of the RNA–protein
complex.
2. We routinely purify RNA by urea-denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis,
either using slab gels or a Bio-Rad prep cell. By using slab gels we can achieve
excellent separation of RNA from degradation products, as well as from the
ribozyme(s). It has also been observed that acrylamide does carry over with RNA
purified by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Gel-filtration has been used to separate RNA products from NTPs and small abortive transcripts (Lukavsky and
Puglisi, personal communication).
3. Native-gel mobility shift assay is commonly utilized to demonstrate formation of a
stable RNA–protein complex. Temperature can contribute significantly to the efficiency of reconstitution of RNA–protein complexes. Protein may not be able to access
RNA that has a rigid form at low temperature, so in cases where efficiency of reconstitution is low it may be useful to incubate RNA with protein at an elevated temperature. This was the case for the reconstitution of the 30S ribosomal subunit (60).
Sodium chloride is often the salt of choice, but it is not generally prevalent
under physiological conditions and may not favor stability of macromolecular
complexes. One should consider the use of an anion such as potassium and a counterion such as glutamate or acetate. Ordered potassium ions have been observed in
the RNA–protein complex structures.
4. Although commercial screens allow one to sample a diverse range of conditions,
many of these may not be suitable for RNA–protein complex crystallization. It is
particularly inefficient to use such screens when sample is limiting. In such cases
it is important to understand the character of your protein–RNA complex and determine the precipitation point and trends in its behavior. Avoid phosphate buffer
because it leads to formation of salt crystals in the presence of magnesium.
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